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A 
WIND  GENERATORS  380  WATT 

1 14 metre did blades carbon matrix blades 3 year warranty 12vdc 
output 24v version available control electronics included brushless 

neodymium cubic curve alternator only IWO movi ng parts maintenance 
free simple roof top installation start up speed 7mph max output 

(30mph) 380w £499 ref AIR1 

PLANS 
PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct 
plans on a simple and cheap way to build a home X-ray machine, 

Effectrve device X-ray sealed assemblies can be used for experimental 
purposes Not a toy or for minors, £6/set Ref F/XP1 

TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your 
fnends by creating motion with no known apparent means dr cause 

Uses no electrical or mechanical connections no special gimmicks yet 
produces positive motion and effect Excellent for science projects 

magic snows party demonst rations or serious research 8 development 
of this strange and amazing phychic phenomenon 
£4/set Ref F/TKE1 

ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS 8, DATA This data 
shows several wa ys to put subjects under your control Included is a full 
volume reference text and several construction plans that when 
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli This material must be 
used cautiously It is for use as entertainment at parties etc only by 
those experienced in its use EIS/set Ref F/EH2 

GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan demonstrates 
a simple electrical phenomena that produces an anti-gravity effect You 

can actually build a small mock spaceship out of simple materials and 
wrthout any visible means- caused to levlate EIO/set Ref F/GRA1 

WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING 
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750 000 volts of 
discharge expenment voth extraordinary I-IV effects 'Ptasma in a jar 
St Elmo's fire Corona, excellent science project or conversation piece 
£5/set Ref F/B7C1/LG5 

COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100mw of 
visible green light High coherency and spectral quality similar to Argon 
laser but easier and less costly to build yet far more efficient This 

particular design was developed at the Atomic Energy Commision of 
NEGEV in Israel £ 10/set Ref F/CVL 1 

VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Minature solid state system turns 
speech sound into indecipherable noise that cannot be understood 
without a second matching unit Use on telephone to prevent third party 
listening and bugging £6/set Ref ENS9 

PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises 
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound' 
works on FM too, DISCRETION ADVISED £8/set Ref F/TJ5 

BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long 
range device uses recent technology to detect the presence of Irving 
bodies warm and hot spots heat leaks etc Intended for security law 

enforcement research and development etc Excellent security device 
or very interesting science project £8/set Ref F/BHT1 

BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Projects an 
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and melting materials over a 

considerable distance This laser 'sone of the most efficient converting 
10% input power into useful output Not only is this device a workhorse 

in welding cutting and heat processing materials but rt is also a likely 

candidate as an effective directed energy beam weapon against 
missiles aircraft ground-to-ground etc Particle beams may very well 
utilize a laser of this type to blast a channel in the at mosphere for a high 

energy stream of neutrons or other particles The device is easily 

applicable to burning and etching wood cutting plastics textiles etc 
12/set Ref F/LC7 

DYNAMO FLASHLIGHT Interesting concept no batteries needed just 

squeeze the trigger for instant light 3 pparently even works under water 

in an emergency although we haven't tried it yet, £699 ref SC152 

ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic 
shock waves Blow holes in metal. produce 'cold' steam atomize 

liqudes Many cleaning usesfor PC boards jevAlery coins small parts 

etc £6/set Ref F/ULB1 

ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effectrve circuit 
produces time variable pulses of accoustical energy that dogs cannot 
tolerate £6/sel Ref F/D0G2 

LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you 
to hear sounds from a premises without gaining access £12/set Ref F/ 

LLIST1 

PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS 
Handheld has large transducer and battery capacity with external 

controls £6/set Ref F/PSP4 

INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabber/ 
room monitor The ultimate in home/office security and safety' simple 

to use, Call your horse or office phone. push a secret tone on your 
telephone to access eit her A) On premises sound and voices or B) 

Existing conversation with break-in capablrty for emergency messages 
£7 Ref F/TELEGRAB 

BUG DETECTOR PLANS Is that someone getting the goods on 
you/ Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio 

energy, Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome 

interference Detects low high and UHF frequencies £5/set Ref F/ 
BD I 

ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Projects a metal object 
a considerable distance-requires adult supervision £5 ref F/EML2 

ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE 
TOUCH OF YOUR HAND! £5/set Ref F/EMA1 
PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Listen to distant 
sounds and voices open windows sound sources in 'hard to get' or 
hostile premises Uses satellite technology to gather distant sounds 
and focus them to out ultra sensitive electronics Plans also show an 
optional vAreless link system £8/set ref F/PM5 

2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY 
AND HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL 
AND VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR 
PLANS Operates on 9-12vdc many possible experiments £10 Ref 

COLOUR  CCTV 

VIDEO 

CAMERAS, 
BRAND NEW  AND.  CASED,  FROM F 99 

Works with most modern video's, TV's, 
Composite monitors, video grabber cards 
etc 
Pal, lv P-P, composite, 75ohm, 1/3" CCD, 4mm F2.8, 
500x582, 12vdc, mounting bracket, auto shutter, 

100x50x180mm, 3 months warranty,1 off price £119 
ref XEF150, 10 or more £99 ea 100+ £89 

HYDROPONICS 
DO YOU GROW YOUR OWN? 

We have a full colour hydroponics catalogue 
available containing nutrients, pumps, 
fittings, enviromental control, light fittings, 
plants, test equipment etc 

Ring for your free copy. 

*HEMP SEEDS 
Pack of 50 seeds plus 60 page 
growing guide £.9.95 
.1Iome office licence required for grossing in the uk. 

1998 Bull Electrical colour 
catalogue now available, 
ring for your free copy! 

Free gift!! 
100 free ring magnets with any 
order over £20, just quote ref 
'Christmas one' to qualify! 

Smallest Integrated Radar Laser Detector 

SUPERW I DEBAND 

RADAR  DETECTOR 

360  deg  COVERAGE 
Detects both radar and laser X K supersede KA, bands LED signal 
strength display Audio and visual alerts Alert priority. Rear and front 

facing optical wavegudes Tnplecheck verification city mode tutorial 
mode dark mode aux jack volume control These may be 

illegal lou se in certain countries 

1 1"x2 7"x4 6" 

Superband £.149 ref RD2 

Our new 1998 
catalogue has 
worms, get your 
free copy today!! 

PLACE YOUR ORDER 
VIA OUR WEBSITE AT 

BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM 

BULL ELECTRICAL 
LSO PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX. 

BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS). 
'WAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE 
WITH ORDER PLUS f3.50 P&P PLUS VAT. 

24 HOUR SERVICE £5.00 PLUS VAT. 
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS £3.50 

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS) 

'phone orders : 01273 203500 
FAX 01273 323077 

E-mail bull*pavilion.co.uk 

Tagged 4aH D nicads (saft) 
unused 

Pack of 4 £,10 ref DNIC2 

TZS4 INFRARED 
NIGHT SIGHT 

One of our top most selling night sights isthis Russian TZS4 This sight 
enable you to see in very low light levels or with the ad of the built in 

infra red illuminator- in total darkness In 1/4 moonlight you would spot 
a man at 150m  in total darkness at 75m  Magnification 2 3x 

240x66x190mm 0 9kg focusing range 1 5m-infindy, M42 camera 

mount included runs on 2yikA battenes 100mm focal length 8 deg 
illuminator divergence 505rs continuous no illuminator) 10hrs with 
carryingcase and strap 

TZS4 NightsIght £199 ref BAR61 
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'POO CaS an? Ciisettiis 
LIGHTING-UP REMINDER by Bart Trepak 
Don't be a dim-witted road menace - have a brilliant flash of inspiration 
and get lit-up on time! 

THE HANDY THING by Bill Mooney 
With this amazing electronic analogue of the Swiss Army Knife, 
let the Force reveal itself! 
INGENUITY UNLIMITED hosted by Alan Winstanley 
Fan Failure Monitor; Flame Effect; L.E.D.s as Photocells; 
DMM Temperature Probe; Current Monitor for Power Supplies 

SWITCH-ACTIVATED BURGLAR ALARM by Robert Penfold 
Have you an opportunist burglar near you? Probably - and here's your 
opportunity to inexpensively deter his anti-social tendencies 
AUDIO SYSTEM REMOTE CONTROLLER by Mark Skeete 
Adding infra-red remote control facilities to your audio system is easier 
than you might think 

S ofties an? 9 CiiitHACS 
INTERFACE by Robert Penfold 
Revealing more about PC Ins and Outs, and demonstrating a Simple 
Transistor Tester in the process 

NEW TECHNOLOGY UPDATE by Ian Poole 
Hazardous beryllium oxide is being replaced by the safer aluminium nitride 
in power semiconductor manufacturing 

STRIPBOARDMAGIC REVIEW by Andy Flind 
Anyone who ever creates their own circuits on stripboard and has a 
PC could rapidly reap benefits from this innovative design aid 

CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell 
Teach In '98- Back to Basics; Positively Negative; Mega Volts; Tapped 
Transformer; Ground Down; Current Flow 

TEACH-IN '98 - An Introduction to Digital Electronics - 5 
by Ian Bell, Rob Miles, Dr Tony Wilkinson, Alan Winstanley 
This month: Logic design aids: Boolean algebra; Karnaugh maps; 
Arithmetic functions; Encoders and decoders 

NET WORK - THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan Winstanley  236 
ESR Components Get Kitted Out; The QWERTY Generation; Links 
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READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising  183 

PARTS GALLERY + ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND 
COMPONENTS CD-ROM  196 

BACK ISSUES Did you miss these?  204 

ELECTRONICS VIDEOS Our range of educational videos  230 

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE  231 
A wide range of technical books available by mail order 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE  234 
PCBs for EPE projects - some at "knockdown" prices! Plus EPE software 

FREE 
EPE PIC TUTORIAL SUPPLEMENT - 1 by John Becker 

between pages 200 and 201 
By popular demand - quite simply the easiest practical introduction to 
using PIC microcontrollers. This month: assembling the versatile 
Tutorial demonstration p.c.b. and your first steps in using it! 

ADVERTISERS INDEX  240 

Our April '98 issue will be published on Friday, 6 
March 1998. See page 163 for details. 
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I Surplus always 
wanted for cash!  

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! 
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS 

I Surplus always 
wanted for cash!  

LOW COST PC's 

SPECIAL IttlY 
'AT 286' 

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram 

Industrial grade 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems Made in the USA 
to an industrial specification, the system was designed for total relia-
bility The compact case houses the motherboard. PSU and EGA 
video card with single 514" 1.2 Mb floppy disk drive & Integral 40Mb 
hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock with battery backup is 
provided as standard. Supplied in good used condition complete with 
enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Atio RAM, DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY 
Full Guarantee. Ready to Run' 
Order as HIGFtADE 286 O NL Y £ 9 9. 0 0 (E) 
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card 
1.4Mb 3W floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb) 
Wordpertect 6.0 for Dos - when 3W FDD option ordered 
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card 

£29.00 
£19.95 
£12.50 
£29.00 

INTEL 4860X-33 SYSTEMS 
Limited quantity of this 2nd user, superb small size desktop unit. 
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin Supplied 
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM, SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and 
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5 floppy disk drive. 
Fully tested and guaranteed Fully expandable  Only 
Many other options available - cell for details. £199.00 (E) 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3W'- 8" 
ambit, purchases of standard 514' and 3W drives enables us to 
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless 
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
ment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90 
day guarantee. Call tor over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair 

31/2 " Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE  £24.95 B 
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only  £25,958 
314" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop  £18.95 8 
5%" Tem FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE  £18.95 B 
5%' Teac FD-55F-03-U 7201< 40/80 (tor BBC's etc) RFE  £29.95 8 
544' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 3601<  £22.9 B 
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5W Flopp or HD £29.  8 
8" Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested  £210.00 E 
8 Shugart 8108' SS NH Brand New  £195.  E 
8" Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished 6 tested  £260.  E 
8' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW  £295.  E 
8' Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U DS slimline NEW  £295.  E 
Dual 8' cased dnves with integral power supply 2 Mb  £499.  E 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
.84 It)SHIBA.(19 mm H )MiC2101MAN 2.1b (lb. Now  £199.00 
2W TOSH.(12.5 mm H) MK1002MAV 1.1 Gb laptop. Now f115.00 
214' to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £15.95 
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM VF RFE  £59.95 
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE VF (or equiv.) RFE  £59.95 
3$4' CONNER CP3344 40mb IDE VF Or equiv.) RFE  £69.00 
3W ROM/OE R03057S 45mb SCSI  (Mac & Acorn)  £69.00 
3W QUANTUM 40S Proddve 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE  £49.00 
3W WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE lif New  £185.00 
514' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE  £49.95 
5W SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb ALL VF Ref urb  £69.95 
5W CDC 94205-51 40mb HR MFM I/F RFE tested  £69.95 
514 HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested  £99.00 
514' HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested  £195.00 
8'  NEC D2246 85 Mb SMD interface. Now  £199.00 
8'  FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD IF RFE tested  £195.00 
8'  FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD VF RFE tested  £345.00 
Many other drives in stock - ShllppIng on all drives is code (D) 

THE AMAZING TELEBOX 
onv  S vOuf CO OUf M011 Of  0 S • 1  •  - ' 

TV SOUND & 

VIDEO TUNER 
CABLE COMPATIBLE 

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, con-
taining all electionics ready to plug into a host of video monitors 
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY, 
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite 
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing 
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most televi-
sion receivers* (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front 
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television 
channels. TELEBOX MB M yers virtually all television frequencies 
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable 
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel 
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer 
video systems. For complete compatibility- even for monitors with-
out sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level HI Fi 
audio output are provided as standard. 
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors  £36.95 
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker  £39.50 
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHFNHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95 
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification. 
'For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be con-
nected to a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B) 

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES 

6,000,000 items EX STOCK 
For MAJOR SAVINGS - CAU. FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOMIST 

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS 
One of the highest specification 

Amonitorsyou will ever see - 
IvT At this price - Don't miss it!! 

FA3415ETKL 14' SVGA Muttlsync colour monitor with fne 
028 dot pitch the and resolution of 1024 x 768. A 
varitity of KAM Mows ccrnection to a host of 
em miming IBM PC's ri CGA, EGA, VGA & SVGA 
mcdas, BBC, COMMODORE (ndudng Amiga 1200), 
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE Many features Bched 
W O W, ted switching and LOW RADIATION MPR 
specification Fully guaranteed, suppled in EXCEL-

LENT WM used condlicri.  Order as 
Ttit & Swfvel Bess (.4.75  Only £119 (E) Lirro,,SVGA 
VGA cable for IBM PC Inducted 
External cabiles for other types of computers CALL 

AS New- Ex Demo 

17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors 

Full multlsync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. 0 25.00 (E) 

Just In - MIcrovItec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors. 
Good SH condition -from £299- CALL for info 

PHIUPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14" 
colour monitor with =It RGB and standard composite 15.625 
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks. 
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses. 
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all 
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection 
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as 
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good 
used condition 'fully tested - guaranteed Onl L - ••• y C1 Q  Dimensions: W14' x H1214- x 15 W D.  (E) 

PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal 
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex-equipment 
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10- x H10' x 13 W D. 
240 V AC mains powered.  Only £79.00 (0) 
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot 
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling., 
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video , 
source, with RGB analog and composite sync 
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn . 
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13 W x 12' • 
11'. Good used condition.  Only £125 (E) 

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS 
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors, 
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive 
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In 
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee. 

20"....£135  22"....£155 26"....£185 (F) 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS 
'' L n•us na s.. •  • 0 

£P0A 
£760 
£2500 
£750 
£95 
£550 
CP0A 

per qua 
Virtually New, Ultra Smart 
Less than Half Price! 

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by 
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature 
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door. 
full height lockable hall louvered back door 
and louvered removable side panels. Fully 
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched 
for any configuration of equipment mounting 
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp 
socket switched mains distribution strip make 
these racks some of the most versatile we 

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore 
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays. 
Overall dimensions are: 77)4' H x3215' D x 22' W. Order as: 
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. 045.00(3) 
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels  £245.00 (13) 

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories 
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high. 
Available from stock !!. 

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab 
Made by Eurocratt Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec, 
rack features all steel construction with removable 
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are 
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with 
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door 
is constructed of double walled steel with a 
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to 
enable status indicators to be seen through the 
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack 
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing 
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack 
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts 
(extras available) are pre punched for standard 
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3 
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched 
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by 
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section 
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting 
of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted 
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for 
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used 
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions 
mm•1625H x 635D x603 W. ( 64' H x25' D x 23 W W ) 

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price if 

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G) 

42U version of the above only £345- CALL 

BATTERY SCOOP.- 50% off!! 
As phciaT0UlW purchase from a Cancelled export WNW orings you 
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Alt 
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15 
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaran-
teed 15 year service life. Fully BT & B56290 approved. Supplied 
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep. 
M6 bolt terminals Fully guaranteed. Current makers price Over £70 

each  O ur Price £35 each (c) or 4 for £99 (0) 

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK 
Save IEEE'S by enoasing your We-Yr Filliy-TrOM MT mam ma 
stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle, 
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury 
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US v 
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock. Save Ears 

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S 
*Hoyt memory expansion board. 1- un terigm -FU-XT 

and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board. 
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor 
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE. 
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.  £59.95 
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands 
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill 
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data. 
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 

1 MB x9 SIMM 9 chipS2 8112Ons SPECIALS  Only  £8.50 
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £10.50  or 70n5  £11.95 
1 MB x 9 SIMI' 9 chip 80 ns £10.50  or 70n5  £11.75 
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parity-  Only £35.00 
PATEL 486-0X33 C:PU £19.95 INTEL 486-0X66 CPU £59.00 
FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK- CALL FOR Mt 

MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC68040RC25M) CPU'S £59.00 

shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades Is code B 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 
14 workstation, Co mplete WiU1 service pack d 
and licence - OEM packaged. 

Special Price ONLY £99.00 
Microsoft - Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & DOS 6.22. Supplied 
on 314' disks with license & documentation documentation. 09.95 

Virtu a fly every type or p o wer  DOS 5.0 on 314' disks with concise books c/w OBasic  £14.95 
supply you can linagIne. Ov•r  10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 3W disks with manual £24.95 

Call for Info / list,  shipping charges for software is code B 

Visit our London shop for a full range of Test Equipment and other bargains 
•••• 
•  • 
•  • 
•  • 
•  • 
•  • 
•••• 
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-ELECTRONICS-

lkW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 plum power *ovate - ex Mock 
IBM 8130 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver 
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser 
IBM 53E5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules 
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N 
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE 
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o 
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 
HP I 650B Logic Analyser  £3750 
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3762A Error Detector  £P0A 
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts  £1800 
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU  £675 
HP54121A DC 10 22 GHz four channel test set  £P0A 
HP7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter  £1850 
F&B Wardrobe size, insurance spec 1 hour rated fire safe  £650 
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp  £650 
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system  £P0A 
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera  £1100 
CSZ VERY Large 3 cavity thermal shock chamber  CP0A 
Philips PW1730/10 XRAY generator with accessories  £P0A 
Kelthley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser  EPOA 
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system  £3750 
Flskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries  £9500 
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system  EPOA 
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer  £2200 
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram  £945 
Intel SBC 4861125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) NEW  £1450 
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters  £1150 
Nikon HEX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit  £1450 
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL EPOA 
Trlo 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New  £550 
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer  £1950 
Fujitsu M3041D 60) LPM printer with network interface  £1250 
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer  f500 
Perkin Eimer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer  f3500 
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter  £3750 
UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495 
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder  £1995 
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier / recorder  £750 
System Video 1152 PAL waveform m onitor  £485 
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser  £2950 

ALL MAIL & OFFICES 
Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30 

Dept PE , 32 Biggin Way 

Upper Norwood 

LONDON SE19 3XF 
1 'LONDON SHOP OPIT5mv5Vit-ea: 91:1se ?;n5ti30  

South Norwood 
On SSA Bn• Route 
*Thornton ktit•th I 

Stithurst Park SR Rail Station. 

DISTELO 
Visit our web site 

www.distel.co.uk 
email admin 0 distel.co.uk 

ALL Tr ENQUIRIES 

0181 679 4414 
FAX 0181 679 1927 

ppm: onto = 25 

Al prbes for UK Maniand UK customers add 175% VAT to TOTAL order arnant. Mninun order £10. Bona Fide acccunt orders accepted tiorn Gover ment. Schcols 
Uriveisities and Local Autiorbes - mnimurn accouit order £50. Cheques over £100 we supect to 10  • days deararoa. Carriage cthan s (A K3.00, (Al )C4.00, 
(B).£5.50. (C).411.50, pKiaco, (E) 15.00, (F).£113.00, (G).CALL Aloo amok 6 days fa slipping - laSter CALL Al goods supplied to our Standard CCoditiorle OS Sala 
and unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. Al guarantees one return to base basis Al •%*1Smooned to change prces / sp3aficatcos *ithout poor notice. Orders sdojectto 
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NEXT MONTH 
SINGLE OR 
DUAL-TRACKING PS. U. 
This simple to build power supply unit will provide a 
single regulated output of 2 volts to 20 volts at 
250mA, or it can be switched to provide a dual 
supply, suitable for most i.c. experimentation and 
testing, of 1 volt to 10 volts on either side of earth. 
This dual supply automatically tracks each side to 
the other, so that both positive and negative output 
rails keep in step. 

PATENT YOUR 
INVENTION 
Most of us have had an idea for an invention at 
some time or another but, unlike the writer (whose 
words are automatically copyrighted), the would-be 
inventor must take steps to protect his idea with a 
patent. Each year around 20,000 patents are taken 
out by UK residents and of these around 4,000 are 
from individual inventors rather than businesses and 
universities. However, before you dash off to the 
Patent Office with a sheaf of diagrams, it might be 
wise to check if your idea is patentable at all and on 
the necessary steps and likely costs of the process. 
This article explains it all. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
PIEZO-CABLE 
PROJECTS 

Certain types of thermoplastics exhibit piezoelectric 
properties and these materials can be formed into 
sheets, thin films or cables. In this article we take a 
look at piezoelectric cable and show how it can 
easily be used in a variety of applications by the 
hobbyist. 
The article also provides full constructional details 

for two simple projects: A Distributed Microphone 
which uses the cable taped to a window pane, piano 
soundboard, etc., as a simple acoustic transducer, 
plus an amplifier and headphones. And a Vibration 
Alarm, where the cable can be clipped to a fence to 
detect intruders, or used for door or window 
security, vehicle detection, etc. 

RC-METER 
A P/C controlled radio control meter for testing RC 
transmitters, receivers and servos. 
The transmitter frequency, number of channels, 

frame time and individual channel pulse widths of up 
to eight channels can be displayed simply by holding 
the RC transmitter close to the unit. The RC-METER 
transmitter pulse detector system will only detect 
pulse data from radio control transmitters using 100 
per cent amplitude modulation. However, the 
frequency readout will operate as long as at least 4ms 
of transmitted signal is detected, so it can still be 
used with the more modern FM transmitters. 
By connecting a flying lead from one of the radio 

control receiver's channel outputs to the RC-METER 
connector, the meter can display the received pulse 
width and frame time. The meter can also produce a 
servo drive signal, mimicking the output of a receiver. 

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER 
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES 
EVERYDAY 

PRACTICAL 
DON'T MISS AN ISSUE - 
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW! 

ciLLIEF 2NICS  APRIL ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, MARCH 6 
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VI BARGAIN PACKS 
- List 5 

One item only per pack unless otherwise stated. 
TEST PRODS FOR MULTIMETERS with 4mm sockets. 
Good length very flexible lead. Order Ref: D86. 
8 OHM PM SPEAKERS, size 8" x 4", pack of 2. These 
may be slightly rusty and that is why they are so cheap. 
but are electrically OK. Order Ref: D102. 
PAXOLIN PANELS, size 6" x6", approximately 1/16" 
thick, pack of 2. Order Rel. 0103. 
13A SOCKET, vinually unbreakable, ideal for trailing 
lead. Order Ref. 095. 
PIEZO BUZZER with electronic sounder circuit. 3V to 9V 
d.c operated. Order Ref: D76. 
DITTO but without internal electronics, pack of 2. Order 
Ref 075. 
LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCH, approximately 30mm 
sq. pack of 2, Order Ref 064 
ROTARY SWITCH, 9-pole 6-way, small size and 1/4 " 
spindle, pack of 2. Order Ref: 054. 
FERRITE RODS, 7" with coils for Long and Medium 
waves pack of 2 
DITTO but without the coils, pack of 3. 
SLIDE SWITCHES, SPDT. pack of 20. Order Ref: 050. 
MAINS DP ROTARY SWITCH with 1/4 " control spindle. 
pack of 5. Order Ref 349 
ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 800µF at 6.4V, pack of 20. Order 
Ref 048 

ELECTROLYTIC CAP. 1000 + 1000µF 12V. pack of 10. 
Order Ref 047 
MINI RELAY wilh 5V coil, size only 26mm x 19mm x 
limm. has 2 sets changeover contacts. Order Ref: 042. 
MAINS SUPPRESSOR CAPS, 0.1µF 250V a.c., pack of 
10, Order Ref 1050 
TELESCOPIC AERIAL, chrome plated. extendable and 
folds over for improved FM reception. Order Ref 1051 
MES LAMPHOLDERS, slide onto '4" tag. pack of 10. 
Order Ref 1054. 

PAX TUBING, 1/2 " internal diameter pack of 2. 12" 
lengths. Order Ref. 1056 

ULTRA THIN DRILLS. 0.4mm, pack of 10. Order Ref. 
1042 
20A TOGGLE SWITCHES, centre oft, part spring con-
trolled, will stay on when pushed up but will spring back 
when pushed down pack of 2. Order Ref 1043 
HALL EFFECT DEVICES, mounted on small heatsink. 
pack of 2. Order Ref 1022 
12V POLARISED RELAY, two changeover contacts. Or-
der Ref 1032 
PAXOLIN PANEL, 12" v 12". 1,16" thick. Order Ref: 1033. 
MINI POTTED TRANSFORMER, only 1.5VA 15V-0V-
15V or 30V. Order Ref: 964 
ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 321vF at 350V and 50µF section 
at 25V. in alulminium can for upright mounting, pack of 2. 
Order Ref 995. 
PRE-SET POTS, 1 megohm. pack of 5, Order Ref : 998. 
WHITE PROJECT BOX with rocker switch in top 
left-hand side. size 78mm x 115mm k 35mm. unprinted. 
Order Ref 1006. 
6V SOLENOID, good strong pull but quite small. pack of 
2. Order Ref 1012 
FIGURE-8 MAINS FLEX, also makes good speaker lead. 
15m. Order Ref . 1014 
HIGH CURRENT RELAY, 24V a.c. or 12V d.c.. 3 
changeover contacts. Order Ref: 1016. 
LOUDSPEAKER, 8 ohm 5W. 3.7" round. Order Ref: 962. 
NEON PILOT LIGHTS, oblong for front panel mounting. 
with internal resistor for normal mains operation, pack 
of 4, Order Ref: 970. 
3.5MM JACK PLUGS, pack of 10. Order Ref. 975. 
WANDER PLUGS, pack of 10. Order Ref: 986. 
PSU, mains operated. two outputs. one 9.5V at 550mA 
and the other 15V at 150mA. Order Ref : 988. 
ANOTHER PSU, mains operated. output 15V a.c. at 
320mA. Order Ref. 989. 
PHOTOCELLS, silicon chip type. pack of 4. Order Ref: 
939 
LOUDSPEAKER, 5" 40hm 5W rating. Order Ref: 946 
230V ROD ELEMENTS, 500W terminal ended. 10" long. 
pack of 2. Order Ref 943. 
LOUDSPEAKER, 7" x 5", 40hm 5W. Order Ref: 949. 
LOUDSPEAKER, 4" circular. 60hm 3W. pack of 2. Order 
Ref 951 

FERRITE POT CORES, 30mm x 15mm x 25mm. match-
ing pair Order Ref: 901. 
PAXOLIN PANEL, 81/2 x 31/2 with electrolytics. 2501vF and 
100µF. Order Ref 905 
CAR SOCKET PLUG with PCB compartment. Order Ref: 
917. 

4-CORE FLEX suitable for telephone extensions. 10m. 
Order Ref 918. 
VERO OFF-CUTS, approximately 30 square inches of 
useful sizes, Order Ref : 927. 
PROJECT CASE, 95mm x 66mm x 23mm with removal 
lid held by four screws, pack of 2. Order Rel. 876. 

SOLENOIDS, 12V to 24V, will push or pull. pack of 2. 
Order Ref: 877. 

2M MAINS LEAD, 3-core with instrument plug moulded on. 
Order Ref 879 
TELESCOPIC AERIAL, chrome plated extendable, pack 
of 2, Order Ref. 884 
MICROPHONE, dynamic with normal body for handhold 
mg. Order Rel. 885. 
CROCODILE CLIPS, superior quality Ilex. can be attached 
without soldering. 5 each red and black. Order Ref- 886 
BATTERY CONNECTOR FOR PP3, superior quality, pack 
of 4. Order Ref 887 
LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES, Order Ref 898 
PRESETS, 470 ohm and 220k, mounted on single panel. 
pack of 10. Order Ref. 849. 
THERMOSTAT for ovens with ½" spindle to take control 
knob, Order Ref* 857. 

12V-0V-12V 101N MAINS TRANSFORMER, Order Ref 
811 
18V-0V-18V 100.1 MAINS TRANSFORMER, Order Ref. 
813 
AIR-SPACED TRIMMER CAPS, 2pF to 20pF. pack of 2, 
Order Ref 818 
AMPLIFIER, 9V or 12V operated Mullard 1153, Order Ref: 
823 
2 CIRCUIT MICROSWITCHES, pack of 4. Order Ref: 825. 
LARGE SIZE MICROS WITCHES, (20mm x 6mm x lOmm). 
changeover contacts, pack of 2. Order Ref: 826. 
MAINS VOLTAGE PUSHS1NITCH with white dolly, though 
panel mounting by hexagonal nut. 
POINTER KNOB for spindle which is just under 1/4 ". like 
most thermostats, pack of 4. Order Ref: 833. 

TOROIDAL MAINS 
TRANSFORMERS 
All with 220V/240V primary winding 

OV-30V + OV-30V at 120 VA, would give you 30V al 4A or 
60V at 2A. price £8. Order Ref: 8P02. 
OV-110V + OV-110.V at 120VA would give you 110y at 
just over 1A or 220V at 1'2A. price £8, Order Ref: 8P03. 
OV-35V + OV-35V at 150 VA would give you 35V at 4A or 
70V at 2A. Price £8. Order Ref' 8PG9 
OV-35V + 0V-35V at 220 VA would give you 35V at 6'2A 
or 70V at 31/4 A, price £9, Order Ref: 9PG4. 
0V-110V + OV-110V at 220VA would give you 110V at 
2A or 220V at 1A. price £10, Order Ref: 10PG5. 
OV-45V + OV-45V at 500VA would give you 45V at 11A 
or 90V at 51/2 A, price £20, Order Ref 20PG7. 
OV-110V 4 OV-110V at 500 VA would give you 110V at 
5A or 220V at nearly 3A price £25, Order Ref. 25PG8. 

NORMAL MAINS 
TRANSFORMERS 

5V 45A. S:20, Order Ref 20P1t, 
6V 1A. 2 for £1. Order Ref: 9. 
8V 1A. £1. Order Ref. 212. 
9V ' A. 2 for £1. Order Ref: 266. 
9V 1A. £1, Order Ref: 236. 
9V 3A. £2. Order Ref: 2P408 
by 1A, £1. Order Ref, 492. 
12V 1/2 A, 2 for £1. Order Ref: 10. 
12V 1A, £1. Order Ref: 436. 
12V 11/2 A. £1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P41. 
12V 2A. £2, Order Ref: 2P337. 
12V 3A. £3. Order Ref: 3P181. 
15V 1A, £1. Order Ref : 267. 
17V 111, £1. Order Ref: 492. 
18V 11/2A. £1, Order Ref: 491. 
20V 4A. £3. Order Ref: 3P106. 
24V 1/2 A. Et Order Ref: 337. 
24V 1A, £2. Order Ref: 2P413. 
24V 11/2 A. £2 50. Order Ref: 2.5P15. 
25V 10A. £20. Order Ref : 20P33. 
28V 21/2 A, £4. Order Ref: 4P24, 
30V 25VA. £2.50. Order Ref: 2.5P25. 
40V 2A. £3. Order Ref: 3P107. 
43V 3' A. £5, Order Ref: 5P262. 
50V 2A fully shrouded. £5. Order Ref: 5P210. 
50V 15A. £20. Order Ref. 20P2. 
675V 100mA. £5, Order Ref: 5P166. 
4kV 2mA. £5. Order Ref: 5P139. 
6V-0V-6V 5VA, 2 for £1. Order Ref: 612. 
6V-0V-6V 10VA. £1. Order Ref: 281. 
7-5V-0V-7.5V 8VA. El . Order Ref: 0104. 
7-5V-0V-7.5V 50VA, £4. Order Ref: 4P98. 
8V-0V-8V 8VA. £1, Order Ref: 212. 
12V-0V-12V 3VA, Et . Order Ref: 636. 
12V-0V-12V 6VA. £1. Order Ref: 811. 
12V-0V-12V 30VA. £2.50. Order Ref: 2.5P15. 
15V-0V-15V 1VA, £1. Order Ref: 937, 
15V-OV-15V 15VA, £2. Order Ref: 2P68. 
15V-0V-15V 25VA. £2.50. Order Ref: 2.5P24. 
18V-0V-18V 10VA. £1. Order Ref: 813. 
20V-0V-20V 10VA. £1. Order Ref : 812. 
20V-0V-20V 10VA, £2. Order Ref. 2P85. 
20V-0V-20V 20VA. £2. Order Ref: 2P138. 
20V-0V-20V 40VA. £3. Order Ref: 3P205. 
20V-0V-20V 80VA. £4, Order Ref: 4P36 
25V-0V-25V 40VA. £3. Order Ref: 3P206 
36V-0V-36V 20VA. £2. Order Ref • 2P156 

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS 
15VA gives 1V, 7V. 8V. 9V or 10V. £1. Order Ref. 744. 
38V-0V-38V 150VA with regulator winding. £10. Order 
Ref. 10P36 
230V-115V auto transformer. 10VA. £1. Order Ref: 822. 
230V-115V auto transformer. 1kVA, £20. Order Ref' 
20P29. 
230V-115V auto transformer. 300VA. can be made from 
our Ref. 4P97 This is a big mains transformer but it has 
a 115V tapping on its primary, £4. 

SUPER WOOFER 
LOUDSPEAKERS 
Iwo available. The first is a 
10" 4 ohm with a power rating 
of 250W music and normal 
150W Has a very heavy mag-
net and is beautifully made and finished by Challenger. 
Normal selling price for this is £55 + VAT, you can buy at 
£29 including VAT and carriage. Order Ref. 29P7. 
The second one is a 8" 4 ohm. 200W music. 100W 
normal. Again by Challenger, price £18. Order Ref. 
18P9 Incidentally, as these are so heavy. it you collect, 
then you make a saving of £2 on the 10" and £1 50 on 
the 8" 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
2" round 50 ohm coil 1/2 W speaker, pack of 2, £1 Order 
Ref : 908. 
21/2 " 8 ohm. pack of 2. £1. Order Ref . 454. 
21/2 " 35 ohm. pack of 2. £1, Order Ref' 514. 
31/2 " 8 ohm, pack of 2. £1. Order Ref: 682. 
5" 4 ohm, pack of 2. £1. Order Ref: 136. 
61/2 " 4 ohm with tweeter. £1. Order Ref: 895. 
61/2 " 6 ohm. £1. Order Ref: 896. 
61/2 " 8 ohm with tweeter. £1. Order Ref: 897. 
61/2 " 4 ohm 12W (superior make with Hitachi tools), £1, 
Order Ref: 900. 
x 4" 4 ohm. £1. Order Ref: 242. 

5"v 5" 15 ohm. £1. Order Ref . 906. 
5" x 3" 16 ohm. pack of 2. £1. Order Ref 684. 
8" 15 ohm Audax. £1. Order Ref: 504. 
3" 4 ohm tweeter. £1. Order Ref: 433. 
61/2 " 4 ohm Sanyo speaker. 10W, £1.50. Order Ref: 
1.5P11. 
6" . 4" 15 ohm 10W. £2, Order Ref: 2P167. 
61/2 " 4 ohm Hitachi speaker with tweeter. £2. Order Ref' 
2P301. 
20W tweeter 4ohm. £1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P9. 
Tweeter on flange with crossover. £3. Order Ref: 3P86 
Horn speaker. O. Order Ref: 3P82. 
5' 20W loudspeaker by Goodmans for Ford. £3. Order 
Ref: 3P145. 
8" 8 ohm Amstrad 15W speaker with matching tweeter, 
£4, Order Ref: 4P57. 
Midi speaker in cabinet. 4 ohm 5W. £5. Order Ref: 
5P137. 

Boxed speakers. 4 ohm. £5 each or pair lor £8. Order 
Ref: 8/14L. 
Double-wound voice coil 25W speaker. ITT, £7, Order 
Ref : 7P12. 

Bulkhead speaker. metal cased. £10. Order Ref. 101.43. 
25W 2-way crossover, pack of 2. £1. Order Ref: 22. 
40W 3-way crossover. El Order Ref' 23. 

BIG BUYERS DISCOUNT 
Many of the items on this page are avail-
able in quantity, and if you order 10 of an 
item you can deduct 10%, 50 of an item 
15%, 100 of an item 25%, or a mixed order 
totalling £200 from items on this page. 
again 25% discount. 

TERMS 
Send cash. PO, cheque or quote credit card number 

orders under £25 add £3 service charge. 

J & N FACTORS 
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.) 
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney, 

Sussex R1117 5PA 
Telephone: 01444 881965 

(Also Fax but phone first) 
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NOW AVAILABLE 
RANGER 2 for Windows 95T M 

The Complete, Integrated 
Schematic & PCB Layout Package 
Windows Ranger 2 
For Windows 95 & NT 
• New Hierarchical Circuit 
• Split Devices • Gate & Pin Swap 
• New Edit Devices in Circuit 
• Copper Fill • Power Planes 
• Autorouter • Back Annotation 

Windows Ranger 2 with Specctra SP2 
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost 
effective PCB Design system available.A powerful, 
intuitive system at an outstanding price! 

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade 
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows 
Ranger 2. 
Demo disc available £5.00 (Prices exc VAT/P&P) 

Ranger 2 Outputs: 
Full Windows Outputs 

Plus - HP-GL 
Gerber 
NC Drill 

AutoCod DXF 

Call 01730 260062 
Fax 01705 599036 Old Bullion 1.iniework,. Kiln Lane. 

Bunion. Petcrsfield, Hants. 0U31 5S1 

The cii.Tpleartetc. 

1,,tegr5ted S,t)  P'" rr:kag 
I'- 13  

SEETRRX 
Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacture 

FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 

F, F FE! F  E! F E 

96'8 

—11 

FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
EE! 
EE! 
E! 
EE! 
EE! 

LIST E! 
E! 
EE! 
REE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 
FREE! 

PHONE, FA X OR W RITE TODAY! 

G REEN W ELD 
ELE C T R O NI C C CO NIIIP ONIEINITS 

27D Park Road • Southampton • S015 3UQ 
TELEPHONE: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307 
E-Mail: greenweld@aol.com  INTERNET: http://www.greenweld.co.uk 
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NIC CO MPONENTS 

Station Road, Cul!snouts, 
Tyne & Wear, NE30 4PQ 

40.  m̀ir (' r 
All Major Credit cords Accepted  w o w  1101.0 

Prices Exclude Vol @ M A. Add £1.25 carriage 
& Vol to all orders. Cheques / Postal orders 
ayable to ESR Electronic Components. 
IL Sockets 

likunpod Pin 
8 PM DIL 0.3" 
14 Pin DIL 0.3' 
16 Pin DIL 0.3' 
18 Pin DIL 0.3' 
20 Pin DIL 0.3' 
24 Pin DIL 0.6" 
28 Pin DIL 0.6' 
40 Pin DIL OA' 
Tweed Me 
8 Pin DIL 0.3" 
14 Pin DIL 0.3" 
16 Pin DIL or 
18 Pin DIL Or 
20 Pin DIL 0.3' 
24 Pin DIL 0.6" 
28 Pin DIL 0.6' 
40 Pin DIL 0.6' 

£0.06 
£0.11 
£0.11 
£0.12 
£0.11 
£0.13 
£0.13 
£0.19 

£0.11 
£0.20 
£0.23 
E0.26 
£0.29 
£0.35 
£0.41 
£0.64 

SIL Pin liewier Skip 
1 x 36 Way Straight £0.38 
2 x 36 Way Straight £0.56 
1 .36 Way 90  £0.54 
2 x 36 Way 90  £0.80 
Available in 2,34,5 & 10 
way. Also female PCB 
sockets & iumper links. 
20 Way Socket Strip£0.54 

Transistor lisockists 
1018.4 Base Socket £0.24 
105 Base Socket  £0.24 

IDC Cable Sockets_ 

10 Way Socket  £0.23 
14 Way Socket  £0.34 
16 Way Socket  £0.31 
20 Way Socket  £0.26 
26 Way Socket  £0.30 
34 Way Socket  £0.52 
40 Way Socket  £0.66 
50 Way Sczket  £0.75 
PCS Box 
Headers 

10 Way Straight  £0.27 
14 Way Straight  £0.36 
16 Way Straight  £0.36 
20 Way Straight  £0.41 
26 Way Straight  £0.57 
34 Way Straight  £0.57 
40 Way Straight  £0.63 
50 Way Straight  £0.96 
10 Way 90"  £0.33 
16 Way 90. £0.42 
20 Way 90°  £0.53 
26 Way 90"  £0.70 
34 Way 90°  £0.72 
40 Way 90'  £0.83 
50 Way 90  £0.95 

PC•= de 

10 Way Straight  £0.50 
16 Way Straight  £0.70 
20 Way Straight  £0.78 
26 Way Straight  £0.81 
34 Way Straight  £0.86 
40 Way Straight  £1.56 
50 Way Straight  £1.29 
10 Way 90°  £0.58 
16 Way 90"  £0.78 
20 Way 90'  £0.82 
26 Way 90"  £1.06 
34 Way 90  £1.14 
40 Way 90  £1.26 
50 Way 90'  £1.74 

DIL Headers 
4 .104‘„ 

14 Way DIL  £0.54 
16 Way DIL  £0.59 
24 Way DIL  £0.90 
40 Way DIL  £1.02 

Translation!' Headers 
10 Way Transistion £0.49 
14 Way Transistion £0.47 
16 Way Tronsistion £0.47 
20 Way Tronsistion £0.54 
26 Way Transistion £0.62 
34 Way Transistion £0.67 
40 Way Transistion £0.90 
50 Way Transistion £1.02 

9 Way Male Plug  £0.3 
9 Way Female Sbcket £0.3 
15 Way H.D. Socket  £0.7 
25 Way Male Plug  £0.5 
25 Way Female S-ocket £0.5 
Plastic D Covers 
9 Way Cover - Grey  £0.30 
9 Way Cover - Black  £0.30 

13 Way C 
5 Way Cover. Grey £0. 3363 
2   3 Pin IEC me Socket 
23 Way Cover. Black £0.36 3 Pin IEC Line Plug 
25 Way Cover. Grey £0.36 3 Pin Chassis Socket 
25 Way Cover. Block £0.36 3 Pon Chassis Plug 
9 to 9 Cover / Case  £0.96 B Way Balgla 
25 to 25 Cover / Case £0.84 
910 25 Cover / Case  £0.96 
Audio Connectors 

2.5mm Jack Plug  £0 
2.5mm Line Socket  £0 
2.5mm Chassis Socket £0 
3.5mm Mono Plug  £0 
3.5mm Mono Line Skt £0 
3.5mm Mono Chassis £0 
3.5mm Stereo Plug  £0 
3.5mm Stereo Line Skt £0 
3.5mm Stereo Chassis £0 
ki" Mono Plug  £0 
%." Mono Line Socket  £0 
Y.' Mono Chassis Sk  £0 
' Stereo Plug  £0 
%." Stereo Line Socket £0 
'A" Stereo Chassis Skt £0 
neurs a zkon Plug £2 
DIN 
2 Pin Line Plug 
2 Pin Chassis Socket 
3 Pin Line Plug 
3 Pin Chassis Socket 
4 Pin Line Plug 
4 Pin Chassis Socket 
5 Pin Line Plug 180 
5 Pin Chassis Skt 180 
5 Pin Line Plug 240 
5 Pin Chassis Skt 240 
5 Pin Line Plug 360 
5 Pin Chassis Skt 360 
6 Pin Line Plug  £0.27 
6 Pin chassis socket  £0.32 
7 Pin Line Plug  £0.35 
7 Pin chassis Socket  £0.37 
8 Pin Line Plug  £0.44 
8 Pin Chassis socket  £0.36 
Phone Series 

410° 
ea Line Iu 

Black Line PFug  £0.20 
. 

Yellow use Plug  £0.20 
White Line Plug  £0.20 
Red Line Socket  £0.20 
Black Line Socket  £0.20 
Yellow Line Socket  £0.20 
White Line Socket  £0.20 
Red Chassis Socket  £0.20 
Black Chassis Socket £0.20 
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.76 
Gold Plated Plug Black£0.76 
XL' Series - wets. 

3 Pin Line Plug 
3 Pin Line Socket 
3 Pin Chassis Plug 
3 Pin Chassis Socket 
Neutrik Line Plug  E8  84  BNC Ratc et Crimper£17.44 
Neutrik Line Socket  £1:99 2 Pole 6 Way  509 BNC Terminator £1.24 
Neutrik Chassis Plug  £2.13 3 Pole 4 Way c£00:.8844 Thinnet Cable per m  £0.44 
Neutrik Chassis Socket E2.32 4 Pole 3 Way 

D ype Connecters 

RF Connectors 
451111. 

BNC Plug 5051 Solder 
BNC Plug 50S1 Crimp 
BNC Plug 7551 Solder 
BNC Plug 7551 Crimp 
BNC Chassis Socket 
F Plug - Twist 
F Plug - Crimp. 
INC Plug 500 Solder £1.24 
INC Plug 500 Crimp £0.85 
INC Plug 751-1 Solder £1.40 
INC Plug 7511 Crimp £1.16 
UHF Plug 5mm Cable £0.63 
UHF Plug 1 1 mm Cable £0.83 
UHF Chassis Skt- Sqr £0.50 
UHF Chassis Skt- Red £0.73 
Extensive range of RF con-
nectors in static, inc.FME, 
SMA, Mini UHF '& N Type. 

Colours Red, Black, Green, 
Solder Socket  Blue White or Yellow 
9 Way Male Plug  £0.29 2mrri Solder Plugs  £0.18 
9 Way Female Socket £0.30 2mm Chassis Sockets £0.26 
15 Way Male Plu_g  £0.39 4mm Solder Plugs  £0.30 
15 Way Female Socket £0.39 4mm Stackable Plugs £0.40 
15 Way H.D. Plug  £0.49 4mm Chassis Sockets £0.23 
15 Way H.D. Socket  £0.78 4mm Binding Posts  £0.54 
23 Way Male Plug  £0.49 33mm Crocodile Clips £013 
23 Way Female Socket £0.49 
25 Way Male Plug  £0.46 Pewee Connecters 
25 Was Female Rug  £0.5p DC Lew Voltage 
IDC itlhhen Meentino 
9 Way Male Plug  £1.08 
9 Way Female Socket £1.08 
25 Way Male Plug  £1.26 DC Plug 0.7ID 2.350D £0.46 
25 Way Female S-ocket £1.26 DC Plug 1.3ID 3.40D £0.32 
Right Angled PCS  DC Plug 1.7ID 4.00D £0.46 

DC Plug 1.7ID 4.7500 £0.46 
DC Plug 2.1ID 5.00D £0.24 
DC Plug 2.5ID 5.00D £0.24 
DC Plug 3.1ID 6.30D £0.46 
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.56 

7 DC Line Socket 2.5mm £0.56 
5 DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.46 
7 DC Chassis Skt 2.5mm £0.46 
3 IIC Mains 6A ASOVac 

£1.14 
£1.83 
£0.56 
£0.72 

8 Pin Line Plug P551  £4.08 
.21  8 Pin Chassis Skt P552 £139 
.16 

1320049 TS°91,9 clie  w  h•s 

.14 

.33 

.37 
34 Sub Miniatur• 
3305 53Anee1205Vm1oAe2e5tiOnVg Hole  

:40 SPST 5 x lOmm  £0.58 
.40 SPDT 5 x lOmm  £0.60 
.38 SPDT C/Off 5 x lOmm £0.86 
:44 DPDT 9.2 x lOmm  £0.66 
.65 M oisture 

1  3A 250V 
£0.21 6.2mm 0 Mounting Hole 
£0.15 5.10. B. 13mm  £0.70 
£0.27  £0.60 
£028 SPDT c/off 8 x 13mm  £0.60 
£0:24 SPIN c/o Biased 2 way£1.34 

ISDPPIUTc/1 13xiMndm1 "Y E A 
££00.30 32 DPDT c/off 12. 13mm £0.80 
£0.24 DPDT do Biased 2 way£1.28 po'32 DPDT c/o :Biased 1 way£1.28 
0.24 Stendard 
£0.32 10A 250V Push on terminals 

Ilmm 0 Mounting Hole 
SPST 18 x 30mm  £1.44 
SPDT 18 x 30mm  £1.42 
SPDT c/off 18 x 30mm £1.52 
DPDT 21 x 30mm  £1.78 
DPDT c/off 21 x 30mm £2.02 
Slide Switches 

Miniature 
300mA 125V 
7. 15mm Mounting Hole 
DPDT 7 x 23mm  £0.15 
Standard 
IA I25V 
5.5. 12mm Mounting Hole 
DPDT 12 x 35mm  £0.24 
DPDT do 12 x 35mm £0.27 
Rotary Switches 

£0.93 
£0.62 
£0.95 
£0.70 
£0.83 
£0.24 
£0.26 

Push Switches 

Miniature Round 
250mA 125V 28 x lOmm  LIDS 
7mm 0 Mounting Hole  ll  3mm Red Led 
Non Latching Push to Make  3mm Green Led 
Black PTM  £0.24 Dinsirral Purpose Plastic 3mm Yelow Led 
Red PTM  £0.24 75 .56 x 25mm  £0.93 3mm Orange Led 
Yellow PTM  £0.24 75 x 51 x 22mm  £0.93 5mm Red Led 
Green PTM  £0.24 111 x 57 x 22mm  £1.05 5mm Green Led 
Blue PTM  £0.24 79 x 61 x 40mm  £1.58 5mm Yelow Led  £0.10 
White PTM  £0.24 100 x 76 x 4Imm  £I.69 5mm Orange Led  £0.10 
Non Latching Push to Break 118 x 98 x 45mm  £1.95 5mm Red Flashing  £0.44 
Block FIB  £0.24 150. 100 x 60mm  £2.65 5mm Green Flashing £0.50 
Standard Square  150 x 80 x_50mm  £2.47 5mm Yellow Flashing £0.54 

Discus* Alsominises  5mm Bi-Colour Led  £0.33 
50 x 50, 31mm 
100 x 50 x 25mm  £2.98 7 

£2.24 5mm Tri-Colour  
s 

112 x 62 x 31mm  £3.55 0.5$611:TeCathode £0.78 
120x 65 x 40mm  £4.02 0.51" Red C.Anode  £0.78 
150 x 80 x 50mm  £5.36 0.3' Red C.Cathode  £0.78 
121 x 95 x 61mm  £5.99 0.3' Red C.Anode  £0.78 
Two Piece Alanniniume  litho ited Devices 
133 x 70, 37mm  £2.08 3mm IR Emitter  £0.23 
102 x 102 x 37mm  £1.94 5mm IR Emitter  £0.39 
102 x 70 x 37mm  £1.76 3mm Photo-Transistor £0.26 
133, 102 x 37mm  £2.19 5mm Photo-Transistor £0.64 

Boxes & Cases  Opto Electronics 
Many mo  sizes available 

Opto electronics 
Catalogue now avail-
able, ask for details. 

lA 250V 
39 x 15MM 
12rnm 0 Mou  g Hole 
Non Latching Push to Make 
Black PTM  £0.60 
Red PTM  £0.60 
Blue PTM  £0.60 
White PTM  £0.60 
Latching -push On push Off 
Black  £0.65 
Red  £0.65 
Blue  £0.65 
White  £0.65 

6A 250V Solder Tags 
SPST 21 x 14, 16mm £0.69 
DPDT 21 x 24 x 22mm £0.96 
SPST-Red Neon  £1.02 
SPST - Green Neon  £1.02 
SPST. Amber Neon  £1.02 
Standard 
15A 250V Push on Tags 
SPST 30 x 11 x 22mm £0.62 
DP W' 30 x 25 x 22mm £1.12 

15A 250V Push on Tags 
PST 30x14mm Red  £0.84 
DPST 30x25mm Red  £1.40 
DPST 30x25mm Amber£1.40 
DPST 30x25mm Green£1.40 
Itediert 
PCB Mounting 
IA 24Vdc DPDT 5V 
lA 24Vdc DP W' 12V 
3A 110V SPDT 6V 
3A 110V SPOT 12V 
5A 110V SPDT 6V 
5A 110V SPDT 12V 
5A 110V DPDT 6V 
5A 110V DPDT 12V 
5A 240V DPDT 6V 
5A 240V DPDT 12V 
10A 240V SPOT 6V 
10A 240V SPDT 12V 
10A 240V SPDT 24V 

£1.44 
£1.44 
£0.58 
£0.58 
£0.72 
£0.72 
£0.93 
£0.93 
£1.76 
£1.76 
£1.25 
£1.44 
£1.44 

Comauster Accessories 
Adapters 

9M Gender Changer £2.18 
9F Gender Changer  £2.29 
25M Gender Changer £2.60 
25F Gender Changer £2.80 
9 Male -25 Femare  £1.90 
9 Female. 25 Male  £1.90 
9M - 6 Mini Din Male £2.40 
9F - 6 Mini Din Female £2.40 
5M Din - 6F Mini Din £2.64 
5F Din - 6M Mini Din £2.08 
Terhsrs / Patch Sexes 
Mini Tester 7 LEDs  £6.68 
Check Tester 18 LEDs £6.98 
Enhanced + Switches £15.25 
25D Jumper Box M-F £2.90 
25D Patch Box M-F  £7.32 
Anti-Static Wrist Strap £4.76 
R5232 Surge Protector £5.43 
Mains Surge Protector£11.99 
4 Gang Surge Block £15.50 
Loads & Cables 

£3.45 
£4.63 
£290 
£5.54 

£4.08 
£4.75 

£5.70 

£4.12 
£5.90 

£4.50 
£2.90 
£1.88 
£1.50 
£2.24 
£2.24 

£1.50 
£1 .50 Make before Break 22mm 0 BNC T Piece FFF  £2.40 

BNC T Piece MF  £2.40 n u 150mA 250V 

£1,70 9.8mm 0 Mounting Hole  BNC Coupler F  £1.02 
1 Pole 12 Way  £084  BNC Cou ler M  £1 65 

1.5m Printer Lea  £3.40 
5m Printer Lead  £9.38 
10m Printer Lead  £12.38 
Serial Printer 25M-9F £4.50 
Seriol Printer 25M-25F £4.45 
Null Medea, Leads 
9 Female - 9 Female 
25 Female- 25 Female 
9 Female- 25 Female 
9825F to 9825F 
Node. Leads 
25Male to 9Female 
25Male to 25Female 
PC Link Loads 
Interlink 25M to 25M 
DMA Lead 
25Male to 25Male 
36Male 19 36M  
lettensal  s 
Floppy Cable A/B 
Hard Disk 2xIDE 
Power 314.2,314 
Power 54-2  514 
Power 514-2 x 3Y7 
Power 5%. 
Network 

102 x 63 x 50mm 
76 x 51 x 25mm 
152 x 102 x 50mm 
178.127 x 63mm 
203  I 2 
102 x 102 x 63mm 
133 x 102 x 63mm 
152. 102 x 76mm 
Steel/ Aluminium 
Plastic coated stee 
Aluminium base 
152. 114 x 44mm 
203. 127 x 51mm 
229. 127 x 63mm 
114 x 63 x 57mm 

Wiro a Calls 
Ribbon Cable 
Price per 300mm (1ft) 
10 Way Grey Ribbon 
16 Way Grey Ribbon 
20 Way Grey Ribbon 
26 Way Grey Ribbon 
34 Way Grey Ribbon 
40 Way Grey Ribbon 
50 Way Grey Ribbon 
60 Way Ore y Ribbon 
Inasolled Copper 
Per 50g (2oz) Reel 
5009 reels available 
14 SWG Enamelled 
16 SWG Enamelled 
18 SWG Enamelled 
20 SWG Enamelled 
22 SWG Enamelled 
24 SWG Enamelled 
26 SWG Enamelled 
28 SWG Enamelled 
30 SWG Enamelled 
32 SWG Enamelled 
34 SWG Enamelled 
36 SWG Enamelled 
38 SWG Enamelled  £1.20 
40 SWG Enamelled  £1.52 
Tinned Cmpper Wire 
Per 509 (2oz) Reel 
500g reels available 
16 SWG Tinned  £0.72 
18 SWG Tinned  £0.78 
20 SWG Tinned  £0.81 
22 SWG Tinned  £0.83 
24 SWG Tinned  £0.87 
litpripmorst Wire 
Colours Black, Brown, Red, 
Orange, Yellow, Green 
Blue Purple, Grey & 
Per fOOm Reel 
Solid 1/0.6mm  £2.72 
Stranded 7/0.2mm  £2.53 

£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£0.08 
£0.10 

.86 Photo Diode  £0.75 
£1.34 4N25 Opto-Coupler £0.38 
£2.90 4N26 Opto-Coupler £0.36 
£3.62 4N32 Opto-Coupler £0.45 
£4.68 6N135 Opto.Coupler £1.30 
£2.15 6NI36 Opto-Coupler £0.85 
£2.57 6N137 Opto-Coupler £0.90 
£3.23 6NI 38 Opto-Coupler £1.30 

6N139 Opto-Coupler £0.90 
I top, CNYI7-1 0-Coupler £0.47 

CNYI7-2 0-Coupler £0.38 
£4.19 CNY17-3 0-Coupler £0.47 
£4.99 IS-74 Opto-Coupler  £0.45 
£5.62 ISD-74 Opto-Coupler £0.99 
£3.04 ISC)-74 Opto-Coupler £1.52 

M0C3020 Opto-Triac£0.68 
MOC3041 0p10-Triac£0.96 
ORP12 LDR £0.89 
Solar Coils 

M. " 045V Screw Terminals 

R ., £0.17  •  £0.85 22. 200mA 35 x 56mm 

400mA 45 x 75mm  ££11..7109 
e'X'10° 800mA 66 x 95mm  £2.96 
". " 1000mA 76 x 95mm  £3.52 £0.53 
£0.64 ;ff.'s.. 
Wire DT-MI Small Cao 

32.768KHz 
NC-49/1.1 Case 

£0.68 I.8432MHZ 
£0.72 2.0MHZ 
£0.78 2.4576MHz 
£0.81 3.2768MHz 
£0.83 3.579545MHz 
£0.87 3.6864MHz 
£0.97 4.0MHz 
£0.99 4.194304MHz 
£1.02 4.433619MHz 
£1.05 4.9152MHz 
£1.10 6.0MHz 
£1.14 6.144MHz 

7.3728MHz 
8.0MHz 
8.867238MHz 
10.0MHz 
11.0MHz 
11.0592MHz 
12.0MHz 
14.7456MHz 
16.0MHz 
20 OMHz 

£0.42 

£1.49 
£1.49 
£1.24 
£0.96 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.81 
£0.83 
£0.83 
£0.83 
£0.83 
c0 90 

Also in stock. Crystal 
Oscillator Modules & 
Ceramic Resonators. 

Full Technical 
Specification Available 

Pulsed Poise Sound*, 
High output peizo sounder with flying leads, built in 
driver & pulsed circuit. 
3-20Vdc 18mA, 
85dB (Min 9Vdc), 42mme. 

E0.55 ea, 
£0.79 (25+) 
Normal Price £1.60 

D M830 Digital Multi meter 
A sturdy well designed 3/7 Digit LCD multimeter ideal for 
hobby or professional use. Covering_five functions with 
18 range including 10Adc Current --DC Volts, AC Volts, 
DC Current, Resist-once, Diode Test, also with simple 
function generator output. Supplied complete with bat-
tery, test leads & operating instructions. CE Approved. 

AC Volts 
0-200-750V 
DC Volts 
0-200mV-2-20-200-1000V 
DC Current 
0-200pA-2-20-200mA-10A 
Resistance 
0-20011-2-20-200kn-2M11 
Dimensions 126 x 70 x 24mm 

PCB Material & Equipment 
FREE Fully illustrated catalogue, send SAE (60p Stamps) 

Tel: 0191 2514363  Fax: 0191 2522296  Email: sales@esr.co.uk  http: //www.esr.co.uk 
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BIGGER THAN EVER 
What ) au have in ) our hands is one of the biggest issues we have e‘ er produced. Many 

months ago John Becker, our Technical Editor, suggested we publish a tutorial on PICs. 
Over the months this has taken shape from John's initial thoughts and investigations into 
what we believe is the best introduction to PIC microcontrollers ever written. 
As it developed. the course gave us a problem - we wanted to publish the series fairly 
quickly. as many readers were clamouring for just this information, but we were already 
running Teach-In '98 which takes up around eight pages of the magazine each month. 
Unless we threw out some regular features, or some projects, there just was not room for 
the PIC material. Furthermore, two tutorial type series running together for about six 
months would, no doubt, put off the readers who were not interested in either subject. 
Although we suspected the number of such readers would be very small, we had no wish to 
alienate them. 
The obvious answer was to run John's EPE P/C Tutorial series as extra supplements, in 
that way we could retain the regular content of the magazine and add in the new series, 
hopefully keeping everyone happy. We have also decided not to let the EPE P/C' Tutorial 
series spread over too many months - hence the increase of 16 pages for the FREE Special 
Supplement in this issue, and similar FREE supplements in the April and May issues. 

SENSITIVE 
Mo% ing away from microcontrollers, microprocessors and microcomputers and firmly 
back to the hobbyist who wants to experiment with simple circuits, next month we have a 
couple of very unusual "experimental" projects. They are both based around piezoelectric 
sensor cables which, frankly. Iliad not previously come across. These cables look just like 
ordinary screened leads but are made from PVDE (polyvinylidene fluoride) which is a 
piezoelectric material. This means that any movement, vibration, etc., experienced by the 
cable is turned into a small electrical signal which is easily sensed at the cable end. 
Our two simple projects use this cable, one as a Distributed Microphone, which can use a 
window pane or part of a musical instrument, i.e. piano soundboard, with a short length of 
cable taped to it as a microphone. The other is a Vibration Sensing Alarm with many 
possible applications including: Fence Alarm, Door or Window Security, Pressure Pad 
Alarm, Parking Aid, etc. 
I am sure you will tind this article informative and the piezoelectric cable fascinating. No 

doubt many readers will come up with individual and unusual uses for the cable. 

AVAILABILITY 
Copies of EPE are available on subscription any-
where in the world (see below), from all UK 
newsagents (distributed by Seymour) and from 
the following UK electronic component retailers: 
Maplin - all stores throughout the UK (and in S. 
Africa); Greenweld Electronics; Cirkit Distribution; 
Omni Electronics. The magazine can also be 
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purchased from many retail magazine outlets 
around the world. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any 
address in the UK: £26. Overseas: £32 standard air 
service, £49.50 express airmail. Cheques or bank 
drafts (in  sterling only) payable to Everyday 
Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Subscrip-
tions Dept., Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, 
Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Subscrip-
tions start with the next available issue. We 
accept MasterCard or Visa. (For past issues see 
the Back Issues page.) 

BINDERS 
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are avail-
able from the above address. These are finished 
in blue p.v.c., printed with the magazine logo in 
gold on the spine. Price £5.95 plus 0.50 post 
and packing (for overseas readers the postage is 
£6.00 to everywhere except Australia and Papua 
New Guinea which cost £10.50). Normally sent 
within seven days but please allow 28 days for 
delivery - more for overseas orders. 

Payment in f sterling only please. Visa and Master-
Card accepted, minimum credit card order f5 Send, 
fax or phone your card number and card expiry date 
with your name, address etc 

Editor: MIKE KEN WARD 
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READERS ENQUIRIES 
We are unable to offer any advice on the use, 
purchase, repair or modification of com-
mercial equipment or the incorporation or 
modification of designs published in the 
magazine. We regret that we cannot provide 
data or answer queries on articles or projects 
that are more than five years old. Letters 
requiring a personal reply must be accom-
panied by a stamped self-addressed en-
velope or a self-addressed envelope and 
international reply coupons. Due to the cost 
we cannot reply to overseas queries by Fax. 
All reasonable precautions are taken to 
ensure that the advice and data given to 
readers is reliable. We cannot, however, 
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal 
responsibility for it. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIES 
We do not supply electronic components or 
kits for building the projects featured, these 
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk). 
We advise readers to check that all parts are 
still available before commencing any project 
in a back-dated issue. 
We regret that We cannot provide data, or 
answer queries, on projects that are more 
than five years old. 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
Although  the  proprietors  and  staff  of 
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take 
reasonable precautions to protect the inter-
- ests of readers by ensuring as far as 
practicabre that advertisements are bona fide, 
the magazine and its Publishers cannot give 
any undertakings in respect of statements or 
claims made by advertisers, whether these 
advertisements are printed as part of the 
magazine, or in inserts. 
The Publishers regret that under no cir-
cumstances will the magazine accept liability 
for non-receipt of goods ordered, or for late 
delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal 
remedies are available in respect of some of 
these circumstances, and readers who have 
complaints should first address them to the 
advertiser. 

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT 
We advise readers that certain items of radio 
transmitting and telephone equipment which 
may be advertised in our pages cannot be 
legally used in the UK. Readers should check 
the law before buying any transmitting or 
telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of 
equipment and/or imprisonment can result 
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary 
from country to country; overseas readers 
should check local laws. 
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Constructional Project 

LIGHTING-IP 
REMINDER 
HART TREPAK 

Don't be a hazard to other 
drivers, si mply ensure your 
lights are on! 

MosT. modem cars are now fitted 
with an alarm which sounds if the 
lights are left on when the ig-

nition is switched off and the driver's 
door opened. This effectively eliminates 
the possibility of inadvertently leaving the 
lights on when leaving the car and return-
ing to it to find that the battery has gone 
flat. 
While the results of leaving lights on 

overnight can be embarrassing, especially 
when trying to start the car the next morn-
ing, they are not dangerous, unlike driving 
off in the evening and forgetting to switch 
the lights on in the first place. In major 
cities, where the street lighting is generally 
very good, it is quite easy to overlook the 
need to switch one's own lights on as the 
other traffic and pedestrians can be clearly 
seen. 
Similarly, when undertaking a longer 

journey which begins when it is still 
daylight, dusk can also approach un-
noticed, especially as one's eyes adapt to 
the diminishing light level. The driver is 
then subjected to flashing headlights of 
other motorists as they attempt to remind 
him of his omission, often initially unsuc-
cessfully as the signals are either taken to 
apply to someone else, or dismissed as a 
mild form of road rage by another driver in 
a hurry. 

KEEN INTEREST 
The police also tend to take an interest 

in cars which show no lights as they 
think, not unnaturally, that the driver is 
not familiar with his vehicle and there-
fore suspect that it might be stolen. The 
driver is then stopped while his identity 
and ownership of the car are checked, 
which would be applauded if the car were 
really stolen, but is unlikely to please the 
motorist who might be in a hurry to get to 
his destination. 
Considering the simplicity of the circuit 

required, it seems strange that an alarm to 
remind the driver to switch on his lights 
when it is getting dark is not included on 

all cars. Indeed, it would be quite a simple 
matter to arrange especially if this were 
fitted as a standard feature by the manufac-
turer. But this is perhaps the kind of tech-
nical wizardry reserved for the top of the 
range models where such extras can be 
sold for exorbitant prices to a technically 
naive motorist with deep pockets. 
Be that as it may, it was decided to 

make such a device but to avoid interfering 
with the vehicle wiring (who wants to 
work in the cold with grease up to 
their elbows under the bonnet of a car 
when they can sit comfortably over a 
warm soldering iron?), the Lighting-Up 
Reminder was designed to be left on the 
dashboard and operate from its own 9V 
battery. Modifications are suggested, how-
ever, for connecting the unit to the vehicle 
battery and ignition, if preferred. 

CIRCUIT 
DESCRIPTION 
The lunction x‘Inch the circuit is re-

quired to perform could hardly be simpler 
and can be stated as follows: if the light 
level is /ow, switch the alarm on and if it is 
high switch the alarm off. 
In practice, things are a little more 

complicated because the circuit cannot be 
fitted with an on/off switch to enable it to 
be switched off when the lights have been 
switched on, as ii may then be left off, 
which would defeat its purpose! This 
means that the current consumption in 
both the standby and the alarm state must 
be very low if the battery is to last for a 
reasonable time. 
This is, of course, not a problem if the 

circuit is intended to be connected to the 
vehicle battery as the circuit can then 
easily be switched on and off by means of 
the ignition switch, and also off once the 
alarm has been given, by the lights switch 
when the lights are switched on. 
Examination of the circuit diagram in 

Fig.l will reveal that a very small num-
ber of components are required for the 

Lighting-Up Reminder. It is not often that 
such a simple circuit is published which 
performs not only one useful function but 
two — and not a microprocessor in sight! 
The circuit is basically a complimentary 

astable multivibrator with feedback via 
capacitor Cl setting the rate of oscillation. 
Phototransistor TR3 is used to turn the 

oscillation on and off. When the light level 
is low, the impedance of TR3 will be high, 
allowing the circuit to oscillate. When the 
light level is high, the base (b) of TR2 will 
be held below 0.6V so holding TR2 turned 
off, preventing oscillation from occurring. 
Potentiometer VR I can be used to ad-

just the sensitivity. In practise, though, the 
author found its use to be unnecessary. 
Since there is no OFF switch, the alarm, 

once triggered, will be continuous until the 
ambient light level increases again. A 
buzzer or sounder would soon become 
annoying, to say the least, so a light 
emitting diode (I.e.d.) was chosen to 
perform the alarm function instead. This is 
quite visible in the fading light even 
when mounted on a box placed on the 
dashboard. 
To save current, the circuit flashes the 

I.e.d. instead of providing a continuous 
display. This is not only more notice-
able than a steady light but, by making 
the flashes short and infrequent, say once 
every five seconds or so, less distracting, 

Fig.1 . Complete circuit diagram for the 
basic Lighting-Up Reminder. 
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while the average current consumption is 
reduced to a very low level. 
If wired separately from the ignition 

switch, the circuit can be in operation 
continuously even when the vehicle is left 
overnight. The I.e.d. then continues to 
flash during the hours of darkness and 
serve as a useful deterrent to potential 
thieves or joy riders, to whom a mys-
terious box on the dashboard emitting a 
flash of light every so often would signify 
an alarm of some sort, and therefore best 
left alone. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The complete Lighting-Up Reminder 

circuit is built on a small printed circuit 
board (p.c.b.), for which the component 
layout and full size underside copper foil 
master are shown in Fig.2. This board is 
available from the EPE PCB Service, code 
184. 
None of the components are critical 

and assembly is quite straightforward. The 
phototransistor specified is housed in a 
clear I.e.d. type package as this makes it 
very easy to mount on a box by using a 
suitable I.e.d. clip. Note that the shorter 
lead on this component (adjacent to the flat 
portion of the rim) is the collector and the 
longer lead the emitter. There is no base 
connection. 
It is a good idea to use a high inten-

sity I.e.d. as this will attract attention more 
readily than a standard type. 
The completed circuit may be tested 

before the phototransistor is fitted by 
connecting a 9V battery and checking 
that the I.e.d. flashes. Alternatively, the 
phototransistor may be fitted and shielded 
from ambient light, or the circuit taken 
into a dark room, where it, should start 
oscillating. 
Leaving potentiometer VR I set to a 

mid-way position will probably be satis-
factory in most situations. 
Once the circuit is operating satisfac-

torily, it should be mounted in a small 
plastic box, large enough to take a 9V PP3 
battery and the p.c.b. The completed unit 
can be placed on the car dashboard where 
it may be secured with a strip of double-
sided adhesive tape if required. 
Details of this are not given as this will 

depend on the particular box available and 
the personal preferences of the constructor. 
There are no heavy components on the 
printed circuit board and the whole circuit 
can easily be mounted in the box sup-
ported by the 1.e.d. and phototransistor 
leads. 

CURRENT FACTORS 
With a 9V supply, the led. only 

switches on for about 10ms about every 
five seconds with the components sug-
gested. The average current drain is around 
120µA when the light is flashing, falling 
to around 9p.A when it is in stand-by 
mode. The I.e.d. current is about 60mA, 
but since it flows for a very short time, no 
damage occurs to the I.e.d. or transistor 
while providing a bright flash even at 
lower supply voltages. 
Coupled to the fact that the circuit 

operates down to around 3V, it can be seen 
that a battery will last a long time. By 
increasing the value of the capacitor, the 
frequency of the flashes could be further 
reduced, decreasing the average current 

drawn and further increasing the battery 
life. 
Alternatively,  the  circuit  may  be 

powered from the 12V car battery via the 
cigar lighter socket. The circuit could also 
be "built into" the car and connected to 
the vehicle wiring, giving the possibility of 
switching the alarm off automatically once 
the warning had been heeded and the lights 
switched on. 
This could be done by utilising the 

voltage that would now appear across the 
lights to switch on another npn transis-
tor connected across the phototransistor 
which would disable the alarm, as shown 
in Fig.3. 

DASHED SIMPLE! 
There is a better way, however, and one 

which can be. used without modifying the 
circuit of Fig. I, or indeed making any con-
nections to the vehicle wiring, except per-
haps to the battery supply if this is felt 
desirable. 
The light level at which the circuit will 

switch can be varied by adjusting poten-
tiometer VR1 as this will depend to a large 
extent on the position of the phototransis-
tor within the car. By mounting the unit 
under the dashboard, for 
example, where it will 
be somewhat darker, the 
circuit will begin to 
flash when the light level 
is higher than it would 
if the circuit were mounted 
directly behind the 
windscreen. 
A good place 

would be just in 
front of the steering 
wheel where the 
speedometer and other 
instruments are located, 
although care should 

Fig.2. Printed circuit board component 
layout and full size copper foil master 
pattern. 

Completed prototype printed circuit 
board. 

Fig.3. Disabling the circuit when lights 
are switched on. 

Resistors 
R1  1M 
R2  100i2 
All 0.25W 5% carbon film 

Potentiometer 
VR1  100k min preset, horiz 

Capacitors 
Cl. C2  10p. radial elect. 16V 

(2 off) 

See 

TALK 
Page 

Semiconductors 
D1  5mm standard red led. 
TR1  BC558 pnp transistor 
TR2  2N3903 npn transistor 
TR3  BP103B npn 

phototransistor 

Miscellaneous 
B1  PP3 battery, with 

connector (see text) 
Printed circuit board, available from 

the EPE PCB Service, code 184; plastic 
box, size to choice; I.e.d. clip; connect-
ing wire if transistor mounted off-board 
(see text); solder pins; solder, etc. 

Approx Cost 
Guidance Only 

excl. battery 
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he taken to ensure t h:  Iii driv,—'s view of 
these is not obstructed. th•re. y would be 
sheltered from the direct elate of street 
lights and the phototranst- tor would also 

be illumMated by the instrument lights 
which come on as soon as the vehicle 
lights are switched on and would thus 

serve to switch the circuit off. 

BULB FAILURE 
WARNING 
H \ mounting the photolransistor close 

to the one of the vehicle lights being 
switched, the circuit would provide a third 

function as well. This is shown in Fig.4 

and as well as acting as a lighting-up 

remimler and hurglar deterrent, it would 
also perform another very useful service 

by providing a "lamp failure warning" 

when the car lights switch is turned on. 
This is achieved because the  I.e.d. 

would continue to flash if the relevant bulb 

did not turn on when the light switch was 
operated, instead of stopping. as would 

be the case if the phototransistor was 
illuminated by a "working'' bulb. 

AMBIENT 
LIGHT 

REFLECTOR 

LAMP 

LIGHT 
FROM 
I AMP 

PHOTOTRANSISITOR 

TO CIRCUIT 

Fig. 4. Mounting the sensor phototran-
sistor in the car light reflector will give 
a "bulb failure" feature. You will need 
to build a complete unit for each lamp 
to be monitored. 

To do this, the phototransistor would 
need to be mounted remote from the rest 
of the unit (which would be inside the car 
on the dashboard) and connected to it by 
means of a suitable length of twin cable. 

Since the phototransistor may then be 
more exposed to the elements, depending 

on the position and the way it is mounted, 
care should be taken to ensure that water 
does not come into contact with any of the 

connections. 

To monitor all the car's lights, it would 
probably be easier to build four Reminder 

circuits rather than trying to arrange for 

four phototransistors to control one flasher 

circuit. This would also give an indication 

as to which lamp had failed and, since the 

cost of the components is minimal, worth 
the extra effort. 

'4"4"--- . • 

SHOP  ,ti  TA LK  
with David Barrington 

EPE PIC Tutorial (Supplement) 
Most of the components needed for the EPE P/C Tutorial printed circuit 

board (p.c.b.) should be available from many of our component advertisers 
- study their adverts. The only criterion, apart from technical spec., is will 
they fit on the p.c.b.? 
All switches for the prototype model are RS components and were 

purchased through Electromail (2 01536 204555), their retail outlet. Quote 
the following codes if ordering from them: the d.i.l. 4-pole changeover 
(S1-S4), code 337-554; the p.c.b. mounting push-to-make can be either 
320-900 (cheaper) or 321-650 types; the d.i.l. 1-pole changeover, 336-674; 
for the 8-way di!. slide switch quote code 103-0771. 
We understand that Magenta Electronics (ft01283 565435) are putting 

together a kit of parts, excluding Zif socket and displays, for the sum of 
£27.95 (£42.95 built and tested), add £3 for p&p. The Zif socket and displays 
are being offered separately. Readers might also like to check out the ESR 
Electronic Components Web site at: http;//www.esr.co.uk. 
The printed circuit board for the PIC Tutorial is available from the EPE 

PCB Service, code 182 (see page 2351. The software is also available from 
the Editorial Offices on a 3.5 inch PC-compatible disk, order as PIG-Tutor. 
There is a nominal charge of £2.75 each (UK) to cover admin costs, the 
actual software is free. For overseas readers, the charge is £3.35 surface 
mail and £4.35 airmail. 
Alternatively, the PIC Tutorial software can be downloaded free from the 

EPE Web site: 
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/PICS/PICTutor. 

The Handy Thing 
With surface mount components being so small, it should come as no 

surprise to readers that component suppliers only offer these for sale in 
packs of 10 plus. Even so, some of these are still reasonably priced. 
For the potentiometer, a knob-pot has been specified for The Handy 

Thing as they are very compact, having the resistive element inside the 
knob itself. The one in the model is a 1W P16NP series linear cermet type 
and came from Farnell (2 0113 263 6311), code 350-655. At around £4, 
readers may opt to use a standard miniature pot instead, plus a separate 
knob. 
The very fine Kynar wire (30 a.w.g.) is a silver coated "wirewrap" wire 

and was chosen for ease of soldering. It should be stocked by most good 
component suppliers. 
If problems are experienced in finding the S0T23 surface mount transis-

tor, the author obtained his from Gothic Crellon (2 0118 978 7848). The 
box came from Maplin, code FX73Q. 
The small double-sided printed circuit board is obtainable from the EPE 

PCB Service, code 183. 

Lighting-Up Reminder 
Although the components required for the Lighting-Up Reminder project 

are not critical, it was thought best to use a highly sensitive phototransistor 
and a high intensity light emitting diode (led.) in this very simple circuit. 
The BP103B npn phototransistor was tracked down to Maplin, code 

CY87U. Other component suppliers will, no doubt, be able to offer a 
suitable alternative device. 

The small printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, 
code 184. If you wish to monitor four sets of car lights you will need to 
obtain four p.c.b.s. 
One final point, unless you are a wizard with car wiring, it is recom-

mended you stick to the stand-alone version. 

Switch-Activated Burglar Alarm 
Just a few general guidelines are needed concerning the supply of 

parts for the Switch-Activated Burglar Alarm. 
The circuit should work with almost any 12V relay that has a coil 

resistance of about 300 ohms or more. However, if it is to fit on the 
circuit board the "high power" relay specified should be used. This is 
an ultra miniature, single-pole, changeover 10A mains relay stocked 
by Maplin, code YX97F 
If the unit is to be mounted where it can be easily spotted, you 

should use a key-operated switch for the "arm" switch Si. This 
should be generally available. 
It is advisable to buy sensor switches that are specifically designed 

for use in burglar alarm systems rather than trying to improvise using 
general purpose components. Bear in mind that only the surface 
mounting switches and magnets are suitable for use with most plas-
tic and metal windows and doors. You could try contacting Bull 
Electrical, JfrN Factors and Maplin, who may be able to offer a 
variety of security switches (see their adverts for contact numbers). 

Audio Syste m Re mote Controller 
Several of the parts called up for the Audio System Remote Con-

troller will have to be ordered specially if they are to fit on the p.c.b. 
Starting with the LMC1983 audio controller, this was purchased 

from Maplin, code GX48C. This was the only source we were able to 
find, and, at the time of writing, they informed us that they only had a 
few left. If any reader finds another source perhaps they can let us 
know. 
Next the IS 1U60 infra-red receiver. The only source appears to be 

Electromail (2 01536 204555), code 577-897. The 12V 280 ohm coil 
relay came from Maplin, code DC808, and fits directly on the power 
supply p.c.b. The mains transformer (code YJ50E) and the insulated 
phone socket panel (code JK17T) also came from the latter company. 
The two printed circuit boards are available from the EPE PCB 

Service, codes 185 (PSU) and 186 (Main Board). The software can be 
downloaded free from our Web site: 

ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/PICS/Remote. 
A ready-programmed PIC16C84 is available (mail order only) from 

Mark Skeete for the sum of £15. Payment should be made out to Mr. 
M. Skeete and sent to: Mr. M. Skeete, 39 Sedgwick Road, Leyton, 
London, E10 60P 

PLEASE TAKE NOTE 
PIC Noughts Et Crosses Game (Sept '97) 
Our PIC Disk-1 and web site have been updated to in-

clude the author's changes to the source code format for this 
software. The hex codes remain unchanged. 

Surface Thermometer (Jan '98) 
Page 70. Calibration should be undertaken with the 

Multimeter connected between IC2 pin 7 and IC2 pin 14 (not 
OV). 
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SALE PRICE £9.95 
VIDEO PROCESSOR UNITS7/6v 10AH BATTS/24V BA 

TX Not too sure what the function of these units is but they certainly 
make good stnppeisi Measures 390X320X120inm on the front are 
controls for scan speed. scan delay, scan mode, loads of connections 
on the rear Inside 2 x 6V 10AH sealed lead acid batts, gob's and a BA? 
24v torroidial transformer (mains in) sold as seen, may have one or 
two broken knobs etc due to poor storage £9 95 ref VP2X 

Dell switched mode psu 
12v 15amp £9.95 

140x 150 x 9Ornms fully cased with built in fan •12  13A, .5  15A 
ISC power inlet, ltylead output £995 ref DEL2 

thaitt LE PRICE £2.50 
Customer returns, domestic telephone coin 
boxes, used to convert ordinary phones in to 
pay phones. ref CBTIX 

12V FANS, EX EQUIPMENT 
COMPLETE WITH METAL CASES 

PACK OF 10 FOR £9.95 

The ultimate enclosure for 
your projects must be one of 

these! 
Well made ABS screw together beige case measuring 120 x150 x 
50mm Already fitted with rubber feet and front mounted LED. 

Inside is a Kb fitted with other brts and pieces you may find useful Sold 
either as a pack of five for E10 ref MD1 Or as a pack of 20 for El9 95 
ret MCC 

RCB UNITS £2.99 
This in line moisture earth leakage unit instantly shut off the mains 
supply in the event of any current flowing 
between live and earth thus preventing a potentially lethal shock ISC 
plug one end socket the other fitted in seconds, reset button The 
ultimate safety aid wnen wonong on electronic equipment computers 
etc 
As these units are fitted with an mime IEC., plug on one end and socket 
on the other than could even be used to extend standard I EC computer 
leads 

Order via our web site at 
www.bull-electrical.com 

UK made energy saving device that can give you a 15% saving on the 

running costs of fridges etc 
Suitable for mains appliances fitted with a motor of u9 to 25 
rating We have tried the device on other things like soldering irons 
conventional bulbs and still achieved a saving 

One off price a £9 ref LOT71 
Pack of 10 is £59 ref LOT72 
Pack 0( 20 is £119 ref L0T73 

SALE PRICE LIO 
These units must be cleared at the absurd price of lust 11011 
you get loads of leads an infra red remote keyboard and receiver. a 
standard uhf modulator, a standard St approved modem 1200/75 and 
loads of chips, resistors, capacitors etc etc 
all for lust £10 ref bar33 

Switched mode 
psu special offer 

£2.99 
Brand new psu's giving he at 4 4Amps 
Originally made for the Archimedes but 
obviously have many other uses Fitted 
on/off switch and fly lead 150 x 100 x 
42mm  £299 ref ARCH1X 

SOLAR PANELS 
3 ' x I' Amorphous silicon, 7 watt 12-14v 

output. Unframed. Ref SOLX 

SALE PRICE 4 for £59 

Complete accounts system 
for your PC for just £9.95 

Untanned companies, general ledger, multiple cash books. deptors 
and creditors. stock invoicing, purchasing, budgets, report writer. 
caoculator. wordprocessor automated backups on line help, 
windowing, netwotkabie up to 10 workstations Free telephone sup-
port for 30 days from MAP computer products 01618788413 
all for the bargain price of lust £9 951 worth it for the 200 page Pastel 
manual alonel ref SA12 35" disk version only £995 ref PAS2 

PC KEYBOARDS 
sale price just £2.99 

Standard ps2 type connector, 104 keys. ref 
PCX 

Compaq 
244 watt pc power supplies 

buy 2 for £16 
Ex equipment but in full working order direct from one of the top 
manufacturers 1450 175 x 85mm, fitted fan and IEC inlet, switch on 

11ylead Outputs are 3 3vdc,  -5vdc..12vdc -12vdc You may 
need to change the mother board connector so we have included 
another one with the power supply to help £16 for 2 ref CON?   

BULL ELECTRICAL 
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX 
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS). 

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CIIEQUE 
W MI ORDER PLUS £3.50 P&P PLUS VAT. 
24 HOUR SERVICE £5.00 PLUS VAT. 
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS L334 

(ACCESS, VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS) 

'phone orders: 01273 203500 
FAX 01273 323077 

E-mail bull@pavilion.co.uk 

MAINS SMOKE ALARMS (GENT) 
NEW AND BOXED 1.4.99 ref SMKX 

BBC selector videocrypt 's' 
tvtuner with smart card 

sale price £9.95 
Interesting new tern in this week is this Selector Onginally made font* 
BBC to send encrypted video films to your VCR at night time The 

protect seems to have tailed 
Very complex units consisting of a smart card slot in the front plus 
arsenal switches and an 117 receiver Fu/ry cased and measuring 230 
x 430x 90mm, new and boxed 
On the back of the unit ma scart socket plus a UHF input and output 

A channel tuning control numbered 28 to 40 and an IR socket 
Inside is a comprehensive tuner section, smart cani reader mechanism 

and control electronics plus a power supply section 
These units are sold as stnppers but we imagine you could use one to 
convert a monitor into a TV or maybe use the videocrypt side of things 
for something else Supplied complete with manual and mains lead 
Clearance once lust £995 ref BBC1X 

Introducing our mega magnet 
that lifts 33 kilo's! 

Just on this week are these incredible Neodymium magnets that wel lift 
an incredible 33 kilo's' Each magnet has a threaded bolt Protruding 
from the rear for easy fixing 32mm diameter  15 ref MAG33 



GENT EE187 135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST  ei17,6 
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932  . . 
E-mail: Magenta.Electronics@compuserve.com 
Homepage: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Magenta.Electronics 

EL E C T R O NI C S  LT D All Prices include V.A.T. Add f3.00 per order p&p. f6.99 next day  

MAIL ORDER ONLY 0 CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT   
. . . . . .  M O  M O  M O  M O  O M  O M  O M  1 

EPE MICROCONTROLLER 
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER! 

I The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly 
I stable & sensitive - with %IC control I 
I of all timing functions and advanced I 
I pulse separation techniques. 
I • New circuit design 1994 
I • High stability 
I drift cancelling 

I • Easy to build 
& use 

I • No ground 
I effect, works 

in seawater 

• Detects gold, 
silver, ferrous & 
non-ferrous 
metals 

• Efficient quartz controlled 
microcontroller pulse generation 

• Full kit with headphones & all 
hardware 

LKIT 847  £63.95 

PIC PIPE DESCALER 
• SIMPLE TO BUILD  • SWEPT 
• HIGH POWER OUTPUT  FREQUENCY 
• AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING 

An affordable circuit which sweeps 
the incoming water supply with 
variable frequency electromagnetic 
signals. May reduce scale formation, 
dissolve existing scale and improve 
lathering ability by altering the way 
salts in the water behave. 
Kit includes case, PC.B, coupling 
coil and all components. 
High coil current ensures maximum 
effect. L.E.D. monitor 

KIT 868  £22.95  POWER UNIT   

MICRO PEsT 

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC 
PEsT SCARER 
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in 
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output 
drives a special sealed transducer with in-
tense pulses via a special tuned transformer. 
Sweeping frequency output is designed to 
give maximum output without any special 
setting up. 

KIT 842  £22.56 

SUPER ACOUSTIC PROBE 
Our very popular project - now with ready 
built probe assembly and diecast box. Picks 
up vibrations amplifies, and drives head-
phones. Sounds from engines, watches, and 
speech through walls can be heard clearly. 
Useful for mechanics, instrument engineers 
and nosey parkersl A very useful piece of kit. 

KIT 865  £29.95 

DC Motor/Gearboxes 
Our Popular and Versatile DC 
motor/Gearbox sets. 
Ideal for Models, Robots, 
Buggies etc. 1-5 to 4-5V 
Multi ratio gearbox 
gives wide range of speeds. 

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95 
SMALL - MGS - £4.77 

Stepping Motors  It 
asmi, 

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65 
MD35...Std 48 step...£12.98 
MD200...200 step...£16.80 
M024...Large 200 step...£22.95 

SCARER 
Our latest design - The ultimate 
scarer for the garden. Uses 
special microchip to give random 
delay and pulse time. Easy to 
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/ 
pests away from newly sown areas, 
play areas, etc. Uses power source 
from 9 to 24 volts. 

• RANDOM PULSES 
• HIGH POWER 
• DUAL OPTION 

£3.99 

Plug-in power supply £4.99 
KIT 867  £19.99 
KIT+ SLAVE UNIT £32.50  

WINDICATOR 
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes 
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing 
head. Mains power unit f5.99 extra. 

KIT 856 £28.00 

* TENS UNIT * 
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT 
As featured in March '97 issue. 
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this 
excellent new project. All components, PCB, 
hardware and electrodes are included. 
Designed for simple assembly and testing and 
providing high level dual output drive. 

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90 

Set of 
4 spare 
electrodes 
£6.50 

1000V Et 500V INSULATION 
TESTER 

Superb new design. Regulated 
output, efficient circuit. Dual-
scale  meter,  compact  case. 
Reads up to 200 Megohms. 
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out 
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL 
components. 

KIT 848  £32.95 

MOSFET Mk11 VARIABLE BENCH 
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2.5A. 
Based on our Mk1 design 
and  preserving  all  the 
features,  but  now  with 
switching pre-regulator for 
much higher efficiency. Panel 
meters indicate Volts and 
Amps. Fully variable down to 
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched 
and printed case and all 
parts. As featured in April 
1994 EPE. An essential piece 
of equipment.  Kit No. 845  £64.95 

I SPACEWRITER 
I An innovative and exciting 
I project. Wave the wand through  1,44 
the air and your message appears.  a'. I Programmable to hold any message Va„ 

I up to 16 digits long. Comes pre-loa ded tilt 
with "MERRY XMAS". Kit includes 

I PCB, all components & tube plus 
instructions for message loading. 

KIT 849  £16.991 

VISA 

nz3323 

12V EPROM ERASER 
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time 
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply 
(400mA). Used extensively for mobile work - up-
dating equipment in the field etc. Also in educa-
tional situations where mains supplies are not al-
lowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV 

KIT 790 £28.51  

SUPER BAT' N 
DETECTOR 

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN 
SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE 

20kHz-140kHz 

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC. 
A new circuit using a 'full bridge' audio 
amplifier i.c., internal 
speaker, and head-
phone/tape socket. The 
latest sensitive transducer, 
and 'double balanced mixer' 
give a stable, high peformance-
superheterodyne design. 

KIT 861  £24.99 
ALSO AVAILABLE Built & Tested ....£39.99 

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER 
P.I. METAL DETECTOR 
MKI 
Magenta's highly 
developed & 
acclaimed design. 
Quartz crystal 
controlled circuit 
MOSFET coil drive. 
D.C. coupled 
amplification. 
Full kit includes 
PCB, handle, 
case Er 
search coil 

• KIT INC. 
HEADPHONES 

• EFFICIENT 
CMOS DESIGN 

• POWERFUL COIL 
DRIVE 

• DETECTS FERROUS AND 
NON-FERROUS METAL - GOLD, 
SILVER, COPPER ETC. 

• 190mm SEARCH COIL 

• NO 'GROUND EFFECT' 

KIT 815  £45.95 

3-NOTE 
DOORCHIME 
IDEAL 
BEGINNERS 
PROJECT 
Uses SAB0600 chip to 
produce natural sounding 
3-note chime. Adjustable 
pitch - so that two can be 
used for front and back 
doors. 
Kit includes PC.B., all 
parts and instructions. 
No case or battery 

KIT 869  £5.99 

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER 
Keep pets/pests away from 
newly  sown  areas,  fruit, 
vegetable and flower beds, 
children's play areas, patios 
etc.  This  project  produces 
intense pulses of ultrasound 
which deter visiting animals. 
• KIT INCLUDES ALL 
COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE 

• EFFICIENT 100V 
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT • UP TO 4 METRES 

• COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE  RANGE 
TO HUMANS  • LOW CURRENT DRAIN 

KIT 812  £14.81 

P U 

0  0 L W T 
I E R 

PEsT 
SCARER c 
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SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER 
INCREDIBLE LOW 

PRICE! 
Kit 857 £12.99 

INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84 CHIP 
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD 
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL 
PC BOARD & INSTRUCTIONS 

Power Supply £3.99 

EXTRA CHIPS: 
PIC 16C84 £4.84 

Based on the design in February '96 EPE article, 
Magenta have made a proper PCB and kit for this 
project. PCB has 'reset' switch, Program switch, 5V 
regulator and test L.E.D.s. There are also extra 
connection points for access to all A and B port pins. 

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER 
INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84 
WITH DEMO PROGRAM 
SOFTWARE DISK, PCB, 
INSTRUCTIONS AND 
24-CHARACTER 2-LINE 
LCD DISPLAY 

Kit 860 £19.99  
Power Supply £3.99 

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE 
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP 
YOUR OWN APPLICATION! 

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied 
with PCB, industry standard 2-LINE x 24-character 
display, data, all components, and software to include 
in your own programs. Ideal develpment base for 
meters, terminals, calculators, counters, timers - Just 
waiting for your application! 

* Chip is pre-programmed with demo display * 

PIC16C84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL 
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER 

• WITH PROGRAMMED 16C84 AND DISK WITH 
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM 

• ZERO VOLT SWITCHING - 
10 CHASE PATTERNS 

• OPTO ISOLATED 
• 4 X 3 KEYPAD CONTROL 
• SPEED CONTROL POT 
• HARD FIRED TRIACS 
• 4 CHANNELS @5 AMPS 

Now features full 
4-channel chaser software 
on DISK and 
pre-programmed 
PIC16C84 chip. Easily 
re-programmed for your 
own applications. 
Software source code is 
fully 'commented' so that 
it can be followed easily. 

Kit 855 £39.95 LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS 

68000 DEVELOPMENT AND 
TRAINING KIT 

• USED WORLDWIDE IN SCHOOLS 
8 COLLEGES 

• FULL FEATURED MONITOR, 
LINE ASSEMBLER Er 
CROSS ASSEMBLER DISK 

• NOW WITH EXPANDED 
RAM Er ROM 

• FULL 8MHz 68000 16-BIT DATA BU 
• FULL MANUAL, DATA COMMS Et 
SOFTWARE DISK 

• 2 SERIAL PORTS & EXPANDABLE 1,0 

KIT 601 
• £69.95 

PSU £12.99 
I' 5V. +12V  12V 

SERIAL LEAD KIT 
c, way & 25 way £4.99 

EPE PIC Tutorial 
At Last! A Real, Practical, Hands-On Series 
3-Part Series — Starting March '98  

• Learn Programming from scratch 

• Uses Re-Programmable PIC16C84 Chip 

• Start by lighting an I.e.d. and work up through 
over 30 tutorials to Sound Generation, Data 
Display, and a Security System 

• PIC TUTOR Board has Input Switches, Output 
I.e.d.s, and on board programmer 

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT 
Includes: PIC16C84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with 
Component Layout and all components* (*not ZIF 
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a 
disk with Test and Demonstration routines. 

KIT 870   £27.95, Built & Tested   £42.95 
Optional: Power Supply -£3.99, ZIF Socket -£6.99 

LCD Display  With Software and Connection details  £7.99 

LED Display  Including Software  £6.99 

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER 
• READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES 
• WINDOWS  SOFTWARE 
• PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X 
• USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT 

• USES STANDARD MICROCHIP • HEX FILES 
• OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA) 
• PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN 
SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs. 

• SEND FOR DETAILED 
INFORMATION - A 
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN 
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE. 

Kit 862 £29.99 
Power Supply £3.99 

DISASSEMBLER 
SOFTWARE  01.75 

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 
INCLUDES PCB, 
PIC16C84 WITH 
DEMO PROGRAM, 
SOFTWARE DISK, 
INSTRUCTIONS 
AND MOTOR 

Kit 863 £18.99 
FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED. 
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER 
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS. 

Another NE W Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor - up 
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor Chip is 
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program 
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in 
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory. 

Mini-Lab & Micro Lab 
Electronics Teach-In 7 
As featured in EPE and now published as Teach-In 7. All parts 
are supplied by Magenta. Teach-1n 7 is £3.95 from us or EPE 
Full Mini Lab Kit - £119.95 - Power supply extra - £22.55 
Full Micro Lab Kit - £155.95 Built Micro Lab - £189.95 

All pricesinclude VAT. 
Add £3.00 p&p. 
Next Day £6.99 

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932  E-mail: Magenta_Electronics @compuserve.com 
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Constructional Project 

THE HANDY 
THINS 
BILL MOONEY 

The 
L 
nQndy 

N\\,, 

This is an a mazing Thingy - it 
does al most as m uch as the 
S wiss Ar my Knife, just by 
divining static electricity fields/ 

THIS project is an electronic analogue 
of the Swiss Army Knife. It prob-
ably can't be used for predicting 

earthquakes or eclipses, but it will do just 
about everything else. 
It will detect static electricity, track in-

terference and live wires, test continuity 
and assess very high resistances. The crea-
tive user will no doubt come up with 
several other useful functions. 

ORIGINS 
A new version of the old mains tester 

appeared on the market recently, but in-
stead of a small neon lamp, it contained a 
light emitting diode (I.e.d.) driven by an 
electronic circuit and powered by a couple 
of button cells. 
It is a remarkable device, offering all the 

functions above in the form of a small ter-
minal driver. As an electronics designer, the 
author was, of course, curious as to how it 
managed to do all this and set about design-
ing a version for amateur construction. 
One can't expect to engineer the 

screwdriver (!) but a project box would be 
acceptable if some extra features were 
added to compensate.  Observing the 
behaviour of the device and a few 
back-of-the-envelope schematics soon lead 
to a plausible circuit which could perform 
in a similar way. The functional schematic 
is shown in Fig. l. 

Fig 1. Functional  schematic  circuit 
diagram of The Handy Thing. 

N ., 

increases, the gate becomes increasingly 
negative compared to the source and even-
tually reaches the pinch-off point of the 
f.e.t. 
At this point, the current in the I.e.d. is 

still very low, its resistance high, and it 
is effectively off. A positive-going volt-
age on the gate causes the f.e.t. to turn on 
again, increasing the voltage on the I.e.d. 
to the point where it resistance decreases 
and it lights. 

Fig.2. Final circuit diagram for The Handy Thing. 

It is called a Handy Thing not only be-
cause it is just that, but because the hands 
and body resistance of the operator play a 
vital role in its operation. 
In standby mode, this circuit will draw 

negligible  current,  a fraction  of a 
microamp. Also, like the commercial 
device, it has a very high input impedance. 
Placing the small input plate near a 
positive electric field results in an induced 
gate voltage, causing the field effect 
transistor (f.e.t.) TR1 to conduct and the 
output I.e.d. DI to light. 
Variations in input voltage produce cor-

responding changes in the brightness of 
the output I.e.d. The high input impedance 
means that practically no power is drawn 
from the charged body under test. Electric 
fields can therefore be readily detected, 
both static and alternating. 
An elegant feature of this circuit is the 

dual function of the output I.e.d., which is 
in the source (s) path of the f.e.t. The 
complex resistive properties of this diode 
allows it to provide the gate bias for the 
circuit. The gate is held at OV by resis-
tor Rx so, as the voltage on the I.e.d. 

Now we see the principle on which The 
Handy Thing works. For example, touch-
ing the positive ( + V) plate at the same 
time as the input plate causes the voltage 
on the gate to rise, so lighting the I.e.d. — a 
test of continuity. 
For best utility from the device, this 

functional circuit should be kept in mind. 
But a few refinements are necessary to 
make the unit more practical. 

WORKING CIRCUIT 
To make a real working version of Fig.!, 

the circuit must become a little less elegant. 
The first problem is the impractical value 
of the input resistor Rx. The highest value 
resistors which are readily available, IMSI 
(one megohm) or even 10Mfl are much too 
low if the very high input impedance of the 
f.e.t. is to be utilised. 
Banks of 10M.fl resistors are practical 

up to 200Mf/ or so but, ideally, we want 
something like 500MS/ or even 1000Mfi. 
An npn transistor, TR2, connected across 
the input as shown in Fig.2, provides an 
ideal solution with the added advantage 
that the parameters can be varied widely. 
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When this transistor is off, i.e. no current 
flowing into the base (b), the collector (c) 
appears as an insulator with no connection 
between f.e.t. gate (g) and ground (OV). 
Under these circumstances, a charge 

placed on the gate will remain there, 
holding the f.e.t. on (high positive charge), 
or off (high negative charge), or at some 
intermediate state. 
This is of limited use and requires the 

gate to be discharged before each measure-
ment. Potentiometer VR I is a variable 
source of bias for transistor TR2 and at 
around 0-6V, the base begins to draw 
current, thus causing a minute current to 
flow in the collector circuit. 
Transistor TR2 effectively becomes a 

very high value resistor from gate to OV 
and it discharges the gate capacitance con-
tinuously. Potentiometer VR1 can easily 
be adjusted to give any required input 
impedance and discharge rate. The dis-
charge rate is linear with time since the 
collector is a constant current source and 
this conveniently gives a clean end point. 
A real resistor would produce a tailing 

effect which would be a little less effective. 
Although its action is a bit more complex, 
VR I can be considered as a Sensitivity con-
trol adding valuable tlexibility to the device. 
The most useful setting corresponds to a 
discharge time of about one second. 

BIAS POINT 
The second difficulty concerns the f.e.t. 

bias point. Most I.e.d.s are well alight with 
a supply of 3V, the most common f.e.t. 
turn-on point. Since f.e.t.s with very low 
pinch-off are not so common, a better 
solution is to use two I.e.d.s in series, and 
this works nicely. 

COMPONENTS 
Resistor 
Ri  1M 
R2, R3. R5 1k (3 off) 

All resistors SMD type 1206 TALK 
R4  470U 

Page 

See 

Potentiometer 
10k  knob-pot (see text) 

Capacitors 
Cl to C3  47p. taut.. SMD. 16V 

(3 off) 

Semiconductors 
D1  red led., high brightness, 

5mm dia. 
D2  yellow I.e.d., high 

brightness, 5mm dia. 
TR1  BSR58 j.f.e.t., SMD 

SOT23 
TR2  BCX7OH npn transistor, 

SMD SOT23 

Miscellaneous 
S1  min. s.p.s.t. slide switch 
Ski  3.5mm mono jack socket 
81  PP3 9V battery 
Printed circuit board, double-sided, 

available from the EPE PCB Service, 
code 183; led. mounting clip, 5mm (2 
off); plastic case, 75mm x 50mm x 
25mm; Kynar connecting wire; M2 round 
head nuts and bolts; sensing pads (see 
text); rework flux; solder, etc. 

Approx Cost 
Guidance Only £17 

A circuit of this type would strictly not 
need an on/off switch but this device is 
likely to be on the shelf for long periods of 
time and even a small leakage will flatten 
the battery. It could also be inadvertently 
placed near a static source or a live mains 
field and draw considerable current. 
Using an on/off switch (S1) and making 

one of the I.e.d.s a supply indicator gives it 
a useful function. The I.e.d. D2 in Fig.2 is 
supplied by a I Id/ resistor, R5, and is per-
manently on when the supply is present. 
The 3V on this I.e.d. is, therefore, added 

to the voltage on I.e.d. DI to provide the 
gate bias. In standby mode with no input, 
the current through DI is negligible. When 
an input is present, the currents combine in 
D2 which changes a little in brightness 
with increasing input, but this is of no 
consequence. 
Other elements in the circuit are more 

straightforward. A drain load (resistor 
R4) for TR I develops a low impe-
dance audio signal which can 
be monitored via capacitor 
C3 using a pair of stereo 
headphones. These can 
be wired in series to 
give a load 
of 64  , 1 
ohms.  41 0 

Capacitor C2 partly decouples the I.e.d.s 
to a.c. signals, giving increased gain 
to mains 50Hz and noise. Resistor RI 
protects the gate from damaging dis-
charges; R2 protects the supply if plates 
+ V and OV are inadvertently contacted; 
R3 expands the useful range of the 
Sensitivity control VR1. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The circuit is built on a double-sided 

printed circuit board (p.c.b.) using surface 
mount devices (SMDs). The second side 
the p.c.b. is simply unetched copper foil. 
Details of the component mounting side, 
together with full size master, are shown in 
Fig.3. It is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 183. 
There is a temptation to go for 

a very  small  package when  SMDs 
are involved. This could involve 
on-board I.e.d.s and possibly 
miniature solder-in lithium 

batteries. However, a 
more pedestrian 

approach is 

+  —  
— 

— VI + C3 

Hi — 
— 

— 

CI 
—  

g  C  
r n 

i 

3d 

3 , 

+ 

—  

— 
R5 
— 
_ 

: 1 12R h c C2 

Fig.3. Layout (twice-size) of surface mount components on 
topside of p.c.b.. together with full-size copper track master 
pattern (right). 

excluding batt. 
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Fig.4. Interwiring between off-board components and p.c.b. 
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Surface mount components on com-
pleted circuit board. 

described here for general construction, 
which is nonetheless still quite compact. 
Before commencing component as-

sembly, lightly spray the p.c.b. trackside 
with rework flux. This will provide a hard 
protective coating when dry and will help 
stop the SMDs from sliding about when 
soldering them. 
It is good practice to solder the f.e.t. 

(TR1) in place last of all. The general 
method of adding SMDs (in a hobbyist 
situation) is to solder one end in place 
while holding the chip down with non-
magnetic tweezers. To do this a small 
quantity of solder is carried on the iron bit 
to the joint (contrary to normal advice 
regarding soldering!). 
Having anchored one end, the second 

can be soldered by the more effective tech-
nique of placing the solder on the pad at 
the same time as the iron. By this method 
more flux is present to protect and clean 
the copper pad and component contacts, 
resulting in a cleaner job. The first end can 
then be resoldered to make a better joint. 
Silver loaded solder is available for sur-

face mount work and has a slightly lower 
melting point. However, ordinary 60/40 al-
loy solder will work well for this type of 
non-critical work. 
In this simple unit there are no tight 

spots, so the order of component addition is 
not important. Note the polarity of the tan-
talum capacitors, they are not reversible. 
The polarity of the I.e.d. is as indicated; as 
is that of the transistors, of course. 

CASING THE THING 
The unit is conveniently built into a 

small plastic box measuring 75mm x 
50mm x 25mm. The internal layout of the 
case and the interwiring are shown in Fig.4 
and the photographs. 
The case material is quite soft and one 

or two protrusions inside the case can be 
removed with a sharp modelling knife — to 
make the battery fit more snugly and to 
create a flat_ surface for one of the input 
sensing plate bolts. 
Similarly, 'a small rectangle can be cut 

out for the on/off switch slider. All sens-
ing plates and the on/off switch are held 
in place with I -5mm x 6mm round head 
bolts. A solder tag inside the box is used 
for connection to the circuit board. 
The "+ V" and "Oy" reference inputs 

can be made from double or single-sided 
copper-clad fibreglass, but the "input" 
plate must be single-sided to avoid the odd 
effects of charge build up. The dimensions 
of these electrodes are not very critical in 
this application and were largely chosen to 
fit the position on the unit. Suggested pad 
dimensions are given in Fig.5. 
A 3-5mm mono jack socket is used for 

headphone connection. Ideally, the phones 
should be wired in series to a mono socket 
giving in-phase signals in each ear, but this 
means dedicating a pair of phones for this 

purpose. Simply plugging in a pair of 
stereo phones to the mono socket gives 
one channel which is quite effective. 
The other option is to use a stereo 

socket wired as mono and accept the out-
of-phase nature of the signal. To do this, 
the two central conductors are connected 
as ground and signal, the screens being 
connected together and left floating. 
For potentiometer VR1, a knob-pot is 

specified as they are very compact, having 
the resistive element inside the knob itself. 
A standard miniature potentiometer may 
be used instead, plus a separate knob. 
It is advisable to mount all the hardware 

on the box and glue the populated p.c.b. in 
place before wiring up. Use the finest wire 

411 

Positioning of components 
p.c.b. could be held in 
double-sided pads or tape. 

possible for hook-up. The 
author used Kynar wire-wrap 
wire because it is very fine 
at 30 a.w.g. and the sil-
ver plating ensures good  e !IfF 
soldering. 
Some  self-adhesive 

sponge  tape  under  the 
battery will stop it from 
moving. 
Finally, it is useful to 

label up the various func-
tions. The least expensive 
approach is to simply design 
the label using a suitable com-
puter program and print it out 
on paper. It is then glued in 
place and can be lacquered if 
required. A typical example of this flexible 
approach was used for the prototype as 
illustrated. 

size battery is recommended to give a 
reasonable service. 
The current drive for I.e.d. DI is largely 

determined by the value of resistor R4. In-
creasing its value would reduce the current 
drawn, but with a loss of brightness. 
Assuming that the above test procedure 

works, the next action is to set the position 
of potentiometer VR1. To do this, cause 
1.e.d. DI to turn on, as above, and then 
remove contact with the input plate so that 
the charge is retained. 

Now turn VR1 anticlockwise until the 
I.e.d. extinguishes. Repeat the operation, 
adjusting VR I until it takes about a second 
or so to change from full brightness to fully 
extinguished. 

All of these procedures can be a 
.  bit tricky if static fields or mains 

a.c. currents are nearby, but it be-
comes quite easy with prac-
tice. Shorter or longer time 
constants may be set in a 
similar manner. 
The technique of opera-

tion varies according to the job 
in hand and some interpretation 
is often necessary. If you keep 
the functional diagram in mind 

• . you will gain most utility from  
/ The Handy Thing. 

CONTINUITY prior to interwiring. The 
Probably the most practical place by self-adhesive 

use for this device is for test-
ing continuity. Examples of this 

SETTING UP 
Alter a close visual inspection, the first 

job is to check the current drain as a general 
indication that all is well. With the output 
I.e.d. off, the standing current is about 7mA. 
This is all going into the on/off I.e.d., D2, 
and could be reduced even more by increas-
ing the value of resistor R5, although with 
some loss of brightness and a less steady 
light output. 
Turn the sensitivity control VR I fully 

clockwise, i.e. to turn off transistor TR2. 
Next touch the input plate with left index 
finger whilst holding the right hand in-
dex finger on the + V plate. The output 
I.e.d., DI, shou;d light to full brightness and 
remain on. 
Continue to contact the input but transfer 

the right finger to the ()V plate and I.e.d. Dl 
should extinguish. 
At full brightness the current drain 

is about 18mA and an alkaline PP3-

Completed bterwiring to off-board components. 

.4 — 19mill 

.1 — 17mm 

36mm 

19mm 

INPUT 
CONTACT 
PAD 

OV AND +V 
REFERENCE 
CONTACT 
PADS 

Fig.5. Suggested dimensions for the 
"p.c.b. touch pads". 
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would be checking kr blown fuses, open 
connections, blown bulbs and so on. For 
this function, the index linger of the right 
hand is contacted with the + V plate and the 
sensitivity control is set to the standard 
setting, of about one second time constant, 
as described above. 
The fuse, or whatever, is held in the left 

hand, making electrical contact with one 
end. The free end is then placed in contact 
with the input plate. If the circuit is com-
pleted, a small current will flow into the 
gate resistor (RI) raising the voltage to 
approach + V and turning on TR I. 
The I.e.d. DI will light up in proportion 

to the conductivity, up to a point. Low value 
resistances, such as fuses, will result in the 
I.e.d. reaching full brightness. Be aware that 
blown items could still provide a high resis-
tance path so that if there is any doubt, such 
as the I.e.d. not being fully on, the sen-
sitivity control can be reduced to a shorter 
time constant. 
Resistance assessment generally requires 

judicious use of the sensitivity control. Low 
value resistors up to 100kft or so can be 
distinguished with a very low time constant 
of about 01 seconds. Resistance in the 
IMO to 10M  region require about 0.5 
seconds. 
Very  high  resistances greater than 

100Ma  found  in  static  dissipative 
materials for example, require a time 
constant  greater  than  one  second, 
corresponding to maximum sensitivity. 
Under these circumstances, mains electrical 
fields and nearby static build-up can 
interfere with the test. 
Diode operation can be checked easily 

using similar principles but reversing the 
connections to show unidirectional current 
flow. 

STATIC FIELDS 
The Handy Thing will differentiate be-

tween positive and negative static charge 
build-up on insulating materials and indi-
cate the voltage magnitudes. The start con-
dition is with the time constant set to about 
one second. 
With longer time constants you will need 

to discharge the input plate occasionally by 
momentarily touching it whilst maintaining 
contact with the OV plate. 
A useful experiment is to charge up a 

clean wine glass and a plastic container by 
giving their surfaces a couple of rubs with 
some clean cotton (not softened) or tissue 
paper. 
Bring The Handy Thing input plate to 

within a few centimetres of the glass. Note 
that I.e.d. DI lights up and remains on 
whilst approaching the charged surface, 
but extinguishes while moving back from 
the charged source. 
Try this a few times. Even a short 

movement towards the glass lights the 
I.e.d. and similarly the smallest movement 
back extinguishes it. If it is held at a fixed 
position, the I.e.d. will extinguish in about 
a second. 
In this experiment, you will have just 

determined a positive static charge on the 
glass, which is typical for this material. 
Now repeat the experiment with the 

plastic container. The opposite response 
should now be found. Moving the input 
plate towards the charged surface will ex-
tinguish the I.e.d. and a slight movement 
away from the charge is required to light 

Table 1. Main functions of The Handy Thin 

FUNCTION INPUT +V OV SENSMVITY PHONES 

Continuity Low Resistance 
‹100k 

Continuity Medium Resistance 
1M ohm 

Continuity Very High Resistance 
>10M ohm 

Contact 

Contact 

Contact 

ea- 

I A" 

Ol t 

— 

—  

—  

Am - 0.1 sec. 

Medium - 0-5 sec. 

Max - 1 sec. 

—  

—  

—  

Damp Tracking Wall contact Noir — Variable n 
Static Charge -i-Ve or -Ve  

Proximity 

+  -•-• - —  M e.  
-1 sec. 61 

„„e„erence Proximity —  ffil dr 1 sec. / variable n 
Live Wire Tracing 

Proximity 

1E - 0' —  ali dr 
1 sec. / variable 61 

Battery Check Contact —  illil V Min - 0.1 sec. 

Diode Check Contact g ar —  Variable —  

Capacitor Check Contact B e. §I *. Variable —  

the I.e.d. and detect its presence. This 
represents a negative static charge build-
up, which is common on plastics. 
These results are typical, but static 

electricity is a mysterious phenomenon 
and odd things can happen. Be especially 
careful if the relative humidity (RH%) in 
the room is low; for example, with central 
heating on and cold frosty weather outside. 
Charge storage leads us to capacitor and 

battery operation. The Handy Thing will 
test to see if a capacitor is functioning. To 
do this test, connect the capacitor to the 
+ V and OV plates for a kw moments to 
charge it up. Then connect the capacitor 
between OV and the input such that the 
positive capacitor electrode contacts the 
input plate. 
The I.e.d. should light, indicating that 

charge has been stored. Reversing the 
capacitor so that the input plate is negative 
should not light the I.e.d. Repeat this a few 
times just to be certain, particularly with 
low value capacitors; around 100pF. 
This test gives an indication of leakage 

in high capacitance electrolytics, for ex-
ample, by assessing how long they hold 
the charge. Larger capacitors can be con-
nected using the body as a conductor, but 
devices in the picofarad range will have 
lower capacity than the body and should 
be connected directly to the plates. 
For checking whether a battery is 

producing a terminal voltage, the OV 
reference is contacted with a right finger, 
one battery terminal with a left linger and 
the second battery terminal contacts the 
input plate. Reversing the battery should 
light the output I.e.d. only when the + V 
contacts the input. 
In most cases this go/no-go test will 

suffice, but some indication of the voltage 
is possible if the sensitivity control is 
calibrated. The prototype was marked at 
IV and 30V by noting the setting where 
the I.e.d. switches on. This was for estima-
tion of static field strength in volts per 
metre. It is left to you to develop this with 
your own Handy Thing. 

PO WER CHECK 
When tracking mains voltages with The 

Handy Thing, it detects the a.c. electrical 
field component on the line. It must be 
pointed out that this device is NOT 
designed for direct contact with live 
mains and there is no need to do so. 

It is possible to get positive indications 
from the static charge on nearby objects, 
particularly in dry conditions. This dif-
ficulty can be overcome by reducing the 
sensitivity setting and by listening to the 
50Hz signal with headphones. 
Another useful indicator consists of 

waving The Handy Thing from side to 
side, sweeping rapidly over 20cm or so. If 
the signal is a.c. mains derived, the I.e.d. 
streak will be intermittent, whereas with 
static present the line is continuous. 
In this way, live mains and interference 

sources from dimmer switches, for ex-
ample, can be pinpointed. When tracing 
mains it is possible to get dips in the signal 
if the Live wire is eclipsed by the neutral 
and you should be aware of this. 
Avoid going near exposed live conduc-

tors with the Handy Thing: if you get 
to this stage you should be using other 
techniques 

WATER DIVINING 
Finally, we come to water divining. An 

unexpected application of The Handy 
Thing is testing for dampness in walls. 
This involves the right index finger in 
contact with + V plate whilst pressing the 
input plate screw heads firmly against the 
wall. Conductivity through the damp wall 
injects current into the input. 
The left hand can contact the wall. 

moving around to map out damp areas as 
indicated by increased brightness of the 
output I.e.d. This is certainly an area where 
you can develop techniques to match the 
prevailing conditions. One method which 
works well is as follows: 
Contacting the + V plate, press the in-

put onto the wall about one metre above 
floor level and adjust the sensitivity until 
the 1.e.d. is just about extinguished. Move 
down the wall in increments, contacting it 
in 10cm steps, noting the brightness and 
backing off the sensitivity as required if 
the I.e.d. saturates. 
This will map out damp patches quite 

well, but the technique is open to all sorts 
of errors, including mains electrical fields, 
static on the body, type of footwear, and so 
on. 
Various functions of The Handy Thing 

are summarised in Table 1. Remember 
how the device is working and, like a 
divining rod, the results may need a little 
intuitive interpretation.  I 
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Innovations A roundup of the latest Everyday 
News from the world of 

electronics 

RECORDING UNHAPPINESS 
Barry Fox reiterates the music industry's 

unhappiness over recordable CDs. 

THIS YEAR looks all set to become a 
very unhappy one for the music 
industry. The product everyone 

has been waiting for, a recordable CD 
that works like magnetic tape but gives 
rapid access without the need to rewind, 
is finally reaching the shops. Technical 
bugs are being ironed out, prices are 
falling faster than expected and the 
computer industry has now broken 
down the artificial barriers built by the 
record companies to discourage home 
copying of CDs and vinyl LPs. 
Philips makes at least half the re-

corders sold, under its own and other 
manufacturers' brand names, and es-
timates that a total of two million will 
have been sold in 1997 and five mil-
lion will sell in 1998. Because recor-
dable CD is not a new format which 
will eventually create a new market for 
prerecorded music, the music industry 
stands to gain nothing from its success. 
The first CD-recorders cost £1000 

and used only CD-R, write-once, blanks 
to record either computer- data or 
music. Tracks and files can be deleted 
from a CD recording, by altering the 
disk's index of contents so that a player 
cannot read the deleted data. But the 
space is not recovered for re-use. 
New erasable recorders, for use with 

PCs or a home hifi, cost between £300 
and £500 and can use either write-
once CD-R blanks or erasable CD-
ReWritable disks. CD-RWs rely on 
phase change technology; a coating of 
rare earth material switches between 
amorphous and crystalline state when 
struck with a laser beam, and this 
slightly changes its reflectivity. 
Until now, CD-RW recorders would 

only allow the disk to be re-used after 
bulk erasure of all the stored infor-
mation. Philips' new models use the 
Universal Disk Format to arrange data 
on the disk. This allows random erasure 
of music and computer file recordings 
so that an erasable CD behaves like a 
very high capacity floppy disk. 

Keeping on Track 
At the record industry's request, there 
are two types of recordable CD blank. 
They each have an embossed groove in 
the surface to guide the laser during 
recording, and the groove undulates 
slightly to provide timing information. 
Blanks intended for use with a hifi 
recorder to copy music undulate slightly 
differently from blanks for use with a 
PC to backup data from the hard disk. 
Write-once consumer audio blanks cost 

around £5 and computer blanks around 
£1. The price is still reducing, to 
stimulate recprder sales and increase 
demand for RW disks. These cost up to 
£20 but prices will fall with mass 
production. 
In many countries consumer blanks 

also carry a tax or levy intended 
to compensate the music industry for 
revenue losses due to home recording. 
Philips admits it is unsure how much 
tax is being levied, in which countries 
and where the collected monies are 
going. Disk maker Verbatim is unable to 
say what it collects on blanks, and for 
whom. Lists compiled by the record 
industry's world trade body the Interna-
tional Federation for the Phonographic 
Industry, show wide and continually 
changing national disparities, even in-
side the EC where there is free trade 
between countries with different levies. 
Austrians,  Belgians,  Danes,  Fins, 

French, Germans, Greeks, Italians and 
Spaniards all pay different amounts, 
which must be shared between literally 
scores of copyright bodies. In Ireland, 
like the UK and Luxembourg, there is 
not yet any legislation. Holland and 
Sweden started but scrapped  levy 
schemes. Portugal and Japan plan to 
start charging. 
Computer software company Adap-

tec has now undermined the whole 
concept of split pricing and consumer 
levies by releasing software called Easy-
CD which lets a PC recorder make 
audio recordings on computer Wants. 
"Compile Greatest Hits" CDs, promises 
Adaptec. 

Pricing Secrecy 
The record industry does surprisingly 
little to dissuade people from making 
home copies. Record buyers know that 
the price of CDs has risen, to around 
£15, while the cost of pressing a disk 
has fallen from £2 to 30p or less. 
So they feel little guilt. The British 
Phonographic Industry says it has not 
produced any information since 1990 
because pricing policies vary so widely 
in the UK. The IFPI says it is asked "all 
the time" who pockets the difference 
between pressing costs and retail prices, 
but as an international body steers clear 
of local pricing issues. Polygram says it 
is now industry policy to keep costs 
secret, because each artist jealously 
negotiates their own confidential royalty 
deal. 
Says Peter Scaping, Director of Re-

search and Development and General 

Manager of the BPI, which is the trade 
body representing the UK record com-
panies: "It is inappropriate for the BPI 
to comment on commercial matters 
which are the responsibility of its 
individual members". And he would 
"be grateful if I would not press 
members of his staff on these points". 
Unfortunately for the record industry, 

Recordable DVD, an erasable disk that 
holds at least four times as much music, 
movie or computer data as a recordable 
CD, is already on the way, and com-
ing far sooner than expected. Toshiba 
has said it will launch DVD recorders 
before the end of this year, 1998, with 
the hardware built into PCs and the set-
top boxes needed to receive digital TV 

Multi-Gigabyte Disks 
A pressed DVD Video disk or DVD-
ROM, as already on sale, stores at least 
4-7 gigabytes per side. The DVD Forum 
of ten companies agreed the standard 
for DVD-RAM, an erasable DVD that 
uses phase change technology, in July 
1997. The storage capacity so far 
achievable is 2-6GB per side, but the 
target is 4-7GB to match a pressed disk. 
Shortly before Christmas, Toshiba 

surprised the trade by promising to start 
selling 2-6GB DVD-RAM by mid-1998, 
set the standard for 4-7GB DVD-RAM 
at the same time and launch 4-7GB 
drives by early 1999. Hitachi and 
Panasonic are ready with RAM re-
corders, too. 
The rush comes because Philips and 

Sony have developed their own erasable 
DVD format and won support from 
computer companies including Hewlett 
Packard, Yamaha, Mitsubishi/Verbatim 
and Ricoh. They call their format DVD-
ReWriteable to tie up with the CD-
RW recording system currently on sale. 
Prototype DVD-RW drives are due by 
Spring 1998. DVD-RW capacity is cur-
rently 3-0GB, with 4-7GB the target. 
Early adopters should be wary. Both 

camps admit that few of the DVD Video 
players and DVD-ROM drives sold over 
the last year will be able to play disks 
recorded on any of the new DVD re-
corders. The lasers currently in use can-
not read the phase change disks, which 
have lower reflectivity than ordinary 
pressed DVDs. Both camps also admit 
that there will be limited compatibility 
between first generation low capacity 
hardware and the 4-7GB full capacity 
systems sold later. 

Continued on next page 
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NEW FLOPPY FORMATS 
Floppies of 100 megabytes and more are on the way — 
Barry Fox has tracked down some early details. 

T
HE floppy disk is dead, killed by multimedia bloat. Computer sound and 
picture files are now so large that today's floppies cannot hope to store 
them. Now there are two new floppy formats, with much greater storage 

capacity and backwards compatibility, so that new drives can also read and 
write to conventional floppies. 
The 9cm (3-5 inch) magnetic floppy disk, developed by Sony more than ten 

years ago, spins at 300 r.p.m. while the heads step between tracks which are 
0.2mm apart. These broad tolerances ensure that a disk recorded on one PC 
drive will play back on another, even if the heads are not identically aligned. 
Disks cost only pence. But the slow spin speed limits the rate at which data 
can be streamed to only around 100 kilobytes/second, and the wide tracks 
limit storage capacity to 1.44 megabytes. So floppies cannot store and deliver 
moving pictures and sound. 

Super Disk 
Five years ago Sony proposed that its hifi Mini Disc could be used to store 
200MB of data. But MD relies on expensive magneto-optical recording technol-
ogy, and blanks cost around £5 each. Now Sony has developed a High-
Capacity Floppy Disk, HiFD, which uses low cost magnetics but matches MD's 
200MB capacity. Sony's traditional competitor, Panasonic, is backing a rival 
magnetic floppy, called Super Disk, which uses different technology and holds 
120MB. 
Super Disk stores data in tracks which are 0-01mm apart. A laser in the drive 

looks for a guide track which is pre-embossed on the blank disk, and uses it as 
a reference to steer the magnetic heads. The disk spins at 720 r.p.m. and 
streams data at 565 KB/second, which is fast enough for moving video. lmation 
(formerly 3M), will make Super Disks. So will Maxell and Mitsubishi. Compaq, 
NEC and Gateway will build Super Disc drives into PCs, along with Panasonic. 
The system is due for launch over the next few weeks. 
Sony's HiFD shoots even higher, using even narrower tracks, just 91.L.m wide. 

The blank disk is pre-formatted, with a magnetic guide track permanently em-
bedded in the surface. This steers the heads in the PC drive, so that they can 
always follow the data tracks accurately. The guide tracks remain after the data 
has been erased. 
The HiFD disk spins at 3600 r.p.m. to stream data at up to 3-6MB a second, 

which can cope with high quality video. Sony will launch the system early next 
year. No price has been set but it will be pegged to compete with Super Disk. 
Both systems will be sold with the promise that the new high capacity drives 

can also use conventional floppies. PC users who do not need compatibility 
have a wider choice of new storage technologies. Philips is now selling recor-
dable CDs, which have a capacity of 650MB and play back like conventional 
CD-ROMs. lomega will soon launch Clik, a 40MB magnetic hard disk the size of 
a large postage stamp that costs under $10. The Clik disk slots into a drive that 
looks like a pocket dictation machine and connects to a portable PC. Or, says 
lomega, a digital video camera can have a built-in Clik drive to record .40 
snapshots on a removable disk. 

Continued from previous page 

The RAM standard requires the use 
of a protective cartridge or caddy, to 
stop people touching the disk. The only 
concession is that if the disk is single-
sided, it may be broken out of the caddy 
and used as a hare disk in a tray drive. 
But after breakout the disk becomes 
read-oily. 
RW disks can be used in a caddy, 

hut it is not a requirement. This follows 
from the different way in which the two 
types of disk, RAM and RW, store data. 

Pre-Embossed 
Both DVD-RAM and DVD-RW blank 
disks are pre-embossed with a groove 
which guides the laser during recording. 
The RAM disk records user data both 
in the groove and on the land areas to 
either side, so the laser must continually 

switch focus between high land and low 
groove. The RW disk records data only 
in the grove, so it must he packed more 
tightly. 
The RAM disk is also pre-embossed 

with bursts of digital code which the 
recorder and player use as headers to 
label the user's data. The RW recorder 
records the headers at the same time as 
the user's data. 
DVD-RAM disks spin at constant 

linear velocity, like a CD-ROM; DVD-
RW disks spin at constant angular 
velocity, like a computer hard disk. 
Philips says the CAV system speeds 

data searching, and the other differences 
between RW and RAM make it easier to 
build recorders and players which play 
all kinds of CD and DVD disk, with 
or without caddies. Toshiba says it can 
do the same with RAM technology, and 
caddies are needed to protect all types 
of recordable DVD against fingermarks. 

Ventura 
Hobby 

FROM its inception in 1995, Ventura 
Hobby has set out to achieve one thing — 
sell the best tools money can buy at 
simply unbeatable prices! Ask them today 
and they'll tell you that's exactly what 
they are doing. 
One name in particular stands out at 

Ventura Hobby — Dremel. Featuring in 
recent TV commercials and many large 
retailers, Dremel is firmly established as a 
brand leader in precision power tools. 
Indeed their products have been likened 
to the versatility of the Swiss Army knife! 
With rapidly growing sales, Ventura 

Hobby is one of the UK's largest 
independent Dremel dealers, stocking the 
full range of tools and accessories, 
including the now-famous Multi. With a 
new promotion offering a £10 voucher 
towards future purchases of Dremel 
products, Ventura expect a very busy 
season! 
Ventura will ship any order over £10 

free of charge and will be pleased to send 
you a Dremel brochure and price list, also 
free of charge. 
For further information, contact Ven-

tura Hobby, Dept EPE., 134 Crosslet 
Vale, London SE10 8DI. Tel: 0181 694 
9913. Fax: 0181 691 4399. 

Webbed Kit-up 
Source 

ESR Components tell us that they have 
established a website facility that is in-
tended to help you obtain components for 
EPE projects. On their site you can now 
find component lists for our recent projects. 
They show all components and accessories 
available, including items sourced specifi-
cally for these projects. Prices for each item 
are shown, together with ESR's order code. 
They have, they say, done their best to 

match all items to those specified in the 
EPE article. They do not, however, supply 
the ready-made p.c.b.s or pre-programmed 
microcontrollers and eproms. 
The beauty of ESR's facility is that you 

can order the components direct from the 
company via the Web. And while you're on 
the web, you can also order the p.c.b.s di-
rect from us. This is the way things are 
going folks! 
The website address for ESR's kitting 

facility is: 
http://www.users.zetnet.co.uk/esr/epe.html. 
For other information, contact ESR 

Electronic Components, Dept EPE, Station 
Road, Cullercoats. Tyne & Wear NE30 
4PC). Tel: 0191 2514363. Fax: 0191 
2522296. 
E-mail:sales@esr.co.uk. 
Web: http://www.esr.co.uk. 
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Net Access 
Eased 

powtitm.1 International, a lead-
ing independent communications 
company, is taking a bite at the 

computer industry's dominance of ac-
cess to the Internet. It is launching a TV 
set-top box which is intended to slash 
the cost of getting connected to the Net, 
as well as simplifying access to it. 
Schools and colleges are expected to 

benefit from this easing of the process 
and cost of getting connected to the 
World Wide Web. 
The company, which is part of 

Freecall Ltd., the UK's largest independ-
ent provider of free-to-call telephone 
numbers, has launched OnTV which 
does away with the requirement for a 
computer in order to get on-line with 
the Net. 
This  hi-tech  unit,  costing  just 

£299.99, when connected to a phone 
line and a normal TV set can deliver the 
Internet straight into the home, class-
room or office. All that is required to 
surf the Net is a special remote control 
which comes included with the OnTV 
Net Station package. OnTV also offers 
wordprocessing and E-mail. 
All the user has to do is plug the unit 

into the TV aerial socket as well as a 
normal telephone socket, follow the on-
screen instructions and the smartcard 
provided gives a unique access- password 
to get connected. 
To obtain details of your nearest 

OnTV stockist, phone 0500 831831. 
For  other  information,  contact 

Powernet  International,  Dept  EPE, 
Bracken  House,  Charles  Street, 
Manchester M1 7BD. Freecall: 0500 
011 501. Freefax: 0500 011 502. 
E-mail: supportOupowernet-int.co.uk. 

Web: http://www.powernet-int.co.tik. 

Outlawing Paper 
Satellites 

Barry Fox 

THE International Telecommunicat ion  Union  has out lawe d "paper  sate llites ". 
This clears the way for Astra to start launching digital satellites into the new 
orbital slot at 28 degrees East, early this year from Baikonur in Kazakhstan. 

Rival satellite operator Eutelsat has been claiming prior rights to the same slot, 
while failing to use it. The ITU's World Radiocommunications Conference has 
decided that anyone applying to the ITU for a slot must now show "administrative 
due diligence". They must name the company which is making the satellite, prove 
they have booked a rocket to launch it and identify the launch site. If this does not 
stop people "hoarding" slots, the ITU will start charging an annual registration fee. 

Merlin's Matchbox Magic 
MERLIN Equipment's new NOTEpower 75i inverter allows you to run and recharge 
notebook computers, camcorders, mobile phones and video games in your car. 
By simply and silently converting the 
car's 12V battery power to 230V a.c., 
the unit allows you to run your equip-
ment all day without the need to buy 
spare battery packs. 
NOTEpower 75i is matchbox-sized 

and simply plugs into the car's cigar 
lighter socket. Output is then available 
from the standard socket on the side 
of the unit. 
Merlin say that the unit has a wide 

range of other useful applications as 
well, naming tape recorders, bubblejet 
printers and power tools. (Merlin also 
do other inverters too.) 
Reassuringly, it incorporates an alarm which will warn if the car's battery is getting 

low, at which point it turns the inverter off to allow restarting of the car! 
For more information contact Merlin Equipment, Dept EPE, Unit 1, Hithercroft 

Court, Lupton Road, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 9BT. Tel: 01491 824333. Fax: 
01491 824466. 

EOCS INVITES YOU 
DON BRAY, Hon. Sec. of the Electronic Organ Constructors Society has sent us 
details of the provisional dates for EOCS meetings for 1998. The branches stated are 
London, South Essex, North West and South Coast. 
In his covering note, Don says that any EPE reader is welcome to attend if they 

give him a call first. He will be even more pleased if you decide to join this well 
established and well-worthwhile society. 
For more information, contact Don Bray, EOCS, 34 Etherton Way, Seaford, Sussex 

BN25 3QB. Tel: 01323 894909. Fax: 01323 492234. 

NEW PENCIL IRONS, OLE 
ESR have added a new comprehen-
sive range of soldering irons from the 
Spanish manufacturer JBC Soldering 
Solutions. The range includes stan-
dard pencil irons from 11W to 32W, 
60W instant heat irons, 135W gas 
irons, and temperature controlled 
irons and soldering stations. 
JBC have been manufacturing 

soldering irons since 1929 and have 
only recently brought this reliable 
and professional range to the UK. 
Although the full range, including 
surface mount and desolder stations, 
is aimed at the electronic manufac-
turing industry, these high quality products are equally suitable for education or 
hobby use. They are very competitively priced. 
Full details of the range are available from ESR Electronic Components, Dept 

EPE, Station Road, Cullercoats, Tyne & Wear NE30 4PQ. Tel: 0191 2514363. 
Fax: 0191;522296. E-mail: sales@esr.co.uk. Web: http://www.esr.co.uk. 
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INGENUITY 
UNLIMITED 
Our regular round-up of readers' own circuits. We pay 
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending 
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel 
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or 
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and 
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere. The 
circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity 
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for 
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or 
word-processed, with a brief circuit description (between 
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram 
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all 
circuit schematics as clearly as possible. 

Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity 
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East 
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. They could earn 
you some real cash and a prize! 

WIN A PICO PC BASED 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

•50MSPS Dual Channel Storage 
Oscilloscope 025MHz Spectrum Analyser 
• Multimeter • Frequency Meter 
• Signal Generator 
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be 
of use to other readers then a Pico Technology 
PC based oscilloscope could be yours. 
Every six months, Pico Technology will be 
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage 
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In 
addition, two single channel ADC-40s will be 
presented to the runners up. 

Fan Failure Monitor — A Whfolly Warrad m W arm 

THE ciRcuir of Fig. I may be suitable for most d.c. brushless fans. 
Its output is CMOS logic level compatible and is high either when 

the fan is not turning or is disconnected. and low when the fan is 
running. The circuit could form the input of an alarm or monitoring 
system where failure of a cooling fan, for example, could have serious 
consequences. 
The circuit relies on the current fluctuations associated with the 

turning of the blades. Under quiescent conditions. TR1 is biased into 
saturation, needing a Vh, reduction of l(X)mV to bring it to a point 
where TR2 can turn on. When the fan is running normally. TR1 base 
is biased towards OV. turning it off and permitting TR2 to conduct. 
The collector of TR2 therefore drops to near ()V to indicate that the 
fan is operating. Capacitor C2 ensures that a continuous logic low is 
seen when the fan is running. 
Should the fan circuit become open. TR1 is then biased on, switch-

ing out TR2. the collector of which goes high. and generating a logic 
high output. The circuit has been tested on a 12V 0.1 5A fan. 

Gerard La Rooy, 
Christchurch, 
New Zealand 

+12V O.C. 

0   

MI 
BRUSHLESS 
CYO FAN 
MOTOR 
I2V 0.15A 

RI 
21.12 

LOGIC OUT 
LOW  FAN 
TURN NO. 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the dc. brushless motor failure 
alarm. 

Flame Effect -  MaLkerta 

THE CIRCUIT of Fig. 2 is capable of driving 
a single I.c.d. to replicate the flickering 

effect of a fire or flame. It can be used to 
illuminate a trackside bonfire for a model 
railway. or to add interest to a decorative 
candle display for example. 
The circuit consists of ICI, a 555 running 

in its astable mode, the output from which is 
used to clock a 4017 decade counter. The first 
four counter outputs are connected to resis-
tors of differing values which lead to the 
anode of DI. This has the effect of keeping 
the 1.e.d, continuously illuminated but with a 
constantly changing intensity. 
Resistors R3 to R6 could be anything up to 

about 21cD, and RI. R2 and Cl were selected 
for best effect. A yellow led. is more realis-
tic for candle flame effects, whereas an amber 
colour is better if a bonfire effect is required. 
High-intensity and large lOmm I.e.d.s could 
be useful for experimenting with. 

Ian Hill, 
Plymouth, 
Devon. Fig.2. Circuit diagram for the Flame Effect. 
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L.E.D.s as Photocells - DMM Te mperature Probe - 

L emitting diodes can be used as 
EDIT  photocells which, in some instances, will 

avoid the need to purchase more expensive 
photo-transistors. The current available is too 
low to provide any useful power (111A) but 
the voltage available under a low load (e.g. 
connected to a digital voltmeter) can be as 
high as I-2V in direct sunlight -The voltage is 
proportional to the log of the light intensity. 
As a demonstration, the circuit of Fig. 3 

utilised a high-intensity green I.e.d. as a 
photocell, and formed a sensor which allowed 
a flashing halogen lamp to operate in darkness 
only. The external flasher circuit was enabled 
by a "high" at TR I collector. Any general 
purpose npn small signal transistor would be 
adequate. 

Gerard La Rooy, 
Christchurch, New Zealand. 

RI 
6M8 

TR1 
BC549 

DI 
GREEN LED. 
(HIGH INTENSITY) 

+5V 

HIGH - 
FLASHER 

ENABLE 

OV 

Fig.3. LED. used as 8 photocell to 
provide a light dependent logic sig-
nal. 

TEMPERATURE 
PROBE 

• METAL FILM 

RESISTORS 

2-CORE 
CABLE 

F11 
467 

PL I 
BLACK 
40k8 PLUG 

DI  a 
I N4I48 V 

PL2 
REDO.) 
4mm PLUG 

OUTPUT 

a 
D2  V 
1N4148 

03  V 
1N4148 

R6 
33011 

ON OFF 

Fig. 4. Temperature Probe for Digital Multimeters. 

THE CIRCUIT depicted in Fig. 4 takes ad-
vantage of the fact that the voltage across 

a transistor varies by about 2mV for every 
1°C of temperature change, to produce a 
cheap and simple add-on module for an ordi-
nary digital multimeter (DMM). 
Resistor  RI  limits  the  amount  of 

emitter current flowing through transistor 
TR1 whilst a potential divider consisting 
of R2 and R3 halves the transistor's 
rate of temperature change, to a con-
venient I mV/*C. These two resistors should 
preferably be low noise metal film types. 
The voltage present at PL2, the red output 
plug, is biased upwards by approximately 
0.6V when the probe is at 0°C, so the 
voltage at the black output plug PL I is also 
biased up by 0.6V using R4, VR I and R5. 

81 

3V 
12 X AA , I 

— 1 — 

T 
This is done so that 0°C at the probe reads 
as OmV on the multirneter display. 
The supply voltage to the circuit is 

derived from two "AA" cells, regulated to 
approximately 2V by the three diodes DI to 
D3 and resistor R6, so that the circuit does 
not need to be constantly re-calibrated when 
the battery gradually discharges, The probe 
should work over a range of at least — 20°C 
to  + I00°C. but the probe should be 
completely waterproofed to avoid spurious 
readings. e.g. by embedding it in a test tube 
or similar. VR I should be adjusted so that 
the meter display reads zero when the probe 
is immersed in icy water, or it can be 
calibrated against another thermometer. 

David Watson, 
Barnsley, South Yorkshire. 

Current Monitor for Power Supplies - Aciih-fintwenfiwa lillwatilnen 

1 01  131:N(11 p.s.u. is made from a trans-
Illitormer rescued from an old eine projec-
tor, and can deliver a hefty 10 amps at I5V. It 
has several outputs — a.c., d.c.. regulated, un-
regulated, fixed and variable! My difficulty 
was to monitor the total current drawn from 
the combination of outputs. 
My solution is shown in Fig. 5. This uses a 

20mm ferrite torroid (LI), wound with 25 
turns of 0.2mm insulated wire. One of the 
transformer outputs (before the power supply's 

FROM 
TRANSFORMER 
SECONDARY 

4 1 1 1) 12  

A . 41i• 25 TURNS OF 
0 2mm WIRE 
ON 20mm 
TOROID 

TO PSU 
OUTPUT 
TERMINALS 

R2 
1M 

R 
1M 

rectifier) simply passes through the centre of 
the torroid en route to the output terminals of 
the power supply. The current induced in the 
torroid is buffered by ICIa, then rectified by 
DI and smoothed by Cl. 
ICI b is simply a comparator, the level of 

which is set by VR I. 1C2a is an invett-
ing amplifier which toggles the colour of 
the bi-colour I.e.d. D2. This I.c.d. acts as a 
"power on" indicator when green, and turns 
red to indicate an over-current condition, 

DI 
?rJ.ion 

CI  0  
iLL  MI = 

R3 

alerting the user to reduce the load. The only 
setting up required is to load the circuit under 
test and, with the aid of an ammeter, adjust 
VR I until the I.e.d. changes colour. Being 
"non-invasive", the circuit can be used to 
monitor any a.c. overload situation, including 
mains supplies. 

Matthew Waite, 
Beeston, 
Leeds. 

+15V 

134 

LEVEL 

VR1 
106 

7 

BI COLOUR 
I) 

RFD 

Gill- FN 

R6 
668 68011 

OV 

 0 

182 

Fig.5. Circuit diagram for an a. c. overload current monitor 
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RE AD OUT 
John B ecker addresses so me 

of the general points readers 

have raised. H ave you anything 

interesting to say? 

D rop us a line! 

ZN416 RADIO CHIP 
Dear EPE, 
I notice in the Jan '98 issue that you 

have included a design using the ZN416 
radio chip (Simple MW Radio). This chip 
was manufactured by Ferranti, who were 
then acquired by GEC-Plessey. The latter 
have reorganised, sold off manufacturing 
rights for various designs (such as voltage 
references — taken over by Zetex) and 
ceased production of many other "old-
technology" devices. 
The ZN416 is, unfortunately, one of 

those no longer manufactured and has 
been obsolete since mid '96. Maplin (at 
the time of writing) have some stock left, 
but once gone this cannot be replaced. 
This situation is likely to be the same with 
other suppliers. 
Many semiconductor devices that were 

the main-stay of electronics during the 
'70s and '80s are now being replaced by 
new technology — the chances of con-
tributors including obsolete devices in 
their designs are now higher than ever. It 
would be prudent for contributors to check 

Win a Peak DTA30 
Transistor Analyser 
The DTA30 will test and identify 
the type (npn/pnp) and the leads 

of any bipolar transistor 
connected to it. 

Every month Peak Electronic 
Design Ltd will be giving a 

DTA30 to the author of the best 
Readout letter published. 

component availability, before including it 
in a design for publication, with suppliers. 
Many manufacturers provide information 
on their websites about the status of their 
products.. 

Robert Ball, 
Maplin Electronics PLC. 

Maplin Technical helpline: 
01702 556001. 

We always vet projects for component 
availability prior to acceptance for pub-
lication. Occasionally, though, a product 
can become obsolete after acceptance, in 
which case we check that at least one 
supplier still has the device available in 
reasonable quantity. This was the case with 
the ZN416E for the Simple MW Radio. 

PIC NOUGHTS OPTION 
Dear EPE, 
Recently I received an E-mail from an 

EPE reader who was encountering errors 
when using MPASM V1.4 to assemble the 
software for my PIC Noughts and Crosses 
game (Sep '97). 

* LETTER OF THE MONTH * 
DISCO LIGHTS AND SAFETY 
Dear EPE, 
Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie's Disco Lights 

Flasher of Dec '97 looks a very good one 
and I'm sure that it will appeal to many 
people, so well done EPE! 
I would like, though, to mention a 

couple of points relating to the safety of 
mains/battery equipment. They are not 
criticisms, but are based on my experience 
gained working within industry, acquiring 
knowledge about minimising safety risks 
in the manufacturing of mains powered 
items. 
Some form of electrical safety warning 

should be given on the unit itself, 
such as a ready-made label (available 
from RS/Electromail), advising people to 
"disconnect the mains supply before 
removing the cover". I know this sounds 
obvious, but so many people will forget 
when they find the batteries exhausted in 
the middle of an event, especially knowing 
that the mains is opto-isolated within the 
unit.  Changing  the  batteries  having 
forgotten to unplug from the mains could 
result in a rather nasty shock! 
The photographs of the finished unit 

show some of the mains interconnection 
wiring cable tied between the mains cable 
at each outlet. A few more ties could be 
added to restrict the movement of any 
cables in the event of them breaking loose 

from their connections, something that can 
happen to disco equipment through vibra-
tion during travel etc. 
In Fig.4, the fuseholder's live out, com-

mon neutral and earth wires can be tied at 
each socket so as to include the individual 
live socket wire into the bundle. The live 
in and out of the fuseholder can also be 
tied together close to the contacts: Finally, 
a cable tie can be fitted to each group of 
three wires going to the p.c.b. mains con-
nections (TBI and TB2). 
Obviously, in industry, far more work 

would be required to meet marketing safety 
requirements. For home-made products, the 
above notes are just a guide to improving 
the minimum safety levels. 
Keep up the good work. I am particularly 

keen on the projects using PICs. I have 
built my own version of the 16C84 pro-
grammer, based on your Simple P/C Pro-
grammer (Feb '96), and am keen to experi-
ment! 

Bill Ellingford, 
(reader of PE and EPE for many 

years!), via the Net 

We are very much aware of the needs to 
ensure that safety is stressed to our readers 
and are always grateful for other people's 
observations on this matter. Thanks for all 
the other useful comments in your two E-
mails. 

TT:AN  .1, 
A N  

USE • 
EiyiTER • 

,:OLLECTOR • 

rAyi • 
Pro, 

I used MPASM V1.0.05 which has 
minor differences that V1.4 does not 
recognise. The main reason for the 
problem was the name given to the Option 
Register at address 0x81. The name 
"option" is reserved in V1.4 since it is an 
instruction for the PIC16C5x devices. The 
name in my source code has therefore been 
changed from "option" to "optreg". This 
name was defined in the PIC I6C84.H file 
and used in the GAME I .ASM file. 
Also the label "End_Of Code" at the 

end of the GAME1.ASM file has now 
been deleted as MPASM V1.4 rejected this 
as an illegal label. The label was needed 
many years ago for earlier versions of the 
assembler but doesn't seen to be required 
now — funny how things change. 

Paul Hackett, via the Net 

Paul's amended files were put onto our 
PIC-Disk on 18 December 1997. our Web-
site was updated a few days later. 
The "option" problem may also raise 

its head for people who want to trans-
late TASM files to MPASM format. Many 
TASM-written programs use OPTION as an 
equated label. For my in-preparation PIC-
Toolkit project which, among many other 
things, translates from TASM to MPASM 
(VI .4), OPTION is converted to OPSHUN! 

MORE SAFETY 
Dear EPE, 
Whilst looking through EPE back issues 

for inspiration, I couldn't help but notice the 
number of times that "Scotch Locks" were 
recommended for connecting into existing 
wires on cars. This may be considered bet-
ter than twisting and taping, but only just. 
Unfortunately, I have seen them used on 

main ignition cables, which has virtually cut 
them in half. As we all know, this reduces 
their current carrying capabilities, so heat is 
produced in excess, increasing the risk of 
fire. Could an alternative method (twisting 
and soldering, perhaps) be recommended? 
As yet, I haven't heard of any fatal in-

juries, but the more they are used, it's only 
a matter of time. As an EPE reader and 
motor trade worker I am very concerned 
about this. I may be able to bring cars back 
to life, but people 1 can't. 
Thanks for making electronics interesting 

and fun to be involved with. 
Dave Clarke, via the Net 

Thanks Dave, useful comments. Scotch 
Locks have their uses and benefits, other-
wise they would not be sold, but obviously 
caution and common sense should be exer-
cised when using them, as with any cur-
rent carrying connector. What irchniques 
do other readers use for connecting car 
electrics? 
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AN "L" OF A PROBLEM! 
Dear EPE, 
I would love to construct the EPE Vir-

tual Scope (Jan/Feb '98). To this end I 
sent off for the software to check out on 
my computer as recommended in the ar-
ticle. My computer is an NEC Powermate 
SX/16i AT clone, 80386SX processor, no 
co-processor, MS-DOS 6.22 (Rev.A). 
On receiving the software, I attempted 

to follow your instructions. The first 
problem came with the instruction "From 
DOS, copy the software into your QBasic 
directory". I do not have a QBasic 
directory, only a file called QBasic in the 
DOS directory. I therefore made a di-
rectory named QBasic and copied your 
files into it. 
The next problem came when trying to 

follow the instruction "Now load QBasic 
with the command: qbasic/1". The com-
puter came back with "Bad command or 
file name". I then resorted to loading 
QBasic with the command: "qbasic/1". 
This resulted in a list of the "/(switch)" 
commands available, but which did not 
include the "A" switch. Now matter how I 
try, I cannot get QBasic to load with 
"qb/I". 
Trying to run VSCOPE.BAS when 

QBasic has been loaded just using the 
command "qbasic", the program stops with 
the message "File not found" with the 
command  "getmousecode"  highlighted, 
indicating the file name held in file$ could 
not be found. 
I then loaded the MOUSE01.13AS pro-

gram into QBasic and ran it. This ran suc-
cessfully, the pointer moving and the pixel 
position counts updating properly. 
I do not understand your reference to 

changing .BAT files, the only one I've got 
is AUTOEXEC.BAT. 
Although you say in the article that you 

cannot help on specific machine problems, 
perhaps you can throw some light on my 
problems as other readers may be having 
similar trouble. 

R. Bradley, 
Scarborough, N. Yorks 

I believe I can! First, on the "11" switch 
problem, 1 now find that it is not necessary 
to use "II" when running the VScope 
through QBasic. It seems that only Quick-
BASIC needs the "II" command. This 
switch tells QuickBASIC that it is to also 
load a library sub-program that allows 
machine code to be run in parallel with the 
BASIC commands. 
It appears that QBasic already has this 

sub-program within its command structure. 
I am used to using QuickBASIC rather 
than QBasic, and prefer it for a variety of 
reasons but they are both held in the same 
directory named QBASIC. As it happens. 
when I use the "01" command, my set-
up automatically assumes that I am want-
ing to use QuickBASIC rather than QBasic 
and responds accordingly. If I just type 
"QBasic", then QBasic itself is loaded. If, 
though (as prompted by your comments). I 
type "QBasic/l" then I too get the same 
screen display of switches available as you 
described in another part of your letter — I 
was unaware of this probability. 
Conclusion I: if you are using QBasic 

do not use the "II" command. If you are 
using QuickBASIC. you MUST use "01" 
as stated. 

Conclusion 2: In making your directory 
having the name QBASIC. you should not 
only have copied in our files, but also the 
actual QBasic program from DOS. As 
things stand with you at present. running 
QBasic from DOS, the VSCOPE.BAS 
program looks for its machine code files 
(getmousecode sub-routine) in the same 
directory as it itself is held. Since our 
files are in your directory QBASIC and 
not DOS, VScope is not able to find them. 
You  have  already  found  that 

MOUSEOLBAS runs OK and I assume 
that this is because you put this test 
program into DOS, along with the 
VSCOPEMS.COM machine code. 
This is one solution to you running the 

main VScope program: put it and all its 
files into DOS. 
Another solution is (as above) put all 

our files into your new QBASIC directory, 
including a copy of QBasic. 
A third solution is to keep all your 

VScope files in one directory (say one 
named SCOPE perhaps). Then run QBasic 
from DOS, but with the VSCOPE.BAS pro-
gram's calls to the .COM machine code 
files (named near the head of the pro-
gram) amended to include the new di-
rectory path, as follows (for SCOPE as the 
directory): 

file$ = "C:\ SCOPE\ SCOPEMS.COM" 
file2$ = "C:\ SCOPE\ SCOPEDG.COM" 

You would then similarly amend the file 
call in MOUSEOLBAS. 
(It is recommended that you get rid of 

the directory you created with the name 
QBASIC, unless you actually want to put 
QBasic in it.) 
The .BAT files you query are files (Batch 

files) frequently written by programmers 
to route program-launching from one di-
rectory to another (amongst other things). 
For example, if I am in my directory 

named PIC and I want to use Quick-
BASIC (held in directory QBASIC), call-
ing it with the "011" command, and 
then return to the PIC directory once 
finished with QuickBASIC, I use a file 
named QB.BAT that is held in the P/C 
directory. This file contains the following 
commands: 

cd\ qbasic 
qb/I 
cd\ pic 

It was written when in DOS EDIT and 
saved in the PIC directory as QB.BAT. 
Each time I type "qb" when in the 

PIC directory, the computer searches for 
the file QB.BAT. opens it and takes each 
statement within it as a command. 
The first command is "cd\ qbasic", i.e. 

change directory to that named QBASIC, 
which it does. 
The second is "011". It issues this 

command which is recognised by Quick-
BASIC as meaning: load QuickBASIC 
and its machine code accessing library 
sub-program (11). This action occurs and 
I am now in QuickBASIC and can do 
what ever Ito want to do from within it. 
When I finally tell QuickBASIC that I 

want to exit from it (ALT, F, X), the .BAT 
again takes over at the exit and performs 
the next command. "cd\ pic", meaning 
change to the directory named PIC. I am 
now back in PIC, as wanted. 

MS-TAKEN IDENTITY 
Dear EPE, 
I'm an occasional user of your Direct 

Book Service. Although I sign myself as 
"Ms" the order usually arrives here ad-
dressed to "Mr". I recently received 
yet another miss-titled package. Come on 
EPE, this is the late '90s! It isn't only 
men who are interested in electronics! 

Ms M. Saunders 
Manningham, Bradford 

Far be it for me to comment on the 
inner workings of DBS. so I shan't! 
What I would question, though, is why 

in these late '90s we need to use any sort 
of "honorific" when addressing mail? 
Whilst it may have been appropriate to 
the outlooks of the Victorian era, are we 
not now more liberated? 
Basically, most people's names are 

unique at a given address. The use of an 
honorific such as Mr. Mrs, Miss, Ms, 
Master or Esq seems utterly irrelevant 
unless it helps to clarify for which person 
the mail is intended. Even then, the use of 
the person's first name (I won't say 
Christian name in this multi-religious 
age) would clarify the matter, and be 
more sociable. What does the recipient's 
gender or marital status matter to the 
postman? 
Editorially, we make no discrimination 

— all readers are welcome irrespective 
of attributes! However, we do know that 
many women are interested in electronics, 
although not in such quantity as men. Over 
the years we have published a number of 
projects written by women. My sub-editor 
on PE was a woman — Helen Armstrong, 
who now edits a competitive journal! 
I also know that the Open University 

has at least one lady electronics tutor — I 
watched her series on late night OU a 
couple of years ago. We are also aware 
of recent reports that girls are better 
school achievers than boys! 
Ladies, if you want to make your 

presence in electronics better known. 
write to us! 

VSCOPE CLOCKING 
Dear EPE, 
I have noticed in the VScope program 

that if the scope is not tracing/ displaying 
a waveform, the real-time clock in the top 
left-hand side of the screen stops display-
ing the correct time. If the scope is set to 
continue tracing/displaying a waveform 
the clock corrects itself, bringing up the 
current time. 
This is only a minor bug, but any bugs 

are to be reported. 
Gareth Wilkins, via the Net 

It's not a bug — it's the way I wrote it! 
All the clock access (DATE$, T1ME$) 

was intended for was to give a unique 
identity to scope data files output to disk. 
It was only an after-thought to also put 
the data onto the screen for the sake of 
screen dumps to a printer. 
There is no easy way, however, of 

keeping the clock updated while in the 
machine code routines and data is being 
input from the interface circuit or output 
to the printer. One would need to access 
system interrupts from within the machine 
code to achieve this. 
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Electronics Principles 5.0 
'A COMPLETE PC BASED ELECTRONICS COURSE' 
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or 

improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you. 

Now includes the PIC16C84 & PIC16C71 hardware and instruction set, 
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and sixty electronics and mathematics topics. 

The PIC16084 microcontroller hardware and instruction set has 
been introduced and brought to life through colourful interactive 

graphics where you can study the architecture of this device by 
changing the data values to simulate all of the registers, 
direct/indirect addressing, program/data memory and input/output 
port configuration Along with those analogue to digital functions of 
the PI016071. If you would like to learn more about the principles of 
these popular microcontrollers then it could not be made easier. 
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AcnvATED 
BURGLAR ALARM 
ROBERT PENFOLD 
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Don't beco me a statistic! 
Beat the burglar with this 
lo w-cost, adaptable design. 

I
N THE not too distant past any form of 
burglar alarm project was very much in 
the "minority interest" category. These 

days things are very different, and prob-
ably due to a combination of increasing 
crime rates and greater affluence, burglar 
alarm projects now rank amongst the most 
popular of all. 
Although there are now some very high-

tech alarms available, for most purposes 
something more basic is perfectly ade-
quate. The burglar alarm project featured 
here is very simple indeed, and it relies on 
simple sensor switches to detect intruders. 
Nevertheless, it can provide very effec-

tive protection for a house or flat, and it 
can also be used with sophisticated sensors 
if preferred. The unit is powered from a 
12V battery, but its negligible standby cur-
rent consumption means that each set of 
batteries will have virtually their "shelf' 
life. 

EXIT/ENTRY TIME 
There is a slight problem with any 

burglar alarm system, and this is simply 
that there must be some reliable means for 
the user to exit and enter the premises 
without activating the alarm. The modem 
trend is to have some form of remote 
control device which enables the user to 
switch the alarm on and off from outside 
the protected premises. The alarm des-
cribed here uses the simple alternative of 
built-in timers, see Fig.1, which enable 
users to exit the premises before the alarm 
becomes active, and prevent the alarm 
from sounding as soon as it is activated. 
The second, entry delay gives the users 

time to enter the premises and switch off 
the alarm before it activates the bell or 
siren. Although more simple than a remote 
control system, this method probably of-
fers greater security, and does not require 
the users to carry a remote control trans-
mitter around with them. 

SENSORS 
There arc various types of sensor switch 

for use with burglar alarms, and the most 
simple of these is the microswitch. This 
is basically just an ordinary mechanical 
switch mechanism, but instead of having a 
lever, pushbutton, etc., it is designed for 
automatic control. In a burglar alarm con-
text this means that it is operated by open-
ing a door or window. 
Reed switches are a more popular al-

ternative to microswitches. This type of 
switch closes when a magnet is positioned 
nearby, and opens again when the magnet 
is removed. 
When used with a burglar alarm, the 

reed switch itself is normally mounted on a 

standby 

door or window frame, and the magnet is 
fitted in a suitable position on the door or 
window. Therefore, under standby con-
ditions the switch is closed, but when 
the door or window is opened the switch 
contacts also open. For obvious reasons, 
this type of sensor is called a "normally 
closed" switch. 
Microswitches are vulnerable to dirt and 

dust "gumming up the works", but the 
sealed nature of reed switches gives them 
total immunity to this problem. Also, 
in practice it is generally much easier 
to install reed switches than the micro 
variety. There are now plenty of reed 
switches and magnets available that are 
specifically designed for use in burglar 
alarm systems. 

ON THE MAT 
In addition to door and window sen-

sors many alarm systems have additional 
protection provided by switch-mats. These 
mats are normally open (n.o.) switches that 
close when someone steps on them. 

On/Off 

"et) 

Burglar Alarm 
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In normal use they are positioned under 
rugs or carpets and positioned at strategic 
points. For example, a switch-mat can be 
positioned just inside a door or in front 
of a safe or cupboard where valuables are 
stored. 
It is possible to use a more sophisticated 

sensor such as an infra-red or ultrasonic 
type with a simple switch activated alarm, 
provided the sensor controls a relay. The 
contacts of the relay are simply wired to 
the inputs of the alarm circuit along with 
the sensor switches. 

SYSTEM OPERATION 
The block diagram for the Switch-

Activated Burglar Alarm is shown in Fig.1 
and helps to explain the basic way in 
which this alarm functions. In Fig.1 there 
are three normally open and three nor-
mally closed switches, but the unit will 
operate with any number of either type. 
The normally open switches are wired in 
parallel, and the normally closed types are 
connected in series. 

NORMALLY 
CLOSED 
SWITCHES 

EXIT 
TIMER 

TWO INPUT 
GATE 

LOWPASS 
FILTER 

NORMALLY 
OPEN 

SWITCHES 

FLIP-FLOP 

GND 
 0 (0V) 

frequent false alarms would occur, because 
the input wiring acts as a very effective 
aerial that will pick up any electrical noise 
in its vicinity. 

SOUND-OFF 
Once activated, the alarm must con-

tinue to sound even if the door or win-
dow is closed again. The filtered signal is 
therefore used to drive a simple bistable 
"flip/flop" circuit. 
This is a sort of basic memory circuit, 

and once its output is set to the "high 
state" it will remain in that state until the 
flip/flop is reset. In this case the only way 
of resetting the bistable is by switching off 
the unit, waiting a few seconds, and then 
switching on again. 
The output of the flip/flop drives two 

timer circuits, and one of these provides 
the entry delay. This provides a hold-off of 
about 30 seconds. The second delay cir-
cuit provides an automatic switch-off that 
silences the audio alarm generator after 
about six minutes of operation. 

ENTRY 
TIMER 

SWITCH-OFF 
TIMER 

TWO-INPUT 
GATE 

TO ALARM 
GENERATOR 

ELECTRONI 
SWITCH 

RELAY 

Fig.1 . Block schematic diagram for the Switch-Activated Burglar Alarm. The sys-
tem will operate with any number of sensor switches. 

Under standby conditions the normally 
closed switches take the input of the 
alarm circuit high, but if one of these 
switches opens, the input goes low and the 
alarm is activated. The normally open 
switches have no affect on the circuit 
under standby conditions, but closing one 
of these switches again results in the input 
of the alarm being taken low, and the 
circuit being activated. 
The switch arrangement shown in Fig.I 

is a slightly simplified version of the "real 
thing", and in the actual circuit there are 
resistors to limit the current flow through 
the switches and to ensure that the input is 
taken low if one of the normally closed 
switches is activated. 

TIME DELAY 
As pointed out previously, it is neces-

sary to have a "delayed period" at switch-
on to give the user time to leave the 
premises. A simple 2-input gate circuit is 
used at the input of the alarm, with one 
input fed from the switches and the other 
driven from a simple timer circuit. This 
ensures that the output of the gate is held 
low regardless of the states of the input 
switches, until the output pulse from the 
Exit timer has finished. 
The output from the gate is fed to a 

lowpass filter that removes any brief 
output pulses. These do not occur during 
normal operation, but can be caused by 
lighting or noise spikes in mains wiring. 
Without this filtering it is likely that 

This automatic switch-off is now a 
standard feature of burglar alarms and it 
is actually now a legal requirement. It 
prevents the alarm from sounding for 
long periods and causing unnecessary 
annoyance to those living nearby. 
Another 2-input gate combines the out-

puts of the timers and drives a simple 
electronic switch. The electronic switch 
controls a relay, and the relay contacts in 
turn control the alarm generator. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 
The full circuit diagram of the Switch-

Activated Burglar Alarm is shown in 
Fig.2. This circuit is based on two CMOS 
logic devices, and these are both 400IBE 
quad 2-input NOR gates. CMOS logic 
devices have the advantages of cheap-
ness and an extremely low current con-
sumption when operating under static 
conditions. 
This means that the circuit will con-

sume a few milliamps when first switched 
on, and a somewhat higher current of 
about 40 milliamps when it is activated, 
but for the rest of the time it will con-
sume a minute current that will not sig-
nificantly drain the battery. Even if the 
unit is left running for several hours a day 
the battery drain will be insignificant. 
Designations S2 and S3 are the nor-

mally closed switches, while S4 and S5 
are the normally open sensor switches. 
For the sake of clarity only two switches 
of each type are shown in Fig.2, but as 

already explained, it is possible to use 
any number of sensor switches. 
Resistor R4 limits the current flow 

to a safe level when one of the nor-
mally open switches closes. Without this 
resistor the sensor switches would place 
a direct short-circuit across the supply 
lines. Resistor R5 ensures that the input 
of the alarm is pulled low when one of 
the normally closed switches is activated 
(opened). 
The input gate is IC2b, and being a 

2-input NOR type its output goes "low" 
if input I or input 2, or both are taken 
high. Under standby conditions the input 
at pin 1 is taken high by the normally 
closed switches (S2, S3) and the other 
input is controlled by the output of ICI a. 
This gate has its two inputs connected 

together so that it functions as a simple 
inverter. Its input is fed from a simple 
C-R timing network comprised of resistor 
RI and capacitor Cl, and these provide 
the Exit delay. 
Initially, Cl will have no charge and 

the input of ICI a will be low, resulting in 
its output going high. This provides an 
initial hold-off since with one input of 
ICI b high, its output must be low regard-
less of the input level from the sensor 
switches. 
After about 30 seconds the charge volt-

age on Cl reaches a high enough level to 
send the output of [Cis low, and the 
output state of IC1b will then be the 
opposite of the input level from the sen-
sor switches. Light emitting diode DI is 
switched on during the exit delay period 
provided by [CIL but it switches off at 
the end of the delay period when the 
output of IC la goes low. The users must 
therefore exit the premises before DI 
switches off. 
Under standby conditions the output of 

IC lb will be low, but when the alarm is 
activated it will go high. Resistor R6 and 
capacitor C2 provide the lowpass filter-
ing which removes any spurious pulses 
on the output of IC lb. The filtered signal 
is sent through the remaining two gates 
of ICI which are connected in series so. 
that they provide a simple non-inverting 
buffer action. 

SET/RESET 
The first two gates in IC2 are con-

nected to form a conventional set/reset 
flip/flop, and at switch-on this circuit is 
provided with a positive reset pulse by 
capacitor C3 and resistor R8. This places 
the output of the flip/flop at IC2b low, but 
the output will go to the high state and 
remain there if the alarm is activated and 
a high input level is received from IC2b. 
The Entry delay is provided by another 

C-R timing network, this time in the form 
of resistor RIO and capacitor C4. IC2b 
acts as an inverting buffer at the output of 
this timing circuit. 
Under standby conditions there is no 

charge on C4, the input of IC2c is low, 
and the output of IC2c is high. The output 
of IC2d must therefore be low, common 
emitter switching transistor TR I is turned 
off, and the relay RLA is not activated. 
About 30 seconds after the alarm has 

been triggered, the charge voltage on C4 
is high enough to send the output of IC2c 
low, and the output state of IC2d then 
depends on the input signal to its other 
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input (pin 13). This input is fed from the 
output of the flip/flop via yet another C-R 
timing circuit, this time using resistor 
RI2 and capacitor CS. The high values of 
these components produce a very slow 
charge rate, and the input level to IC2d 
will be low for about 6.5 minutes after 
the alarm has been triggered and the 
output of the flip/flop has gone high. 
With both inputs of IC2d low its out-

put goes high, switching on transistor 
TR I, the relay, and the alarm gener-
ator. The input level to pin 13 of IC2d 
reaches a valid high logic level about six 
minutes after the alarm generator was 
activated, and the output of IC2d then 
goes low again. This provides the auto-
matic switch-off for the alarm generator. 

BATTERY PO WER 
The alarm circuit is powered from a 12V 

supply, and this is the potential needed to 
guarantee reliable operation of the relay. A 
real-world I 2V relay, however, is virtually 
certain to work properly using a 9V supply, 
even when the battery voltage has fallen 
somewhat due to ageing. 
It is, therefore, worthwhile trying the unit 

on a 9V supply, because the running costs 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1, R10  3M3 (2 off) 
R2, R7, R9, 
R11, R13 10k (5 off) 

R3  2k2 
R4  47012 
R5, R8  100k (2 off) 
R6  15k 
R12  8M2 
R14  4k7 
All 0-25W 5% carbon film 

Capacitors 
Cl, C4  1011 tantalum bead, 25V 
C2, C3  470n polyester, 7.5mm 

lead spacing (2 off) 
C5  47p, tantalum bead, 16V 
C6  100n ceramic 

Semiconductors 
D1  5mm panel mounting light 

emitting diode, red 
D2  1N4148 silicon signal 

diode 
TR1  BC549 npn transistor 
IC1, IC2  4001BE CMOS quad 

2-input NOR gate (2 off) 

Miscellaneous 
Si  s.p.s.t. key-operated 

switch 
S2, S3  sensor switches, normally 

closed — n.c. (see text) 
S4, S5  sensor switches, normally 

open — n.o. (see text) 
B1  12V battery pack (8 x HP7 

size cells in holder) 
(see text) 

RLA  12V 320 ohm coil, single 
changeover contact 
relay (see text) 

Aluminium box, approx. size 155mm 
x 105mm x 52mm approx.; 0.1 inch 
matrix stripboard, size 42 holes x 29 
copper strips; 14-pin d.i.l. holder (2 off): 
battery connector (PP3 type); screw-
terminal connector block; multistrand 
connecting wire, solder, etc. 

Approx Cost 
Guidance Only 

see  _ 
NOP 
TALK 
Page 

£15 
excl. sensor switches & batts. 

Fig.2. Full circuit diagram for the Switch-Activated Burglar Alarm. 
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will be significantly reduced if the unit will 
run from six rather than eight batteries. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The stripboard component layout, to-

gether with the small amount of hard 
wiring, and underside copper track details 
are shown in Fig.3. Start construction by 
trimming the board to the required size of 
42 holes by 29 strips using a hacksaw. 
Next, drill the two 3.3mm diameter 

mounting holes, and make the breaks in the 
copper strips using either the special tool or 
a hand held twist drill bit of about 5mm 
diameter. Construction of the board follows 
along the normal lines and is largely 
straightforward, but there are one or two 
points that require some amplification. 
The integrated circuits are CMOS 

devices and therefore require the normal 
anti-static handling precautions. They must 

TO 

ALARM 

TO NORMALLY 
CLOSED SWITCHES 
IS2. S3)  4—* 

0 

/  

A 

0 

TO NORMALLY 
OPEN SWITCHES 
(s4. s5) 

1 5R 

X 

4 

„A LAC, j  

D1   

be mounted in holders and not soldered 
directly to the circuit board. 
Do not fit them into their holders until 

the circuit board and all the wiring has 
been completed. Try to touch the pins of 
the integrated circuits as little as possible 
when fitting them into their holders. 
The circuit will work with any 12V 

relay that has a coil resistance of about 300 
ohms or more. However, the component 
layout shown in Fig.3 is only suitable for 
the specified relay, and using an alternative 
will require either the board layout to 
be redesigned slightly or the relay to be 
mounted separately in the case and hard 
wired to the circuit board. Unless there is a 
very good reason to use an alternative it is 
definitely advisable to use the specified 
component. This relay has contact ratings 
of 10A at up to 30V d.c. or 240V a.c. (3A 
with inductive loads), which is sufficient to 

j 

-  j  , j J J , L  -  j  : 
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•  • 
no 
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•  • 
nc 

OF LAX 

• 

35 4 

control any normal audio alarm generator. 
Tantalum capacitors (also known as tan-

talum "beads" due to their bead-like ap-
pearance) are specified for Cl, C4, and C5. 
It is essential for these three capacitors to 
have very low leakage currents, because 
the accuracy of the Exit, Entry, and auto-
matic Switch-Off timers will otherwise be 
reduced. The times will either be greatly 
extended, or in an extreme case they will 
last indefinitely. 
Tantalum capacitors should give good 

performance,  as  should  the  various 
"superior" grade electrolytic capacitors. 
Ordinary  "bog-standard"  electrolytic 
capacitors are unlikely to give usable 
results. 

CASING-UP 
If the finished unit is going to be 

mounted out in the open on a wall where 

0 

Si 

ON OFF 

 0. +12V 

TO BATTERY B1 
(+12V) 

Fig.3. Stripboard component layout, wiring details and (below) underside copper 
tracks showing breaks required in strips. 
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it will be clearly visible it is essential to fit 
it in a tough and waterproof case. Metal 
wall mounting cases specifically designed 
for security installations are available, and 
diecast aluminium boxes are also well 
suited to this application. 
If the unit is mounted where it can 

easily be spotted it is essential to use 
a key-operated switch for SI. It is hlso 
necessary to have the cables which con-
nect the unit to the alarm generator and 
the sensor switches buried in the wall or 
protected by a tough conduit so that they 
cannot be cut easily. The requirements are 
less stringent if the alarm is to be con-
cealed in a cupboard, although it would 
probably still be a good idea to use a 
key-switch for SI. 
The exact layout of the unit inside the 

case is not critical, but make sure that you 
arrange things so that there is enough 
space for the sizeable battery pack. The 
component board is mounted on the rear 
panel of the case using 6BA or metric 
M2.5 bolts, together with spacers about 
6mm long to hold the connections on the 
underside of the board well clear of the 
metal case. It is advisable to connect the 
board to the sensor switches and alarm 
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generator by way of a screw-terminal con-
nector block rather than simply wiring 
them direct to the board. 
Beginners should only use the unit 

with a battery powered alarm generator 
and should not use the relay to control 
the mains supply. If an experienced con-
structor uses the alarm to control a mains 
powered load the unit must conform to 
the standard safety regulations. 
The mains supply is potentially lethal 

and only those who genuinely know what 
they are doing should build and install 
equipment which connects to the mains 
supply. 
It is advisable to buy sensor switches 

that are specifically designed for use in 
burglar alarm systems rather than trying 
to improvise using general purpose com-
ponents. The switches are usually supplied 
with leaflets giving detailed installation 
instructions. Bear in mind that only the 
surface mounting switches and magnets 
are suitable for use with most plastic and 
metal windows and doors. 
If the system is augmented by a sophis-

ticated sensor such as an infra-red type, 
this will probably have changeover relay 
contacts that enable it to be used as an n.c. 
sensor or an n.o. type. It is best to opt for 
n.c. operation as this gives better security. 
Cutting a wire to an n.o. sensor disables 
it, whereas cutting a wire in the n.c. loop 
results in the alarm being activated. 

TESTING 
The Switch-Activated Burglar Alarm 

should be given some basic testing before 
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Completed circuit board component layout. 

it is connected to the alarm generator. As 
an initial check, ensure that I.e.d. indicator 
DI lights up when the unit is switched on, 
and that it switches off about 30 seconds 
later. The Exit Delay circuit is functioning 
properly if DI operates correctly. 
Note that the actual delay times of all 

three timers might differ significantly from 
the specified delay periods. With simple 
C-R timer circuits it is not possible to 
achieve a high degree of accuracy. 
If the I.e.d. Dl functions correctly, trig-

ger the alarm while Dl is switched on, but 

io 

return all the switches to their standby 
states before it switches off. If all is well 
the relay will not switch on about 30 
seconds after DI switches off, and the 
entry delay has finished. 
If the alarm is then triggered again, this 

should result in the relay switching on 
after a delay of about 30 seconds. Finally, 
the relay should cut out again about six 
minutes or so later. Capacitor C5 is prob-
ably of inadequate quality if the relay fails 
to cut out, or takes much longer than six 
minutes. 
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Number One Systems 
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INTER 
Robert Penfold 

SIMPLE TRANSISTOR CHECKER 
T HIS series of Interface articles is 
I primarily aimed at those who have a 
good general knowledge of electronics, 
computers, and programming. However, 
it might be as well to devote the 
occasional  article to the basics of 
computer interfacing as the techniques 
involved are not the sort of thing that 
you learn from normal sources on 
electronics and programming. 
In fact, modern computer languages 

do their best to hide the hardware from 
the programmer, and most Windows 
based programming languages do not 
have any built in means of directly 
accessing the hardware. 
This is one of the reasons that the 

software provided in this series is 
usually in the form of a program for 
GW-BASIC or QBasic. The latter is 
supplied with the MS-DOS and Win-
dows 95 operating systems. I think I am 
right in saying that GW-BASIC is not 
provided with any current operating 
systems, but it was certainly provided 
with MS-DOS for many years, and is in 
the hands of many PC users. 

Basic for Windows 
We  are  occasionally  asked  by 

Windows 95 users if we can supply any 
details  of  how  to  obtain  either 
GW-BASIC or QBasic. QBasic is actually 
supplied on the Windows 95 CD-ROM, 
but it is not installed if you opt for the 
"typical" installation. It can be found on 
the CD-ROM in the Others/Oldmsdos 
subdi rectory. 
This is a DOS program, and it there-

fore has to be run by first restarting 
the computer in MS-DOS mode, or by 
operating the Start button and then 
selecting Programs and the MS-DOS 
prompt. There is a compiled version of 
QBasic called QuickBASIC, but it could 
be difficult to obtain these days. 
Being a compiled language it produces 

stand-alone .EXE files that run much 
faster than equivalents run under an 
interpreted BASIC such as GW or 
QBasic. Note that this increased speed 
causes problems with many programs 
written for QBasic, and that delays may 
have to be added at strategic points 
in order to get QBasic software to 
run properly as compiled QuickBASIC 
programs. 

INPs and OUTs 
Some microprocessors have the in-

put and output circuits in the memory 
map, but the 8086 series of processors 
used in PCs have separate memory and 
input/output maps. There are different 
instructions for accessing the two maps, 
and the BASIC instructions used to read 
from and write to hardware addresses 
are INP and OUT. 
These instructions are also available in 

MS-DOS versions of the C and C + + 

programming languages incidentally. As 
far as I can gather, they are not avail-
able in VisualBASIC or 32-bit versions of 
Windows C + + languages. 
They are sometimes to be found in 

16-bit Windows C+ + languages, and 
Borland's C + + version 4.5 can actually 
take source code written for a DOS 
version of C and turn it into a program 
that will run in its own window under 
Windows 3.X or 95. In general though, 
directly accessing the hardware using 
modern programming languages is a 
difficult affair, and initially it is best to 
settle for an "olde worlde" language 
such as QBasic. 

Fundamentals 
When using high level languages you 

can to a large extent forget that the com-
puter is operating on data in the form 
of binary numbers. When directly access-
ing the hardware it is usually essential 
to have a fundamental understanding of 
the binary numbering system, but an ad-
vanced knowledge of the subject is not 
needed. 
In an ordinary decimal number the 

digits represent the number of units, 
tens, hundreds, thousands, etc. In a 
binary number there are only Is and Os, 
and the digits represent the number of 
units, twos, fours, eights, sixteens, and 
so on. (See last month's Teach-In '98 
tutorial.) This is convenient in that the 
hardware can represent the is and Os by 
two voltage levels (around 3V to 5V for a 
1, and OV to 2V for a 0). 
Computers generally work on the 

basis of a eight bits at a time (bytes), or 
multiples of eight bits. Computer ports 
are normally byte-sized, and therefore 
have eight input or eight output lines. 
These data lines are usually designated 
DO to D7, or possibly something like PAO 
to PA7 (port A line 0 to port A line 7). 
Line 0 is the least significant bit, or the 
one which handles the units in other 
words. 

Family Values 
When writing data to an output 

port it would often be useful to 
have individual control over the out-
put lines. Unfortunately, most micro-
processors and computer languages do 
not give this sort of control, and you 
have to write a value to the port that 
will set to all eight lines simultaneously. 
Some computer languages have the 
option of using binary values, but in 
most cases the value is written to the 
port in the form of an ordinary 
decimal number from 0 to 255, or in 
hexadecimal form. 
Determining the correct decimal num-

ber for a given set of output states re-
quires some simple addition. The values 
needed to set each output line high are 
shown as follows: 

Line  D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 
Value  128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

As a simple example, to set lines DO, 
D1, and D6 high (logic 1) and the other 
lines low (logic 0) a value of 67 would be 
written to the port (1 + 2 + 64 = 67). 
In many applications it is unnecessary 

to think in terms of the actual binary 
patterns written to the output port. 
For instance, when driving a digital-to-
analogue converter a value of a 0 sets 
the minimum output potential, work-
ing through to a value of 255 which 
sets the maximum output voltage. You 
can operate in terms of decimal values 
producing appropriate output voltages, 
and the binary codes in between are of 
no practical consequence. 

Listing 1: 
Transistor Checker Program 

10 REM SIMPLE TRANSISTOR 
CHECKER PROG 

20 CLS 
30 OUT &H378,1 
40 A = INP(&H379) AND 16 
50 IF A =0 THEN B=1 

60 OUT &H378.2 
70 A = INP(&H379) AND 16 
80 IF A — 0 THEN B=2 
90 OUT &H378,4 
100 AS INP(&H379) AND 16 
110 IF A=0 THEN B=3 
120 LOCATE 10.10 
130 GOSUB 300 
140 B=0 
150 OUT &H378.223 
160 A = INP(&H379) AND 32 
170 IF A=32 THEN B=1 
180 OUT &H378.191 
190 A = INP(&H379) AND 32 
200 IF A=32 THEN B=2 
210 OUT &H378.127 
220 A = INP(&H379) AND 32 
230 IF A = 32 THEN B = 3 
240 LOCATE 12.10 
250 GOSUB 300 
260 FOR D = 1 TO 10000 
270 NEXT D 
280 B = 0 
290 GOTO 30 
300 IF B = 0 THEN PRINT 
310 IF B= 1 THEN PRINT "Low Gain 

Device" 
320 IF B = 2 THEN PRINT "Medium 

Gain Device" 
330 IF B = 3 THEN PRINT "High 

Gain Device" 
340 RETURN 
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Being Individual 
The situation is different when the 

output lines are controlling individual 
items of hardware, or they have separate 
functions. 
Suppose that the output port is con-

trolling eight relays, and that setting a 
line high turns on the relay that it con-
trols. For a given set of ons and offs you 
have to add up the values for the lines 
you wish to set high, and then output 
that value to the port. Some computer 
peripherals have control registers that 
govern the way in which the hardware 
functions. 
Many of the circuits featured in this 

series utilize the bi-directional properties 
of a modern PC printer port. In other 
words, the port can be set to operate as 
an 8-bit input or output type. 
For printer port 1 (LPT1) data is writ-

ten to and read from hexadecimal ad-
dress 378, and the data direction is con-
trolled by bit 5 at hexadecimal address 
37A. Setting this bit high sets the port to 
operate as an input, and setting it low 
gives normal output operation. 
These two lines of GW or QBasic would 

therefore set the printer port to operate as 
an input type, read the port, and print the 
returned value on the screen: 

10 OUT &H37A,32 
20 X = INK&H378) 
30 PRINT X 

There is a slight complication in that 
the four least significant bits at address 
&H37A are also used as handshake 
outputs. The value written to address 
&H37A would therefore have to take 
into account the output states required 
on any of the handshake lines that were 
actually in use. 

Transistor Checker 
The Simple Transistor Checker cir-

cuit of Fig.1  and  the accompany-
ing GW/QBasic software, Listing 1, 
demonstrates some simple interfacing 
principles. The hardware connects to 
printer port 1, and Fig.2 provides 
connection details for the 25-way male 
D-type connector. 
As there is separate hardware and 

largely separate software for testing npn 
and pnp devices, both types can be 
tested simultaneously. Essentially the 
same method is used to test both types, 
so we will only consider npn testing here. 
The basic action of the system is to first 

set DO high and then check to see if the 
collector of the test device has gone low. 
Resistor R4 acts as the collector load 
resistor for the test component. A large 
base current is supplied via resistor R1, 
and only a low current gain is required 
in order to take the collector terminal 
low. 
The collector of the test component is 

monitored via a handshake input of the 
printer port which is at bit 4 of address 
&H379. Variable "B" starts with a value 
of 0, but it is changed to 1 if the collector 
is taken low. 
Next a smaller base current is fed to 

the "test" transistor by taking DO low 
again and setting D1 high. Again a check 
is made to see if the collector has been 
taken low, and the value assigned to "B" 
is changed to 2 if it has. Since a lower 
base current is used, the test transistor 
must have a higher current gain in order 
for its collector to go low. 

IN4 
DI  Al 

1N4148  5413 

D2  R2 
1N4148  27k 

03  R3 
I'44145  1031 

R4 
33011 
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Fig.1 . Circuit diagram for the Simple Transistor Checker. 
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GL 

Flg.2. Details of the connections to the printer pod. 

Finally, D1 is set low and D2 is set 
high in order to provide a much lower 
base current via resistor R3. The logic 
level at the collector is then checked 
again, and the value assigned to "B" is 
changed to 3 if it is low. 
With the very low base current sup-

plied via R3, the collector will only go 
low if the test device has quite a high 
current gain. A subroutine is then called, 
and this prints a message on the screen 
that is appropriate to the value stored in 
"B" (e.g. "Medium Gain Device" if "B" 
has a value of 2). 

Software 
The output lines of the printer port 

are at address &H378, and bits 0, 1, 
and 2 are set high using values of 1, 2, 
and 4 respectively. Checking the state of 
the handshake input represents a slight 
problem as we only need to know the 
state of bit 4, but the INP function reads 
all eight bits. 
The standard solution to the problemis 

+5V 

to use bitwise ANDing. The AND func-
tion checks two numbers on a bit-by-bit 
basis, and only places a 1 in the answer if 
that bit is at 1 in both of the numbers. 
This enables unwanted bits to be masked 
off. 
In this example we only need to know 

the state of bit 4, which contributes 16 
to the value read from address &H379 
when it is high. The value read from this 
port is therefore ANDed with a masking 
number of 16. 
In the masking number bit 4 is set at 1 

and all the other bits are set at 0. Because 
the other bits are at 0 in the masking 
number, they must be at 0 in the answer. 
On the other hand, bit 4 is at 1 in the 
masking number, and will also be at 1 in 
the answer if this bit is at 1 in the value 
read from the handshake port (or 0 if it 
is not). We therefore end up with an 
answer of 16 if IN4 is high, or zero if low. 
The bitwise AND function is used a 

great deal when writing software for 
computer add-ons. 

SAVE NEARLY £6 
SUBSCRIBE TO EPE NOW AND YOU CAN 

SAVE NEARLY 50p AN ISSUE. 
UK SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR ONE YEAR 

(12 ISSUES) COST JUST £26 (£5.80 LESS 
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New Technology 
Update 
THE dissipation of heat from semicon-

ductor devices has always been a 
problem. In the early days of integrated 
circuits it seemed that there would be 
a relatively small limit the number of 
devices which could be placed onto a 
single chip. However, the introduction of 
MOS circuitry enabled very much higher 
levels of integration to be achieved. 
Nowadays, by a combination of im-

proved circuit design to reduce power con-
sumption, reduced voltage rails, and im-
proved package design to remove heat 
more effectively, very high levels of in-
tegration are possible. 
In the field of radio frequency design, 

though, the problem is slightly more dif-
ficult to overcome. Transmitter driver and 
output amplifiers dissipate relatively high 
powers, and the very application means 
that large amounts of heat have to be 
dissipated. This means that the devices in 
these circuits must be capable of handling 
relatively high power levels. Accordingly, 
a major part of the design of any power 
device is involved with the package and 
ensuring that the heat can be removed 
effectively. 

Beryllium Oxide 
For more than 40 years the ceramic 

beryllium oxide has been used. It com-
bines the features which are required for 
use in these applications. Not only does it 
have a very high thermal conductivity, but 
it is also an insulator. It is ideal for use 
within semiconductor manufacturing tech-
niques, because metallised pads can be 
placed down upon it. Its major disad-
vantage is that it is a potential health 
hazard. 
Some years ago beryllium oxide heat-

sink pads could be obtained on their own. 
Now this is banned. However, beryllium 
oxide can still be used inside high power 
semiconductors. This creates the problem 
that when boards using these semicon-
ductors are scrapped, special procedures 
have to be used. Also, if the devices are 
removed from boards they then have to be 
treated very carefully to ensure that they 
are not ruptured. 
All of this places considerable incon-

venience on the user, especially as many 
countries have very stringent restrictions on 
the use and disposal of beryllium oxide. As 
a result, pressure has been mounting for 
device manufacturers to seek a solution. 

Safer Alternative 
Now a new alternative is beginning to 

appear on the market. Aluminium nitride 
(AIN) is rapidly being adopted by many 
manufacturers for their high power r.f. 
devices. Much of the current success has 

The potentially hazardous ceramic beryllium oxide is being 
replaced by the safer aluminium nitride in power 
semiconductor manufacturing — Ian Poole reports. 

resulted from the solution of a number 
of technical issues which had been out-
standing for some time. Now it can be 
manufactured in high volumes with consis-
tent properties. it is also possible to put 
down areas of metallisation allowing it to 
be used in virtually all applications. 
Aluminium nitride is a non-hazardous 

ceramic material which offers very simi-
lar properties to that of beryllium oxide. 
Now a variety of brazed AIN r.f. packages 
are being mass produced, including the 
flanged bolt down types of large r.f. power 
devices, as well as new flangeless surface 
mount variants. 

Developments 
\ number  of developments  have 

enabled the new material to be introduced. 
One of the earliest problems was in 
producing the powder required as part of 
the production process. It was found that 
the properties varied from one batch to the 
next and this resulted in an inconsistent 
final product. There was found to be a 
particular problem  with  the  thermal 
conductivity which was most important. 
This  was  solved  by  improving  the 
carbothermal reduction process to give the 
very high levels of purity which were 
required. 
Once this was achieved the methods 

developed in the laboratory for small 
quantities had to be translated so that they 
could be used for full production. To 
achieve this, a family of binders and 
plasticisers was developed which enabled 
the material to be formed either by 
extrusion or pressing. 
Firing methods also required attention. 

Methods were developed which enabled 
the process to be completed without con-
tamination of the material from carbon or 
oxygen which caused a significant reduc-
tion in the thermal conductivity. All of this 
resulted in a material which consisted of 
97 per cent AIN, and about 3 per cent 
of other materials required to enable the 
material to be in the right form. 

Post Processing 
A number of processes can be carried 

out on the material to enable it to be used 
in a more versatile manner. Via holes 
(holes through the material) are often re-
quired to enable connections to be routed 
through the material. This can be achieved 
in two main ways: 
Holes can be punched through the 

material prior to firing when it is soft. The 
metallisation for the connection can either 
be added later, or the holes can be filled 
with metal and the ceramic with the 
metal can be fired to give the through 
connection. 

Alternatively, the holes can be cut into 
the fired ceramic. This is performed by a 
standard CO2 or Nd:YAG laser. However, 
the cutting conditions must be careful con-
trolled so that damage to the surrounding 
ceramic is minimized. It is also necessary 
to suppress the creation of any aluminium 
metal which in turn can be converted into 
aluminium oxide. (A1,03). This seriously 
degrades the metal adhesion which is re-
quired if the holes are to be metallised to 
provide a through connection, which is 
normally the case. 

Applications 
R.F. amplifiers are of great importance 

these days. Power amplifiers for use in 
cellular telephone base stations are in great 
demand. With networks covering an ever 
increasing proportion of the globe, and 
with new technologies like CDMA starting 
to be introduced there is an enormous 
requirement for new base stations. 
This demand has added fuel to the 

requirement for r.f. power amplifiers. 
Although it is possible to build these 
amplifiers from discrete components, there 
is a growing trend to use thick or thin film 
amplifier blocks. Again these require 
efficient heatsinking and AIN is ideal for 
this application. 
However, the ceramic has to be capable 

of undergoing the processes. The main one 
is the metallisation. Not only do via holes 
have to be created, but also surface met-
allisation has to be laid down. For thick 
film circuits, a metal paste is laid down in 
the required pattern. This can also be used 
to fill any via holes to give through con-
nectivity. In the firing process this is con-
verted into permanent areas of metallisa-
tion for connections. 
For thin films a different process is 

preferred. Typically, vapour deposition 
techniques similar to those used for in-
tegrated circuits are used after the ceramic 
has been fired. As with any thin film 
metallisation process, very careful clean-
ing is required to ensure the metallisation 
is free of pinholes, pits and impurities. 

Results 
The results from tests performed on the 

material have been very encouraging. Not 
only does it appear to perform well for 
discrete devices, but is has been shown 
that thick and thin film devices which use 
aluminium nitride as the base material 
have good reliability figures. This is good 
news for the electronics industry because 
not only does it appear to overcome the 
safety problems which were encountered 
when using beryllium oxide, but it gives a 
good final product which can be used in a 
variety of applications. 
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INSTITUTIONAL LICENCE 
CD-ROM 

(Schools/HE/FE/Industry) 

£89 plus VAT 
(UK post free) 

INSTITUTIONAL 
10 USER CD-ROM 
(10 user network licence) 

£169 plus VAT 
(UK post free) 
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CD-ROM ORDER FORM 
Please send me The Parts Gallery + Electronic Circuits and Components on CD-ROM 

Full name•   

Address•   

Postcode.   Tel. No•   

Signature  

I [1] I enclose cheque/PO in sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £   

Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £   Card expiry date•   

I Card No• 

1 

uPAY 

ORDERING: Student Version - price 
includes postage to most countries 

in the world 
EU residents outside the UK add £5 
for airmail postage per order 

OVERSEAS ORDERS: Institutional Licence Versions 
- overseas readers add £5 to the basic price of each 
CD-ROM for airmail postage Ido not add VAT unless 
you live in an EU country, then add VAT or 
provide your official VAT registration number). 

Send your order to: Direct Book 
Service, 33 Gravel Hill, Merley, 
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1RW 

(Mail Order Only) 
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne 

Publishing Ltd. To order by phone ring 
01202 881749. Fax 01202 841692 

We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax 
CD-ROMs are normally sent within seven days 
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Virtual Instrumentation 

Pico Technology 

SQUIRES 
MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS 

A comprehensive range of miniature hand and 
power tools featured in a fully illustrated 

144 page Mail Order Catalogue 

New 1998 Issue 
SAME DAY DESPATCH 
FREE POST & PACKING 

EuRoc Akio 

For your free com of our catalogue 
write, telephone or fax to: 

Squires, The Old Corn Store, 
Chessels Farm, Hoe Lane, 
Bognor Regis, West Sussex 

P022 8NW 
Tel/Fax: 01243 587009  11501 
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STA900 2.490Wnrs14ohm load) t 5kg  £585.00 
LEDs 3mm or 5mm red or green 7p each yellow tip 
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Rechargeable Batteries 
AA114P7, 500mAH 
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51952 UHF Limiting amplifier L.0 16 surlace no ' 
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DC-DC converter Reliability model V12P5 12, • 
200ma out 309* input to output Isolation with data 

 £4.95 ascii or pack of 10 £39.50 
Airpas 552903-C lop stepping motor 140 7 5 stet, 
270hm 68rnrn Oa body 6.3rnm shaft 

. .25.95 or £200.00 bra boy of 30 
Solid carbon resistors very low inductance deal for RF 
Circuits 270nrn 2W.6801nm 2W 25p each 15p each 100 • 
We have a range of 025w 0.5w to and 20 solid cat°, 
resistors please send SAE for Mt 
P.C. 400W PSU lintel part 201035-001- k 
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors , 
inlet outlet connectors on back and swoc0 
f too for tower caset chms212.149049m•• 
Switch £26.00 each £138.00 for 6 
MX180 Digital mullimeter 17 ranges 1000v d.  • . 
ac 2Mohrn 200mA transistor life 9v and I 5v  r. 
lest  (9.95 
Hand held ultrasonic remote control .  £3.95 
CV24136 gas relay 30  10mrn dia with 3 wire rem, 
will also work as a neon light 20p each or £11.50 per • 
Verbatim R300NH Streamer tape commonly US°, 

m achines and printing presses etc it looks like a 
cassette with a $101 Cut out of the top £4.95 each (3.75 
1130. 
IMMO* compound tube  £0.95 
W3-2405-65 5•24v 50mA regulator  18-264vac input 8 
pin DIL package .  £3.49 0.ic0 100 • £2.25 
LH 555 timer c 16p, 8 pin DIL socket 6p. 
All products advertised are new and unused . • 
otherwise stated wide range of CMOS TTL 741i  ,. 
Linear Transistors kits rechargeable balteriev 
tools etc always in stock 
Pease aori £1 95 towards P&P (orders 
Hot-lianas Northern Ireianil. Isle of Man. Is e • 
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JPG ELECTRONICS 
276-278 Chatsworth Road 
Chesterfield S40 21311 

Access Visa Orders: 
Tel: (01246) 211202 Fax: (01246)550959 

Callers welcome 9 30am to 5 30pm 
Monday to Saturday 

Environmental Monitoring 

'Pico's PC Converter& 
monitor and recort 

temperature and humidity' 

Technolo! 'Li
mited 

P.14E9 

Eavindlitdo 
Temperature / Humidity 
Logger & Alarm System 

EnviroMon has many applications in: 
food processing - storage 
and distribution, energy 
management - waste energy 
heating and processing. 
agriculture - monitoring 
humidity in greenhouses, and 
in hospitals - accurate 
monitoring of temperature 
sensitive items. 

✓ Monitors up to 30 channels of 
temperature over a 400 m. distance. 

✓ -55 to 10000 temperature range 
(typical accuracy ±0.2°C). 

✓ Data can be downloaded to PC. 

& wet* Wecut 
Starter Kit from  £393.00 
3 te mperature Sensors on 5m lead, 3 channel 

Converter, Enviro mon Logger, cables & fittings. 

Expandable at any time for around £50  channel 

TC-08 
8 channel Thermocouple 
to PC Converter 
Simple to use thermocouple to 
PC interface. 
✓ Connects to serial port - 
no power supply required. 

y Supplied with PicoLog data 
logging software. 

✓ Resolution 0.1°C. 

TC-08  £199.00 
Supplied with serial cable and adaptor. 
Calibration certificate £25.00. 
Thermocouple probes available. 

TH-03 3 channel 
Thermistor to PC Converter 

✓ Connects to serial port - 
no power supply required. 

• PicoLog data logging software. 

• -55 to 10500 temperature range 
✓ Resolution 0.01°C. 

TH-03  £79.00 
Supplied with serial cable and adaptor. 
Thermistor sensors available. 

o
Call for free demo disk 

•  or download our web site: 
http://www.picotech.com 
All prices exclusive of VAT. 

Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, 
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK 
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880 
E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk 
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Special Review 

STRIPBOARDM 
REVIEW 
ANDY FL/ND 
Revie wing a progra m that will 
m ake laying out and 
constructing projects on 
stripboard m uch easier. 

ALFHOUGH a printed circuit board 
provides a neat and robust finished 
project there are still many good 

reasons for occasionally building circuits 
on stripboard. A ready-made p.c.b. might 
not be available, and even where the 
facilities exist the constructor may not 
wish to bother with the time-consuming 
and messy process of making one. The 
circuit could be a "one-off", where 
appearance is unimportant so long as it 
works reliably.  _ 
The most common use of stripboard is 

probably for making prototypes for circuit 
testing, however, as it lends itself well to 
rapid modifications. Large circuits in par-
ticular can be built in sections to be linked 
up for testing, with the part currently un-
der development occupying a breadboard 
which would probably be incapable of 
holding the entire project. 

IT'S MAGIC 
Stripboard  design  brings  its  own 

problems, however. Many designers dis-
like the process of laying out projects on 
it, and with so many unused holes it is far 
too easy to accidentally insert a component 
in the wrong position. Missed track 
"breaks" frequently cause problems and 
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when this happens it can be very difficult 
to locate the cause of the resulting circuit 
failure. Ambyr's new computer program 
"StripboardMagic" goes a long way 
towards overcoming these difficulties, and 
should prove to be very useful to anyone 
using stripboard for whatever reason. 
"StripboardMagic" is supplied on a 

CD-ROM and comes with little documen-
tation apart from licence and registration 
details and a welcoming leaflet with some 
encouraging pictures. Documentation isn't 
really needed however, as once loaded a 
series of quick and simple "help" tutorials 
will have the new user up and running 
within a couple of hours. 
Installation is very easy as in most cases 

all that is necessary is to insert the CD in 
the drive and the process initialises auto-
matically, prompting for destination di-
rectories etc. in the usual manner. By 
default it creates and installs into an "Am-
byr" directory in the "C" drive and an 
uninstaller is provided in case later dele-
tion is required. 
There are two main working screens 

in the program, selectable simply by 
clicking on two "tabs". Each has two 
main windows, The first screen is for 
schematic circuit layout, with a library of 

Vout 

2 

Al 

T 
Cl 

•  0 

components on the left and a drawing area 
to the right. A library of over seven 
hundred components is supplied, but sen-
sible naming and organisation allows the 
user to find required parts easily. These are 
brought into the drawing area by the 
"drag-and-drop" method, and connected 
by clicking sequentially on each pair of 
connection points. With practice a neat 
diagram can be produced, but if the user 
simply wants a physical layout it's faster 
to just bang it together and ignore the 
appearance as the layout process works 
just as well! 
D.I.L. packages are handled particularly 

well by this part of the program as they are 
represented simply as boxes with the 
appropriate number of connection points in 
the same positions as the physical com-
ponent. This allows them to be used 
quickly and easily in designs having 
specialised i.c.s. Connections can be speci-
fied as "off-board" for items like batteries 
or variable resistors, and external connec-
tion points can be set for random place-
ment or positioning to the right-hand or 
left-hand ends of the board. 

LAYOUT 
Once the schematic has been prepared 

the fun begins. Clicking on the "Physical" 
tab switches the program to the layout 
screen. The left-hand column now con-
tains the list of components used in the 
schematic drawing and on the right-hand 
side there is an attractive picture of a piece 
of stripboard, in an appropriate light brown 
colour, just like the real thing. 
The number of holes can easily be 

altered by adjustment of "rows" and 
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram and the equivalent stripboard layout generated by StripboardMagic. 
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"columns" in a pull-down menu. Com-
ponents can be selected from the list and 
inserted in any order, by drag-and-drop or 
with an auto-insertion "toolbar" but-
ton. When critical components have been 
placed, another button activates automatic 
insertion of the remaining components and 
any links required. However, the real 
power of this software is the ability to 
produce a complete layout from scratch, a 
procedure started by a single click on a 
toolbar button. 
Surprisingly complex circuits can be 

laid out in a minute or two, and watching 
the process is sheer delight for anyone who 
has spent hours producing layouts the hard 
way with a pencil and paper. Usually 
the program will generate a layout with 
surprisingly few links though obviously 
this will depend upon the circuit presented 
to it. 

COMPRESSION 
Following component placement the 

layout can be "compressed", again with a 
simple click on a button and finally one of 
the menus offers the option of cropping 
unused board. This usually results in a 
very neat and compact board. 

this stage, where each solder joint and 
break can be ticked off to ensure that 
none are missed. 
Finally, for designers with the patience 

to enter the necessary information, the 
software can even produce a component 
list complete with order codes of a 
favourite supplier ready for posting or 
faxing! All these items can be printed, 
individually or together by any Windows 
printer, with the physical layout in full 
colour where the printer supports it. The 
author tested this on an ageing Hewlett 
Packard HP500C colour inkjet and ob-
tained excellent results. 
Additionally the circuit diagram and 

layout may be exported as "bitmaps" for 
use by other programs. The illustrations in 
this article were produced by importing 
them into Corel software for cropping and 
size adjustment as required. 
Library components may be altered or 

deleted and new items can be added. The 
process is naturally a little complicated as 
the physical component must correspond 
with its schematic partner and both must 
be linked to the library which offers them 
in the schematic layout part of the pro-
gram. It's not nearly as difficult as the 

screen mode instead of the recommended 
"16-bit" mode. Once this was corrected 
the whole program appeared to run more 
smoothly and the problems ceased. Ambyr 
are aware of this difficulty with 256-colour 
mode and are currently trying to rectify it, 
so anyone without I6-bit mode but con-
sidering purchasing this program would be 
well advised to check the situation with 
them first. 

MANUAL TWEEKS 
From the users' point of view the old 

pencil-and-paper method still gives more 
complete control of layout than the software 
and it is usually possible to compress a 
layout further, but generally such ultimate 
precision and compression is not necessary. 
Even where it is, a lot of time and effort can 
be saved by having the software provide a 
layout as the starting point! 
No allowances are made for such fac-

tors as the capacitance between stripboard 
tracks or the need to keep high-impedance 
sections short and close together, so cir-
cuits requiring attention to this sort of lay-
out detail will need a greater degree of 
manual work and potential users should be 
aware of this. 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

2 

3 

4 C3(+) C2(+) jmp1(a) Reg1(in) 

5 Vout R1(1) C1(1) Reg1(out) 

6 R2(a) R1(2) Reg1(adj) 

7 OV jmp 2(a) C3(-) C2(-) R2(w) jmp3(a) C1(2) 

8 R2(b) jmp3(b) 

9 

10 

11 Br1(+) jmp 1(b) 

12 a/c Br1(ac2) 

13 a/c Br1(ac1 ) 

14 jmp 2(b) Br1(-) 

Fig.2. "Spreadsheet" details of track breaks and connections for the layout shown 
in Fig.l. 

It's possible to have a lot of fun simply 
watching this program at work. If the 
layout generated is not to the designer's 
taste simply placing a few components 
before starting the automatic routine will 
often produce something entirely different, 
and the speed of the process makes it 
possible to try several different versions 
before selecting one as a "final" version 
for construction. 
The program may also be instructed to 

produce a layout for "plug-in" breadboard 
instead of stripboard. This results in lots of 
wire jumpers which are shown in colour 
to make their routing easier to follow. 
Readers following the Teach-In '98 series 
may well appreciate this feature. 

"SPREADSHEET" 
In addition to the circuit diagram and 

layout, the program generates a "spread-
sheet" giving details of all track breaks 
and component and link connection posi-
tions on the board, intended for use 
during construction. This should mini-
mise the number of errors introduced at 

process encountered by the author in an 
expensive PCB layout package however. 
A pixel-editing program is required for 

creating or altering the graphics for a com-
ponent. Core! Photopaint was tried suc-
cessfully but Windows "Paint", supplied 
as part of Windows 95, will do just as well 
and Ambyr say that, in fact, many of the 
symbols supplied were created using just 
this. 

REQUIRE PO WER 
On the downside, a reasonable amount 

of computing power is necessary to run 
this package. Windows 95 or Windows NT 
is currently essential and the minimum 
hardware configuration is a 486 DX4, but 
a Pentium of some description is probably 
preferable. This review was carried out 
using a P150 with 32Mb of RAM. 
Initial attempts to use the program 

generated frequent "out of memory" 
failures but a call to Ambyr brought 
immediate assistance, and it was dis-
covered that the problem was caused by 
the computer being set to "256-colour" 

Diggimiel V   

On the whole though, this is a software 
package that is easy, intuitive and a 
pleasure to use. At the current asking price 
it represents very good value for money 
and should prove extremely useful to 
anyone using, or thinking about using, 
stripboard. 
The author wishes to thank Ambyr 

Limited for provision of the review copy 
of "StripboardMagic". 

StripboardMagic is available from 
Ambyr Ltd., 84 to 86 Park Lane, 
Thatcham,  Berkshire,  RG18  3P0. 
Tel/Fax 01635 521285. 
E-mail info@ambyr.com. Web site 

http://www.ambyr.com. 
The software costs £39.95 inclusive. 

It is also available from Maplin — order 
code NN97F. 
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EPE PIC 
TUTORIAL 

JOHN BECKER  PART ONE 

WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT 

SINCE Derren Crome's Simple PIC16C84 Programmer was pub-
lished in EPE February '96, reader interest in PIC microcontrollers 
has been intense. In response to that interest, we have published a 

variety of projects using PIG devices, ranging from the sophisticated 
P/C-A-Tuner (May '97) to the simplicity of the P/C Digital/Analogue 
Tachometer (Dec '96). 
However, whilst the published designs have satisfied the call for 

projects that require few components yet have sophisticated capabilities, 
they have also prompted many readers to asked for more information on 
how to use PIC microcontrollers in designs of their own invention. 
The requests have, until now, been met with a sympathetic ear and a 

reference to the PIC16/17 Microcontroller Data Book and the Microchip 
Embedded Control Handbook, both of which are readily available from 
Microchip, the manufacturers of the PICs (more details later) and from 
various component distributors and retailers. The former book gives 
technical information on the PIG programming commands, whilst the 
second gives detailed listings of extensive programming examples. 
For many readers, though, the first book does not go into enough 

detail about how the codes are actually used and how they can be 
arranged in meaningful sequences to perform specific tasks. The second 
goes into too much detail for simple programming information to be 
readily located. 
In the words of one interested party, "I find the P/C Data Book too 

skimping on everyday detail, and the published software too complex. 
Please show me how to get to grips with the essence of PICs. Tell me, 
step by step, how to get started with writing simple programs, how to just 
turn on a single led., for example. Then take me forward from there." 
That, then, is the objective of this series of articles, to get you started 

with PICs. 

Quite simply the 

easiest way to 

learn about using 

PIC 
Microcontrollers! 

FREE EPE PIC TUTORIAL SOFTWARE 
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WHAT'S A P/C? 
A PIC  chip,  in this context,  is 

a microcontroller  integrated  circuit 
manufactured  by  Arizona  Microchip. 
A microcontroller  is similar  to  a 
microprocessor but it additionally contains 
its own program command code memory, 
data  storage  memory,  bidirectional 
(input/output) ports and a clock oscillator. 
Many microprocessors require the use of 
additional  chips  to  provide  these 
requirements; microcontrollers are totally 
self-contained. 
The great advantage of microcontrollers 

is that they can be programmed to perform 
many functions for which many other 
chips would normally be required. This not 
only makes for simplicity in electronic 
designs, but also allows some functions 
to be performed which could not be 
done using normal digital logic chips 
— i.e. circuits for which, previously, a 
microprocessor would have been required. 
There  are  many  families  of PIC 

microcontroller available, ranging from 
those which can only be programmed 
once, to those that can be repeatedly 
reprogrammed. There are two basic families 
of the latter:  those  that require  an 
ultra-violet light unit to erase their previous 
data before being reprogrammed, and one 
device family which is electrically erasable. 
In the latter PIC microcontroller family 

is the PICI 6C84, which is the device 
which we shall use throughout this series 
of articles. It has been chosen because of 
its ease of reprogramming. It is an Eeprom 
(electrically erasable programmable read 
only memory) device. This means that it 
can be rapidly reprogrammed as often as 
you wish, without the need for ultra-violet 
erasing. 
Also, just introduced to the market is the 

PIC I6F84, which Microchip describe as 
their "flash" equivalent to the PIC I 6C84. 
As far as these tutorials are concerned, the 
two devices can be regarded as being 
interchangeable. You may use the 'F84 in 
place of the 'C84 if you wish. 
Much of the information about the com-

mands which we present here is, in most 
instances, applicable to other members of 
the PIC family. Once you understand a 
PIC16C84 you should have no difficulty 
applying your knowledge to other PICs. 
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RB7 
R/36  
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Pinouts for the PIC16C84 and 
PIC16F84. 

BASIC PIC16C84 SPECIFICATIONS 

35 single-word commands (see Table I) 
lk x I4-bit EEPROM program memory 
36 x 8-bit general purpose SRAM 
registers 
16 special function hardware registers (see 
Table 2) 
64 x 8-bit EEPROM data memory 
1,000,000 data memory erase/write cycles 
(typical) 
Data retention >40 years 
5 data input/output pins, Port A 
8 data input/output pins, Port B 
25mA current sink max. per pin 
20mA current source per pin 
8-bit timer/counter with 8-bit prescaler 
Power-on reset (POR) 
Power-up timer (PWRT) 
Oscillator start-up timer (OST) 
Watchdog timer (WDT) with own on-chip 
RC oscillator 

Power saving Sleep function 
Serial in-system programming 
Selectable oscillator options: 
RC: low cost RC oscillator 
XT: standard crystal resonator (100kHz to 
4MHz) 
HS: high-speed crystal/resonator (4MHz to 
10MHz — PIC I6C84-10 only) 
LP: power-saving low frequency crystal 
(32kHz to 200kHz) 
Interrupts: 
External, RBO/INT pin 
TMRO timer overflow 
Port B RB4 to RB7 interrupt on change 
Data EEPROM write complete 
Operating voltage range: 2.0V to 6.0V 
Power consumption: 
<2mA @ 5V, 4MHz 
60µA typical @ 2V, 32kHz 
26µA typical standby @ 2V 

Note, though, that the demo board used in 
this series can only be used to program the 
PIC I 6C84 and PIC16F84. 
There are two versions of these chips, 

having the suffix -04 and -10 respectively. 
The suffix indicates the maximum clock 
rate at which the chip can be used: -04 
means 4MHz, -10 means 10MHz. You 
may use either speed rating for this series 
of articles, although the -04 is likely to be 
stocked by more suppliers. 

WHAT YOU NEED 
There are really only live things that 

you need in order to program a PIC, 
a PC-compatible computer, a standard 
(Centronics) parallel printer port connect-
ing lead, a power supply capable of 
delivering between 12V and 14V d.c., a 
word-processing program, and a PIC as-
sembly and send program. 
It seems likely that any PC-compatible 

computer can be used. The author has 
programmed PICs using several different 
machines, from a 10-year old Amstrad 
1640 having an 8086 processor, to a 
modern  Pentium-driven  Dell.  Neither 
speed nor memory capacity are important 
in this application. The software provided 
and the files you generate by modifying it 
(as you are encouraged to do) will 
probably require about 500 kilobytes 
(0.5Meg). 
Data is output from the computer to the 

PIC via the normal LPT1 parallel printer 
port (address &H378). It is output serially, 
data on port line DO, and a clock signal 
on line Dl. The use of a standard paral-
lel printer connector/lead is preferable, but 
not essential. An alternative (low-cost) in-
terconnection method is described. 
You must be sufficiently familiar with 

your computer to know how to operate it 
from the MS-DOS environment, i.e. to 
come out of the Windows environment (if 
you have it) and back into MS-DOS from 
where the software which assembles and 
sends the program code data to the PIC 
can be run. 
You must also be able to use a word-

processing program. This must be capable 
of producing a text file that is totally 
without formatting and printer commands. 
That is, it must be able to generate a pure 
ASCII text file (and to input one). 

If your machine has the MS-DOS EDIT 
program on it, and all recent machines 
should have, this can be used as your text 
writing software. It automatically gener-
ates a pure ASCII text file. 
The power supply can, if you wish, be 

taken from the computer. Both I2V and 
5V are available on the expansion ports 
which are accessible from within the com-
puter. More details will be given during 
the construction section. 
Other power supply sources may be 

used instead. Basically only about 20 mil-
liamps are required. However, a minimum 
availability of around 200mA would be 
preferable to adequately power the demo 
board we shall be using throughout this 
series. 
If really pressed for a power source, a 

12V car battery could be used. The demo 
board includes a regulator i.c. to split the 
supply down to the secondary level of 5V. 

ASSE MBLY 
SOFT WARE 
The PIC assembly and send software is 

available free from our editorial office 
(details are shown in the Resources 
panel). This software is known as TASM 
(which simply stands for Table AS-
seMbly) and originates from the Public 
Domain Shareware Library. It is not to be 
confused with other software which in-
cludes the word TASM in its description 
or title. 
It should be noted that, whilst the PIC 

Tutorial software on the disk is free, there 
is a nominal registration fee to be paid to 
the copyright owners (in USA) if you in-
tend to use TASM beyond a reasonable 
trial period. The current registration fee is 
US $50. Details of how to pay the fee are 
included on the disk. (We would regard 
using TASM throughout this tutorial series 
as being "reasonable" without the need 
for registration.) 
Also supplied as part of TASM is an 

enormous text file telling you all about it. 
It is capable of doing far more things than 
just assemble PIC programs. 
Another program is supplied with our 

TASM disk — the Send program, written 
for EPE by Derren Crome — which sends 
the TASM-assembled code to the PIC as a 
serial stream of binary data. 
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TUTORIAL CONCEPTS EXAMINED 

TUTORIAL 1: 
Minimum commands needed 
Port default values 
Instruction .ORG 
Instruction .END 
Instruction .AVSYM 

TUTORIAL 2: 
File registers 
Bits 
Bytes 
Set 
Clear 
Command CLRF 
Command CLRW 
Command BSF 
Command BCF 
Ports and Port directions 
Register STATUS 
STATUS register bit 5 
Pages 0 and 1 

TUTORIAL 3: 
Names in place of numbers 
Case sensitivity 
Labels 
Repetitive loop 
Command GOTO 
Instruction .EQU 

TUTORIAL 4: 
Command MOVLW 
Command MOVWF 
Command RLF 
Command RRF 
Command BTFSS 
Command BTFSC 
Instruction #DEFINE 
Instruction PAGEO 
Instruction PAGE1 
Register PORTA 
Register TR1SA 
Register PORTB 
Register TRISB 
Register PCL 
Double-naming numbers 
Bit naming 
Program counter 
STATUS register bit 0 
Carry flag 
Bit codes C, F, W 
Bit testing 
Conditional loop 

TUTORIAL 5: 
STATUS bit 2 
Zero flag 
Bit code Z 
Command MOVF 

TUTORIAL 6: 
Command INCF 
Command DECF 
Command INCFSZ 
Command DECFSZ 
Counting upwards (incrementing) 
Counting downwards (decrementing) 
Use of a file as a counter 

TUTORIAL 7: 
Switch monitoring 
Command ANDLW 
Command ANDWF 

Command ADDWF 
Command ADDLW 
Nibbles 
STATUS bit 1 
Digit Carry flag 
Bit code DC 

TUTORIAL 8: 
Increasing speed of TUT7 
Bit testing for switch status 

TUTORIAL 9: 
Responding to a switch press only at the 
moment of pressing 

TUTORIAL 10: 
Performing functions dependent  upon 
which switch is pressed 
Use of a common routine serving two 
functions 

TUTORIAL 11: 
Reflecting  PORTA's  switches 
PORTB's I.e.d.s 
Command COMF 
Command SWAPF 
Inverting a byte's bit logic 
Swapping a byte's nibbles 

TUTORIAL 17: 
Tone modulation 
Command XORLW 
Command XORWF 
Command IORLW 
Command IORWF 

TUTORIAL 18: 
Register INTCON 
Command OPTION 
Register TMRO 
Use of internal timer 

TUTORIAL 19: 
BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) counting 

TUTORIAL 20: 
Precision timing at 1/25th second 
Counting seconds 0 to 60 

TUTORIAL 21: 
Using 7-segment I.e.d. displays 

on  Showing hours, minutes and seconds 
Command IORLW (usage) 

TUTORIAL 12: 
Generating  an  output  frequency  in 
response to a switch press 
The use of two port bits set to different 
input/output modes 
Command NOP 

TUTORIAL 13: 
Command CALL 
Command RETURN 
Command RETLW 

TUTORIAL 14: 
Tables 
Register PCL (again) 
Register PCLATH 

TUTORIAL 15: 
Using four switches to create four different 
notes 
Use of a table to selectively route program 
flow 

TUTORIAL 16: 
Indirect addressing 
Using unnamed file locations 
Port B internal "light-pullups" 
Register FSR 
Register INDF 
Register OPTION 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 
ON DISK 
OR VIA 
OUR 
WEBSITE! 

TUTORIAL 22: 
Using intelligent 1.c.d.s 
Setting I.c.d. contrast 
Initialising the 1.c.d. 
Sending a message to the I.c.d. 

TUTORIAL 23: 
Coding hours, minutes and seconds for an 
1.c.d. 
Shortened clock monitoring code 
Command SUBLW 
Command SUBWF 

TUTORIAL 24: 
Adding time-setting switches 

TUTORIAL 25: 
Dual use of port pins for input and output 
Configuring program for alarm system 
monitoring 

TUTORIAL 26: 
Writing and reading EEPROM file data 
Register EECON1 
Register EECON2 
Register EEDATA 
Register EEADR 

TUTORIAL 27: 
Integrating EEPROM data read/write into 
alarm system 

TUTORIAL 28: 
Interrupts 
Command RETFIE 

TUTORIAL 29: 
Command SLEEP 

TUTORIAL 30: 
Watchdog timer 
Command CLRWDT 

TUTORIAL 31: 
Misc Special Register bits 

TUTORIAL 32: 
Programming 
PICs vs. hardware 
Summing-up 
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You may well have heard of other PIC 
assembly programs, such as MPASM, for 
example. Whilst MPASM is generally 
regarded as being the industry-standard 
PLC assembly program, we have chosen to 
use TASM instead for three reasons. 
TASM is the _assembly program sup-

plied to us with Derren Crome's PIC pro-
grammer at a time before we at EPE 
were familiar with using PICs. Conse-
quently, it has become the program that 
the author has "grown-up" with and now 
knows pretty intimately. Secondly, many 
readers have acquired TASM through us 
as shareware software. 
Thirdly, because TASM can be used 

free for a reasonable length of time, 
readers who do not yet know if they will 
take to PIC programming can try it and see 
how they get on. If, ultimately, they find 
they don't take to it, they are not required 
to pay the TASM registration fee. 
There is, in fact, very little difference in 

the way that programs are written for 
TASM and MPASM. The PIC command 
codes used are identical. It is simply a 
matter of there being very slight grammati-
cal differences in the way that each 
program line is written in the text editor. 
Anyone familiar with TASM will readily 
be able to convert their thinking to 
MPASM, and vice versa. 
Note, though, that software written for 

TASM cannot be loaded into a PLC 
through MPASM, and vice-versa. The 
program text lines must conform to the 
grammar of the assembling program. 
In a future issue we shall present a 

program written in Basic which makes the 
majority of the required to convert from 
one assembler to the other. 
A bit more information about MPASM 

will be given at the end of the Tutorial 
series. 

* 

A FIFTH NEED 

Throughout this series of articles, we 
shall examine in a fair amount of detail the 
commands which it is expected you will 
find most useful. It is hoped that it will 
give you all the necessary information 
which will enable you to conceive a design 
in which you can use the PIC I6C84 to 
control whatever situation you wish, and to 
write the code that will let it do so. 
There is, though, much more to writing 

programs than you may at this moment 
fully appreciate. Knowledge about in-
dividual commands and the way in which 
they can be used is not enough in itself. 
Programming is a way of looking at the 
world in ways that other people may not 
recognise. You must have the mental 
ability to see each programming situation 
as a step-by-step function, analysing in 
your mind exactly how it is that you need 
to specify the complete program flow. 
You have to write the sequence of 

events with the correct grammar, with the 
correct spelling and in the correct or-
der. Undoubtedly you will make mistakes 
while you are writing the code, failing to 
see the correct sequence of events and 
using incorrect command structures. 
You require the ability to analyse what 

you have done wrong and to correct it. 
You are likely to be confronted with an 
overall task that may, on occasion, take 
you into several days or even weeks of 
dedicated concentration. 
Programming, to those who have the 

ability to see things "as they are" and not 
"how they seem to be", can become ex-
tremely addictive. You could find yourself 
compelled to get back to the keyboard 
and PLC programmer at any conceivable 
hour. You had better have an understand-
ing family! 

14-

rir 

; 14 

t. 

FIRST THINGS FIRST 

To get you started programming PICs, 
we shall first ask you to assemble a printed 
circuit board which will be used to 
illustrate the program examples that we 
shall discuss. The board comprises a single 
PICI6C84 microcontroller, 14 light emit-
ting diodes (I.e.d.$) and several banks of 
switches. In Tutorial 21 you will be asked 
to also connect the p.c.b. to a 4 x 
7-segment I.e.d. display and, in Section 22, 
to a 2-line 16-character "intelligent" liq-
uid crystal display (I.c.d.). 
Using the switches and the example 

simple programs, you will be encouraged 
to build up your experience of how the 
PIC I 6C84 can be made to respond to 
different practical situations. 
Having told you, in as few words as are 

really necessary, about the p.c.b. and its 
circuit, we shall start at the very beginning 
of programming. The first lesson will be 
about the very minimum of information 
that needs to be written into a program 
listing before the PIC can do anything else. 
We shall then, "step by step", take a 

specific very simple task, such as turning 
on an 1.e.d., and describe in detail each of 
the commands that are required to do the 
task. 
Having described one task, we then take 

that idea a stage further, adding a few 
more commands that will enhance the 
capabilities of the program. Each of these 
commands will similarly be discussed in 
detail. Thus we shall progress, taking 
simple ideas, and illustrating how they can 
be achieved and then enhanced. 
We feel that this approach is far more 

useful than describing each and every one 
of the commands in turn before we ever 
get to use them. Most people learn 
by doing, reading about things in short 
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RESOURCES COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1  2k2 
R2 to R4. 
R6 to R18, 
R32 to 
R36  1k (21 off) 
R5  10k 
R19 to R31. 
R37 to 
R44  1001/(21 off) 

All 0.25W 5% carbon film. 
Capacitors 
Cl, C2  10p polystyrene (2 off) 
C3 cq  1 p. radial elect. 16V 

(see text) 
C4, C5, C8 100n polyester (3 off) 
C6, C7  22 p. radial elect. 16V (2 off) 
Potentiometers 
VR1, VR3  100k min. horiz. preset, 

round (2 off) 
VR2  5k min. horiz. preset, round 
Semiconductors 
D1, LAO to 
LA4, LBO 
to LB7  red led. (14 off) 

02 to D4  1N4148 signal diode 
(3 off) 

TR1 to TR4 BC337 npn transistor 
(4 off) 

IC1  PIC16C84 microcontroller 
(see text) 

Miscellaneous 
Si to S4. 
SA20. SA21. 
SA20. 
SB21  4 X d.p.c.o. slide switch, 

p.c.b. mounting (2 off) 
S5. S6  di.!. 1-pole changeover 

(2 off) 
SAO to SA4. 
SBO to 
SB7  min. s.p. push-to-make 

switch, p.c.b. mounting 
(13 off) 

See 

TALK 
Page 

SA10 to 
SA14, 
SA30 to 
SA34, 
SB10 to 
SB17, 
SA30 to 
SA37  8-way di! slide switch 

(4 off) 
SKI  36-way Centronics socket 

(see text) p.c.b. 
mounting 

SK2  jack socket, 3.5mm stereo, 
p.c.b. mounting 

X1  3.2768MHz crystal 
X2  4-way multiplexed 

7-segment display, 
common anode 
(optional — see text) 

X3  2-line 16-character 
intelligent I.c.d. 
(optional — see text) 

Printed circuit board, available from the 
EPE PCB Service, code 182; 8-way d.i.l. 
socket (6 off); di]. socket for Id 1 (see 
text); 1mm double-sided terminal pins; 
10-way ribbon cable (25cm approx.); per-
sonal headphones, see text; flat-based 
p.c.b. supports (4 off); solder, etc. 

Approx Cpst 
Guldanob Only L'35 
sections and applying the knowledge in 
practical bite-sized chunks. A complete 
chapter on all the commands in sequence 
would be too much to remember and 
understand in one go. 
The complete list of commands for the 

PIC16C84 is shown later in Table I (page 
12). All except two of them will be 

The printed circuit board for the PIC 
Tutorial is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 182. 
The other components are obtainable 

from many retail suppliers, including 
some advertisers in EPE — study the 
adverts. The author's components were 
all purchased from RS Components 
(trade only), tel: 01536 201201. The 
retail outlet for RS is Electromail, tel: 
01536 204555. 
Software for the PIC Tutorial is 

available from the EPE editorial office on 
a 3.5 inch disk, order as PIC-Tutor Disk. 
There is a nominal charge of £2.75 (UK) 

to cover our admin costs, the software 
itself is free. For overseas readers, the 
charge is f3.35 surface mail, £4.35 
airmail. Alternatively, the software can be 
downloaded free from our Web site: 
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/ 
PICS/PICTutor. 
You may order our other PIC software 

disk at the same time (order as PIC-
Disk I). The same nominal charges apply. 
This disk holds the majority of the PIC 
software we have published over the last 
two years. It too is on our Web site — 
examine the Web site menu for more 
details. 

discussed and demonstrated. The reason 
for omitting the two (OPTION and TRIS) 
is that Microchip recommend that they are 
not used in order to maintain upward 
compatibility with later series of PICs; the 
PIC17xx series has dropped them. 
As we shall see, there are a lot of 

"bit-orientated" sub-commands available 
as well as the main commands. Some of 
these are similar in operation and close 
examination will be given only to the 
principle ones — once you understand 
these, use of the similar bit-setting com-
mands available will become obvious from 
reading the P/C Data Book. 

TUTORIAL SECTIONS 
Following  this  introduction.  the 

Tutorials themselves are split into 32 
sections. Each Tutorial deals with specific 
coding topics but, in most cases, is a direct 
follow-on from the previous Tutorial, and 
is nearly always visually illustrated by the 
displays on the p.c.b. The exception to the 
latter is when sound is used as the output 
medium, when a pair of personal stereo 
headphones is needed. 
At the end of most Tutorials there are 

a few simple exercises which allow you 

to experiment with the simple program 
presented in that section. You will only be 
expected to use the commands that have 
already been introduced to you. 
None of them should tax your brain too 

much, but they will, hopefully, encourage 
you to think of alternative ways in which 
the same basic task can be tackled, or to 
consider other tasks that can be achieved 
using similar techniques. 
By the end of the series, you will know 

how to get the PIC16C84 to respond to 
switches and other external signal sources, 
send data to various types of display, to 
create sound, to be the heart of a 24-hour 
clock, to store data in its non-volatile 
Eeprom memory, and to monitor an in-
truder alarm system. 
Readers who have had experience of 

programming in Basic, or with other types 
of microprocessor, will find that once a 
few commands have had their functions 
explained, using them will rapidly become 
instinctive. The author, having many years 
of such practice, effectively learned about 
PICs and how to use them over a single 
weekend following the reading of Der-
ren Crome's article and doing a hit of 
experimenting. 
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Fig.2. The programming heart of the PIC16C84 Tutorial circuit. It can be used as a 
stand-alone programmer. 
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Other readers without such experience 
will, it has to be said, have to become 
accustomed to understanding program-
ming itself as a step by step process. An 
analytical mind is required and there is no 
easy way in which programming can be 
taught to those who lack this capability. 

DEMO CIRCUIT 
Now let's move formalities out of the 

way as quickly as we can, getting the 
demonstration circuit and p.c.b. described 
and assembled. Then we can enjoy the fun 
part, playing with programs and flashing 
lights! 
Although the circuits and printed cir-

cuit board have been designed specifically 
for this Tutorial series, the whole set-up 
will be of enormous value when prototyp-
ing your own PIC designs in the future. 
The various built-in switching and output 
options available, whilst not catering to 
every eventuality, will save a great deal of 
bird's nesting and improvised component 
connections. 
The pinout diagram for the PIC I 6C84 is 

shown in Fig.1 (see page 2). The device is 
shown in the circuit diagram of Fig.2 
(page 5), designated ICI, and the com-
ponents which allow it to be programmed 
from a PC-compatible computer, using the 
previously-mentioned TASM software. 
To program ICI, a 12V to 14V supply is 

switched by SI to its control pin 4. The 
I.e.d. DI indicates when SI is switched on. 
In non-programming mode, pin 4 is held at 
about 4.4V via diode D2. 
Switch S2 is the Reset control, switch-

ing it on takes ICI pin 4 to OV, holding the 
chip reset. Resistor R2 protects the power 
lines at this time. 
Switches S3 and S4 connect the com-

puter's printer port (LPT-1) data lines DO 
and D1 to ICI pins 12 and 13. Line DO 
carries the data, D1 carries the clock sig-
nal. These switches prevent interaction be-
tween the PIC and the PC when the PIC is 
actually running a program. 
How to load a program into the PIC will 

be discussed after the p.c.b. assembly has 
been described. 
There is a choice of clock oscillator 

techniques offered, either RC (resistor-
capacitor) or crystal controlled. The fre-
quency generated using the former is 
variable by preset potentiometer VR1 
across a range determined by the value of 
capacitors Cl and C3. Different frequency 
settings will be used at various stages 
throughout these tutorials. 

S WITCHING OPTIONS 
The crystal oscillator will only be used 

towards the end of the series when an 
accurate clock frequency is required. In 
other prototyping applications, crystals 
having different frequencies may be used 
in place of the 3.2768MHz device shown. 
The switching options and demo 1.e.d.s 

are illustrated in Fig.3. The PIC16C84 has 
two input/output ports, Port A and Port B. 
Each pin of each port has its own I.e.d. 
and set of switches. The somewhat unusual 
numbering of these items is because of the 
way in which the port pins are numbered. 
Numbering the 1.e.d.s. and switches 

similarly helps to clarify which com-
ponents are referred in this text. Resistors 
are numbered conventionally since they 
are not actively discussed. 

Switches SAO to SA4 and SBO to SB7 
are push-to-make switches for Port A and 
Port B respectively. Resistors R19 to R31 
protect the ports from excess current flow 
if the switches are pressed when the ports 
are configured as outputs. 
Switches SA 10 to SA14 and SB 10 to 

5B17 allow the I.e.d.s to be bypassed 
when the push-switches are required for 
use. 
Switches SA20, SA21, SB20 and SB21 

reverse the polarity of the bias voltage 
received by the port pins when they are in 
input mode and use of the push-switches is 
required. 
Switches SA30 to SA34 and SB30 to 

SB37 connect the ports to the networks of 
I.e.d.s and associated switches. Resistors 
R6 to R18 are ballast resistors for the 
I.e.d.s and also protect the ports from 
excess current flow if switches SA 10 to 
SA14 and SB 10 to SB17 are switched on 
when the ports are configured as outputs. 
Resistors R32 to R44 protect the ports 

from excess current flow when they are 
in output mode and external circuits are 
connected to the ports via these resistors. 
Direct connection to all port pins can be 
made without the intervening resistors. 
Note that the resistor values have been 

selected to provide the best circuit protec-
tion that is compatible with letting all 
aspects of the demo board function satis-
factorily. The values are not necessarily 
those which would be best suited to a 
stand-alone design for other applications. 
Provision has been made on the p.c.b. for 
most resistors to be readily changed for 
other values. 

RESIST IT! 
On the subject of resistors, there is an 

occasional misconception that the PIC can 
drive 1.e.d.s without the use of ballast 
resistors. This seems to have come about 
because the PIC Data Book states that the 
PIC16C84 has a "high current sink/source 
for direct 1.e.d. drive". 
Indeed, it has this attribute, but this 

should not be taken so literally. There is 
a maximum voltage that can be applied 
across an I.e.d., typically 2V. Unless the 
PIC is being powered at or below the same 
voltage as is safe for the I.e.d., a ballast 
resistor should always be used in series 
with a PIC pin and an I.e.d. 
You may "get away" with driving an 

I.e.d. from a PIC being powered at 5V 
and not using a resistor. No doubt you 
will have seen circuits where resistor-free 
I.e.d.s are being PIC-driven (even in EPE), 
but it is not a "good practice" technique. 
Such circuits probably work for one 

of three reasons: the PIC is overload 
protected for short periods of time, with its 
output voltage becoming lower than nor-
mal maximum (current source) or higher 
than normal minimum (current sink); the 
I.e.d. has a better ability to withstand 
over-voltage than its data sheet would 
imply; the "on" period of the I.e.d. is too 
short for damage to occur. 
Whatever the reason, though, the PIC 

and the I.e.d. are still being worked beyond 
their normal specifications and damage 
could result. 
However, note that there are some types 

of I.e.d. available that already have a bal-
last resistor built in — an additional resistor 
is not required with these types, provided 

RAO/R32 

RAl.R33 

RA2/R34 

RA3/R35 

TBCR3317 0 

8TcR3337 0 • 

TR4 
BC337 

SEE TEXT  e 

Fig.4. Port As buffer transistors. 

that the internal resistor is suited to the 
voltage to be applied across the I.e.d. 

CURRENT 
A MPLIFIERS 
In Fig.4 are shown four transistors, TR 1 

to TR4. These are connected to the first 
four pins of Port A and are useful for con-
trolling other components or circuits which 
require a higher current than the PIC can 
supply. 
They have open collectors and emitters 

which may, therefore, be connected as 
desired. Use of the transistors will be 
seen when we examine 7-segment display 
control. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARD 
Details of the printed circuit board com-

ponent layout and master full size track 
pattern are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6. This 
board is available from the EPE PCB Serv-
ice, code 182. 
The p.c.b. will eventually be connected 

to two types of display, multiplexed 7-seg-
ment 1.e.d.s and intelligent 1.c.d.s, which 
will be discussed in Tutorials 21 and 22. 
Looking at the trackside of the p.c.b., 

note that some resistor positions have cir-
cular pads around their holes, as opposed 
to oblong ones. All these holes should be 
drilled out to 1.0mm diameter to allow ter-
minal pins to be inserted. (In manufacture, 
all holes are drilled to a standard 0.8mm 
diameter.) 
The terminal pins allow resistors to be 

soldered across them above the board, 
enabling different values of resistor to be 
readily used for other future applications. 
You do not have to mount the resistors 

this way and you may, if preferred, insert 
them into the p.c.b. in the normal way. 
Whichever method you choose, at present 
only those resistor values shown should be 
used. 
All other circular pad holes should be 

drilled out wherever 1.00mm terminal pins 
are used for external wiring connections. 
You may require larger holes for jack 
socket SK2. 
It is suggested that the dual-in-line 

switches should be mounted in i.c. sock-
ets, allowing their easy removal should 
you ever wish to. The likely life is 
around 20,000 operations for the d.p.c.o. 
switches, and 2000 operations for the 
s.p.s.t. types. 
/t is essential that a socket is used for 
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the PIC16C84. You have a choice of 
type, however. The suggested type is a 
zero insertion force (ZIF) socket, which 
allows easy insertion and removal of the 
PIC. 
At the time of designing the p.c.b., the 

author was unable to obtain an 18-pin 
ZIF, and had to use a 24-pin "universal" 
type, ignoring the unused pin receptacles. 
Universal ZIF sockets accept chips of dif-
ferent pin widths, from 0.6 inches to 0.3 
inches (PIC I6C84 width). However, it is 
known that 18-pin 0.3-inch ZIF sockets are 
currently available from some suppliers. 
Alternatively (and more cheaply), a 

standard 18-pin socket may be used. The 
board allows either type to be mounted. 
You could also use an ordinary 24-pin 

socket soldered into the board, and then 
push in a universal ZIF when needed, al-
lowing it to be used in other applications. 
This technique would also allow a single-
in-line 9-pin socket to be inserted into the 
board as well, catering for direct insertion 
of a PIC should the ZIF not be to hand. 
This was the author's technique, as seen in 
the photograph. 

P. C B. ASSEMBLY 
Assemble the p.c.b. in any order you 

wish. It is suggested, though, you do 
it in order of wire links, i.c. sockets, 
"inserted" resistors, diodes, transistors, 
I.e.d.s, capacitors, presets, and IC2, treat-
ing each group separately. 
Connect capacitor C3 across the ter-

minal pins allowed for it, ensuring its 
correct polarity. This capacitor is required 
until we reach program TUT11 (Tutorial 
12), from then on it will be switched out of 
circuit. The switch setting diagrams show 
whether or not C3 is required.  - 
The push-switches are probably best 

soldered into the board, rather than using 
sockets for them (their pins might not fit 
into all types of d.i.l. socket). 
Now solder 1.0mm terminal pins into all 

the remaining holes, including those for 
the crystal. Do not solder in the crystal, but 
solder it across the pins, allowing different 
crystals to be used in the future. 
There is a choice regarding how the 

board is to be coupled to the computer. As 
shown, a Centronics connector is used 
(SK 1 ), allowing a standard printer cable to 
be plugged in. This is by far the easiest 
method of interchanging computer connec-
tions between this p.c.b. and a printer, 
saving fiddling around at the back of the 
computer each time you want to change 
over. 
The other method is to use a 3-way 

cable soldered to the p.c.b. at the desig-
nated points, terminating it at the other end 
with a 25-way D-type connector (male), 
which is plugged into the computer in 
place of the printer cable. The connections 
are shown in Fig.7. Note that the standard 
printer cable has different connectors at 
each end. 
For those who wish to use the PC's 

expansion socket as the source of power, 
the connector's slot designations are also 
shown in Fig.7. Single-sided 0.1 inch pitch 
stripboard (Veroboard) can be cut to size 
and used as the connector plug. Check the 
PC's manual for the correct orientation of 
the socket and the plug. Ensure that the 
stripboard tracks do not short between 
the connector's terminals. 
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Fig.5. Component layout on the PIC16C84 Tutorial p.c.b. 

ALTERNATIVE PRINTER 
PORT CONNECTIONS 
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Fig.7. Relevant printer port (top) and 
expansion port (bottom) connection 
details (see text). 
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Fig.9. Initial switch settings. 

range, and that 5V is present at the output 
of IC2. No I.e.d.s should be on. Check that 
about 4.4V is present at ICI pin 4 (it may 
be a bit higher — 4.7V on the prototype — 
but not significantly lower). 
If you experience problems at any stage 

of checking, they should be rectified before 
moving between each checking stage. Poor 
soldering is the most likely cause. 
Switch down SI (Program on) and check 

that I.e.d. DI comes on and that 12V to 14V 
is present on ICI pin 4. Switch down S2 
(Reset on) and check that pin 4 is now at 
OV. Switch off (up) SI and S2. 
Switch up SA30 to 5A34 and SB30 to 

SB37 (bias/l.e.d. path on). Pressing each of 
the push-switches in turn should cause its 
corresponding I.e.d. to come on. Switch 
down SA20, 5A21, SB20 and SB21 to 
reverse the voltage polarity across the push-
switches. Press the latter again — the 1.e.d.s 
should not come on. 
Switch up SA20, SA21, SB20 and SB21. 

Switch up SA 10 to SA14 and SBIO to 
SB17 (I.e.d.s off, bypass on). Again press 
the push-switches; the I.e.d.s should still 
stay off. 
Switch down SA 10 to SA14 and SB 10 

to SB17 (I.e.d.s on/bypass off). That com-
pletes the initial checking. 

DEMO PREPARATION 
The demonstration disk contains the 

PIC programming software and TASM 
documentation, plus all the demo files used 
in these Tutorials. They must be copied 
onto your hard disk (usually drive C), after 
which the demo disk should be put away in 
a safe place, just in case you need it again. 
To copy the software onto the hard disk, 

return to the MS-DOS mode, from which 
you should see the following on your 
screen: 

C:\> 

If not, type: 

C: 

cd \ 

Put your demo disk in whichever drive 
takes a 3.5 inch disk. Now type the fol-
lowing commands. (All commands are fol-
lowed by pressing <enter>): 

md pictutor 
cd\ pictutor 
copy a:*.* 

The first command creates a directory 
called PICTUTOR. The second opens up 
that directory. The third command then 
copies everything from the demo disk into 
the PICTUTOR directory. 
If your 3.5 inch drive is not drive A (as in 

the above), substitute the relevant letter in-
stead of the a, e.g.: 

Fig.8. Logic of the switching and led. configurations shown in Fig.3.  copy b:*.* 
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Having copied the disk onto the hard 
drive, make another 3.5 inch copy of the 
hard disk PICTUTOR directory. Replace 
the original disk in drive A with a for-
matted blank disk and type: 

a: 
copy c:\ pictutor \ *.* 

Put this disk safely away. 
All the demo program files are written 

as ASCII text files (with a .ASM ending — 
pronounced "dot A.S.M.") and need to 
be assembled as object code files (with a 
.OBJ ending) suitable for downloading to 
the PIC. They cannot be sent to the PIC as 
they stand. 
To assemble a .ASM file, you must first 

be in the PICTUTOR directory. If you are 
not already in it, type: 

c: 
cd \ pictutor 

Taking file TUTTEST.ASM as an ex-
ample, assemble it using this command: 

tasm -1684 -b tuttest.asm 

Note that there are three single spaces as 
follows: 

tasm(space)-1684(space)-b(space)tuttest. 
asm 

This command line tells TASM to use 
the 1684 table (PICI6C84) to assemble a 
binary file (-b) from file TUTTEST.ASM. 
Your typed commands may be in capital 
letters if you wish. 
The following messages will now ap-

pear, with a brief interval between them: 

ASSEMBLER FOR PIC16C84 Version 
3.0, October, 1993. 
Copyright (C) 1985-1993 by Speech 
Technology Incorporated 
tasm: pass I complete. 
tasm: pass 2 complete. 
tasm: Number of errors = 0 
C:\ PICTUTOR> 

The last message (C: \ PICTUTOR) 
may vary depending on the version of 
MS-DOS you are using (it may just be 

If you make any error in your typed 
command line and enter a file name which 
does not exist (e.g. TUYYEST.ASM), the 
following message will appear after the 
copyright statement: 

tasm:  source  file  open  error  on 
TUYVEST.ASM 

Other  messages  can  also  appear, 
depending on the nature of the error. For 
example you might type the wrong TASM 
table number (it has several tables for 
other processors, -1684 indicates the table 
for the PIC16C84): 

tasm -1648 -b tuttest.asm 

This would generate the message: 

tasm: table file open on tasm1648.tab 

Note that at various points in the text, 
we ask you to "load and run" program 
files. The meaning is that you should first 
assemble the .ASM file, and then send the 
resulting .OBJ file to the PIC. 
You may find it preferable to do all the 

pre-assembly of our .ASM files before 
progressing though the Tutorials. There is 
a shorthand way of avoiding typing the full 
command line each time. First assemble 

(for example) file TUT1.ASM using the 
following line: 

tasm -1684 -b tutl.asm 

When the assembly is complete, press 
the F3 key. This will cause the above line 
to reappear. Press the backspace key to 
remove the I.asm. Now type 2.asm and 
press <enter> to assemble TUT2.ASM. 
Repeat this for all the Tutorial programs. 
When asked to load and run, all you do 

now is use the Send routine (shortly to be 
discussed) with the named file. 

PIC CONFIGURATION 
Having assembled a ASM file, you can 

then download its .OBJ file to the PIC. 
Before we do it, though, run through the 
following procedures without the demo 
p.c.b. connected, to the computer's printer 
port, and without a PLC in the socket, just 
to get a feel for what you have to do. 
Switch on power to the p.c.b. and then 
type: 

send 

The following menu (call it Menu 1) 
will appear: 

PLC I6C84  Programmer  by  Derren 
Crome 

1 PIC I6C84 configuration set-up 
2 Load object code and send to PIC 
3 Quit program 

enter option 1, 2 or 3 

As the PIC needs to be configured to 
suit the programs which are to be used 
with it in this series, select Option 1, 
whereupon the following messages and 
menu (call it Menu 2) will replace the 
previous ones: 

Program to set configuration fuses 
WARNING: Any program presently in 
the PIC16C84 will be erased 

Please enter which type of oscillator you 
wish the PIC16C84 to use: 

1... LP low power crystal oscillator 
(32KHz — 200KHz) 
2... XT crystal oscillator (100KHz — 
4MHz) 
3... HS high speed crystal oscillator 
(4MHz to 10MHz) 
4... RC Resistor capacitor oscillator 

Enter selection I to 4 

For the first stages of the Tutorials we 
want to use the RC oscillator mode, so 
choose Option 4. Now three other options 
will appear in turn. Answer each as shown 
here (you only need to enter the initial let-
ter of Yes or No, the software completes 
the word for you — you do not need to 
press <enter>): 

enable watchdog timer? 

enter Y or N No 

Enable power-up timer? 

enter Y or N No 

Send configuration data to PIC16C84 ? 
(YIN) 

Answer Y to the last question, which 
causes this next statement to appear: 

Make sure PIC16C84 is in program 
mode (12V-14V on pin 4) 
then press a key to begin transfer 

To put the PIC into program mode, set 
switches SI to S4 in the following order: 

S2 down (reset on), SI down (12V on), 
S3 and S4 down (connections to computer 
printer port on), S2 up (reset off). Switch-
ing up S2 when SI is on applies I2V to 
pin 4. When switch SI is down, the I.e.d. 
(D1) near to it lights up. 

Now press any key, after which this 
message will appear after a brief delay 
while the data is sent to the PIC: 

Configuration data sent 

Now reset the PIC16C84 (pin 4 low 
briefly), press a key 

In response to this instruction, switch S2 
down (Reset on) and leave it down (ignore 
the "briefly" statement). Then press any 
key. The screen will again show the three-
option menu (Menu 1). 
You will normally not need to use the 

configuration program again unless you 
wish to change the configuration. 
Note, though, that occasionally (and for 

a variety of reasons) the configuration in 
the PIC can become corrupted. If you find 
that a program which you believe should 
run does not, run the configuration pro-
gram to ensure that the PIC is correctly 
configured, and then re-send the program. 
Sometimes corrupted configuration can 

prevent another program from replacing an 
existing one, the latter continuing to run 
even though the new one has been sent. 
Three reasons for needing to reconfigure 

are worth mentioning. If you inadvertently 
change the settings of switches SI to S4 
while sending a program, the PLC may 
wrongly interpret the data being sent and 
change its configuration. Noise on the 
computer's DO or DI lines could cause a 
similar effect. This is less likely if a proper 
printer cable is used. 
Thirdly, a spike on the mains power line 

to the computer or power supply could 
corrupt the data, or the PIC's response to 
it, during sending. 

SENDING PROGRA M 
To send the .OBJ program to the PIC, 

we use Option 2 from Menu I. Select Op-
tion 2 and the following two messages ap-
pear: 

Program to load and transfer object 
code to the PIC16C84 

Enter name of object file: 

At this last prompt, enter the name of the 
file you want to send, in this case we wish 
to send TUTTEST.OBJ, but we do not need 
to enter the .OBJ ending, we just type: 

tuttest 

and press <enter>. (It does not matter if 
you do enter the .OBJ ending, the program 
will ignore it.) The screen then shows: 

Enter name of object file: tuttest.obj 

Loading file: tuttest.obj 
Hex value of bytes loaded are: 

(now the hexadecimal values of the bytes 
loaded are displayed, followed by:) 

Object code loaded 

Total number of bytes received = 20 
Will occupy 10 bytes of PIC memory 
(1%) 
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Textual prompts as seen on the computer screen for (left) TASM compilation plus Send menu (middle) PIC Initialisation and 
(right) Program Sending. The displays are shown compressed here for photographic reasons. 

Do you wish to send this program ? ( Y/N) 

Now press Y, to bring up this message: 

Make sure the P1C16C84 is in program 
mode (12V-14V on pin 4) then press a 
key 

Switches SI to S4 at this moment are 
still on (down) from the configuration setup 
procedure, so just switch up S2 (Reset off) 
and press any key. If you had not just been 
in configuration mode, but were download-
ing in the normal way, you would set the 
switches in the following order (the same as 
with configuration): 

S2 down (Reset on), SI down (12V on), 
S3 and S4 down (connections to computer 
printer port on), S2 up (Reset off). 

Pressing any key will produce these mes-
sages, spaced by a short delay: 

Sending program to PIC16C84 
Program transfer complete 

Return pin 4 of PIC to + 5V then press 
reset to run program 
Press a key to return to main menu 

Now set the switches in the following 
order: 

S2 down (Reset on), SI up (12V off), S3 
and S4 up (connections to computer printer 
port off), S2 up (Reset off). Ignore the state-
ment to "press" reset. The act of switching 
up S2 (Reset off) sets +5V (actually about 
4.4V, as mentioned earlier) onto pin 4 of the 
PLC. 
That completes the downloading (send-

ing) procedure and the program would now 
be running if it had been loaded for real. We 
will look at it in a moment. 
Press any key to return to the main menu 

(Menu I). Selecting Option 3 returns you to 
the MS-DOS prompt. 
If you make a mistake when entering the 

file name, error messages will appear, such 
as: 

ERROR: cannot open file, press a key 

The latter indicates that a file name that 
does not exist has been entered. 
If you make the mistake of selecting an 

option you don't want, you can usually 
abort from the Send program by simul-
taneously pressing the CTRL and BREAK 
keys on the keyboard, returning you to 
MS-DOS. 
Be aware that the time taken to send a 

.OBJ file to the PIC depends on its length. 

A full 1024 command file can take around 
80 seconds. The delay exists because the 
PIC requires a minimum amount of time 
to store each command when received. The 
speed of operation has nothing to do with 
the speed of your computer. 
In fact, the program has been over-

generous on this and in theory it is possible 
to program the full PIC in about 12 seconds. 
However, the Send program is not suitable 
for modification unless you know C + +. 

OPERATIONAL CHECK 
Now you are ready to actually load a 

program, just to check out the system. 
Preset potentiometer VR1  (program 

clock rate control) should be set fully 
clockwise for this test. It sets the program 
flow rate to its fastest (as allowed by the 
presence or absence of capacitor C3). 
At other times we will leave it to your 

discretion to set VR I to whatever position 
you feel best shows things happening at 
a readily viewable rate (occasionally, we 
may give you guidance on this point). 

TUTTEST 
4 SA  0 

EJ:1=1:1=1 
34  SA  30 
• • • • • 

TUTCLR  TUT I -7 

S5  7  

37 

SB  0 

111 11111 
SB 30 

• • • • • • • • 

14  SA  10 S6 20 21 20 21  17 

• • • • • 
• • • • 

SA  SB 

SB 10 

• • • • • • • • 

Fig.10. Switch settings for programs 
TUTTEST,  TUTCLR and TUT1  to 
TUT7. 

Plug the PIC16C84 into its socket, con-
nect the demo p.c.b. to the computer's 
printer port and switch on power to the 
p.c.b. Set the switches on the p.c.b. ac-
cording to Fig.10. We shall be observing 
the I.e.d.s on Port A (LA4 to LAO) and 
Port B (LB7 to LBO) — see Fig.5. 
Run through the entire PIC initialisation 

and sending of TUTTEST.OBJ to the PIC 
as discussed above. Having loaded TUT-
TEST into the PLC, check that all Port A 
and Port B I.e.d.s come on in a repeating 
pattern. However, Port A I.e.d. LA4 will 
not come on unless switch SA4 is also 
pressed, since RA4 is "open collector". 
The significance of an open collector 

here is that pin RA4 can never go high 
when in output mode unless it is biassed 
to the positive line by a resistor. The 
resistor value will, in practice, need to be 
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chosen to suit the conditions being met, 
but typically might be between 11(1/ and 
1001d2. On the demo board, it can be 
100S2 or 1 ka depending on the switch 
settings. 
We  suggest  you  examine 

TUTTEST.ASM after reading Tutorial 6, 
discovering and understanding how it 
works. 

GOT A PROBLEM? 
There are two main reasons why you 

may not get a response from the I.e.d.s. 
You may have made an error while assem-
bling the board. Check all component posi-
tions and orientations, thoroughly check 
your soldered joints and for solder shorts 
between tracks. Use a high-power mag-
nifying glass for the latter. 
The other reason is that your computer 

may have had its system configuration for 
the printer port changed from that nor-
mally used. The Send program needs to 
output its data through the parallel printer 
port via register &H378. There is no alter-
native to this. 
Referring to your computer manual, es-

tablish what configuration has been given 
to the printer port and change it to the 
"normal" &H378 register. We cannot ad-
vise on how you can do this; if necessary 
ask your computer supplier. 
However, if you have GWBasic or 

QBasic, the following routine will help 
you to check that data from the printer port 
is actually reaching the PIC: 

10 DELAY = 10000 
20A = (A + 1) AND 255 
30 OUT &H378,A 
40 FOR B = 1 TO DELAY: NEXT B 
50 GOTO 20 

Running this routine, use an oscillo-
scope or voltmeter to check that the logic 
levels are changing on the PIC's pins 12 
and 13 when switches S3 and S4 are 
switched down (on). The value of DELAY 
may be changed to speed up or slow down 
the rate of data change. The output rate on 
port pin DI will be half that on pin DO 
(PIC pins 12 and 13 respectively). 

TUTORIAL EXERCISES 
Throughout these Tutorials we present 

various programming exercises at which to 
try your hand. In most cases, you are 
requested to modify an existing tutorial 
program. This requires it to be saved. 
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assembled and sent to the PIC. 
It is important that when you make these 

changes, you do not save the variant under 
the same name as the original. It must 
have a different name. If you do save un-
der the same name, the original file will be 
replaced by the new one. 
You can save each program variant by 

any name of your choosing, but use 
the same .ASM extension as our ex-
amples use. You might consider using 
TRY I .ASM, TRY2.ASM, etc. 
It is recommended that you save the 

original file under the new name before 
you make any changes, to avoid curse-
worthy errors! 
However, should you make the mistake 

of saving an altered file with the same 
name as the original, the latter file can be 
copied back onto the hard disk from your 
3.5 inch disk. 
If, for example, you wish to recopy 

TUT4.ASM back onto the hard disk, type 
the following: 

c: 
cd \ pictutor 
copy a:tut4.asm 

Some versions of MS-DOS will ask you 
confirm that you wish to over-write the file 
of this name that is already on drive C; 
others will not, doing so anyway. 
Having saved your changed file, you 

now assemble and send it to the PIC as we 
demonstrated earlier. 
It is stressed again that the .ASM files 

MUST be in pure ASCII text formats with-
out printer or display format commands 
embedded in them. If TASM receives an 
"impure" file, there is the danger that it 
could erase the .ASM file being assembled 
(as the author knows from experience)! 
The author avoids this potential problem 

by writing in the full word-processing for-
mat (complete with non-ASCII commands) 
saving it as a .PIC file, then saving again as 
a pure ASCII file with the .ASM ending. 
We shall not be giving possible solu-

tions (of which there could be several) 
to any of the exercise questions. It is 
expected that you will persevere until 
you find a workable solution. Only in 
this way will you get into the habit 
of being presented with a computing 
problem, which you have to solve on your 
own, and then solving it. 
However, if you do have any queries 

or comments about matters arising from 
this series of Tutorials, you are welcome to 
contact us by E-mail or post (or phone for 
really simple queries - ask for John). 

P/C CLEARANCE 
Having established that program TUT-

TEST is correctly controlling the I.e.d.s, 
you must now load TUTCLR.OBJ into the 
PIC. Assemble it as a .OBJ file, and then 
send it (as for TUTTEST.OBJ). 
This program simply clears the first 

hundred or so program bytes of the PIC, 
setting them to zero (NOP), allowing the 
next program to run as though the PIC 
were "empty". No I.e.d.s should come on 
if you run it. 
(Re-running the configuration program 

- Menu 1, Option I - would also achieve 
the same result since it automatically 
clears any previous program data.) 
We are now in a position to start 

telling you about writing programs for a 
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TABLE 1, PIC CO MMAND CODES 
COMMAND  OPERATION SYNTAX  STATUS 

AFFECTED 
TUTORIAL 
DISCUSSED 

ADDLW 
ADDWF 
ANDLW 
ANDWF 
BCF 
BSF 
BTFSC 
BTFSS 
CALL 
CLRF 
CLRW 
CLRWDT 
COMF 
DECF 
DECFSZ 
GOTO 
INCF 
INCFSZ 
IORLW 
IORWF 
MOVF 
MOVLW 
MOVWF 
NOP 
OPTION # 
RETFIE 
RETLW 
RETURN 
RLF 
RRF 
SLEEP 
SUBLW 
SUBWF 
SWAPF 
TRIS # 
XORLW 
XORWF 

ADD Literal to W 
ADD W to f 
AND Literal and W 
AND W with f 
Bit Clear f 
Bit Set f 
Bit Test. Skip if Clear 
Bit Test, Skip if Set 
Subroutine Call 
Clear f 
Clear W register 
Clear Watchdog Timer 
Complement f 
Decrement f 
Decrement f. Skip if 0 
Unconditional branch 
Increment f 
Increment f. Skip if 0 
Inclusive OR Literal with W 
Inclusive OR W with f 
Move f 
Move Literal to W 
Move W to f 
No Operation 
Load Option Register 
Return from Interrupt 
Return with Literal in W 
Return from Subroutine 
Rotate Left through Carry 
Rotate Right through Carry 
Power-down 
Subtract W from Literal 
Subtract W from f 
Swap f 
Load TRIS Register 
Exclusive OR Literal with W 
Exclusive OR W with f 

ADDLW  k 
ADDWF  f.d 
ANDLW  k 
ANDWF  f.c1 
BCF  CI) 
BSF  f,b 
BTFSC  f,b 
BTFSC  f,b 
CALL  k 
CLRF  f 
CLRW 
CLRWDT 
COMF  f.d 
DECF  f,d 
DECFSZ  Cc! 
GOTO  k 
INCF  f,d 
INCFSZ  f.d 
IORLW  k 
IORWF  f.c1 
MOVF  f.d 
MOVLW  k 
MOVWF  f 
NOP 
OPTION 
RETFIE 
RETLW  k 
RETURN 
RLF  f,d 
RRF  f.d 
SLEEP 
SUBLW  k 
SUBWF  Cc! 
SWAPF  f.d 
TRIS 
XORLW  k 
XORWF  f,d 

C. DC, Z 
C. DC. Z 

None 
None 
None 
None 
None 

TO, PD 

None 
None 

None 

None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 

TO, PD 
C, DC, Z 
C, DC, Z 
None 
None 

7 
7 
7 
7 
2 
2 
4 
4 
13 
2 
2 
30 
II 
6 
6 
3 
6 
6 
17 
17 
5 
4 
4 
12 
18 
28 
13 
13 
4 
4 
29 
23 
23 
11 
4 
17 
17 

Legends: 
b  Bit address 
C  Carry 
d  Destination 
DC  Digit carry 
f  Register file address 

PIC 16C84. The command codes we shall 
discuss are shown in Table 1. 

TUTORIAL 'I 
CONCEPTS EXAMINED 

Minimum software requirement 
Port default values 
Instruction .ORG 
Instruction .END 
Instruction .AVSYM 

PROGRAM - TUT1 
SWITCH SETTINGS - as in Fig.10 
The absolute bare minimum require-

ments for any PIC16C84 program which is 
to be compiled under TASM are shown in 
Listing I. 
In fact, none of the statements in this 

listing have anything directly to do with a 
functioning software program. Three are 
aimed directly at the TASM assembler; the 
others are comments to the programmer, or 
other reader. 

LISTING I - PROGRA M TLIT1 

; TUT I .ASM - 28JUL97 
; minimum requirement 

.ORG $0004 ; Interrupt vector address 

.ORG $0005  ; Start of program memory 

(your program goes in here) 

.END  ; final statement 

PD 
TO 

Literal or label 
Power-down 
Time-out 
Working register 
Zero 
Use not recommended 

Such comments include program title 
and function, and notes about what par-
ticular program instructions within the list 
are intended to perform. Comments must 
always be preceded by a colon (;) so that 
TASM does not try to treat them as pro-
gram commands. 
Comments may appear anywhere within 

the program, and in any position where 
they do not interfere with a program com-
mand. It is convenient, though, to place 
them tabulated a short distance beyond the 
end of program command lines. 
To take Listing 1 in detail, you will see 

that it starts with two comments, identify-
ing the listing and its function: 

; TUT1.ASM - 28JUL97 
; minim LI M requirement 

Next come two commands which are 
aimed at the TASM assembler and need 
not normally concern you - repeating them 
parrot-fashion in any software you write 
will normally suffice unless interrupts are 
involved: 

.ORG $0004 ; Interrupt vector address 

.ORG $0005 ; Start of program memory 

These commands give the memory ad-
dress (position) within the PIC at which a 
particular set of subsequent commands is 
to be placed. Such commands consist of 
the .ORG (origin) statement followed by 
a number, which may be expressed in 
hexadecimal (as shown here - preceded by 
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a $ sign), or in decimal (4 and 5 in 
this case), or in binary (indicated by a 
% symbol prefix, e.g. %00000100 and 
%00000101). 
With some assemblers, the numbers can 

point to any memory address, but TASM 
and its Send program require the use of 
addresses $0004 and $0005. 
Derren Crome's explanation of his Send 

program in this respect is as follows: 
When the P/C is put into programming 

mode, it sets its internal counter to 0000, 
which is the reset vector address. It was 
decided to have the Send program to set this 
always to $0005, which is the beginning of 
the program memory address space. 
Addresses $0001 to $0003 are not of use 

to the user. Address $0004 is the interrupt 
vector which is set by the first line in the 
assembly code. The user program starts at 
$0005. The .ORG must be there so that the 
memory references generated by the as-
sembler correspond with the actual loca-
tions of the instructions within the PIC. 
The .ORG cannot be used elsewhere in 

the program since the pure binary object 
file generated by the assembler contains 
no address information. The Send pro-
gram simply takes these bytes and trans-
mits them to the P/C in sequential order. 
The Interrupt vector address at $0004, 

and the subject of interrupts in general, 
will be dealt with in Tutorial 28. Ignore 
the concept for the moment. 
The fifth statement in the listing is 

aimed at you, the reader: it tells you where 
your program is to be written. This will 
become evident as we progress through the 
example listings. 
The final statement (.END) is another 

which is only required by the TASM as-
sembler. It MUST always be placed at the 
very end of any listing which is to be 
passed through TASM. If you forget to 
include it, TASM will point out your error 
via the screen! 
So, of the six lines in Listing I, the only 

three statements actually needed are the 
two .ORGs and .END. Everything else is 
up to you. 

SYMBOLS AND LISTS 
There is another instruction which you 

may see used at the beginning of some 
program listings — .AVSYM. This tells 
TASM that while it is assembling the 
code, it should also generate another disk 
file which shows the "alias" names used 
and the values they represent (see Tutorial 
3 on page 15). 
This disk file has a .SYM exten-

sion (Symbol). Thus, when assembling 
TUT4.ASM (which includes the instruc-
tion  simply  for  example),  the  file 
TUT4.SYM is generated as well as the 
normal TUT4.OBJ hex code file, plus the 
TUT4.LST file. 
Except for TUT4.ASM, none of the text 

files associated with these Tutorials in-
clude .AVSYM in the initialisation head-
ings. It may be inserted in the heading (as 
in TUT4.ASM) if you need the symbol 
file, but the author has never found a use 
for it — it just generates a lot of additional 
disk-consuming files. 

The .LST files will be illustrated 
presently; they are always generated and 
are a useful source for error messages! 

INCAPABLE? 
You might think that when TUT1.ASM 

is compiled by TASM and loaded into the 
PIC as TUT1.OBJ, that the PIC will be 
incapable of doing anything — it hasn't 
been told of anything to do. Almost true, 
but not quite! 
The PIC16C84s have been told in 

manufacture to adopt certain "default" 
conditions when first switched on (these 
will be shown in Part 3). One of these 
conditions is that Port A and Port B are 
configured (set) to act as inputs. 
What is not configured at this time is the 

binary value which is available to be out-
put via those pins when they are first set as 
outputs from within the program. 
At switch-on, any number could be 

set randomly within the PIC's memory, 
of between 0 and 255 (%00000000 to 
%11111111) for Port B, and 0 to 31 
(%00000 to %11111) for Port A. It is often 
preferable, therefore, to set port output 
values to a known number, usually zero, as 
part of the opening program statements. 
This, too will become apparent as we 
progress. 

EXERCISE 
1.1. Load TUT I.OBJ into your PIC, 

using the method described earlier, and run 
it. Note that pushing the push-switches will 
have an effect on the I.e.d.s, but not be-
cause the PIC is causing a response, rather 
because current direct from the power rails 
is able to pass through each 1.e.d., its 
associated resistors and switches. 

TUTORIAL 2 
CONCEPTS EXAMINED 

File registers 
Bits 
Bytes 
Set 
Clear 
Command CLRF 
Command CLRW 
Command BSF 
Command BCF 
Ports and Port directions 
STATUS register bit 5 
Pages 0 and 1 

PROGRAM - TUT2 
SWITCH SETTINGS - as in Fig.10. 
Preset VR1 fully anticlockwise (mini-
mum rate) 

At this point in time, a PIC without 
program commands is of no benefit to us! 
We shall now create a simple program 
which just turns on the series of eight 
I.e.d.s connected to Port B. Look at List-
ing 2. 
As discussed, you will see comments 

at the start of the listing and within 
it, all preceded by a colon. You will 
also see the .ORG and .END statements. 
Sandwiched between them are several 
lines of code. Ignoring the numbers fol-
lowing the codes, there are only three 
different codes in use here: CLRF, BSF 
and BCF. They simply stand for CLeaR 
File, Bit Set File and Bit Clear File. 
An allied command to CLRF is CLRW 
(CLeaR Working register). 
Load program TUT2.0B.I into the 

PIC16C84. Having loaded it, once Reset 
switch S2 is turned off (up), the program 
starts running. There will be a few seconds 
wait before you see anything happening. 
At present, the oscillator which controls 

the PIC is only running at a very slow 
speed, about 1Hz or so (depending on the 
tolerance of the C3 and VRI values). The 
internal workings of the PIC16C84 auto-
matically divide any clock frequency by 
four, taking four counts to process a single 
command. During each of the four in-
tervening pulses, different aspects of the 
command are processed. To all intents and 
purposes, each command takes four clock 
pulses. 
The results of the first four commands 

will not produce any visible result. After a 
few seconds, though, each I.e.d. of Port B 
will come on in turn, in order of LBO to 
LB7, with a pause between each change. 
When the final 1.e.d. (LB7) has come 

on, there are no more instructions to 
perform, so nothing more happens (in fact, 
the PIC is actually working its way 
through each of the null commands which 
were programmed in from the PICCLR 
program, but you won't see any result 
from these commands). 
To see the sequence again, slide Reset 

switch S2 on and off (down and up), 
whereupon the program will restart from 
the beginning. The rate at which it occurs 
can be changed by adjusting preset VR1. 
But, how does the program do what you 

see it has done? First, let's find out what 
File registers are and what commands 
CLRF, BSF and BCF do. 

LISTING 2- PROGRA M TUT2 

; TUT2.ASM 
; setting Port B to output mode and turn on each I.e.d. 

.ORG $0004; Interrupt vector address 

.ORG $0005; Start of program memory 

CLRF 6 
BSF 3,5 
CLRF 6 
BCF 3,5 
BSF 6,0 
BSF 6,1 
BSF 6,2 
BSF 6,3 
BSF 6,4 
BSF 6,5 
BSF 6,6 
BSF 6,7 

; set all Port B pins to logic 0 
; instruct program that a Page 1 command comes next 
; set all Port B pins as outputs 
; instruct program that a Page 0 command comes next 
; set Port B pin 0 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 1 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 2 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 3 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 4 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 5 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 6 to logic 1 
; set Port B pin 7 to logic 1 

.END  ; final statement 
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TABLE 2: PIC16C84 REGISTER FILE 
MAP (COURTESY MICROCHIP) 

File Address 

oo 
01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

OA 

08 

OC 

2F 

30 

7F 

Indirect addr 

TIMR0 

PCL 

STATUS 

FSR 

POFITA 

PORTS 

EEDATA 

EEADR 

PC LATH 

INTCON 

36 
General 
Pi ro 
r stars 
( AM) 

Bank 0 

' Not a physical register 

I Unimplemented data memory location; read as 'Ct. 

Indirect addr.r) 

OPTION 

PCL 

STATUS 

FSR 

TRISA 

TRISB 

EECONI 

EECON2() 

PCLATH 

INTCON 

MaPPed 
in Bank 0 

ao 
81 

89 

83 

114 

as 

86 

87 

as 
as 
8A 

88 

FE 

Bank 

FILE REGISTERS 
The PIC16C84 has  five areas ot 

memory (see also Tables 2 and 3): - 

I. Program Memory (Eeprom — 1024 
bytes), in which are stored the commands 
that form the program, and where the 
program of TUT2 is now held 

2. Data Memory (SRAM — 36 bytes for the 
'C84, 68 for the 'F84), in which you can 
temporarily store the results of any action 
that the program performs 

3. Data Memory (Eeprom — 64 bytes), in 
which you can indefinitely store any data 
that you wish to retain after power has 
been switched off (it will be discussed in 
Tutorial 26). 

4. Special Function Memory (SRAM — 15 
bytes), whose attributes determine what 
actions the PIC takes in respect of program 
commands 

5. Working Memory (SRAM — 1 byte), 
through which many operations have to 
pass during program performance (in other 
processors the Working memory/register 
may be called the Accumulator) 

The results (data) of any program ac-
tion can be directed to be stored at any of 
the memory areas numbered 2 to 5 above. 
With items 2, 3 and 4 the destination is 
known as a File destination. With item 5, 
the Working Memory or Register, the des-
tination is known as, not surprisingly, the 
Working destination. 
Strictly speaking, files should be known 

by their full name of File Registers. It 
would be tedious, though, to keep using 
the full name, and so the term file will be 

used to mean File Register. (We also use 
the term file in relation to disk files — the 
context should make the meaning clear.) 
For those of you who are familiar 

with programming in Basic, files can be 
regarded as the equivalent of variables. 
There is no direct Basic equivalent of the 
Working register, though in a sense it can 
be regarded as a special variable. 
The program commands reflect the file 

and working destinations by the use of F 
and W, respectively, in the code itself. For 
example, in the code CLRF, the F indi-
cates that the value in a particular file 
(memory data byte) is to be CLeaRed 
(reset to zero) and the result is to be 
retained in the file. On the other hand, in 
the code MOVLW (to be met in Tutorial 
4) the W stands for Working (in this 
case meaning that a Literal value is to be 
MOVed into W). 
The use of both F and W in a command 

(e.g. MOVWF) will become evident in due 
course. 

BITS 
Having established what a file is, it is 

necessary (and easy) to understand the 
concept of a bit. You no doubt understand 
it already, but, just to recap, a bit is a 
single part of an electronic memory which 
can be set to one of two states: either to 
logic I ("on" — charged to a voltage 
which is usually the same as the positive 
power rail that supplies the circuit, e.g. 

or to logic 0 ("off' — discharged 
to a zero voltage). Logic 1 and logic 0 
are often referred to as high and low, 
respectively. 
A memory i.c. can have any number of 

bits contained within it. A fixed number 
of bits is known as a byte. There is a 
common misconception that a byte is com-
prised of eight bits. This is not true, any 
fixed number of bits which can be operated 
as a single unit is called a byte. 
The PIC I 6C84 illustrates the existence 

of bytes having different bit counts: the 
Eeprom program memory bytes have 14 
bits each, whereas the file bytes have eight 
bits each. 
The status of the bits (high or low) 

within a byte is expressed as a binary 
number reading from left to right, in order 
of the bit representing the highest value 
first (most significant bit — MSB) down to 
the lowest value (least significant bit — 
LSB). 
Thus decimal 128 is expressed as binary 

10000000, whereas binary I may be ex-
pressed as 00000001 (the preceding num-
ber of zeros may not always be included — 
their presence being implied). 
The bits of a byte are referred to by the 

position within a byte, with position 0 at 
the right, ascending as high as necessary 
depending on the byte length. Thus an 8-
bit byte has its bits numbered as 7, 6, 5, 4, 
3, 2, 1, 0. A 14-bit byte would be num-
bered from 13 to 0. The use of 0 (zero) 
as a bit number is essential to remember 
when programming PICs. 
You will have seen that the I.e.d.s and 

most switches are intentionally numbered 
in this reverse order. 
Incidentally, terms MSB and LSB can 

also be used to mean Most Significant 
Byte and Least Significant Byte. The ap-
propriate meaning should be clear from 
the context. There are also similar terms, 

NMSB and NLSB, in which the N stands 
for Next. 

TER MS SET AND 
CLEAR 
The concept ot the terms set and clear is 

important to understand. In program terms, 
to set a bit means to force it high, i.e. to 
logic 1; the term clear is used to mean that 
a bit is forced low, i.e. to logic 0. 
Note, however, that in textual terms (i.e. 

in articles such as this) you are likely to 
come across the mixed use of the word set, 
in that you might be told to "set a bit 
low". In such cases, the implied meaning 
should be obvious from the context. In this 
example, low is the important word and 
force or make could have been used in-
stead of set. 

CO MMANDS CLRF 
AND CLR W 
Command CLRF stands for CLeaR File 

and is always followed by a single number 
or name which indicates the file on which 
the action is to be performed. The com-
mand instructs the PIC that all bits within 
the stated file are to be cleared, i.e. it clears 
the whole byte. 
The allied command CLRW (CLeaR 

Working register) simply clears the con-
tents of the working register and is used 
on its own without a subsequent num-
ber or name. In practice, this command 
may be seldom used, the commands 
MOVLW 0 and RETLW 0 probably 
finding preference (these commands are 
discussed in Tutorials 4 and 13, respec-
tively). Command CLRW has, in fact, 
been dropped from the PLC I7xx series of 
mictoconttollers. 
There are no direct opposites of CLRF 

and CLRW which will set all bits high; 
other techniques have to be used for this 
action. 
Using names for files instead of num-

bers will be dealt with in Tutorial 3. 

CO MMAND BSF 
The PICI6C84 can have any individual 

bit of any file byte acted upon directly. 
Each bit can be set high or low by a single 
command. As we shall see later, a single 
command will also determine the status of 
any individual bit. 
Command BSF translates as Bit Set File 

and is always followed by two numbers 
or names separated by a comma. The first 
number or name is the file byte whose bit 
is to be acted upon. The second number or 
name is the number of the bit within the 
file byte (between 7 and 0, reading from 
left to right). 
As an example, the command BSF 3,5 

in Listing 2 instructs the PIC to set (make 
high, force to logic 1!) bit 5 of file number 
3; command BSF 6,7 means that bit 7 of 
file number 6 is to be set. 

CO MMAND BCF 
Command BCF stands for Bit Clear File 

and is the exact opposite of BSF. 
As an example, the command BCF 3,5 in 

Listing 2 means that bit 5 of file 3 is to be 
cleared (set low, made/forced to logic 0!). 

PORT FILE NUMBERS 
In the example of Listing 2, the files 

whose bits have been set or cleared are 
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those which control Port B. In terms of 
writing to or reading from Port A and Port 
B, the two ports are treated as any other file 
destination. 
However, Port A and Port B are different 

to other files in that they are for com-
munication with the outside world. There 
are, in fact, two file registers associated with 
each port that are accessible to the pro-
grammer. One is used to set the direction in 
which the bits are to act, i.e. as inputs or 
outputs (it is also known as the Data Direc-
tion Register — DDR), and the other deals 
with the data written to (for output to the 
world) or read from (input from the world). 
Each bit of the port direction registers 

can be individually set or cleared so that the 
same port may be used simultaneously for 
data input and output via different bits. 
The file which controls the direction in 

which Port B pins respond is named in the 
PIC16C84 data sheet/book as TRISB. It 
is one of the named "special function 
files" (see Table 3) and is contained in 
memory byte address $86 (we won't trans-
late hexadecimal numbers into decimal 
since the latter are irrelevant in the context 
of file addresses). 
The file which holds Port B's data, 

whether as input or output, is at memory 
byte address $06 and, helpfully, is known in 
the PIC book as PORTB. 
A minor inconvenience exists in the 

PIC16C84 in that addresses $80 to $8B can 
only be accessed by changing the value in 
another file, the STATUS file. 
This file is held jointly at byte addresses 

$03 and $83. A single bit within STATUS 
is used to direct the program to numbers 
either below $80 (known as Bank 0 or Page 
0 addresses) or above $7F (known as Bank 
1 or Page 1 addresses); this bit is number 5. 
When STATUS bit 5 is Set (logic 1), it 

effectively adds $80 to the memory byte 
address being accessed. When the bit is 
clear (logic 0), addresses below $80 are 
accessed. 
Thus, if you instruct that file 6 is to be 

accessed when STATUS bit 5 is low, the 
file actually at address 6 will be accessed. 
Conversely, if you instruct that file 6 is the 
subject when STATUS bit 5 is high, the file 
at address $86 will be accessed. 
Only files numbered $00 to $2F and $80 

to $8B are available for use by the pro-
grammer. Also note that files $07 and $87 
have no function. 

LISTING 
COMMANDS 
We can now examine each command of 

Listing 2 in turn and describe its purpose. 
When the PIC I 6C84 is first switched on, 

the STATUS file is set to a default value 
with its bit 5 low. All file addresses are thus 
treated as being below $80. (A table of all 
default values is given in Part 3.) 
We have established that address 6 is that 

which holds the data for Port B. The first 
command, CLRF 6. thus clears the data 
which is held in Port B as a value available 
to be output, i.e. Port B is instructed to hold 
a value of zero. 
The purpose of the program in Listing 

2 is to output data to the eight I.e.d.s on 
Port B, and it has already been said that the 
default value of Port B's direction register 
(at $86) is for all bits to be set for input (all 
bits are high — 11111111. Consequently we 

LISTING 3- PROGRA M TUT.3 

; TUT3.ASM 
; using names to ease writing of TU'T2.ASM 

STATUS: 
PORTB: 

LOOPIT: 

.EQU 3 

.EQU 6 

.ORG 4 

.ORG 5 

CLRF PORTB 
BSF STATUS,5 
CLRF PORTB 
BCF STATUS,5 

BSF PORTB,0 
BSF PORTB,1 
BSF PORTB,2 
BSF PORTB,3 
BSF PORTB,4 
BSF PORTB,5 
BSF PORTB,6 
BSF PORTB,7 
CLRF PORTB 
GOTO LOOPIT 

.END 

; name program location 3 as STATUS 
; name program location 6 as PORTB 

; Interrupt vector address 
; Start of program memory 

; clear Port B data pins 
; Page 1 
; set all Port B as output 
; Page 0 

; set Port B pin 0 
; set Port B pin 1 
; set Port B pin 2 
; set Port B pin 3 
; set Port B pin 4 
; set Port B pin 5 
; set Port B pin 6 
; set Port B pin 7 
; clear all PORTB pins 
; go to address LOOPIT 

final statement 

LISTI NG 3 A (TLIT3.LST1 

0006  0000 
0007  0000 
0008  0000 
0009  0004 
0010  0005 
0011  0005 
0012  0005 
0013  0006 
0014  0007 
0015  0008 
0016  0009 
0017  0009 

01  86 
16  83 
01  86 
12  83 

STATUS:.EQU 3 
PORTB: .EQU 6 

.ORG 4 

.ORG 5 

CLRF PORTB 
BSF STATUS,5 
CLRF PORTB 
BCF STATUS,5 

14  06  LOOPIT: BSF PORTB.0 

must now set them all as outputs, i.e. each 
to logic 0. 
To do this, first the STATUS register at 

address 3 must have its bit 5 set high to 
point to addresses of $80 and above; hence 
the command BSF 3,5. 
Now we configure all of Port B for out-

put mode with the command CLRF 6. Yes, 
it's the same command as cleared Port B's 
data, but because STATUS bit 5 is high, the 
value of 6 ($06) has $80 added to it, so the 
address actually accessed is that at $86. 
The commands which output data to the 

I.e.d.s are all concerned with Port B's data 
file at "real" address 6, so the addition of 
$80 is no longer needed. The next com-
mand, BCF 3,5, thus clears bit 5 of the 
STATUS register at address 3. 
All remaining commands in Listing 2 can 

now, in turn, set high each data bit of Port B 
at address 6: BSF 6,0, BSF 6,1, etc., so 
turning on the I.e.d.s in sequence from LBO 
to LB7. Simple! 

EXERCISE 2 
2.1. Using your text editor and TASM 
software, experiment with the eight com-
mands relating to file 6, using different 
values (between 0 and 7) for the number 
following the comma. Do not change the 
number before the comma. Also experiment 
with changing BSF to BCF. Save under any 
name of your choosing. 
2.2. Rewrite the program in Listing 2 so 
that it performs its actions on Port A instead 
of Port B. The equivalent data and direction 
addresses for Port A are 5 ($05) and $85, 
respectively. 
Note that Port A only has five pins, not 

eight. What difference, if any, does this 

make to the program? (Ignore the tech-
nicality that on the demo p.c.b., I.e.d. LA4 
will only come on if switch SA4 is also 
pressed.) 

TUTORIAL 3 
CONCEPTS EXAMINED 

Names in place of numbers 
Labels 
Case sensitivity 
A repetitive loop 
Command GOTO 
Instruction .EQU 

PROGRAM - TUT3 
SWITCH SETTINGS - as in Fig.10 

In the previous section dealing with 
Listing 2, we were using numbers to 
indicate which file was being referred to. 
That's fine if there are only a few files 
whose address numbers can be easily 
remembered. As we progress with examin-
ing the PIC I6C84 commands and ex-
ample listings, we shall be using more and 
more files. If we continue to refer to 
them numerically, we're going to get lost! 
(What's file $0C for? Is the data supposed 
to go to file $1C or file $1E?) 
Human memories with numbers are 

notoriously bad! But we are (usually) much 
better with names. This fact was long ago 
recognised by program writers and many 
types of software now allow the use of 
names in place of numbers. TASM is no 
exception. 
Let's examine how names can be applied 

to the numbered files in Listing 2. Have a 
look at Listing 3. 
Any number written into a listing can be 
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represented by a name. It can be any name 
you like as long as you think you'll know in 
time to come what is meant by that name 
(n.b. TASM imposes a limit of 32 charac-
ters on name lengths). 
There are also some names which it is 

better to allocate according to their func-
tion, especially those functions that already 
have names provided in the PIC data books, 
such names as STATUS and PORTB, for 
example. 
The names are "case-sensitive". In 

other words, once you have equated a 
name with a number, further use of the 
name must be in exactly the same style as 
the original with regard to the use of upper 
and lower case letters. For example, 
PORTB and portb cannot be used inter-
changeably. You can, though, equate dif-
ferent styles of the same word to dif-
ferent purposes. The following would be 
legitimate (but not very helpful!): 

FILE1:  .EQU 20 
fuel:  .EQU 30 

However, the commands themselves 
may be in upper or lower case without 
causing problems. 
In Listing 3, three names have appeared: 

the aforementioned STATUS and PORTB, 
plus LOOPIT. We'll keep LOOPIT a mys-
tery for the moment (though we're sure 
you know what it's for). 
With TASM, all name allocations must 

appear at the head of the program listing, 
in the initialisation block. Then the format 
for allocating a name to a number is to 
state the name at the left of a program line 
and immediately follow it with a colon (:). 
Now, with or without a space, the state-
ment .EQU is made, followed by the num-
ber you wish to name. 
In the case of the first line, STATUS is 

the name to be given to the numeral 3 
(which, you will remember, is the file ad-
dress number for the STATUS register). 
Hence, the statement: 

STATUS:  .EQU 3 

This simply tells TASM when it as-
sembles the listing into code, that each 
time it comes across the name STATUS, it 
is to replace it in the code by the value of 
decimal 3. 
The second line similarly allocates the 

name PORTB to file address 6: 

PORTB:  .EQU 6 

Compare Listing 2 and Listing 3 side by 
side: you will see how the program has 
been rewritten using the names in place of 
file numbers. 

ABOUT .LST FILES 
Having assembled TUT2.ASM  and 

TUT3.ASM through TASM, examine both 
the .LST disk files it generates during 
assembly. You will see from the coding 
that the substitution of numbers in place of 
the names has occurred, and that the two 
.LST files are identical, except for the last 
two (new) commands of TUT3. 
Part of the TUT3.LST file is repeated 

here, in Listing 3A. Note that the full .LST 
files will also include the programmer's 
notes at the right. They have been omitted 
here to conserve space. 
In Listing 3A, the lefthand column holds 

the line numbers as encountered from the 
text file listing (.ASM); these serve no pro-

gramming purpose and are simply there 
for TASM's benefit. They are in decimal. 
The second column of four digits is 

the actual byte location number within 
the PIC at which the command will be 
placed. Note that it starts at 0000, which is 
repeated here three times simply because 
there is text on the rest of the line which is 
not a program command. 
Note that the address number then 

jumps straight to 0004, the address to 
which the .ORG 4 statement refers. Code 
.ORG 5 states that the program itself is to 
start at location 5, which it does (0005) but 
columns three and four, which hold the 
2-byte code, are not used until a command 
is encountered. In this case, command 
CLRF PORTB generates the code 01 86. 
Although it is not evident in Listing 3A, 

the numbers in columns 2 to 4 are in 
hexadecimal. Also, note that the two bytes 
of columns 3 and 4 will ultimately be 
combined into one I4-bit byte when the 
code is loaded into the PICI6C84 by the 
SEND software. This operation was dis-
cussed in Derren Crome's article and will 
not be repeated here. 

TUT.3 FOREVER! 
Now load the code for TUT3.OBJ into 

your PIC and run it. It will be seen to 
start off in the same way as TUT2. Now, 
though, when it gets to the end of the code, 
the 1.e.d.s will all go out and the sequence 
will repeat, indefinitely! 
You will find that a fully-clockwise set-

ting of VR1 is preferable, to increase the 
display rate. 
The program difference now is that 

there are two extra commands and when 
command BSF PORTB,7 has been per-
formed, Port B is cleared and the program 
follows the command GOTO LOOPIT. 
LOOPIT is the name given to the 

address at which the command BSF 
PORTB,0  has  been  placed.  During 
assembly by TASM, that address num-
ber has been noted and each time 
the assembler encounters a command 
reference to the address named LOOPIT, it 
substitutes the number for that address. 
Names, when given to program listing 

addresses, as with LOOPIT here, are com-
monly known as "labels". Labels must al-
ways be followed by a colon (:). 
Referring back to Listing 3A, the last 

line reads: 

0017 0009 14 06 LOOPIT: BSF PORTB,0 

Note the 0009 in column 2. In the rest of 
TUT3.LST that is not shown here, there is 
another statement: 

0026 0012 28 09 GOTO LOOPIT 

Now note the 09 in column 4. The two 
values are identical and intentional. The 
address for which LOOPIT is the reference 
name is at location 0009; the code 28 09 
contains the instruction to GOTO (jump 
to), plus the address number to which it is 
to jump. 
In other instances, the addresses may be 

much greater than the one illustrated here, 
and the two values will differ accordingly, 
but the point is that the name LOOPIT is 
replaced by an address value during as-
sembly and as such is treated by TASM 
in the same way as were STATUS and 
PORTB. 
This  fact  has  another  important 

significance: when a number has a name 
allocated  to  it, each  time  TASM 
encounters that name it substitutes the 
appropriate number. 
Consequently, the same name could, if 

you wished, be used for different purposes 
in the same program. It could be used as 
an address, or it could even be used as a 
bit number. 
It would be legitimate, for example, to 

replace the command BSF PORTB,3 by 
the statement BSF PORTB,STATUS, be-
cause STATUS is the name allocated to be 
used as a substitute for numeral 3. 
This particular example might never 

have relevance in practice, and could be 
misleading to anyone reading the program, 
but a similar situation might be benefi-
cially used in other programs. 
We shall see other examples of names 

being used as pointers to addresses when 
the address required may depend on a 
particular value established as a result of 
calculation, i.e. in the case of Indirect 
Addressing, which will be examined in 
Tutorial 16. 

EXERCISE 3 
3.1. Do the same sort of program 
modifications that you did with Exercise 2, 
examining the results achieved. Also try 
changing the position of the LOOPIT 
address in the lefthand column, putting it 
alongside BSF PORTB,2 for example. 
3.2. The command GOTO LOOPIT can 
!so be put elsewhere; try putting it between 
BSF PORTB,4 and BSF PORTB,5 and see 
what the result is. 
There is an easy way of moving it in this 

instance without actually doing so: put a 
semicolon (;) in front of the three lines 
following BSF PORTB,4. TASM will then 
treat these lines as comments and ignore 
them. The use of a semicolon is a handy 
way to temporarily omit commands when 
debugging programs. 
3.3. What happens if a semicolon is put in 
front of any of the three CLRF PORTB 
commands? 
3.4. What happens if the GOTO LOOPIT 
command occurs before the LOOPIT 
address? 
You may sometimes need to use the 

Reset switch (S2) on the p.c.b.! (No 
damage  can  occur  if the  program 
"crashes".) 

PART TWO 
In Part Two we show how to use 

switches, generate sound, perform timing, 
and have more fun with our command 
performance! 

TABLE 3. SPECIAL FUNCTION 
REGISTERS 

REGISTER ADDRESS  BANK  TUTORIAL 

EEADR 
EECONI 
EECON2 
EEDATA 
FSR 
INDF 
INTCON 
OPTION 
PCL 
PCLATH 
PORTA 
PORTB 
STATUS 
TMRO 
TR ISA 
TRISB 

09 
08 
09 
08 
04 
00 
OB 
01 
02 
OA 
05 
06 
03 
01 
05 
06 

0,1 
0,1 
0,1 
1 
0,1 
0,1 
0 
0 
0,1 
0 
1 
1 

26 
26 
26 
26 
16 
16 
18 
16 
4 
14 
4 
4 
2 
18 
4 
4 
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We get to grips with voltage measurements, find out how to achieve 
negative voltages, explain what ground means and investigate transformer 

windings. 

Teach-In '98 — Back to Basics 
Most old-hands in electronics take lots 

of things for granted, and they often for-
get just how difficult it can be for new-
comers entering this, the world's fastest-
moving technology. This month's Circuit 
Surgery deals with a lengthy question from 
a reader following our Teach-In '98 series. 
Jose Antonio of Spain sent by E-mail a few 
fundamental queries on the text so far. Jose 
asks: 

In Part 2 (December '97). you said: 
"For a silicon-based semiconductor diode 
to conduct, the anode must. be 045V more 
positive than the cathode". In Parts I and 2 
we have studied how to measure the voltage 
ACROSS the bulbs, ACROSS the resistors. 
and, in Part Two, ACROSS the rectifier 
diode. How do you measure the voltage at a 
point, like the anode? 
In Part 3 (January '98). you said: "Each 

of these transistor types is available in 
two basic forms: n and p versions which 
operate with opposite (NEGATIVE AND 
POSITIVE) voltages applied. How can we 
apply a NEGATIVE VOLTAGE? As you 
said in Part 2, if I take a 9V alkaline battery 
and measure its output voltage under load, 
it goes from 9V to OV (it goes fiat). It does 
not go to —3V, —5V. —9V! On the other 
hand, in Lab Work in Part 3, you describe 
how to build a 5V Add-on Regulator that 
can give +5V and + I2V. How can we 
apply a negative voltage? Is there a kind of 
battery that can give a negative voltage? 
In your diagrams of a transformer in 

Part 2, we can see two terminals in the 
input part (primary winding) and two ter-
minals in the output part (secondary wind-
ing) and in the middle the steel laminations. 
I have seen a small transformer inside an 
adaptor and it has three terminals in the 
input part and three terminals in the output 
part. Could you tell me what is this third 
terminal and why you do not draw it in the 
diagram? 
Also in Part 3, there is a new word 

"GROUND". Does it mean that you take a 
wire and connect it with this circuit and 
with the ground in a similar way that hap-
pens in the buildings with the electricity? 
Finally, in Part 3, why don't you put the 

battery and the arrow of the flow of cur-
rent in this circuit like you did in the cir-
cuits diagrams in Part I and 2? I think it 
should be more easy to understand. Thanks 
for your help! 

Most of your queries relate to positive 
and negative voltages, and it is perfectly 
reasonable to ask, how can you have a 
negative voltage? Negative with respect to 
what? Or positive with respect to where? 
How can you have a potential which is less 
than zero volts? Why is the diode's anode 
0.6V more positive? Such queries puzzle 
many newcomers. Let's take time out to 
answer them. 

 0 "A" 

'A" IS .12V WITH 
RESPECT TO 13' 
AND .6V WITH 
RESPECT TO "C 

7 

'C' OV 

13" IS -6V WITH 
RESPECT TO "C" (OV) 

 0 'Er 

Fig. 1. All voltages are relative and are 
usually measured with respect to a OV 

The solution is that every voltage in a 
circuit is relative to a point somewhere 
in that circuit. Usually, all voltages are 
measured with respect to zero volts — the 
OV supply rail. So you would hook the 
negative probe of your voltmeter to the OV 
rail, and use the positive probe to measure 
any voltages, anywhere you like in the 
circuit. It is then normal just to read out any 
test measurements as voltages — so a point 
somewhere in the circuit could be said 
to be " + 5V", somewhere else could be 
"7.25V" or whatever. 
Unless you are told otherwise, it is com-

pletely safe to assume that all of these read-
ings are taken with respect to the OV rail. 

Positively Negative 
If you ask an auto-electrician to tell you 

about a car battery, they may say that the 

terminals of a battery are at "+ 12V" and 
" — 12V". Teach-In students will know that 
this means the voltage across the battery 
is actually 24 volts, which is obviously 
wrong! What the electrician should say is 
that the terminals are "+ 12V" and "OV". 
Even when small batteries are clearly 
labelled " + " and " — ", this is technically 
wrong, though the ordinary consumer won't 
know (or cam). Teach-In students know 
better! 
It is possible to produce negative volt-

ages, simply by moving the reference point! 
It's all relative and is really quite easy. In 
Fig. I, two 6V batteries have been drawn, 
connected in series. The voltage across 
them is therefore 12V in total: point "A" 
would be + I2V and "B" would be OV. 
By taking a connection from the joint 

where both batteries are connected (point 
"C"), we can manipulate the reference 
level like this: imagine that you decide to 
call this new joint OV, and we'll make this 
the new reference. If you had a digital 
multimeter, you could safely place your 
voltmeter negative probe (or should I say, 
OV probe!) on "C" and measure +6V at 
point "A" with the other probe. So far so 
good. 
If you then place the positive probe at 

point "B", your meter will now read — 6V. 
It is displaying a negative voltage! This is 
because we have of course reversed the 
voltage input to the meter. A moving coil 
(analogue) meter could be damaged by this, 
but a digital multimeter will take it in its 
stride and show a negative voltage and 
minus sign on its display. In fact we haven't 
created a negative voltage at all, we have 
simply moved the reference point. 
It would therefore be valid to label A, 

C and B as + 6V, OV and — 6V respec-
tively, because these voltages are all relative 
to each other, and everything is then relative 
to the OV centre rail. Some circuits includ-
ing some op.amp circuits do use a "split 
supply" which requires a centre OV rail. 
They then have dual rails, such as ± 15V. 

Mega Volts 
It is also possible to have exception-

ally high "negative" voltages generated 
in even the most modest of circuits. In 
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Fig.2a (above). A digital storage oscil-
loscope placed across a relay coil to 
measure back e.m.f 

Fig.2b (right). Negative voltages gener-
ated by the relay. 

Fig.2c (far right). Negative voltage now 
suppressed by 01. 

one experiment we managed to capture the 
reverse-voltage (back-e.m.f.) generated by a 
relay coil which had been powered from a 
I2V supply, see Fig. 2a. It is necessary to 
use a reverse-biased diode across a relay 
coil in order to snub out the huge reverse 
spike which is generated by a relay coil, 
when its surrounding magnetic field im-
plodes back into the coil, generating a large 
voltage. Otherwise there is a serious risk of 
damaging any semiconductors on the same 
circuit. 
The trace shown in Fig. 2b was captured 

on a digital storage oscilloscope and shows 
a negative voltage of an amazing —301 
volts, generated by a 12V relay coil when 
the power was removed! Just for interest, 
Fig. 2c shows the result after a rectifier was 
added. Now the reverse voltage was only 
—0•732V measured, which is the voltage 
"across" the conducting rectifier when it 
shorts out that huge pulse. This brings me 
to another of your queries related to the 
voltage measurement "at" the anode of a 
diode. 
This is one of those examples where we 

are not measuring a voltage with respect 
to the OV rail. We've actually taken the 
voltmeter probes and placed them across the 
diode. So what you will measure is the 
diode's forward voltage when it is con-
ducting. You could say that the anode is 
0.6V more positive than the cathode, or the 
cathode is 0.6V more negative than the 
anode: it's the same thing. 

Tapped Transformer 
Turning to your transformer query, what 

you have probably seen is a "tapped" 
winding, where a connection is made 
somewhere on the coil and taken to the 
outside world. On the secondary, it is 
probably a "centre-tapped" transformer 
with a OV centre tap. This is used for 
rectification as shown in Fig. 3 which uses 
two rectifiers (compare this with the circuit 
shown in Teach-In '98 Part 2). It is not the 
best utilisation of a transformer but is seen 
in cheap undemanding power supplies. 
It is still absolutely critical that the rec-

tifiers and smoothing capacitor are con-
nected the right way round. Failure to do 
so will lead to damage or even injury. 
Electrolytic capacitors must always be cor-
rectly polarised. 
If there is an extra wire on the primary 

winding of the transformer, this is probably 
to allow it to be used on several mains 
voltages, such as 120V or 230V. The 
primary might be "hard wired" (per-
manently wired) for a particular country, 

I  I  I 
1st +17-70  0-111401  2n0 -3010 /039-7o• 

+ 12V 

X  
\ OVN  

r 
-301V 

maw A SO 0/010  •• 0,10 T 500ws AEC  AC  92• 06.19 

0m1, 0 -  4010  0 A  10 39  19 S  200 ,710  + 

or there may be a selector switch on 
the product. Some transformers have dual 
primary windings which can be used in 
series or parallel at the relevant voltages. 

Ground Down 
Your final query relates to the use of 

the word "ground". Good question! We're 
guilty of slipping in the word "ground" and 
taking its universal usage for granted. (I can 
also sympathise, because when a teenager I 
was brought up on American electronics 
books and I genuinely puzzled why a bat-
tery-operated project should be connected to 
"ground". Dad stopped me from hooking it 
to a radiator pipe.) 
In most circuit diagrams, it is safe to 

say that there will be a OV rail running 
throughout the circuit and returning to the 
battery or power supply. We draw this 
in full in our project drawings, but it is 
very common to see a "ground" symbol 
used in more complex circuits and data 

Fig 3. A multi-tapped primary, centre-
tapped secondary mains transformer. 

sheets. The idea is that it saves having to 
clutter up the circuit diagram with more 
lines! On checking the drawing, you will 
invariably see that one end of the power 
supply or battery has a "ground" symbol. 
All the grounds are thus connected together. 
The same is true of a car, the chassis of 

which is connected to the OV terminal of the 
battery (or — I2V, as the auto-electrician 
would say). The chassis forms the main 
power supply return to the battery for all the 
electrical accessories. (There's a difference 
in terminology between the USA and the 
UK in that "ground" is also used in the 
USA for what we would call "earth" here 
in England, being the electrical earth 
used in mains distribution networks.) 

Current Flow 
In reply to your last comment, con-

cerning labelling of battery polarities and 

I 
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current flow etc., we deliberately omit 
current "arrows" after the early stages in 
order to avoid cluttering the drawing: it's 
hoped that students will know the direction 
of current flow by then anyway. 
Whilst Teach-In '98 will move at a bris-

ker pace in digital logic systems as you'll 
see in this month's discussion of Kamaugh 
maps, if you are seeking an all-round intro-
duction to electronics then consider Teach-
In No.7, which is the book form of.my ear-
lier series Teach-In '93. This discusses a 
broad variety of electronics theory, includ-
ing power supplies, transistor amplifiers, the 
op.amp, fibre optics and radio. 
It utilises the well-known Teach-In Mini 

Lab test-bed at the core of all its demonstra-
tions. This was enormously popular at the 
time and is built in modular form. Several 
chapters are devoted to the microproces-
sor, which incorporates the Micro Lab 
6502-based pre-programmed microproces-
sor trainer. Both the Mini Lab and Micro 
Lab are still available today in kit form 
from Magenta Electronics (advertising in 
EPE every month). 
My colleague Geoff MacDonald has 

a  Micro  Lab  web  site  at 
http://www.pan Ic.demon.co.uk/M icrolab 
and the popular Teach-In No. 7 book is still 
available from the EPE Direct Book 
Service, see the advertisement elsewhere in 
this issue. 
Readers following our Teach-In series 

can contact its writers by writing to 
the  Editorial address, or by E-mail: 
Teach_In98@epemag.demon.co.uk. 

Correction: the formula given in Fig. 2 
in February 98's column should read:-

V0= l25 (RI +11-121) 

We apologise for this error. 

CIRCUIT THERAPY 
Circuit Surgery is your column. If 

you have any queries or comments, 
please write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit 
Surgery, Wimbome Publishing Ltd., Allen 
House, East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset, 
BH21  1PF, United Kingdom.  E-mail 
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. Please indi-
cate if your query is not for 
publication. A personal reply 
cannot always be guaranteed  - 
but we will try to publish 
representative  . 
answers 
in this column.  
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TEACH-IN '98 

An Introduction to 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 
  Ian Bell, Rob Miles, Dr. Tony Wilkinson, Alan Winstanley 

TEACH-IN is a series designed to support candidates 
following City and Guilds (C&G) 726 Information 

Technology, with reference to the following specific 
syllabuses: *7261/301 Introductory Digital Electronics, 
*726/321 Elementary Digital Electronics, *726/341 Inter-
mediate Digital Electronics. 
Even if you are not undertaking the City and Guilds 

syllabus, there is much to be learned from Teach-In. 

Lab Work 
Throughout Teach-In, attempts are made to involve 

the student with practical "Lab Work" experiments and 
demonstrations, and complex mathematics and physics 
will be avoided unless really necessary — and even then, 
plenty of help is to hand! We make a point of identifying 
practical components in special sections of Teach-In, so 
that you will learn to recognise parts. 

I
N THIS part of Teach-In, we move 
on to larger combinational logic cir-
cuits. "Combinational" logic has noth-
ing to do with safes with dials on the 
front, instead it is a circuit which 
works by logically combining input 
signals to produce output signals 
which do (or mean) something useful. 
To make use of combinational logic 

we must look at the input patterns 
given to the circuit, and then work out 
the collection of combinational opera-
tions we want to perform on them 
to get the desired outputs. Combina-
tional circuits produce their outputs in 
a single step and have no "memory" 
of previous inputs or results. 
They can be designed, for example, 

to add two numbers together, but not 
to count upwards because this would 
require that the circuit remembers the 
number it has counted to so far. We 
will look at circuits with memory next 
in the series. 
Note: Some readers (those not 

taking formal courses) may find 
Boolean Algebra, Karnaugh Maps, 
etc., rather heavy going. If you 
understand and apply this theory you 
will find it helpful, although it is not 
essential for hobbyists. This month's 
Lab Work demonstrates how the 
theory is used in practice. 

Getting Started 
So how do you design a combina-

tional logic circuit? There are two 
answers: first, you may start from 
scratch using Boolean algebra together 
with the various clever techniques 
which have been developed to make 
this easy and efficient (we have a look 
at Kamaugh maps next); second, you 
may be able to use a predesigned 
standard logic function. 
The latter is obviously best if what 

you can obtain fits your requirements 
and of course the most commonly used 
circuits are available in this way. The 

Part Five: LOGIC DESIGN AIDS 

standards include adders, comparators, 
multiplexers, display decoders, and 
parity circuits. 
It is also possible to use computer-

aided design software which will 
design logic circuits from Boolean and 
other types of description. This is 
called logic synthesis, but is beyond the 
scope of this course; we also believe 
that it is very important that you 
understand what is actually going on 
first, before considering using tools 
such as these. 

Boolean Algebra - The 
Logic of Truth Tables 
In the last part ot leach-In, we intro-

duced logic statements with a "need to 
change clothes" Truth Table: 

R 
(it is 
raining) 

U 
(using an 
umbrella) 

C 
(change 
my clothes) 

0 0 0 
0 1 0 
I 0 1 
I 1 0 

This tells us that the need to change 
clothes is TRUE if it is raining AND I 
am NOT using an umbrella, or using 
the notation described earlier. 

C=R•U 

However, consider the situation 
where we want a signal which tells us 
when there is no need to change clothes. 
Maybe it could be needed to operate a 
lock on the wardrobe/closet door, so 
we could call this new signal "L". 

R 
(it is 
raining) 

U 
(using an 
umbrella) 

C 
(change my 
clothes) 

L 
(Lock the 
wardrobe) 

0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 I 0 
1 I 0 1 

There are three conditions when we 
want to lock the wardrobe. If we try 
to express this in words, we say 
"lock the wardrobe" is (NOT rain-
ing AND NOT using an umbrella) 
OR (NOT raining AND using an 
umbrella) OR (raining AND using an 
umbrella). The brackets contain the 
three conditions. If we translate these 
into an equation, we get something 
like this: 

L =IF coU + •U+ R•U 

Remembering that in Boolean logic, 
+ means OR and • means AND. 

Making the Rules 
This looks rather complicated! We 

can apply laws for manipulating ex-
pressions like these, in order to try to 
simplify them. Consider the following 
Rules, which we've numbered 1 to 9 
(don't be scared by them): 

(1) X+0=X 
(2) X +1 =1 
(3)X+X=X 
(4) X•1 =X 
(5) X•0 =0 

(6) X•X = X 
(7) X =x 
(8) X +X =1 
(9) X•X = 0 

These rules equate to common 
sense, really. Using your knowledge of 
basic logic functions and the basic 
truth tables given in the previous part 
of Teach-In, you should be able to 
substitute known values for X, and 
apply these laws to verify the result. 
For example, rule 2 says that 

anything (X) OR 1 
will give I. Com-
pare this with the 
OR gate Truth Table 
(Fig.4.3) to prove it. 
Rule 5 states that 
anything (X) AND 0 
equals 0. Rule 7 says 
that if you invert X 
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twice (double inversion) the result is X 
again. Try it! It works! 
Two more complicated rules called 

the Distribution Rules, state that: 

(10) ACB + C)= A•13+ A•C 
(11) A + (130C) = (A -F B)0(A + C). 

The best way to prove these is 
to work them out by hand with 
some known input values. Expressions 
which appear in brackets should be 
calculated first. Over to you! 
Using the above rules, we can start 

to simplify our "lock the wardrobe 
door" for Lock, Raining and Umbrella, 
in the following way: 

L=TZ•El +TZ•U+R•U 
L=R*(1.1 +U)+ ReU 
L= Rol + ReU 
L=T? + R•U 
L=(T? +R)*(Tt +U) 
L=1*(TT +U) 
L=R +U 

change of clothes) if it is raining AND 
we're not using an umbrella: 

R 
(it is 
raining) 

U 
(using an 
umbrella) 

L 
(door on 
wardrobe 
is locked) 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 
1 0 o 
1 1 1 

- apply Rule 10 to Tz•Ti+TZ •U and we get: 
- apply Rule 8 to (U + U) and we get: 
- apply Rule 4 to R •1 and we get: 
- apply Rule 11 to this and we get: 
- apply Rule 8 to (R + R) and we get: 
- finally, use Rule 4 again and we end up with: 
-phew! 

Common sense says that we would 
lock the wardrobe door if it is NOT 
raining OR I am using my umbrella, 
which is the expression we finally 
arrived at. 
There are two more rules of Boolean 

Algebra which are often referred 
to as "DeMorgan's Theorems". One 
theorem addresses the situation where 
the logic to make the outcome true, 
uses an AND operation. The other 
theorem is used when the logic to make 
the outcome true uses an OR operation: 

(12) A+B=A•B 
(13) A•13=A +T3 

This time an overbar is seen being 
used to invert an entire expression, not 
a single variable. By inverting both 
sides of the equations again, we can 
get: 

(14) A +13=A •B  and 
(15) A•13=  +T3 

We can use these to make our 
life much easier! To go back to our 
original problem - how do we invert 
the "change our clothes" signal (in 
order to generate a "lock the wardrobe 
door" L signal)? We can simply use 
Rule 13 in the following way: 

L=C=R•u=R+U 
The lock signal L will be generated 

when it is NOT raining, OR we have 
an umbrella. This provides a much 
quicker route than the long-winded 
reduction we used before - and it gets 
the same result! 

Karnaugh Maps 
Boolean algebra is all very well, but 

it does make the head hurt somewhat! 
Furthermore, a simple error in the 
manipulation of the equations will 
result in the wrong circuit being des-
cribed. If the number of inputs results 
in our truth tables becoming very 
large, then "reducing" the resulting 
equations can be very difficult. 
Karnaugh Maps (pronounced "car-

no") give a graphical representation 
of the states we are interested in. To 
stay with our wardrobe lock - where 
the door is only unlocked (to allow a 

"co-ordinates" on the map to give 
the long-winded form of the logic 
equation: 

L=T2•11 +T2•U+R•U 

To simplify the equation we loop 
the Is using the smallest number of 
largest loops possible which cover all 
the Is. In this case two loops, each 
with two Is. Loop 1 identifies R as 
a variable which is common to both 
of its Is, and loop 2 identifies U. We 
can easily combine these conditions 
to deduce that: 

L = /1" +u (again!) 
Now let's return to the full "change 

of clothes" Truth Table, including the 
"clothes dirty" variable D, which is 
the other occasion when we would 
want to change our clothes: 

R 
(it is 
raining) 

U 
(using an 
umbrella) 

D 
(clothes are 
dirty) 

C 
(change 
clothes) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 

A Karnaugh map drawn for C would 
look as follows: 

0 1 

0 
0 
1 1 

0 
0 
1 

We can easily "flip" the table to 
draw a Karnaugh map of L, plotting R 
against U, like this: 

Loop 1 

You can see two "loops", one (Loop 
1) enclosing the top row and the 
other (Loop 2) enclosing the right-
hand column. These are the areas 
where the output is logic 1, i.e. TRUE. 
We are not allowed to draw diagonal 
loops, but we can loop off of an edge 
of the map and back onto the opposite 
edge. 
Note that neighbouring cells in the 

map differ by only one bit. This is 
true whether you move horizontally or 
vertically. This is what makes Kar-
naugh maps useful: by grouping to-
gether areas into "collections" we can 
see how the operation of the input 
variables (R and U in this case) can be 
simplified. 
The three Is in the basic "change of 

clothes" map can be read from their 

Loop 2 

Loop 1 

Notice especially the order of the 
values in the left-hand columns. Each 
successive row is only allowed to dif-
fer from the previous row by one bit. 
This is not the same order as we used 
for the truth table for "change clothes" 
above. This pattern is known as the 
Gray Code (see later). 
Loop 1 identifies D as a variable 

which is common to all states, and 
Loop 2 identifies Roll. Thus we get 

C=D+Rell 

Gray Codes 
Gray Codes are very important when 

utilising Karnaugh maps. If successive 
rows or columns differ by more than 
one bit, the map will not work. In the 
previous map, we need to put both R 
and U down the side of the map, and so 
we came up with a Gray code sequence 
of values for those inputs. If we had 
three inputs, we would need twice as 
many rows, and a Gray code sequence 
for the three inputs. 
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Table 5.1 shows a set of Gray code 
values for four input bits. Note that 
the change from decimal 15 to 0 is still 
only one bit. You can work out Gray 
codes from binary, as follows: 

g0 = hl® b0 
g 1 = b2C) bl 
g2 = BC) b2 

in which the XOR function (symbol 
e) is used. 

Standard 
Combinational Logic 
Functions 
Let's look at a variety of combina-

tional logic circuits which frequently 
occur in digital electronic systems. 
These are also usually available as 
discrete chips, often with examples in 
the 4000 or 7400 series. We encourage 
you to investigate the data sheets 
of the chips we mention, but don't 
worry if you don't understand them 
completely yet! 
If you are intending to progress 

further into logic design, though, it 
will soon become a necessity to have 
access to a logic manufacturer's data 
book (increasingly available on CD-
ROM): some of the larger catalogues 
include pinouts of the digital i.c.s 
concerned, which is a helpful starting 
point. 

Multi-Input Gates 
In Part 4 we only encountered two-

input gates, but in theory a gate may 
have any number of inputs. In prac-
tice eight inputs is the largest you 
usually get in one discrete package 
(but the 74133 is a 13-input NAND). 
If you need even larger gates then it 

is a simple matter to combine them in 
a "tree" circuit, for example Fig.5.1a 
shows a 10-input NAND gate made 
from 2- and 4-input AND gates with 
a 3-input NAND. The same function 
using eight 2-input ANDs and one 2-
input NAND is shown in Fig.5.1b. Note 
that only the final gate is inverting. 

Examples of 4000-series and 7400-
series NAND gates include: 

4023 7410 triple 3-input NAND 
4012 7420 dual 4-input NAND 
4068 7430 single 8-input NAND 
74133 single 13-input NAND 

Transmission Gates 
Transmission gates, also known 

as "analogue switches", or "bilateral 
switches", are available in CMOS 
series logic, but not in TTL 7400. They 
make use of the switching action of 
the MOS transistor (see Teach-In Part 
3) and behave like electronically-
controlled on/off switches. A single 
MOS transistor can be used in this 
way as shown in Fig. 5.2a, but 
unfortunately the transistor switches 
off when the voltage being switched 
gets close to the control voltage, 
because the gate-channel voltage falls 
below the switch-on threshold. 
This can be overcome by using two 

MOS transistors, one p-channel and 
one n-channel, as shown in Fig.5.2b, 
an arrangement which forms a handy 

Table 5.1 Gray Code for Four Binary Inputs 

Decimal 
value 

Binary input Gray Code 

B3 B2 B1 BO g3 g2 g1 g0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
6 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
7 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
8 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
9 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
10 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
12 1 ' 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
14 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

transmission gate. Here, at least one 
of the transistors is ON when control 
is high for all input/output voltages 
within the supply range. 
Unlike other types of logic gate, 

signals may pass either way through 
these switches (just like a mechanical 
switch), and analogue levels rather 
than logic levels may be passed from 
"input" to "output". These switches 
have a far higher ON resistance 
than mechanical switches (up to a 
few hundred ohms or more) and 
this resistance varies with the in-
put voltage and supply voltage. The 
4016 and 4066 i.c.s (integrated cir-
cuits) both contain four such switches 
with individual control inputs. The 
4066 has lower and less variable ON 
resistance. 

Examples: 
4016  4066  Quadruple  Bilateral 

Switches 

• 
• 
• 

Fig.5.1a. A 10-input NAND gate. 

• 
S. 

Fig.5.1b. An alternative 10-input NAND 
gate system. 

AND-OR-INVERT 
Gates 
Many logic functions can be readily 

expressed in the regular form, thus: 

(this AND this AND this ...) OR (this 
AND this AND this ...) OR... 

in which thises are very general and 
may mean not this (inversion). With 
the help of DeMorgan's theorem the 
above equation can be converted to 
the form: 

(this OR this OR this ...) AND (this 
OR this OR this ...) AND ... 

Some example equations of these 
forms are given below, noting that the 
second form requires brackets around 
the OR terms. (Remember too that 
a + sign means OR in Boolean logic.) 
In Boolean theory, the jargon for 
these forms of the equations are 
sum-of-products and products-of-sums 

CONTROL 

a) 

SLAO  OB 

b) 

CONTROL 

CONTROL 

C)  CONTROL 

CONTROL 

CONTROL 

=  A CD -Ce.°.0 -0 B 

SINGLE MOS SWITCH 

CONTROL 

B  =  A CI O."...0 0 B 

MOS TRANSMISSION GATE 

TRANSMISSION 
GATE SYMBOL 

Fig.5.2a. Single MOS switch, (b) MOS 
transmission gate from p-channel and 
n-channel MOS transistors. (c) Trans-
mission gate symbol. 
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respectively, sometimes abbreviated to 
SOP and POS (don't you just love 
jargon): 

An SOP egyation: 
Q = A •B fiC + A•I3 •C + A0130C 

A POS equation: 
Q=(4+B)0(T3 +00(A+ 00(A +B +r) 

The regular form of the logic equa-
tions translates into a regular form of 
circuit - for example, a set of AND 
gates driving an OR gate. All you need 
to create your logic function is one of 
these "AND-OR" structures, and a few 
NOT gates for the inputs (and maybe 
the output) that are inverted in your 
equation. 
By putting the AND-OR function 

onto one chip, you save a dual-in-
line package as you no longer need 
both an OR chip and an AND chip. 
These devices are called AND-OR-
Invert gates (sometimes abbreviated to 
AOI gate) and are described in terms of 
the number of AND gates (how "wide" 
they are), and the number of inputs 
each AND gate has. 

Fig.5.3. A 2-wide, 2-input AND-OR-
INVERT gate. 

The arrangement of such a 2-wide 
2-input AOI gate is shown in Fig.5.3. 
(The OR gate sometimes has an ex-
tra input so that larger circuits can be 
easily formed using other chips.) The 
logic equation for the (4-wide 2-input 
A01) 4086, for example, is: 

Output =   
4011 + 12013+ 1404+ 16017+ 1 8 +I 9 

Note the invert bar over the whole 
equation indicating the invert part of 
the AOL Also note the four sets of two 
ANDed inputs which are ORed to-
gether (I0 to 17), together with two 
"extra" inputs 18 and 19. These are 
"override" or enable inputs which can 
be used when two or more 4086s are 
used to make wider AOIs. 

Examples: 
4085 dual 2-wide 2-input 

AND-OR-invert gates 
40864-wide 2-input AND-OR-invert 

gate 
7451 dual 2-wide 2-input 

AND-OR-invert gates 
7454 4-wide 2-input AND-OR-invert 

gate 
7455 2-wide 4-input AND-OR-invert 

gate 
7464 4,2,3 and 2-input AND-OR -invert 

gate 

can also be thought of as electronic 
switches which can be described in 
terms of poles and positions, like 
mechanical switches. 
The choice of signal being routed 

through the multiplexer, or the switch 
position, depending on how you view 
it, is determined by the multiplexer's 
select inputs. The select inputs are 
usually binary coded so, for example, a 
multiplexer with four inputs (like a four 
position switch) will have two select 
inputs on which the binary numbers 0 
to 3 (00, 01, 10, 11) each result in a 
different one of the four inputs being 
routed to the output. 
The most basic logic multiplexer 

is the 2-input  multiplexer which 
can be made from 
an AND-OR gate 
and an inverter, as 
shown in Fig. 5.4a. 
Larger multiplexers 
are based on this 
circuit with larger 
AND-OR structures 
and  more  select 
lines. 
Multiplexer i.c.s 

may contain more 
than  one  multi-
plexer  with  the 
same  select  sig-
nals. Some chips 
also have "strobe" 
or "enable" inputs 
which can switch 
off the whole multi-
plexer  forcing  a 
fixed level (0 or 
1) on the output. 
Some of the 74 
series  multiplexer 
chips have inverted 
outputs (check this 
if you use them!). 
TTL multiplexers and some CMOS 

multiplexers are based on logic gates 
like the circuit in Fig. 5.4a. However, 
CMOS multiplexers can be built using 
MOS transistors rather than gates to 
route the signals, as shown in Fig. 5.4b 
(in practice transmission gates, rather 
than single transistors, may be used). 
Note the symbol for a buffer (Fig.5.4a), 
not to be confused with an inverter. 
Multiplexers  built  in this  way 

can therefore handle analogue as 
well  as  digital  signals.  CMOS 
analogue multiplexers are available in 
the  4000  series  and  are  called 
multiplexers/demultiplexers  because 
their bi-directional nature means that 
they can be used to distribute a signal 
on one input onto one of a set of 
possible outputs (the opposite of 
multiplexing). 

Examples: 

4019 

4051 

405 

Multiplexers  405 
Multiplexers select one of a set of 

possible inputs, and convey the data on  406 
that input to the output. Multiplexers 
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Quad 2-input multiplexer (non-
inverting) 
8-channel analogue 
multiplexer/demultiplexer 

2 dual 4-channel analogue 
multiplexer/demultiplexer 

3 triple 2-channel analogue 
multiplexer/demultiplexer 

7 16-channel analogue 
multiplexer/demultiplexer 

4539 Dual 4-input multiplexer (non-
inverting) 

74150 16-input multiplexer (inverting) 
74151 8-input multiplexer (inverting 

and non-inverting outputs) 
74152 8-input multiplexer (inverting) 
74153 Dual 4-input multiplexer (non-

inverting) 
74157 Quad 2-input multiplexer (non-

inverting) 
74158 Quad 2-input Multiplexer 

(inverting) 

1-of-N Decoders and 
Demultiplexers 
A one-of-N decoder is quite simply 

what it says - it has N outputs and one 

Flg.5.4a. A 2-input multiplexer using gate logic. A "selected" 
signal is then buffered using a buffer (no inversion takes 
place). 

Fig.5.4b. A 2-input multiplexer using MOS switch logic. 

of them is 'ON' at a time (see Fig. 5.5); 
this means all but one of the outputs are 
logic 0 and one is at logic 1 (active high), 
or vice versa (active low or inverted out-
puts). Which output is active is deter-
mined by a binary input number: if the 
input is, say 5 (binary 101), then output 
5 will be 1 and the others 0. 
Common sizes for these decoders in-

clude 1-of4 (2-bit binary in), 1-of-8 (3-
bit binary in), 1-of-16 (4-bit binary in), 
and 1-of-10 (BCD in). A BCD decoder 
can receive binary inputs greater than 9, 
in which case typical devices give an 
all-inactive output. BCD is described in 
the Bits, Bytes, Words and Nibbles panel. 
Some 1-of-N decoders have "enable" 

inputs which can be used to force all 
the outputs to the inactive state. The 
enable can also be used as a data input. 
For example, assuming an active high 

3-BIT  AO 
BINARY Al 
INPUT 

A2 

THE OUTPUT 
CORRESPONDING 
TO THE BINARY 
INPUT NUMBER 
IS -r 
ALL OTHERS 
ARE 

Fig.5.5. A 1-of-8 decoder. 
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output device, if the binary input is, say 
5, then output 5 will be 1 if the enable is 
1; if the enable is 0 all outputs, in-
cluding output 5 will be 0. Thus, if 
the binary input is held at 5 the value 
on the enable input is effectively trans-
ferred to output 5. 
This action, whereby the data on 

a single input can be routed to one 
selected output from a set of possible 
outputs, is opposite to that of a multi-
plexer. These devices are therefore also 
called demultiplexers if they have this 
capability. 

Examples: 

4028 I-of-10 decoder (BCD decoder 
with active high outputs) 

4555 Dual 1-of-4 decoder/ 
demultiplexer 

4556 Dual 1-of-4 decoder/ 
demultiplexer (active low 
outputs) 

7442 4 line to 10 line decoder (I-of-10) 
(BCD decoder) (active low 
outputs) 

7445 BCD decoder/driver (I-of-10) 
(active low outputs, with 80mA 
current sink capability) 

74137 3-line to 8-line 
decoder/demultiplexer (binary 
input, active low outputs) 

74138 Dual 1-of-4 decoder/ 
demultiplexer (binary input, 
active low outputs) 

74145 BCD decoder/driver (1-of-10) 
(active low outputs, with 80mA 
current sink capability) 

74154 4-line to 16-line decoder/ 
demultiplexer (binary input, 
active low outputs) 

74155 Dual 1-of-4 decoder/ 
demultiplexer (binary input, 
active low outputs) 

Comparators and 
Magnitude 
Comparators 
In its simplest form a comparator 

compares two binary words (see the 
special panel Bytes, Bits, Words and 
Nibbles) and outputs a single bit to 
indicate if the two words are equal or 
not (these are known as identity com-
parators). More complex comparators, 
called magnitude comparators, indicate if 
a binary number on one input word is 
equal to, greater than, or less than a 
binary number on the other input 
word. 
Magnitude comparators often have 

equal to, greater than, or less than 
inputs which can be connected to 
the corresponding outputs on another 
chip of the same type to form a 
comparator for binary numbers of 
twice the size available from a single 
chip. This cascading can be repeated to 
form very large comparators. Iden-
tity comparators may also have "ex-
pander" inputs. 
The most basic identity comparator 

is the XOR gate, which compares two 
single bits and outputs a 1 if they are 
different and a 0 if they are the same 
(see the Truth Table in Part 4 (Fig.4.6)). 
The XNOR does the same thing, but 
with inverted outputs. It is a simple 
matter to build a multi-bit equality 
comparator by using as many XOR 
gates as there are bits connected to an 
OR gate, with one input for each XOR 

Bits, Bytes, Words and Nibbles 
A single binary digit, called a bit, can hold the value 1 or 0. 

(high or low). If a greater range of values is required, this can 
be achieved by grouping a number of bits together. If we 
have two bits, four possible patterns are available, which can 
be regarded as the numbers 0 to 3 in decimal: 

00>0 
01 >1 
10 >2 
11 >3 

The digital circuit will always regard the information as a 
pattern of bits: it is the user of the system who decides to 
map these patterns onto particular values or meanings. By 
adding yet more bits, the range of values possible increases 
(for numbers, or for coding anything else). In fact the number 
of patterns available is 2 raised to the power of the number of 
bits you have, for example with three bits you have 23 - which 
gives 8 different patterns. The number of available patterns 
from a collection of bits can also be referred to as the number 
of possible states. 
When the inputs or outputs of a digital circuit represent 

binary numbers then the numbers are often identified using a 
letter or word (e.g. A, B or DATA). The individual bits (which 
correspond to the actual pins or wires) are identified using 
these names with numerical subscripts indicating the power-
of 2 the bit represents. For example a 4-bit binary number 
called A requires 4 wires called A3 A2 A1 A0 representing the 
8s 4s 2s and Is of the binary number respectively. This wire 
labelling is also used for data other than binary numbers, but 
you do also see bit numbering starting with a 1 rather than 0 
so take care! 
Numbers are usually coded using binary (base 2) numbers, 

but other numerical codes have been used. Very large and 
very small numbers (e.g. those used in science and engineer-
ing) and often written in a form such as 2.3x1042 , require 
special coding (matching the scientific notation we use to 
write them), for which there are recognised international stan-

Fig.5.6a. A 4-bit identity comparator 
based on XOR gates. 

Fig.5.6b. Two 4-bit comparators con-
nected to form an 8-bit comparator 
(based on 2 x Fig.5.6a). 

output. The OR output will be 1 if 
any of the corresponding bits are not 
equal. An extra input to the OR gate 
would provide an expander input. Fig. 
5.6a shows a 4-bit comparator based 
on this idea, and Fig. 5.6b shows two 
such arrangements forming an 8-bit 
comparator. Identity comparator chips 
with expander inputs are available, for 
example the 74521. 

dards (e.g. ANSI/IEEE Std 754-1985, for Binary Floating Point 
Arithmetic). The range of numbers on a typical calculator 
(lx 10-88  to 9.99999999x 1088 ) would require something like 
662 bits to code directly; we don't do this just as we don't 
write 1 x 1088 using 100 decimal digits. 
Eight bits in a row gives us a byte. This can hold 256 

different patterns (28), these range from 00000000 (the binary 
representation of 0) to 11111111 (the binary representation of 
255). Bytes are often used to hold individual characters (let-
ter, digit or punctuation mark) in textual data (e.g. in E-mail 
and wordprocessor documents). Some characters are special 
control characters which represent a particular action you 
want to take whilst printing, for example move down to a new 
line, or return to the start of the line. Fortunately, a standard 
has been set up so that all computers agree on the character 
code values. This standard is called ASCII (American Stan-
dard Code for Information Interchange) and ensures that all 
machines agree that the number 65 represents the letter 'A'. 
A byte is big enough to store a character, but not big 

enough to hold larger values. Computers hold larger values 
by putting even more bits together to make words. There is 
no standard for how long a word is. Some computers regard 
a word as 16 bits in length, others talk in terms of 32 or even 
64 bits. In fact "word" can be used for any bit length as long 
as you qualify it, e.g. "5-bit word". 
Sometimes you would like to store a small value, and you 

don't want to use a whole 8-bit byte to hold it. In this case you 
can use a nibble. The nibble is a semi-serious name for a 4-bit 
quantity. A 4-bit nibble can hold a value between 0 and 15, 
making it possible to represent the contents of a nibble by a 
single hexadecimal (base 16) digit. 
Another use for 4-bit quantities is BCD (Binary Coded 

Decimal), which uses a group of 4 bits for each digit in a 
decimal number. The binary values 0 to 9 (0000 to 1001) are 
used for the decimal digits 0 to 9 but the binary values 10 to 
15(1010 to 1111) are not used. As an example, 237 in decimal 
would be represented as 0010 0011 0111 in BCD. Compare 
this with its true binary equivalent of 11101101. 
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A>I3 
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AO 
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B1 
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02  A>I3 
A3  A.B 

A<B 

- NC 
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A>B 
AB 
AB 
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AS 
BO 
Al 
81 
A2  OUTPUTS 
82  A>B 
A3  A-8 
B3  A<B 

COMPARATOR 
OUTPUTS 

-  A>8 
-  AB 
-  A<B 

Fig.5.6.c. Two 4585 4-bit magnitude comparators used as an 
8-bit magnitude comparator. 

Magnitude comparators are avail-
able as devices in the 4000 and 7400 
series. For example the 4585 is a 4-bit 
magnitude comparator with expander 
inputs. Fig. 5.6c shows two 4585s used 
to form an 8-bit comparator. 
Magnitude comparators are used in 

arithmetic circuits (there's one some-
where in the processor in your PC 
...). Identity comparators are used 
in address decoding for computer 
memories (there may be few of these 
in your PC too ...). Special com-
parator chips aimed at address decod-
ing applications are available. 

Examples: 
4070 Quadruple 2-input XOR 
4585 4-bit magnitude comparator 
7485 4-bit magnitude comparator 
74521 8-bit identity comparator 
74686 8-bit magnitude comparator 

Adders and 
Subtrac tars 
Arithmetic circuits such as adders are 

of great importance in digital elec-
tronics. It is these circuits which enable 
computers and other digital systems to 
"do maths". It is often said that all 
numerical calculations can be done 
using addition, after all subtraction is 
just negative addition, multiplication 
is repeated addition and division is 
repeated subtraction. 
Making this really work though is a 

bit more difficult than the previous 
comment indicates, and when you mix 
in the requirement that the circuits 
have to be fast too, then it gets even 
more complicated! 
Due to their key role in computers a 

considerable amount of research and 
development effort has been put into 
developing arithmetic circuits over the 
years since digital electronics first 
emerged. There is now a vast array of 
different types of arithmetic circuit 
offering varying degrees of speed, 
circuit size, power consumption, and 
types numerical coding. We only have 
space to introduce a few of the 
fundamental ideas here. 
The most basic arithmetic circuit is 

simply an XOR gate. This adds two 
one-bit binary numbers and gives the 
"units" result (there is no carry in, or 
carry out). For the more mathemati-
cally inclined, it actually performs 
modulo-2 addition. The half adder, 
which we introduced in Part 4, adds 

Carry Out Instructions 
In case you have been relying on your pocket calculator 

and do not have a good feel for "carrying" when doing 
sums, an example or two may help. If we add 86 to 57 
we first do 6 + 7 to obtain 13. We put the 3 in the units 
column and carry the 1 over to the 10s column. Then we 
add 8 + 5 + 1 carried in, to get 14. We put 4 in the tens 
column and carry 1 over to the 100s column. Then we put 
the final carried 1 in the 100s column. The result is 143. 
(Applause!) 
Note that the result of an addition may have one more digit 

than the larger of the two numbers being added. A similar 
process is used for binary. To add 110 and 011 we do 0 + 1 to 
get 1 in the units, then 1 + 1 + 0 (0 carried in) to get 10, put 0 in 
the 2s and carry the 1 out, then we do 1+ 0 + 1 (1 carried in) 
to get 10, we put 0 in the 4s and carry the 1, finally we put the 
carried 1 in the 8s. The result is 1001. 

two 1-bit binary numbers and gives a 
2-bit binary (2s and units) result. The 
2s output of the half adder is usually 
referred to as the carry-out, but note 
that the half adder does not have a 
carry-in input. 
In order to build an adder for more 

than 1-bit numbers we need to be able 
to fully handle the carrying process 
which occurs during multi-digit addi-
tion. To do this, we use a full adder for 
which a circuit is given in Fig. 5.7a. 
(The half adders are as per Fig. 4.5 in 
Part 4.) This has two bits to be added, 
X0 and Yo plus a carry-in, and the 
circuit outputs a 1-bit result (sum) and 
a carry-out. 
The addition process is the same 

for each digit: starting at the least 
significant digit (the lowest bit), we 
add the corresponding digits from the 
numbers being added, plus the carry 
from the previous digit to get a 
"partial result". We put the "units" 

Fig.5.7a. Full adder circuit using half-
adder circuit from Fig.4.5. 

83 A3 

 X0 
CARRY 
OUT 

R4 
(CARRY OUT) 

FA  ° 
CARRY 
IN 

82 

4 — 
FA '° 

COAURTRY  CARRY 
IN 

SUM  SUM 

FA = FULL ADDER 
R3  R2 

part of the partial result into the 
corresponding digit of the final result 
and carry the more significant part of 
the partial result to the next digit's 
calculation. The process is repeated 
for each digit. (Be sure to read the 
separate topic panel "Carry Out In-
structions" to see how this works.) 
There is slight difference for the first 

digit as its carry-in is always zero, and 
for the last digit where the carry-out 
goes directly to form the most sig-
nificant digit (highest bit) of the result. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.7b which 
also happens to be the schematic of a 
4-bit binary adder made up from four 
full adders. 
How would we add two 16-bit 

numbers? We could use four 4-bit 
adders with their carry-ins and carry-
outs linked. This would, of course, 
work but we must remember a key 
issue in digital design, that of the speed 
of operation of the circuit. The carry 
signal arriving at the final output (bit 
17 of the result) has to pass through up 
to 32 gates, whereas the individual 
digit input-to-output path is 6 gates 
(but these have to wait for their carry-
ins). The speed of the adder will be 
limited by the response time of the 
final carry. Adders of this form are 
called ripple-carry adders, which are 
simple but slow. 

Ell Al  80  AO 

x° FA " 
CARRY  CARRY 
OUT  IN 

SUM 

RI 

° FA " 
CARRY  CARRY 
OUT  IN 

SUM 

RU 

Fig.5.7b. A 4-bit adder. This adds two 4-bit numbers A and B to give a 5-bit result 
R. R4 can be used as a carry for constructing larger adders. 

Modulo Arithmetic 
Consider modulo 100 in base 10 ("normal" numbers) in which we have possible 

numbers 00 to 99 and we use 0 to 49 as positive and 50 to 99 as negative numbers. 
To find a number's complement we subtract it from 100. So —23 is 100 — 23 = 77, 
that is —23 is represented by 77. So to do the sum 45 — 23 we do 45 + 77 which 
gives 122, we ignore the 1 because we are using modulo 100 and so we get 22 (the 
right answer!). We have just used addition to do subtraction! 
We can do the same with digital adder circuits as we can also design circuits to 

convert numbers to their complements (which of course turns out to be easy). The 
type of complement we have used is called the lOs complement and the cor-
responding complement in binary is called the 2s complement which can be 
obtained by inverting all the bits and adding 1. 
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Fig.5.7c. A 4-bit adder with "carry-look-ahead" circuit which 
generates a carry faster than the carry-out of the four full 
adders of 5.7b. 

Looking Ahead 
We can make the adder go faster by 

using "clever" carry circuits. One ex-
ample is called carry-look-ahead. The 
way this works is to use a circuit 
which directly (and hence quickly) 
works out the final carry from (say) a 
4-bit adder (see Fig. 5.7c). 
To design such a circuit, all that 

is required is the logical condition 
for this carry to be 1 in terms of 
the 8 digit inputs and carry-in to 
the 4-bit adder. Larger adders are 
then constructed by connecting the 
carry input of each 4-bit section to the 
carry-look-ahead output of the pre-
vious 4-bit section. The total delay to 
the final carry is then greatly reduced. 
The 4008 is a 4-bit adder with carry-
look-ahead, the 74182 is a separate 
carry-look-ahead circuit. 

Negative Addition 
So far we have only discussed ad-

dition and not subtraction; however 
subtraction can be viewed as the ad-
dition of the negative of the number 
being subtracted, and this is the way 
in which it is often done in digital 
arithmetic circuits. So how do we rep-
resent negative numbers in binary? 
Well, the most obvious way is to 

have an extra bit for the sign (e.g. 
0 for + and 1 for —) but this 
does not lead to easy subtractor 
circuits. Another method is to use 
what are called complements and mod-
ulo arithmetic. Basically, in this usage 
of modulo arithmetic all numbers 
are limit to n-digits and overflows 
beyond n-digits are ignored. Limiting 
the range of possible numbers may 
seem strange, but it inherently occurs 
in arithmetic circuits; once you've 
built a 16-bit adder you are limited to 
doing 16-bit additions! 
Complements  are  basically  a 

coding of negative and  positive 
numbers which lead to straightfor-
ward  circuits,  because  adding  a 
number's complement results in that 
number being subtracted. To obtain 
complements, we use half of the 
available n-digit numbers as negative, 
and half as positive. Just to make it 
even more complex there are different 
types of complement too, but a 
common one is the 2s complement 
which is obtained by inverting all the 
bits and adding 1. 
This is quite neat because inverting 

DATA 
4:: ? E yoUT 

CONTROL 

A3  83  A2  B2  Al 

4-BIT ADDER 

R4  R3  R2  RI  RO 

NOR 
SI  AO  BO 

C IN CARRY 
IN 

WHEN CONTROL . 0 R A.E1 
OUTPUT RESULT  WHEN CONTROL . 1 R . A- 8 

Fig.5.7e. A 4-bit Add/Subtractor circuit. 

CONTROL DATA OUT 

Fig.5.7d. An XOR gate used as a con-
trolled inverter. 

is easy to do, and adding one can be 
readily achieved using the carry-in of 
the first stage of an adder circuit. The 
fact that we can use the same adder 
circuit for both addition and subtrac-
tion of both positive or negative num-
bers is the great advantage obtained 
by the use of complemented num-
bers. For an example of how this 
works check out the panel Modulo 
Arithmetic! 
If we need an Adder/Subtractor 

circuit, i.e. one which can do either 
A + B or A — B under the control of 
a "mode-select" input, then we can 
make use of the versatile XOR gate 
again, as a controlled inverter. If one 
input to an XOR is considered to be 
the data and the other the control, 
then the output is equal to the data 
when control is zero and equal to 
data when control is 1 (see the Truth 
Table in Fig. 5.7d). 
Thus in Fig. 5.7e, if we use XORs 

between the B input and the adders, 
and also connect the control input to 
the carry-in of the first adder (for the 
add-one of the 2s complement), we 
get a versatile adder/subtractor cir-
cuit module. 

Examples: 
4008 

7480 
7482 
7483/74283 

74182 
74183 

4 bit binary full adder 
with look-ahead carry-
out 
Gated full adder 
2-bit full adder 
4-bit binary full adder 
with fast carry 
Carry look-ahead unit 
Dual carry-save full 
adder 

ALUs 
If you look at the functions which a 

basic microprocessor (the heart of 
a microcomputer and many com-
puterised systems and gadgets) can 
perform then you will find a list of 
basic arithmetic operations (addition, 
subtraction, greater than, less than, 
etc.) and logical operations (AND, 

OR, NAND etc.). We have described 
individual circuits which perform 
these functions. It is useful to have a 
"big" logic circuit which can do all 
these functions  with  a form of 
"select"  input  to  choose  which 
function is currently being performed 
on the input data. 
Such a circuit is called an arith-

metic logic unit (ALU). An example 
of this can be found in the 74 series — 
the 74181 which provides addition, 
subtraction, shift-by-one-bit (multiply 
by 2), magnitude comparison, AND, 
NAND, OR, NOR, XOR, logical com-
parison and 12 other arithmetic and 
10 other logic operations. It can 
be used with the 74182 carry-look-
ahead generator to give high speed 
operation. The arithmetic circuits in 
modern microprocessors are far more 
complex than the 74181 but it serves 
to illustrate the idea of multi-function 
arithmetic and logic circuits found in 
the heart of computers. 

Seven-Segment 
Decoders 
A digital circuit will represent a 

number as a pattern of bits. The big-
ger the number, the larger the num-
ber of bits (see "Bits, Bytes, Words and 
Nibbles" for more on this topic). A 
common way of displaying numbers 
is by the use of a 7-segment 1.e.d. 
display. This uses seven illuminating 
bars which, when lit in various com-
binations, can display all the digits 
(see Fig. 5.8). See also Check Out: Digi-
tal Displays. 
A 7-segment display decoder takes 

in a bit pattern and produces an out-
put for each bar of the 1.e.d. That bar 
is then lit at the appropriate time. It 
is not uncommon to see 7-segment 
displays which contain the encoder 
as a single package. When supplied 
with the appropriate bit pattern such 
devices light the required number. 
You have to choose the correct 

decoder to match the type of display 
you are using. For common-cathode 
1.e.d. displays you need an active-high 
output device, such as the 7448 or 
7449, whose outputs are at logic 1 at 
the appropriate time and will drive 
the anodes of the led. display. 
For common-anode I.e.d. displays 

you need active-low output decoders, 
such as the 7446 or 7447; outputs are 
logic 0 when they are "enabled" by the 
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Fig.5.8. A binary-coded decimal to 7-segment display 
decoder. The display is connected to OV or positive supply, 
depending on whether it is a common cathode or common 
anode type. 

internal circuitry and these connect the 
1.e.d. cathodes to OV. An "open collec-
tor" decoder output has a floating out-
put (the collector of the output driver 
transistor), to which the display can be 
connected. 
Additional features that you might 

find  on  7-segment  decoders  in-
clude "ripple-through zero-blanking", 
"override blanking", and "lamp-test" 
inputs.  Ripple-blanking  sets  the 
leading (or trailing if desired) zeros to 
blanks so, for example, 0023 would be 
displayed as 23. 
The RBI and RBO input and out-

put of the decoders driving succes-
sive digits are connected together. The 
blanking input can be used to control 
display intensity by pulsing it on and 
off and varying the proportion of off-
time to on-time. The lamp test input 
can switch on all the outputs (to check 
the display) whilst override blanking 
switches them all off. 

Priority Encoders and 
Majority Gates 
A priority encoder is a circuit which 

"decides" on the highest priority input 
which it is given, and produces a 
binary number which represents this. 
To further explain this, we could look 
at the residence of Lord Faversham-
Wills, which has recently been re-
wired with the new, patent butler 
request selection system. 
Various members of the family are 

given "butler request" buttons which 
they press to indicate that they need 
the services of the butler. However, 
Lord Faversham-Wills, who pays the 
butler, has insisted on a particular 
order of preference for butler requests, 
with himself at the top, and then 
various daughters, nephews and sons-
in-law below. 
A simple 10-input priority encoder 

with a BCD output is shown in Fig.5.9. 

• 

• 

• 

• • 
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10 INPUTS 
• 

• 
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4 

Al 
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• 

• 
BCD 
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• 3 A3 • 

• 2 

• 1 

• 0 

Fig.5.9. A 10-input priority encoder 
with BCD output. 
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Examples: 
7446 BCD to 7-segment decoder, 30V max., 
7447 BCD to 7-segment decoder, 15V max., 
active low 
7448 BCD to 7-segment decoder, 15V max., 
active high 
7449 BCD to 7-segment decoder, 5-5V max. 
active high 

Check Out: 

Digital 

Displays 

Light emitting diodes (I.e.d.$) are 
useful in producing "displays" which 
can show numerical data. The com-
monest form is the 7-segment dis-
play which everyone has seen at one 
time or another - look for them in 
the "opto-electronics" section of a 
catalogue. 
They generate the numerical charac-

ters 0 to 9, as well as (with a 
little imagination) a few limited alpha 
characters too. Various colours are 
produced, with red being the most 
common. They are especially suitable 
in darker ambient conditions. 
The led. bars are each lettered a 

to g signifying their position - see 
Fig. 5.11. Since each display contains 
seven light-emitting diodes plus an 
eighth for a decimal point, you might 
think that this involves making a total 
of sixteen connections to the anodes 
and cathodes of each led. However, 
in order to reduce the necessary 
wiring, it is usual to "common" either 
all the anodes or all the cathodes 
together, to form common anode and 
common cathode types. 
The common anode is then con-

nected to the supply rail, and in-
dividual cathodes are connected to OV 
to illuminate specific segments. Com-
mon cathodes work in reverse, with 
cathodes wired to OV and individual 

a 

8 e  d cdep  

active low 
open collector, 

2k pull-up, 

, open collector, 

anodes are driven from a positive 
supply instead. It is necessary to use a 
current limiting resistor in series with 
each segment, just like an ordinary 
I.e.d. 
Seven-segment displays may be 

fabricated in multi-digit assemblies 
containing several digits. Manufac-
turers' data will tell you the pin-out 
details of the packages, which must be 
followed carefully for the display to 
function correctly. 
More "intelligent" displays include a 

complete decoder-driver chip inside, 
so that you can input a binary number 
and the display will show the relevant 
decimal number. These types of device 
are expensive, though. At the top of 
the range are "dot matrix" displays, 
where an array of individual le.d.s. 
is driven to generate alphanumeric 
characters. 
The liquid crystal displays (I.c.d.) 

require an alternating drive signal and 
are much more suited to low-power 
applications (digital watches, mobile 
phones, calculators etc.). Emitting no 
light of their own, they need a back-
light if they are to be seen in darker 
conditions. They can be manufac-
tured in an infinite variety of character 
shapes and sizes (e.g. for I.c.d. games) 
and standard 3- or 4-digit types are 
commonly available from suppliers. 

COMMON 
CATHODE 
(TO OV) 

COMMON 
ANODE 
.VE SUPPLY 

Fig.5.11. A 7-segment Le.d. display showing segment labels 
a-g, plus decimal point. The common anode and cathode 
set-up is also shown. The large device in the photograph is 
an 1.c.d. module. 



A priority encoder takes an input 
from each family member, and then 
produces a binary number which rep-
resents the current highest priority. 
This could be fed into a 7-segment 
decoder (see above) to drive a number 
display which shows the butler the 
number of the person he must go to. 
A more serious use is inside 

your computer, where various devices 
(keyboard, disk drive, clock etc.) are 
competing for the attentions of the 
processor, and the hardware needs to 
determine which is currently the most 
urgent. An "interrupt controller chip" 
contains a priority encoder which is 
used to manage this. Another possible 
application is as a keyboard encoder, 
for example 10 switches could be used 
to produce a 0 to 9 binary output. 

Examples: 
4532 8-input priority encoder 
74147 10-line to 4-line BCD (binary 

coded decimal) priority encoder 
74148 8-line to 3-line binary priority 

encoder 

A majority gate has an odd number 
of inputs which can be either high or 
low. It then produces a single out-
put which indicates the state of the 
majority of inputs. Lord Faversham-
Wills has one incorporated into the 
living room, so that when the family is 
watching television together they can 
vote on whether to watch BBC or ITV. 
(Of course Lord Faversham-Wills, who 
keeps the remote control, has the final 
say!). More of His Lordship in Lab 
Work 5. 

Parity Encoders and 
Decoders 
Parity is a way of making sure a 

given bit pattern is correct. It allows 
single bit (i.e. one bit in the wrong 
state) errors to be detected. It works by 
adding an extra bit to the word we 
want to check. There are two types of 
parity: even parity means that the 
parity bit is set so that the number of 
high bits in the sequence is an even 
number; odd parity means that the 
parity bit is set so that the number of 
high bits in the sequence is an odd 
number. If one of the bits is incorrect 
(including the parity bit) the number 
of high bits will be incorrect for the 
parity regime in use. 
The useful XOR gate provides an 

even parity bit for a 2-bit binary word. 

EVERYDAY 
PRACTICAL 

To make larger parity generators it 
is simply a matter of using a tree 
of XOR gates, for example Fig. 5.10 
shows an 8-input parity circuit. How-
ever, a faster parity circuit could be 
achieved by designing the logic from 
scratch rather than using the full XOR 
tree. A parity checker simply consists 
of a parity generator of the correct 
type, and an XOR gate to compare the 
generated parity bit with the one in the 
word itself. 
Your  PC  con-

tains  memory 
which is nine bits 
wide. The ninth bit 
is the parity bit and 
is used  by  the 
hardware to make 
sure  that  your 
memory chips are 
all working cor-
rectly. If a memory 
parity  error  is 
detected  the  PC 
will and display an 
error message. (Such a PC was once 
seen on sale in a High Street store: it 
might have well said "My memory is 
broken. Do not buy me." The store 
assistant didn't know.) 
Parity can be used whenever we 

send data from one place to another. 
Each sequence of eight bits (a byte) is 
verified by the use of an additional 
parity bit. The parity checking circuit 
is often built into the chip which sends 
the data down the wire, the chip will 
set a "bad parity" marker which the 
computer software can detect. It is im-
portant that both ends of the conversa-
tion agree on the parity which is to be 
used, or it will all end in tears! 

Examples: 
74180 9-bit odd/even parity 

generator/checker 
74280 9-bit odd/even parity 

generator/checker 

Conclusion 
This concludes our world-tour of 

combinational logic functions. We 
have come across many useful-looking 
functions such as adders and com-
parators, but actually these circuits are 
of relatively little use on their own. The 
real power of digital electronics comes 
with the ability to sequence a series of 
operations in order to perform a 
complex task or interact with changing 
external processes. 
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We could build a pocket calculator 
with combinational logic but it would 
not fit in your pocket. You would need 
a separate keypad for each digit of 
both numbers being, say, added and 
would have to press all the digit keys 
and the required function key ( + in 
this case) simultaneously. The result 
would only be displayed when the 
keys were being pressed. 
Real calculators have memory: they 

store digits of the numbers to be 

Fig.5.10. An 8-input parity generator formed from XOR gates. 

added (or whatever), apply the ap-
propriate data to the combinational 
logic circuits which do the arithmetic, 
and store the result and display it 
until the battery runs out or you 
do another calculation. Digital circuits 
with memory are called sequential cir-
cuits, and will occupy our thoughts for 
most of the rest of this series. 
None of this means combinational 

logic is unimportant - it is of critical 
importance. In simplified terms many 
digital circuits contain sequential parts 
which control the flow of data through 
the combinational parts which per-
form the actual logic or calculations. 
Now have a look at the Lab Work 
section and hone your skills with 
combinational logic! 
The Teach-In writers are delighted to 

receive your comments, feedback and 
queries. You can write to us at Teach-
In c/o the Editorial address, or E-mail 
Teachin98(a epemag.demon.co.uk. 
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In Teach-In Part 4, (Feb. '98 p.122) 

the 4081 should be described as an 
AND gate, not XNOR as shown in 
Fig.4.10. The pinout drawings and 
symbols are correct. 
Also page 116, top of right hand 

column, "2-bit" binary result should be 
from (00 to 10) not (00 to 11). 
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TEACH-IN '98 

LAB 
W ORIt 5 
Objectives.* To demonstrate a practical application for 

Karnaugh Maps. Construct a priority encoder circuit and 
display the result on a 7-segment I.e.d. display 

THIS section will challenge your under-standing of Karnaugh Maps in a typi-
ca logic application, as we get to grips 
with a basic 7-segment I.e.d. display func-
tion. The text may look daunting, but we 
think that if you follow the text logically 
and refer back to the main tutorial text 
to refresh your memory as needed, you 
should be able to complete this section 
successfully. 

Fig.5.11.  The conventional notation 
of a 7-se9ment 1.e.d. display. The 
decimal point is not shown. 

11 11_1 f 
if j 11 

Fig.5.12. Segment displays to produce 
decimal numbers 1 to 5. 

Karnaugh Maps can be complex-look-
ing design aids, especially if you have 
never used them before. Take your time as 
you work through this part, and don't 
worry if you don't understand everything 
first time around. 

Lab 5.1- Karnaugh 
Maps in Action 
Consider a 7-segment display with I.e.d. 

segments which, for simplicity of under-
standing, are turned on by a logic 1 sig-
nal (a common cathode display — but read 
the important note later). Let's devise a 
decoder to decode a count of decimal I up 
to decimal 5, from binary input variables. 

The truth table for this problem is as 
shown in Table I. 
The next stage is to draw a Karnaugh 

map for each of the seven segments a 
tog. The binary C and B input states 
are plotted against the third (A) input, 
and loops drawn in the resulting map. 
This is depicted in Fig.5.13. Note that we 
have identified each loop I. 2 and 3 as 
necessary. 
Because only the codes for decimal I 

to 5 are used, other counts do not matter 
and thus "X" (don' t care) states are en-
tered and treated as 0 or I as is convenient 
in each map. This maximises the sizes of 
loops which can be used; if all the cells 
with Is have been looped (remember — no 
diagonals allowed), then no further loops 
are needed. 

Table 5.1: Producing a count of 1 to 5 from binary input variables 

DECIMAL 
VALUE 

BINARY SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY 
C B 
(4s) (2s) 

A 
(1s) 

a b c d e f g 

X 0 0 0 X X X X X X X 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 

3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

4 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

5 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

X 1 1 0 X X X X X X X 
X 1 1 1 X X X X X X X 

MAP d 

1 0 

MAP g 

C B 
A 

0  1 

1 0 

A 

0  0 

0  1 

X  1  1 

0  0  1 0 

Fig.5.13. Karnaugh Maps are drawn 
for each of the segments a to g from 
the Truth Table 5.1. The X denotes a 
"don't care" state. Loops are drawn as 
large as possible to include any don't 
care states and Logic is. A loop can 
run off the edge of a map and continue 
on the other side - see Map c. 
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The result of these maps tells us the logic statements for each of 
the seven segments of the display, and are as follows:-

Map a: 
Map h: 
Map c: 
Map d: 
Map e: 
Map f: 
Map g: 

Loop 1 .B 
Loop I .0 
Loop I 
Loop 1 .B 
Loop 1 ,A4B 
Loop 1 
Loop I 

Loop 2 .A0C"  a=B+,1•( 
Loop 2 >A  b=A+ C 
Loop 2 H  c=A+H 
Loop 2 >A •C  d=B + 

e=A0/f 
f =C 

Loop 2 ,B Loop 3 C g=A+B-1-c 

Practical Circuit 
You will now see how easy it is to translate this into a circuit 

diagram, using logic gates and inverters to represent the above 
formulae, see Fig. 5.14a. The three binary inputs A. B and C are 
shown, also with inverters on each line, and an array of OR and 
AND gates is used to implement the logic decoding in accordance 
with our logic statements. It will be seen that you would need 
three inverters, five OR gates plus three AND gates to realise the 
entire circuit. 

BINARY INPUT I. 

B 
o 

4049 4049 104(i 

7-SEGMENT 
OUTPUTS 

V 

I n  no 
lizo 

a-
170 • I 1 

  MI  170 • 1 I . 

ED 

ZW • , • 
()„ 

Fig.5.14a. Circuit realisation of a 7-segment decoder driver which will display 
decimal 1 to 5. 
In practice, we also need to provide 

enough current for each I.e.d. segment, the 
easiest way being to include an inverter 
buffer on each segment's drive signal as 
shown in Fig. 5.14b. Thus, seven more 
inverter buffers are also necessary. Al-
together, ten inverters are used — e.g. two 
CMOS 4049 packages of which two in-
verters are unused; two quad OR gate 
packages (4071) would also be used, three 
gates being ignored; three AND gates from 
a 4081 are also needed. 
The  presence  of  the  output 

inverter/buffers to boost the available 
current means that the output logic 
sequence for the display is now inverted 
and a common cathode display will no 
longer display the correct character! 
The logic outputs will now go low in 
sequence.  (See  Check  Out:  Display 
Devices in the main text for a refresher.) 

The workaround is to utilise a common 
anode display instead, connecting the 
segment cathodes to the inverter buffers. 
The display is then connected as shown in 
Fig. 5.14b, with series limiting resistors 
RI to R7 being inserted. 
If you feel sufficiently confident, go 

ahead and demonstrate the operation of 
this circuit by constructing it on your 
solderless breadboard: use anti-static pre-
cautions when handling CMOS devices, 
ensuring unused inputs are connected to 
the OV "rail". Most of the parts are very 
cheap and you may have some of the logic 
chips to hand already. It won't hurt to 
"source" a suitable 7-segment I.e.d. com-
mon anode display and confirm its pin-out 
drawings from the vendor's catalogue (see 
later). 
There is just sufficient room to accom-

modate the five d.i.l. chips plus the display 

BUFFERS 
4049 

7 33042 

Fig.5.14b. A practical circuit needs out-
put buffer/inverters to drive an Le.d. 
display. 

on the recommended solderless bread-
board. Looking further ahead, we will be 
investigating an alternative construction 
technique (wire wrapping) as an alterna-
tive way of building more complex circuits 
quickly and easily. 

Lab 5.2: Standard Logic 
Functions 
So far we have only concerned our-

selves with CMOS devices. These are 
static-sensitive, have low power consump-
tion (ideal for battery-operated circuits) 
and a fairly wide operating voltage range 
(3V to 15V). The 7400 series TTL 
(transistor-transistor logic) is a compet-
ing technology — see the topic "Logic 
Families" in Teach-In 4. 
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+5V 

CI 
100n 

PULL-UP 
RESISTOR 
NOT NEEDED 
IF 741S147 
IS USED 

OUTPUTS 
1PRIORTv 
ENCODED) 

16 

11 +V-
12 

13 

1 idl 
74HCT147 

2 OR 
741S147 

3 

5 

10 

GND 

14 

9 1 

8 
INPUT 
SELECT 

BUFFERED. 
INVERTED 
OUTPUTS 

A 

IC3  d 
741_547 

F31 RBO 

RF3 1 
GND 

8 

7 IC2  USE OPTIONAL 
74L SO4  106 PULL-UP 

RESISTORS TO 
+5V 

OV 

A 

d p 

Fig.5.15a. Circuit diagram for the Priority Butler Calling system. The 74HCT147 (if 
used) is a CMOS device, requiring static handling. Input 61$ shown connected. 

In most cases we can use either TTL or 
CMOS as far as the logic function is con-
cerned, but other factors such as speed and 
power may influence our choice. 
In this section we will build a circuit 

using a couple of the standard predesigned 
logic functions available as i.c.s. One of 
these will be the 74LS47, a display 
decoder/driver and can be used to sweep 
away all of the gates utilised in the binary 
decoder/7-segment driver circuit described 
earlier. This chip takes a BCD (Binary 
Coded Decimal) number and converts it to 
a form which will operate a human-
recognisable 7-segment display. 
Back to our country mansion and the 

home of Lord Faversham-Wills!  His 
patented "Priority Butler Calling" system 
can be realised simply, by using a 
dedicated logic chip. The 74L5 147 is a 
TTL "10-line to 4-line" priority encoder 
chip. It decodes the inputs to ensure that 
only the highest-numbered input line is 
encoded, producing an appropriate BCD 
output. So a "7" signal will output a 
binary 7, with any other inputs less than 7 
being ignored. 
Its inputs and outputs are "active low" 

as depicted by the circles on each input, 
which means that a logic 0 on, say, input 
I (pin 11) with all other inputs high, 
produces a 0 output on pin 9 and Is on the 
other three outputs, giving binary 1110. A 
low on input 5 (pin 2) only, would produce 
binary 1010. By inverting the active low 
outputs, a more recognisable binary figure 
is generated: e.g. 0001 for input 1 and 

0101 for input 5. A suitable rn. inverter 
is the 74LS04, a hex inverter package 
(IC2). 
The BCD result can be converted for 

display on a 7-segment display if a 
decoder/driver chip is used. The 74LS47 
(IC3)  is  a  BCD  to  7-segment 
decoder/driver which also has logic 0 
outputs. When an output is "active", it is 
low. This can be used to drive a common 
anode display: the cathodes are taken low 
in order to illuminate the segment. 
• Many TTL logic devices are much bet-
ter at sinking current than sourcing it, 
hence so many "active low" inputs and 
outputs. 

• There is no need to tie unused TTL 
inputs to OV and the 74LS range is 
bipolar, not CMOS, so it is not static-
sensitive. However, we then discovered 
that the 74LS147 is quite hard to obtain, 
so we tested using the CMOS equivalent 
74HCT147 as well. This does need anti-
static precautions and any unused inputs 
should be pulled up via RI to +5V. One 
resistor can be used to tie all floating 
inputs together. 
Now proceed to construct this on the 

breadboard, observing the pinout drawings 
for each device. Use a 5V regulated sup-
ply as before, making certain that the 
logic chips are correctly polarised, or you 

You Will Need 
Resistors 
R1 100k (for 74HCT147 version) 
R2 to R8 33011 0-25W 5% carbon film (7 off) 

Capacitor 
Cl 100n polyester 

Semiconductors 
(For optional experiment Lab Work 5.1) 
4049 hex inverter (2 off) 
4071 quad-OR gate (2 off) 
4081 quad-AND gate 
74LS147 TTL or 74HCT147 CMOS priority encoder 
74LS47 TTL BCD to 7-segment decoder driver 
74LS04 TTL hex inverter 
X1 0.3in. 7-segment common anode d.i.l. display 

Miscellaneous 
Solderless breadboard 5V power supply: hook-up wire 

• 

a C 

EANODE 

LH DP E 
EE 

COMMON 

b 

Fig.5.15b.  Typical  0.3in.  common 
anode display (e.g. HP5082-7730). 

risk damaging them. The 7-segment dis-
play should fit directly to the breadboard 
but you must confirm the pinouts from 
your supplier's catalogue (a typical type is 
shown inset).  A dual-in-line package is 
best as these will fit the breadboard neatly. 
Allow half an hour for assembly and use 
multi-colour solid-core hook-up wire as 
before. 
Carefully check the circuit wiring before 

applying power, then confirm the opera-
tion of the display to see the "priority" 
operation of Lord Faversham-Wills' patent 
butler calling system! The input signal can 
be a flying lead, taken to OV. This repre-
sents the "call buttons" in the butler call 
system. If you use the CMOS 74HCT 
device, simply switch off, unhook an in-
put pin from RI and re-wire it to OV 
then switch on again. Otherwise, using the 
74L5 chip, just hook any input to OV. 
Also see what happens if several inputs 

are sent to OV (grounded) at the same 
time. Which input has priority? 

End of Lab 5 Tasks 
You have now used Kamaugh maps 

to analyse a combinational logic design 
problem. and designed a display decoder 
driver with logic gates. You have used 
a dedicated TTL decoder/driver with a 
7-segment display, and have built a priority 
encoder circuit with digital display. 

In Lab Work 6: We investigate the 
world of Sequential Logic Systems. 

Using the 5V Add-on Regulator. detailed in Lab Work 3. to 
power the breadboard demonstrations. 
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Constructional Project 

AUDIO 
SYSTEM 
REMOTE 
CONTROLLER 
MARK SKEETE 
A dding in  re mote control 
facilities to your audio syste m is 
easier than you might think. 

IN AN AGE where most TVs, videos and satellite receivers can be remotely con-
trolled, it can become quite frustrating 

to have to leave your armchair or bed to 
adjust your hifi system because it lacks 
remote control.  . 
This is the situation the author found 

himself in before he designed this circuit. 
Apart from the lack of remote control, he 
was quite happy with his hifi set-up and 
did not want to replace it with a cheap 
sounding Midi system just to gain remote 
control. 
Instead, he decided to develop a circuit 

that could be connected to the existing hifi 
set-up to provide remote control of the line 
level signals before they reached the main 
power amplifier. 
The circuit can be controlled either by 

an existing universal remote control hand-
set, or by its own keypad. 

SYSTEM BLOCK 
DIAGRA M 
As can he seen twin the system block 

diagram shown in Fig.1, the design 
is based around two main chips. A 
microcontroller is used to process com-
mands from a remote control or local 
keypad and transmit them to the audio chip 
in a form that it can understand. 
The microcontroller chosen for the job 

is the PIC16C84, which is well known to 
many EPE readers. This chip was chosen 
for  a number :of  reasons.  It can 
be reprogrammed in seconds (allowing 
software changes to be implemented 
quickly). It also has a 64-byte EEPROM 
(Electrically Erasable Read Only Memory) 
data memory whose contents are retained 
when the power is removed and, in this 
application, is used to store user-settings. 
Another feature of this chip is the 

interrupt facilities which provide an easy 
way of generating accurate timing inter-
vals to decode infra-red signals. Finally, 
there is an 8-level deep hardware stack 
which makes it easier to write software as 
a number of small routines that call each 
other. 

AUDIO CHIP 
he audio chip used in this circuit is the 

LMCI983 device. A block diagram of this 

I R 
SENSOR 

MICRO 
CONTROLLER 
PIC16C84 

KEYPAD 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Audio Sys-
tem Remote Controller 

chip is shown in Fig.2. An input selector 
selects one of the three stereo line inputs 
for further processing. A mute position 
can also be selected. The selected input 
then goes through an input mode selector 
switch before appearing at the select-out 
pins. Three input modes are possible: 

Left Mono: The left channel of the 
selected input is connected to both select-
out pins 

Right Mono: The right channel of the 
selected input is connected to both select-
out pins 

Stereo: Normal stereo operation 

The select-out and the select-in pins 
provide a "gap" in the signal path so that 
external signal processors such as a noise 
reduction unit can be connected. The level 
at the select-out pins is not affected by 
the volume or tone control settings. If 
no external processing is required then 
the select-out and select-in pins should be 
linked via capacitors. 
The select-in signals pass through a 

tone control and volume circuit before 
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appearing at the left and right outputs. Loudness compensation 
can be applied to the volume setting but this feature is not used in 
the present circuit and the relevant pins are left open circuit. 
The position of the switches and variable resistors within the 

LMCI 983 are controlled via a three-wire serial interface. The 
three wires are called ID. CLOCK and DATA. In the idle state, all 
three lines should be at logic I (5V). 
To transmit a command to the audio chip, the ID line must be 

driven low. After a minimum pause of 250ns, the CLOCK line 
should also be driven low. Eight address bits are then sent to the 
chip using the CLOCK and DATA lines. The bits are transmitted 
least significant bit first. The DATA line is set to the correct logic 
least for the current bit of the address and then the CLOCK line is 
pulsed high and then set low again. This is repeated for all eight 
bits. 
After another pause of at least 250ns, the ID line is driven high 

and eight data hits can now be transmitted using the CLOCK and 
DATA lines as before. After the last data bit, the DATA and 
CLOCK lines must be returned to a high state. The end of the 
transmission is indicated by waiting at least 6p.s and then- pulsing 
the ID line low for at least I p.s. 
In Fig.3 and Table I are shown the timing diagram and the list 

of address codes and data ranges that the LMC1983 can under-
stand. The values are shown in binary format with their decimal 
equivalents in brackets.  • 
The LMC1983 also has two digital inputs that are held high by 

I I 250,,S CLK   

DATA 

II 250,,S 
EOT 

I6pSI pS I 

I AO I Al I A2 I A3 I A4 I AS I MI  A7 I DO 1 DI i 02 1 03 1 D4 I 05 I 06 I 07 1 

EOT = END OF TRANSMISSION PULSE 

MAXIMUM CLOCK FREQUENCY IS 5MHz 

RIGHT  RIGHT 
SELECT SELECT 
OUT  IN 

22 

RIGHT 
TONE 
IN 

20 

Table 1. LMC1983 Programming Codes 

RIGHT 
TONE 
OUT 

19 

Address Function Data Function Selected 

01000000 (64) Input select 

01000001 (65) Loudness 

01000010(66) Bass 

01000011(67) Treble 

01000100 (68) Lett Volume 

01000101 (69) Right Volume 

01000110 (70) Mode Select 

xxxxxxx0 (0) 
xxxxxxx1 (1) 

xxxx0000 (0) 
xxxx0110 (6) 
xxxx1100 (12) 

xxxx0000 (0) 
xxxx0110 (6) 
xxxx1100 (12) 

xx000000 (0) 
xx010100 (20) 
xx101xxx (40) 

xx000000 (0) 
xx010100 (20) 
xx101xxx (40) 

xxxxx100 (4) 
xxxxx101 (5) 
xxxxx11x (6) 

Input 1 
Input 2 
Input 3 
Mute 

Loudness OFF 
Loudness ON 

— 12dB 
OdB (Flat) 

+12dB 

— 12dB 
OdB (Flat) 

+ 12dB 

OdB 
—40dB 
—80dB 

OdB 
—40dB 
—80dB 

Lett Mono 
Stereo 
Right Mono 

01000111 (71) Read Digital  xxxxxxD1D0  DO = D.Input 1 
D1 = D.Input 2 Inputs 1 & 2 

Fig.3 (left). Timing diagram of the LMC1983 audio controller. 

RIGHT 
OP AMP 
OUT 

18 

RIGHT 
LOUDNE !,!; 

17 

LMC1983 

26 
SUPPLY 4-VE 

15 
GND - e -

25 
RIGHT INPUT 1 

LEFT INPUT 1 

RIGHT INPUT 2 24 

LEFT INPUT 2 

RIGHT INPUT 3 

LEFT INPUT 3 

BYPASS 

2 

30,-1 

1%2 V. 

201, 

6k5 

28 

AND 
27 

2 

LEFT  LEFT 
SELECT  SELECT 
OUT  IN 

ELI I 
TONE 
IN 

III 1 
TONE 
OUT 

LEFT  LEFT 
OP-AMP  LOUDNESS 
OUT 

DATA 

CLOCK 

ID 

DIGITAL INPUT I 

DIGITAL INPUT 2 

Fig.2. Block diagram of the LMC1983 audio controller chip. 
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1St U60 

IBAND-PASS H   FILTER 

COMPARATOR 

22k 

Vcc 

Voul 

CND 

Fig.4. Block diagram of the IR receiver and amplifier 1.c. 

internal pull-up resistors. The state of the 
two inputs can be read via address 71. 
After this address is sent, the DATA line 
becomes an output for the rest of the 
transmission. 
The data sheet recommends that the 

DATA line is connected to an open 
collector/drain output of the controlling 
device with a pull-up resistor used to 
provide the high logic level. However, in 
the present circuit the state of the digital 
inputs is never read and so the DATA line 
remains in input mode only. For this 
reason it is safe to connect the DATA line 
to a normal PIC output. 

INFRA-RED 
DETECTION 
Implementing an on-board keypad is 

straight forward as it consists only of 
switches and a few resistors, as will be 
shown shortly. Receiving infra-red signals 
from a remote control handset is slightly 
more difficult. A photodiode can be used 
to detect the raw signal but there are a few 
things to watch out for. The output from a 
photodiode will be at a very low amplitude 
and will need a lot of amplification before 
it reaches a useful level. 
The raw signal will also contain 50Hz 

interference from household lights which 
needs to be filtered out. Some form of 
automatic gain control is also needed to 
cope with the wide range of signal levels 
produced when the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver is varied. Because 
of the high amplification factor, the receiver 
circuit must be screened to avoid inter-
ference from other items of equipment. 
All this circuitry also takes up board 

space. The best (and easiest) solution is to 
use a dedicated device, such as the 
IS I U60. This is a 3-pin sensor with a 
built-in lens and several processing stages 
designed to amplify infra-red signals and 
provide a clean output suitable for a 
microcontroller. A block diagram is shown 
in Fig.4. 
Most remote control units emit pulses 

of infra-red light modulated by a high 
frequency oscillator. The oscillator fre-
quency is usually between 36kHz and 
40kHz. For this reason, the IS I U60 con-
tains a bandpass filter centred at 38kHz. 
Received oscillations are demodulated and 
integrated before finally being squared 
using a comparator. The output from the 
sensor is normally high and goes low 

whenever a signal is detected. This sensor 
and others like it are also used by 
commercial manufacturers. 
Rather than design and build a dedicated 

remote control unit, it was decided to use 
an existing one. This approach also helped 
during the software debugging stage since 
it confirmed that the remote control was 
working. 

RCS TRANS MISSION 
CODE 
Software for the PIC was written to 

decode signals that conform to the RCS 
standard. This is a standard that is used by 
Philips and a few other manufacturers. 
An RCS code consists of two main 

parts, an address and a command. Each 
type of remote control will always transmit 
the same address, but will transmit a dif-
ferent command code depending on which 
key is pressed, e.g. a remote control unit 
for a video-recorder will always transmit 
address 5. 
A complete RCS code consists of a 

serial transmission of 14 bits structured as 
follows: two start bits, one control bit, five 
address bits and six command bits. This 
structure allows for 32 different addresses 
and 64 commands. The control bit is used 
to indicate when a key is auto-repeating. 

ERROR CHECKING 
Each hit in the code is transmitted using 

hi-phase coding. Instead of transmitting a 
bit using a single logic level, the bit time is 
split into two and each half is transmitted 
using opposite logic levels. This fact can 
be used within the receiver to check for 
errors. If the receiver detects that the first 
and second half of a bit have the same 
logic level than an error has occurred and 
the receiver can reset itself. Fig.5 shows 
how a logic 0 and a logic I are transmitted. 
The example in 

the diagram shows 
the output from a 
TV remote control 
(address 0) when 
the volume-up key 
(command code 16) 
is pressed.  One 
thing to note from 
this diagram is that 
by the time the first 
start bit is detected, 
half of it has already 
gone. 

START BITS 

LOGIC 0 

•--, 
CTRL 

•  
A4 A3 

Table 2. RC5 Address/Command 
Summary 

Address  Device 

0  Television 
2  Teletext 
5  Video Recorder 
7  Experimental 
8  Satellite Receiver 
16  Preamplifier 
17  Receiver/Tuner 
18  Tape Recorder 
19  Experimental 

Command Function 

0-9  0-9 
10 
11  C/P 
12  Stand-by 
13  Mute 
14  Presets (normalise) 
16  Volume + 
17  Volume — 
18  Brightness + 
19  Brightness — 
20  Colour + 
21  Colour — 
22  Bass + 
23  Bass — 
24  Treble + 
25  Treble — 
26  Balance Right 
27  Balance Left 
32  Channel + 
33  Channel — 
41  Pause 
46  Mix TV/Teletext 
50  Fast Reverse 
51  Fast Forward 
53  Play 
54  Stop 
55  Record 
56  AN Sources (1) 
57  AN Sources (2) 
60  Teletext On 
63  Teletext Off 

MEASURING 
POINTS 

LOGIC I 

A2 Al  AT CS  C4  C3  C2  CI  CO 

ADDRESS BITS COMMAND BITS 

Fig. 5. IR remote control transmission codes. 
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Rear view of the Audio 
System Remote Controller showing 

the chassis mounting mains inlet "plug" and the 
8-way insulated phono socket-panel. 

Within the PLC software, this first start bit 
is used to trigger the decoding process and 
is not checked for bi-phase coding. The 
second start bit contains no useful informa-
tion and is simply ignored after a com-
plete transmission has been received. Note 
also that the address and command bits are 
transmitted most significant bit first. 
Each type of equipment has its own ad-

dress and will only respond to the command 
part of an RC5 code if the address part of 
the code matches. For example, if the power 
button on a TV remote control is pressed, 
then a video-recorder will not respond be-
cause the transmitted address (0 for a TV) 
does not match the equipment address (5 for 
a video-recorder). 
As expected, a TV will respond to the 

transmission from the remote control as 
the transmitted address will match the 
equipment address. A list of commonly 
used commands and addresses is given in 
Table 2. 

PO WER SUPPLY 
Details of the power supply and the relay 

control circuits are shown in Fig.6. The 
secondary voltage of transformer T1 is 
rectified by the bridge rectifier REC I and 
smoothed by capacitor C20. This voltage is 
applied to the two voltage regulators ICI 
and IC5 (in Fig.7). 
When power is first applied, capacitor 

C22 slowly charges via resistor R15. After a 
few seconds, transistor TR1 turns on and 
energises the relay coil, RLA. When power 

SK9 
ON OFF 

FS , 

2300  g 

230V A C 

g: 

OV 

is removed from the circuit, the relay 
will turn off almost instantly due to the 
low value of capacitor C21. Resistor R13 
reduces the voltage that is applied to the 
relay. This relay is used to short the audio 
outputs of the unit at switch on and off. 
Diode D4 protects TR1 from any back 

e.m.f. produced by the relay when it 
switches off. Diode D2 is included to 
prevent the relay from being powered from 
the voltage across C20. 
The mains earth is linked to the OV line 

of the power supply circuit via resistor R12 
If the mains earth was connected directly. 
then an earth loop might be formed between 
the circuit and the rest of the hifi sys-
tem, causing a hum to be heard from the 
loudspeakers; R 12 prevents this situation 
from arising. 

SYSTEM CIRCUIT 
DIAGRA M 
The circuit diagram for the Audio System 

Remote Controller is shown in Fig.7 and, as 
can be seen, is quite simple as most of the 
work is done by software. 
The d.c. output from the power supply is 

regulated down to 5V by ICI, providing sta-
bilised power for IC2 and IC3. The supply 
to IC2 needs to be decoupled for reliable 
operation and this is done by resistor R2 
and capacitor Cl. 
The output from IC2 is connected di-

rectly to IC3 for decoding. IC3's port 
lines RB4 to RB7, along with RAO, RA I 
and RA4, provide the connections for the 

12V 

R13 
56i1 

02 
11181001 

Resistors 
R1  470t2 
R2  100i2 
R3, R4, R7 10k (3 off) 
R5. R6, R8, 
All, R12 1k (5 off) 

R9. R10  100k (2 off) 
R13  56f t 
R14  2k2 
R15  82k 
R16  8k2 

See 

TALK 
Page 

All 0-25W 5% carbon film or better. 

Capacitors 
C16 to 10pr radial elect. 16V 
C19  (5 off) 

C2. C3  15p polystyrene 12 off) 
C4 to C11  radial elect. 6V 18 off) 
C12 to C15 8n2 ceramic disc 14 off) 
C20  1000ri radial elect. 35V 
C21  47µ radial elect. 25V 
C22  470k radial elect. 16V 

Semiconductors 
D1. D3  red led. (2 off) 
D2, D4  1N4001 rectifier diode 

(2 off) 
REC1  W005 bridge rectifier 
TR1  BC109C ap.n. transistor 
IC1  7805 5V 1A regulator 
IC2  IS1U60 infra-red receiver 
IC3  PIC16C84 rricrocontroller. 

preprogrammed 
IC4  LMC1983 audio controller 
IC5  7812 12V 1A regulator 

Miscellaneous 
Si to S9  s.p. push-to-make switch 

(9 off) 
Ti  12V 1A transformer 
X1  4MHz ceramic resonator 
ALA  12V 280 ohm coil d.p.d.t. 

relay 
SK1 to SK8 phono socket (8 oft) 

(see text) 
SK9  Euro-connector mains 

inlet chassis plug 

Printed circuit boards, available from 
the EPE PCB Service. codes 185 (PSU 
and 186 (Control): 18-pin d.i.l. sockets. 
28-pin  socket: metal case, vinyl ef-
fect, type WB4; connecting wire: solder. 
etc. 

Approx Cost 
Guidance Only  £75 

R14 
262 

a 

C20  I = 
100011 INIM 

 0 4VE 

OUTPUT 

— 0 OV 

C21 r   
.171, 

015 
82k 

i 18 
862 

1,4 
15400' 

RI A 

C22 
4701, 

TR 1 

BC109C 

Fig.6. Power supply and relay control circuit for the Audio System Remote Controller. 
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7 
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5 
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UP 
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18 
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on-board keypad switches S 1 to S9. RAO 
and RAI are outputs that spend most of 
their time at 5V. RB4 to RB7 are inputs that 
are held high by internal pull-up resistors 
within IC3. 
Once every 200ms, RAO is taken low and 

the status of inputs RB4 to RB7 is read. If 
any of these pins are low, then an "up" 
key has been pressed and the appropriate 
software routine will be called. RAO is then 
taken high and RAI is taken low and the 
inputs are re-read. 
This time, if any of the inputs are low 

then a "down" key has been pressed. RAI 
is then returned to its high state. Finally, the 
status of input RA4 is checked. This input is 
normally held low by resistor R7 but a high 
level on it means that the Eq. Flat key is 
being pressed. 
Resistors R5 and R6 are included to 

prevent damage occurring to IC3 if an 
"up" key and a "down" are pressed 
simultaneously. 
When 1C3 is first powered up, RAO and 

RAI are used as inputs and the logic levels 
provided by resistors R3 and R4 are used to 
select the type of remote control that the 
software will respond to. 
Three choices are available. These are 

TV, Video Recorder or Preamplifier. After 
the logic levels have been read by the 
software. RAO and RAI are switched to 
outputs and R3 and R4 have no further 
effect on the circuit. 
Light emitting diode (I.e.d.) DI flashes 

whenever a valid  infra-red signal  is 
received. Further details on selecting the 
type of remote control to use are given later. 

AUDIO CONTROLLER 
Capacitors C4 to C9 a.c. couple audio 

signals into IC4. As no external processing 
is used, the select-out pins are linked to the 
select-in pins via CIO and CI I. Capacitors 
C12 to CI5 set the response of the tone 
control stage. With the values shown, the 
control range is ± 12dB at 100Hz and 
I OkHz. 
The final output signal is a.c. coupled to 

the outside world via capacitors C16 and 
C17. As IC4 is a moderately expensive 
chip, resistors R8 and RI I are included to 
help protect the chip from short circuits. 
These resistors are also used as part of the 
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relay circuit. RLA, jointly shown in Fig.6 
and Fig.7. The relay contacts short the out-
put signal until the relay coil is energised by 
the power supply circuit. This stops power 
on/off clicks from being heard. 
The internal bias voltage of IC4 is 

decoupled by C18. A 12V supply is 
required by IC4 and is supplied via 
regulator 105. 

SOFTWARE 
PROCEDURE 
One of the first things that the proces-

sor does is to wait for the audio chip (IC4) 
to initialise itself. Without this delay, IC4 
would not be ready to receive the user's 
last settings when they are recalled from the 
data memory. 
An interrupt routine is called every half 

bit-time (889n5) and, in the absence of 
any infra-red signal, the counter used for 
reading the keypad is decremented and the 
routine returns. The main software loop 
checks the value of this counter and when-
ever it reaches 0, the keypad is read. 
The main loop also checks for the start of 

an infra-red signal. If a signal is detected a 
decoding flag is set, then the interrupt timer 
is reloaded with a value that causes the next 
interrupt to occur during the middle of the 
first half of the second start bit. 
This action causes the following inter-

rupts to be synchronised to the incoming 
transmission in such a way that possible 
timing errors are reduced to a minimum. 
Once decoding has started, each time the 

interrupt routine is called, it reads the output 
from the sensor and stores the result in a 
temporary location. Each pair of measure-
ments is compared to see if they are at op-
posite logic levels. If this is the case then 
the logic level of the first measurement (first 
half-bit) in each pair is stored using a com-
bination of two registers. 
The first measurement is used because 

the output from the sensor is inverted. If no 
errors are detected then, after 26 interrupts 
(two per, bit),i the final bit pattern in the 
tegisters ;Will represent the transmitted ad-
dress and command code. If the transmitted 
address corresponds to the type of remote 
control that was selected during the in-
itialisation routine, I.e.d. DI will be turned 
on. 

Next, the command part of the transmis-
sion is compared to all the "known" com-
mands that the software can respond to. 
If a match is found, then the appropriate 
software routine is called. The current value 
associated with that command is stored in 
the PIC's EEPROM data memory. In this 
way the data memory is always up-to-date 
if the power is removed. 
If the transmitted address does not 

match, or an error is detected, then all the 
registers associated with receiving an 
infra-red transmission are cleared and no 
further action is taken. Approximately 
200ms later, I.e.d. DI will be turned off 
by the main program. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The circuit is constructed on two printed 

circuit boards (p.c.b.$) as shown in Fig.8 
and Fig.9. These boards are available from 
the EPE PCB Service, codes 185 and 186. 
The prototype was housed in a vinyl ef-

fect metal case, type WB4. Before adding 
any components to the boards, use them as 
templates to mark out the fixing holes in 
the case. 
A line of sight path needs to be provided 

from the sensor (1C2) to the remote con-
trol. This can be achieved by drilling a 
large hole in the front panel and mounting 
the main circuit board close to the front of 
the case to allow the infra-red signals to 
reach the sensor. The hole can be covered 
with a piece of transparent plastic. 
On the prototype, the sensor was glued 

to the outside of the case with a small 
hole drilled underneath to pass connecting 
wires through to the main circuit board. 
This approach provides the greatest recep-
tion angle but has the disadvantage that 
the sensor cannot be moved or readily re-
placed should it become damaged. 

PO WER SUPPLY 
BOARD 
Start by building and testing the power 

supply board first (Fig.8). Make sure that 
the rectifier, diodes, capacitors and the 
transistor are fitted the right way round. 
In the interest of safety, mount the 

transformer securely and make sure that all 
mains connections are properly insulated 
before applying power. A metal case must 
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Fig.8. P.C.B. layout and full size track master for the power supply board. 
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be used for this circuit, and it is essential 
that it is earthed. 
If you are in any doubt about the mains 

connections, consult a qualified electrician. 
The mains connection on the prototype 

were wired directly to a Euro-socket (as 
used on electric kettles) covered with an 
insulating boot. These sockets are avail-
able with a built-in switch and fuseholder. 
Using one of them will keep the mains 
wiring to a minimum. 
As soon as power is applied, I.e.d. D3 

should turn on. After a few seconds, you 
should hear the relay click. The d.c. output 
across C20 should he approximately I 5V. 

CONTROL BOARD 
CONSTRUCTION 
If everything is okay, turn the power off 

and begin construction of the control cir-
cuit board (Fig.9). There is one wire link 
to fit on this board. The rest of the com-
ponents can be mounted in order of height. 
Once again, make sure that all polarity 
sensitive components are fitted correctly. 
Use good quality i.e. sockets for IC3 

and IC4. Note that IC3 must be pro-
grammed before use (more details later). If 
you decide to program the chip yourself 
then make sure that the Watchdog Timer is 
off and that the Power-on Reset timer is 
on. Select the XT or HS oscillator option 
and if your programmer allows, program 
the EEPROM data memory with zeros. 
The two voltage regulators do not need 

heatsinks as they will not get hot in nor-
mal operation. Solder pins should be used 
for all off-board connections as this will 
make life easier when it comes to the final 
assembly. 

CUSTO M TAILORING 
As stated before, R3 and 1(4 arc fitted 

according to which type of remote control 

Fig.10 (below right). Connection of R3 and R4 for different remote controls. 

that you wish to use. The options are 
shown in Fig.I0. To make it easier to 
change the position of these resistors at a 
later date, they can be fitted to solder pins 
instead of being soldered directly to the 
p.c.b. 
If the circuit is going to be used in the 

same room as other infra-red remote con-
trolled devices, then obtain an RC5 com-
patible remote control unit and check that 
it does not accidentally control any of 
these devices as well. In the author's case, 
the television is an RC5 compatible device 
and so the amplifier was configured to 
respond to a video remote control unit. 
If your television and video turn out to 

be RC5 compatible devices then you will 
have to position the finished circuit in a 
such a way that it can be operated inde-
pendently of the other device. 
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Fig.9. Control board layout and full size track master for the Audio System Remote Controller. 
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The prototype has been tested with the 
following three models of remote control: 

• Philips TV remote control, model 
RC5420 

• PRC 8-way universal remote control 
• One-For-All universal remote control, 
model URC-2250 

The last two types need to be configured 
before use. 
To configure the PRC 8-way remote 

control, use the following procedure: 

• hold down the power and mute keys 
until the indicator lights up 

• press the TV or VCR device key at the 
top of the remote control 

• a 4-digit code now needs to be entered 
— 0101 for a TV, or 0052 for a video 

The PRC remote control is now ready 
for use with the amplifier. 
To configure the One-For-All remote 

control, use the following procedure: 

• press the TV or VCR device button at 
the top of the remote control 

• press A then B then C 
• a 3-digit code now needs to be entered 
— 037 for a TV, or 081 for a video 

The One-For-All remote control is now 
ready for use with the amplifier. 
More detailed instructions concerning 

the use of the universal remote controls 
can be found in the handbook that comes 
with them. 
With IC3 and IC4 removed, connect the 

main circuit board to the power supply 
board (refer to II)Fig. and re-apply power. 
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Fig.12.  Intercon-
nection  of  the 
keypad  switches 
mounted  on  the 
front panel of the 
unit. 
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Check for the following voltages between 
these pins: 

IC3 
IC3 
IC3 
IC4 

pin 5 to pin 14 
pin 5 to pin 4 
pin 5 to pin 6 
pin 15 to pin 26 

5V 
5V 
5V 
I 2V 

If the correct voltages are present, insert 
IC3 and IC4 into their sockets (with the 
power turned off) and mount the two cir-
cuit boards inside the case. 
The switches and input/output sockets 

can now be connected. Use screened wire 
for the input/output connections as this 
will reduce the possibility of interference 
being picked up. Phono sockets are the 
most common type of connector to be 
found on hill equipment. An 8-way type 
was used on the prototype. This was 
mounted on the outside of the case to hide 
the rough edges of the cutout. 
Make sure that the earth of the socket(s) 

is not in contact with the case as this 
would short circuit RI2. With phono sock-
ets, the earth is the outer connection. 
Before fitting the keypad switches, 

make sure that they are the normally-open 
type. Fig.I2 shows how the switches are 
interconnected. 

UNIT TESTING 
Begin testing the unit by connecting a 

line-level source, such as the output from 
a tapedeck to Input I. Connect the out-
put from the circuit to a suitable amplifier 
and turn the power on; I.e.d. DI will flash 
once, indicating that 1C3 has powered up 
and the software is executing. 



Press the Input-Select-Down button five 
times and press the Volume-up button on 
the keypad for a few seconds. At this point 
you should be able to hear music passing 
through the unit and into the amplifier. The 
signal may be lacking in bass and treble 
until the Eq. Flat button is pressed. Check 
that all the switches work as expected. 
Test Inputs 2 and 3 by applying a signal 

to each input socket and selecting it via 
the Input-Select switches. To test the PIC's 
data memory, remove power from the cir-
cuit, wait a few seconds and then re-apply 
power. The last settings will be restored if 
the memory is working. 
At this stage you can also check that no 

loud clicks are produced as the circuit is 
switched on or off. 

REMOTE TESTING 
Finally, the remote control can be 

tested. Point the remote control towards 
the sensor and press the "I"  key. If 
resistors R3 and R4 have been configured 
correctly, I.e.d. DI will flash to indi-
cate that a valid transmission has been 
received. 
The way in which the Controller 

responds to the keys on the remote control 
depends on the type of remote control in 
use. Table 3 shows how the keys are 
assigned. 
In each case, keys I to 3 select the re-

quired input. Note that I.e.d. DI will still 
flash if other keys (such as the power key) 
on the remote control are pressed. 
The two universal remote controls that 

the circuit has been tested with have a 
feature known as punch-through. This 
means that the Volume keys and the Mute 
key are permanently assigned to the TV 
and cannot be used to controL a video or 
any other device. For this reason, this 
Controller uses the numeric keys if it has 
been configured to respond to a video 
remote. Another reason for this choice of 
keys is that most video remote controls do 
not have Volume and Mute keys. 

INSTALLATION 
Once all the remote control functions 

have been tested, the Controller can be 
connected to the rest of your hifi system. A 
typical set-up using an integrated amplifier 
is shown in Fig.13. 
In this example, the circuit is wired to 

the tape monitor sockets. The Tape Out 
signal from the integrated amplifier is fed 
to the circuit and the tape deck at the same 
time using a Y adapter or a specially made 
lead. The tape switch on the integrated 
amplifier can be permanently left in the 
tape position. 
Inputs I and 2 of the circuit can then be 

used to switch between source and tape 
signals. Input 3 could be connected to the 
audio output of the TV. In Fig. 14 is shown 
how the circuit may be connected be-
tween a separate preamplifier and power 
amplifier. 
These diagrams are for guidance only 

and you may use any reasonable connec-
tion scheme that comes to mind. Note that 
the output from a turntable cannot be di-
rectly connected to the circuit as the sig-
nal will need equalisation and boosting to 
bring it up to line level. 
The output from a microphone will also 

need boosting before it can be applied to 
one of the inputs. 

The complete unit showing panel mounted controls, Led. and IR receiver and 
input/output socket wiring. 

Table 3. Remote control key assignment 

Controller - Function Remote Control Key 

Video  Television  Preamplifier 
Remote  Remote  Remote 

Volume-up 
Volume-down 
Bass-up 
Bass-down 
Treble-up 
Treble-down 
Mute 

4 
7 
5 
8 
6 
9 
0 

Volume + 
Volume - 
Colour + 
Colour - 
Brightness 4 

Brightness 
Mute 

Volume + 
Volume - 
Bass + 
Bass - 
Treble + 
Treble --
Mute 

URN TABLE 
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Fig.13. Typical set-up with an integrated amplifier hill system. 
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Fig.14. Connecting the controller between a separate preamplifier and amplifier. 
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Fig. 15. Circuit to provide additional gain to the output if required. 

Although the Controller circuit could be 
described as an amplifier, at the maxi-
mum volume setting no gain is actually 
provided. In other words, the input and 
output levels will be the same. If the 
circuit is used with an integrated amplifier 
or preamp/power-amp combination then 
this will not cause any problems. 
If required. additional gain can be 

Fig. 16. Connecting the circuit of Fig. 15 into the unit. 

provided by boosting the output level. A 
suitable circuit which can be built on a 
small piece of stripboard is shown in 
Fig.I5, along with the relevant connection 
details in Fig.16. 

RESOURCES 
Suitable remote controls can be obtained 

from most TV repair shops. Make sure 

EPE RING BINDERS 
RING US NOW! 

This ring binder uses a special 
system to allow the issues to be 
easily removed and reinserted 
without any damage. A nylon 
strip slips over each issue and 
this passes over the four rings 
in the binder, thus holding the 
magazine in place. 
The binders are finished in 

hard-wearing royal blue p.v.c. 
with the magazine logo in gold 
on the spine. They will keep your issues neat and tidy but allow 
you to remove them for use easily. 
The price is £5.95 plus £3.50 post and packing. It you order 

more than one binder add £1 postage for each binder after the 
initial £3.50 postage charge (overseas readers the postage is 
£6.00 each to everywhere except Australia and Papua New 
Guinea which costs £10.50 each). 
Send your payment in £'s sterling cheque or PO (Overseas 

readers send £ sterling bank draft, or cheque drawn on a UK 
bank or pay by credit card). to: 

Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House 
East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF 
Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692 

E-mail: editorial @epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
Web site:http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

(We cannot reply to queries or confirm orders by Fax due to 
the cost.) 

We also accept credit card payments. 
Mastercard (Access) or Visa (minimum credit 
card order £5). Send your card number and 
card expiry date plus cardholder's address (if 
different to the delivery address). 

that the remote control you are buying is 
RC.5 compatible before you part with your 
money! 
Details  of  how  to  obtain  the 

free  software  and/or  preprogrammed 
PIC I6C84 chips are given in the Shoptalk 
column elsewhere in this issue. Shoptalk 
also gives guidance on where to obtain 
other components for this design. 

Oscilloscopes are becoming smaller and 

lighter, now Pico Technology brings you the 

latest development, the osziFOX hand held 

scope. 

✓ Sample fain Pont 50ns lc, 1 ms 
✓ Can conned lo a PC via sefial poi 
✓ Vollmeler (AC and DC) 
V Backed .CCD display 
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..Lb
80, Unit is supplied with appropriate cables 

and software disk. 

exc. VAT./ £3.50  P&P  
Complete price £98.11 including VAT and 

(UK). 
ico Technology Limited. Broadway House, 
149-151 St. Neots Rd, Hardwick. Cambridge, CB3 70J UK 

el: 01954-211716  Fax: 01954=211880 
E-mail:  ost@ • icotech.co.uk  hit. .www. s icotech.com 
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VIDEOS ON ELECTRONICS  
A range of videos (selected by EPE editorial staff) designed to provide 
instruction on electronics theoryx Each video gives a sound introduction and 
grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make learning both 
easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or magazine study. Each video 
uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon 
instruction etc., and a very full commentary to get the points across. The 
tapes originate from VCR Educational Products Co, an American supplier. 

(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes,) 

BASICS 
VT201 to V206 is a basic electronics 
course and is designed to be used as a 
complete series, if required. 

VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits. This 
video is an absolute must for the beginner. 
Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms law, 
how to use the digital multimeter and much 
more.  Order Code VT201 
VT202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits. This 
is your next step in understanding the basics of 
electronics. You will learn about how coils, 
transformers, capacitors, etc are used in com-
mon circuits.  Order Code VT202 
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semiconductors. 
Gives you an exciting look into the world 
of semiconductors. With basic semiconduc-
tor theory. Plus 15 different semiconductor 
devices explained  Order Code V1203 

Vf204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power Supplies. 
Guides you step-by-step through different sec-
tions of a power supply.  Order Code VT204 
V1205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers. Shows 
you how amplifiers work as you have never 
seen them before. Class A, class 6, class C, 
op.amps. etc.  Order Code V1205 
)T206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators. Oscil-
lators are found in both linear and digital cir-
cuits. Gives a good basic background in oscil-
lator circuits  Order Code VT206 

34  • 9 sach 
inc. VAT & postage 

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE 
Order 16 get two extra FREE 

VCR MAINTENANCE 
VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR 
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner. 
Through the use of block diagrams this 
video will take you through the various 
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system. 
You will follow the signal from the input 
to the audio/video heads then from the 
heads back to the output. 

Order Code VT102 
VT103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to 
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of 
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer 
will also become familiar with the various 
parts found in the tape path. 

Order Code VT103 

DIGITAL 
Now for the digital series of six videos. 
This series is designed to provide a 
good grounding in digital and computer 
technology. 

VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins 
with the basics as you learn about seven 
of the most common gates which are used 
in almost every digital circuit, plus Binary 
notation.  Order Code VT301 
VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops will 
further enhance your knowledge of digi-
tal  basics.  You  will  learn  about  Octal 
and Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops, 
counters, etc.  Order Code V1302 
V303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers and 
Displays is your next step in obtaining a solid 
understanding of the basic circuits found in 
today's digital designs. Gets into multiplexers, 
registers, display devices, etc. 

Order Code V1303 
W304 59 minutes. Digital Four; Di  C and ADC 
shows you how the computer is able to com-
municate with the real world. You will learn 
about digital-to-analogue and analogue-to-digi-
tal converter circuits.  Order Code V1304 
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory Devices 
introduces you to the technology used in many 
of today's memory devices. You will learn all 
about ROM devices and then proceed into 
PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, DRAM, and 
MBM devices.  Order Code V1305 
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU gives 
you a thorough understanding in the basics of 
the central processing unit and the input/output 
circuits used to make the system work. 

Order Code VT306 

VIDEO ORDER FORM 
Full name -

Address:   

 Post code:  Telephone No   

Signature:   

I 0 I enclose cheque/PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD 
I El Please charge my Visa/Mastercard:  Card expiry date   

I Card No:   

I Please send video order codes.   

Please continue on a separate sheet of paper if necessary. 

1 

RADIO 
V401 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The most 
complete video ever produced on a.m. radio. 
Begins with the basics of a.m, transmission and 
proceeds to the five major stages of a.m. recep-
tion. Learn how the signal is detected, converted 
and reproduced. Also covers the Motorola C-
QUAM a.m, stereo system. Order Code VF401 
VT402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. F.M. basics 
including the functional blocks of a receiver. 
Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator, i.f. amplifier, 
limiter and f.m. decoder stages of a typical f.m. 
receiver.  Order Code VF402 
VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1. 
Begins with the detector stage output, proceeds 
to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency doubler, 
stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier stages. 
Also covers RDS digital data encoding and 
decoding.  Order Code VF403 

MISCELLANEOUS 
VT501 58 minutes. Fiwe Optics. From the fun-
damentals of fibre optic technology through 
cable manufacture to connectors, transmitters 
and receivers.  Order Code V1301 
VT502 57 minutes Laser Technology A basic in-
troduction covering some of the common uses of 
laser devices, plus the operation of the Ruby 
Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser and semi-
conductor laser devices. Also covers the basics 
of CD and bar code scanning. 

Order Code V1502 

ORDERING: Price includes 
postage to anywhere in the 

world. 

OVERSEAS ORDERS:  We use the 
VAT portion of the price to pay for 
airmail postage and packing, wherever 
you live in the world. Just send £34.95 
per tape. All payments in £ sterling 
only (send cheque or money order 
drawn on a UK bank). 

Send your order to: 
Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill, 

Merley, Wimbo me, Dorset BI-121 1R W 
(Mail Order Only) 

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimbome 
Publishing Ltd. 

Tel: 01202 881749 Fax: 01202 841692 

Videos are normally sent within seven days of 
receipt of order.  E22 
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ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 88 89 
INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS 
Mike Tooley B.A. (published by Everyday Practical 
Electronics) 
A complete course that can lead successful readers to 
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory 
Microprocessors (726/303). The book contains everything 
you need to know including full details on registering for 
assessment, etc. 
Sections  cover  Microcomputer  Systems, 

Microprocessors, Memories, Input/Output, Interfacing 
and  Programming.  There  are  various  practical 
assignments and eight Data Pages covering popular 
microprocessors. 
And excellent introduction to the subject even for those 

who do not wish to take the City and GLIII(IS assessment. 
80 pages  Order code 71-88/89  £2.45 

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN No. 7. plus FREE SOFTWARE 
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE 
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics) 
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE 
This highly acclaimed EPE Teach-In series, which included 
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab 
test and development units, has been put together in 
book form. Additionally, EPT Educational Software have 
developed a GCSE Electronics software program to com-
pliment the course and a FREE DISK covering the first two 
parts of the course is included with the book. 
An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-

fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics. 
The series is designed to support those undertaking either 
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and starts 
with fundamental principles. 
If you are taking electronics or technology at school 

or college, this book is for you. If you just want to 
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must 
make sure you see it. Teach-In No. 7 Will be invaluable 
if you are considering a career in electronics or even 
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and 
software enable the construction and testing of both 
demonstration and development circuits. These learn-
ing aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and 
interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron 
in action! The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system 
will appeal to higher level students and those develop-
ing microprocessor projects. 
160 pages  Order code TI7  £3.95 

The books listed have been selected by Everyday 
Practical Electronics editorial staff as being of special 
interest to everyone involved in electronics and 

computing. They are supplied by mail order to your 
door. Full ordering details are given on the 

last book page. 

FOR ANOTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT 
TWO MONTH'S ISSUES. 

Note our UK postage costs just £1.50 no matter how 
many books you order! 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1 
(published  by  Everyday  Practical Electronics  in 
association with' Magenta Electronics) 
Contains twenty projects from previous issues of EE 
each backed with a kit of components. The projects 
are: Seashell Sea Synthesizer, EE Treasure Hunter, 
Mini Strobe. Digital Capacitance Meter, Three-Channel 
Sound to Light, BBC 16K sideways RAM, Simple Short 
Wave Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor Interface, 

Eprom Eraser, 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter, Infra 
Red Alarm, EE Equaliser, Ioniser, Bat Detector, Acoustic 
Probe, Mainstester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider -- (Lapel 
Badge, Disco Lights, Chaser Light), Musical Doorbell, 
Function Generator, Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier, EE 
Buccaneer Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi 
Interface, Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer, 
Audio Signal Generator. 
128 pages  CO MMU MGE  £2.45 

CfactAR2 emd Bee 
DOMESTIC SECURITY SYSTEMS 
A. L. Brown 
This book shows you how,with common sense and basic 
do-it-yourself skills, you can protect your home. It also 
gives tips and ideas which will help you to maintain and 
improve your home security, even if you already have 
an alarm. Every circuit in this book is clearly described 
and illustrated, and contains components that are easy to 
source. Advice and guidance are based on the real ex-
perience of the author who is an alarm installer, and the 
designs themselves have been rigorously put to use on 
some of the most crime-ridden streets in the world. 
The designs include all elements, including sensors, 

detectors, alarms, controls, lights, video and door entry 
systems. Chapters cover installation, testing, maintenance 
and upgrading. 
192 pages  order code N 25  £12.99 

MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK 
Mike James 
The practical solutions to real problems shown in this 
cookbook provide the basis to make PIC and 8051 devices 
really work. Capabilities of the variants are examined, and 
ways to enhance these are shown. A survey of com-
mon interface devices, and a description of programming 
models, lead on to a section on development tech-
niques. The cookbook offers an introduction that will 
allow any user, novice or experienced, to make the most 
of microcontrollers. 
240 pages  Order code NE26  £19.99 

NEW 

NEW 

Cdatapagfing 
WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED 
P R. M. Oliver and N. Kantaris 
If you would like to get up and running, as soon as pos-
sible, with the new Windows 95 operating system, then 
this is the book for you. 
The book was written with the non-expert, busy person 

in mind. It explains the hardware that you need in order to 
run Windows 95 successfully, and how to install and op-
timize your system's resources. It presents an overview of 
the Windows 95 environment. 
Later chapters cover how to work with programs, 

folders and documents; how to control Windows 95 and 
use the many accessories that come with it; how to use 
DOS programs and, if necessary, DOS commands and 
how to communicate with the rest of the electronic world. 
170 pages  Order code BP400  £5.95 

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES 
R. A. Penfold 
Once you know how, PC interfacing is less involved than 
interfacing many eight-bit machines, which have tended 
to use some unusual interfacing methods. 
This book gives you: A detailed description of the lines 

present on the PC expansion bus. A detailed discussion of 
the physical characteristics of PC expansion cards. The 
I/O map and details of the areas where your add-on can 
be fitted. A discussion of address decoding techniques. 
Practical address decoder circuits. Simple TTL 8-bit input 
and output ports. Details of using the 8255 parallel inter-
face adaptor. Digital to analogue converter circuits. In fact 
everything you need to know in order to produce success-
ful PC add-ons. 
80 pages  'rder code BP272  £3.95 

EASY PC INTERFACING 
R. A. Penfold 
Although the internal expansion slots of a PC provide 
full access to the computer's buses, and are suitable for 
user add-ons, making your own expansion cards re-
quires a fair amount of expertise and equipment. The 

built-in ports provide what is often a much easier and 
hassle-free way of interfacing your own circuits to a 
PC. In particlar, a PC printer port plus a small amount 
of external hardware provides a surprisingly versatile 
input/output port. The PC "games" port is less useful for 
general interfacing purposes, but it can be useful in 
some applications. 
This book provides a number of useful PC add-on 

circuits including the following: Digital input/output ports; 
Analogue to digital converter; Digital-to-Analogue Con-
verter; Voltage and current measurement circuits; Resis-
tance meter; Capacitance meter; Temperature measure-
ment interface; Biofeedback monitor; Constant voltage 
model train controller; Pulsed model train controllers; 
Position sensor (optical, Hall effect. etc.); Stepper motor 
interface; Relay and LED drivers; Triac mains switching 
interface. 
179 pages  Order code BP385  £4.95 

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs 
AND COMPATIBLES (Revised Edition) 
R. A. Penfold 
Not only are PC and compatible computers very ex-
pandable, but before long most users actually wish to 
take advantage of that expandability and start upgrad-
ing their PC system. Some aspects of PC upgrading 
can be a bit confusing, but this book provides advice 
and guidance on the popular forms of internal PC ex-
pansion, and should help to make things reasonably 
straightforward and painless. Little knowledge of com-
puting is assumed. The only assumption is that you can 
operate a standard PC of some kind (PC, PC XT, PC AT, 
or an 80386 based PC). 
The subjects covered include: PC overview; Memory 

upgrades; Adding a hard disk drive; Adding a floppy 
disk drive; Display adaptors and monitors; Fitting 
a maths co-processor; Keyboards; Ports; Mice and 
digitisers; Maintenance (including preventative main-
tenance) and Repairs, and the increasingly popular 
subject of d.i.y. PCs. 
156 pages  rder code  271  £5.99 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TTL DIGITAL ICs 
R. A. Penfold 
This book first covers the basics of simple logic circuits 
in general, and then progresses to specific TTL logic 
integrated circuits. The devices covered include gates, 
oscillators, timers, flip/flops, dividers, and decoder cir-
cuits. Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the 
use of TTL devices in the "real world" 
142 pages  Order code BP332  £4.95 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 
R. A. Penfold 
The purpose of this book is to provide practical informa-
tion to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of 
components currently on offer. An advanced knowledge 
of the theory of electronics is not needed, and this 
book is not intended to be a course in electronic theory. 
The main aim is to explain the differences between 
components of the same basic type (e.g. carbon, carbon 
film, metal film, and wire-wound resistors) so that the 
right component for a given application can be selected. 
A wide range of components are included, with the 
emphasis firmly on those components that are used a 
great deal in projects for the home constructor. 
170 pages  Order code BP285  £4.99 

ELECTRONIC MODULES AND SYSTEMS FOR 
BEGINNERS 
Owen Bishop 
This book describes over 60 modular electronic circuits, 
how they work, how to build them, and how to use 
them. The modules may be wired together to make 
hundreds of different electronic systems, both analogue 
and digital. To show the reader how to begin build-
ing systems from modules, a selection of over 25 
electronic systems are described in detail, covering 
such widely differing applications as timing, home 
security, measurement, audio (including a simple radio 
receiver), games and remote control. 
200 pages  Order code BP2b6  f3.95 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA 
Owen Bishop 
This book is a comprehensive ready-reference manual 
for electronics enthusiasts of all levels, be they hob-
byists, students or professionals. A helpful major sec-
tion covers the main kinds of component, including sur-
face-mounted devices. For each sort, it lists the most 
useful and readily available types, complete with details 
of their electronic characteristics, pin-outs and other 
essential information. 
Basic electronic units are defined, backed up by 

a compendium of the most often required formulae, 
fully explained. There are five more extensive sec-
tions devoted to circuit design, covering analogue, 
digital, radio, display, and power supply circuits. Over 
150 practical circuit diagrams cover a broad range of 
functions. 

328 pages  Order code BP316  £5.99 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND 
FORMULAE 
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., F.B.I.M. 
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory, 
and "cut-and-tried" methods which may bring success 
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A 
strong practical bias - tedious and higher mathematics 
have been avoided where possible and many tables 
have been included. 
The book is divided into six basic sections: Units and 

Constants, Direct-Current Circuits, Passive Components, 
Alternating-Current Circuits, Networks and Theorems, 
Measurements. 
256 pages  Order code BP53  £3.95 
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TWO EXCITING NEW BOOKS 
Specially imported by EPE 

Bebop To The 
Boolean Boogie 
By Clive (call me Max) Maxfield 
ORDER CODE BEB1 £24.95 

An Unconventional Guide to Electronics 
Fundamentals, Components and Processes 

The Foreword by Pete Waddell, Editor, 
Printed Circuit Design, reads: 

My first exposure to the unique writing style of Clive (call me Max) 
Maxfield was a magazine article that he co-wrote with an associate. 
The article was technically brilliant (he paid me to say that) and very 
informative, but it was the short biography at the end of the piece 

that I enjoyed the most. I say 
enjoyed the most because, as 
you will soon learn, Max does 
not necessarily follow the herd 
or dance to the same drummer 
as the masses. Trade journals 
have a reputation for being in-
formative and educational but 
also as dry as West Texas real 
estate. 
Anyway,  Max's  personally 

submitted biography not only 
included a message from his 
mom, but also made mention of 
the fact that he (Max) is taller 
than his co-author, who just 
happened to be his boss at the 
time. Now to some people this 
may seem irrelevant, but to our 
readers (and Max's boss), these 
kind of things — trivial as they 

may seem to the uninitiated — are what helps us to maintain our 
off-grid sense of the world. Max has become, for better or worse, a 
part of that alternate life experience. 
So now it's a couple of years later, and Max has asked me to 

write a few words by way of introduction. Personally, I think that 
the title of this tome alone (hmmm, a movie?) should provide 
some input as to what you can expect. But, for those who require 
a bit more: be forewarned, dear reader, you will probably learn far 
more than you could hope to expect from Bebop to the Boolean 
Boogie, just because of the unique approach Max has to techni-
cal material. The author will guide you from the basics through a 
minefield of potentially boring theoretical mish-mash, to a Nirvana 
of understanding. You will not suffer that fate familiar to every 
reader: re-reading paragraphs over and over wondering what in 
the world the author was trying to say. For a limey, Max shoots 
amazingly well and from the hip, but in a way that will keep you 
interested and amused. If you are not vigilant, you may not only 
learn something, but you may even enjoy the process. The only 
further advice I can give is to "expect the unexpected." 

etgoput 
R00154 
ROO V 

By importing these books ourselves we have managed to 
make them available in the UK at an exceptional price. 

VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO 
AMPLIFIERS 
John Linsley Hood 
This is John Linsley Hood's greatest work yet, 
describing the milestones that have marked the 
development of audio amplifiers since the earliest 
days to the latest systems. Including classic amps with 
valves at their heart and exciting new designs using 
the latest components, this book is the complete 
world guide to audio amp design. 
Contents: Active components; Valves or vacuum 

tubes;  Solid-state devices;  Passive  components; 
Inductors and transformers; Capacitors, Resistors, 
Switches and electrical contacts; Voltage amplifier 
stages using valves; Valve audio amplifier layouts; 
Negative feedback; Valve operated power amplifiers; 
Solid state voltage amplifiers; Early solid-stage audio 
amplifiers; Contemporary power amplifier designs; 
Preamplifiers; Power supplies (PSUsl; Index. 

NEW 

250 pages  1 =1 =11211  £19.99 

Bebop Bytes Back 
By Clive "Max" Maxfield and 

Alvin Brown 
ORDER CODE BEB2 £29.95 

An Unconventional Guide To Computers 
Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes: Fully Functional 
Internet-Ready Virtual Computer with Interactive Labs' 

The Foreword by Lee Felsenstein reads: 
This book is not for everyone. 
It's for people who want to make a dinosaur dance .. . to exactly 

the tune that suits them at the moment. Who want to take the most 
complex, precision-built machines available and make them do 
something bizarre, inexplicable, or totally unexpected. 
It's for people who keep 

looking for what's under-
neath  the  surface,  who 
never stop wondering "how 
does this work?" And when 
they  find  what's  under-
neath, they want to know 
how that works. 
It's for young people, or 

more exactly, people who 
haven't grown old. People 
who  don't  believe  that 
they've already done every-
thing  remarkable  they're 
ever going to do. It's for 
people with a future. 
If you're the right person 

for this book, you need to 
know a few facts: 
1. The more time you 

spend with this book and 
its accompanying CD-ROM, 
the more you'll get out of it. Skimming through it won't take you 
where you want to go. Paying serious attention, on the other hand, 
will teach you more about computers than you can imagine. (You 
might also see a few beautiful sunrises.) 
2. The labs work on two levels: on and under the surface. When 

you're performing the labs you'll need to look for patterns that build 
up from individual events. 
3. When you're done, you won't look any different. You won't 

get a trophy or a certificate to hang on your wall. You'll have 
some knowledge, and some skill, and you'll be ready to find more 
knowledge and develop more skill. Much of this will be recog-
nisable only to someone who has the same knowledge and skill. 
This book will admit you to the company of people who have 

deep knowlege of computer technology. It is only a beginning 
(there is no end), and there are many possible directions for you to 
go. 
And this book makes it fun. Written by a couple of wise-cracking 

English computer engineers with overactive imaginations, it is rich 
in jokes, trivial information, and overblown vocabulary (with a lexi-
con). Maxfield and Brown have masterfully made the task of learn-
ing computer technology engaging. 
Good luck, enjoy your voyage of discovery, and I expect to see 

some of you in the near future. 

kando amd. Manofic 
AUDIO AMPLIFIER PROJECTS 
R. A. Penf old 
A wide range of useful audio amplifier projects, each 
project features a circuit diagram, an explanation of the 
circuit operation and a stripboard layout diagram. All 
constructional details are provided along with a shop-
ping list of components, and none of the designs re-
quires the use of any test equipment in order to set up 
properly. All the projects are designed for straightfor-
ward assembly on simple circuit board. 
Circuits include: High impedance mic preamp, Low 

impedance mic preamp, Crystal mic preamp, Guitar 
and GP preamplifier, Scratch and rumble filter, RIAA 
preamplifier, Tape preamplifier, Audio limiter, Bass and 
treble tone controls, Loudness filter, Loudness con-
trol, Simple graphic equaliser, Basic audio mixer, Small 
1300m M audio power amp, 6 watt audio power amp, 
20/32 watt Power supply, Dynamic noise limiter. 
A must power aamplifier, for audio enthusiasts with 

more sense than money! 
116 pages  1:1131321E1 Mil  £9.95 

NEW 

r3ebop BYTES Back 
An Unconventional Guide Tc 

Computers 

Filmdom' Internet4 
Viftrl Coeputer 
:itmictive i.ste 

MAKING MUSIC WITH DIGITAL AUDIO 
Ian Waugh 
In this practical and clearly-written book, Ian Waugh 
explains all aspects of the subject from digital audio 
basics to putting together a system to suit your own 
music requirements. Using the minimum of technical 
language, the book explains exactly what you need 
to know about: Sound and digital audio, Basic digi-
tal recording principles, Sample rates and resolutions, 
Consumer sound cards and dedicated digital audio 
cards. 
On a practical level you will learn about: sample edit-

ing, digital multi-tracking, digital FX processing, integrat-
ing MIDI and digital audio, using sample CDs, mastering 
to DAT and direct to CD, digital audio and Multimedia. 
This book is for every musician who wants to be a 

part of the most important development in music since 
the invention of the gramophone. It's affordable, it's 
flexible, it's powerful and it's here now! It's digital and 
it's the future of music making. 
256 pages  Order code PC114  £14.96 

NEW 
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're ams, T wary-, Daft aind. Reerfence 
SCROGGIE'S FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS 
AND ELECTRONICS - ELEVENTH EDITION 
S. W. Amos and Roger Amos 
Scroggie's Foundations is a classic text for anyone work-
ing with electronics, who needs to know the art and craft 
of the subject. It covers both the theory and practical 
aspects of a huge range of topics from valve and tube 
technology, and the application of cathode ray tubes 
to radar, to digital tape systems and optical recording 
techniques. 
Since Foundations of Wireless was first published over 

60 years ago, it has helped many thousands of readers to 
become familiar with the principles of radio and elec-
tronics. The original author Sowerby was succeeded by 
Scroggie in the 1940s. whose name became synonymous 
with this classic primer for practitioners and students 
alike. Stan Amos, one of the fathers of modern electronics 
and the author of many well-known books in the area, 
took over the revision of this book in the 1980s and it is 
he, with his son, who have prod, iced this latest version 
400 pages  Order code NE27  £19.99 

NEW 

ELECTRONICS MADE SIMPLE 
Ian Sinclair 
Assuming no prior knowledge, Electronics Made Simple 
presents an outline of modern electronics with an em-
phasis on understanding how systems work rather than 
on details of circuit diagrams and calculations. It is ideal 
for students on a range of courses in electronics, includ-
ing GCSE, CbG and GNVO, and for students of other 
subjects who will be using electronic instruments and 
methods. 
Contents: waves and pulses, passive components, 

active components and ICs, linear circuits, block and 
circuit diagrams, how radio works, disc and tape record-
ing, elements of TV and radar, digital signals, gating and 
logic circuits, counting and correcting, microprocessors, 
calculators and computers, miscellaneous systems. 
Page 199 (large format!  gerittlli Mf3:1441 £12.99 

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES 
Hans-Gfinther Steidle 
The tables in this book contain information about the 

package shape, pin connections and basic electrical data 
for each of the many thousands of transistors listed. The 
data includes maximum reverse voltage, forward current 
and power dissipation, current gain and forward transad-
mittance and resistance, cut-off frequency and details of 
applications. 
A book of this size is of necessity restricted in its scope, 

and the individual transistor types cannot therefore be 
described in the sort of detail that maybe found in some 
larger and considerably more expensive data books. How-
ever, the list of manufacturers' addresses will make it 
easier for the prospective user to obtain further informa-
tion, if necessary. 
Lists over 8,000 different transistors, including f.e.t.s. 

200 pages  Order code BP401  £5.95 

MORE ADVANCED USES 
OF THE MULTIMETER 
R. A. Penf old 
This  book  is primarily 
intended as a follow-up to 
BP239, (see below), and 
should also be of value 
to anyone who already 
understands  the  basics 
of voltage testing and 
simple component testing. 
By using the techniques 
described in Chapter  1 
you can test and analyse 
the  performance  of  a 
range of components with 
just a multimeter Iplus a 
very few inexpensive com-
ponents in some cases). 
Some useful quick check 
methods are also covered. 
While a multimeter is supremely versatile, it does have 

its limitations. The simple add-ons described in Chapter 2 
extended the capabilities of a multimeter to make it even 
more useful. 
84 pages  Order code 8P265  £2.95 

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK 
Steve Money 
The principles of operation of the various types of test 
instrument are explained in simple terms with a minimum 
of mathematical analysis. The book covers analogue and 
digital meters, bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators, 
counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practi-
cal uses of the instru ments are also examined. 
Everything from Oscillators, through R, C S L measure-

ments (and much more) to Waveform Generators and 
testing Zeners. 
206 pages  Order code PC109  £8.95 

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER 
R. A. Penf old 
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of 
limited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the 
basics of analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the 
relative merits and the limitations of the two types. In 
Chapter 2 various methods of component checking are 
described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resis-
tors, capacitors and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in 
Chapter 3, with subjects such as voltage, current and con-
tinuity checks being discussed. 
In the main little or no previous knowledge or ex-

perience is assumed. Using these simple component and 
circuit testing techniques the reader should be able to 
confidently tackle servicing of most electronic projects. 
96 pages  Order code BP239  £2.95 

NEWNES ELECTRONICS TOOLKIT- SECOND EDITION 
Geoff Phillips 
The author has used his 30 years experience in industry to 
draw together the basic information that is constantly 
demanded. Facts, formulae, data and charts are presented 

to help the engineer when designing, developing, evaluat-
ing, fault finding and repairing electronic circuits. The 
result is this handy workmate volume: a memory aid, 
tutor and reference source which is recommended to all 
electronics engineers, students and technicians. 
Have you ever wished for a concise and comprehen-

sive guide to electronics concepts and rules of thumb? 
Have you ever been unable to source a component, or 
choose between two alternatives for a particular applica-
tion? How much time do you spend searching for basic 
facts or manufacturer's specifications? This book is the 
answer, it covers resistors, capacitors, inductors, semicon-
ductors, logic circuits, EMC, audio, electronics and music, 
telephones, electronics in lighting, thermal considerations, 
connections, reference data. 
158 pages  Order code NE20  £12.99 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
Robin Pain 
This is not a book of theory. It is a book of practical 
tips, hints, and rules of thumb, all of which will equip the 
reader to tackle any job. You may be an engineer or tech-
nician in search of information and guidance, a college 
student, a hobbyist building a project from a magazine, or 
simply a keen self-taught amateur who is interested in 
electronic fault finding but finds books on the subject too 
mathematical or specialized. 
The book covers: Basics  Voltage, current and resis-

tance; Capacitance, inductance and impedance; Diodes 
and transistors; Op-amps and negative feedback; Fault 
finding - Analogue fault finding. Digital fault finding; 

Memory; Binary and hexadecimal; Addressing; Discrete 
logic; Microprocessor action; I/O control; CRT control; 
Dynamic RAM; Fault finding digital systems; Dual trace 
oscilloscope; IC replacement. 
274 pages  Irder code 5E22  £18.99 

AN INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT IN ELECTRONICS 
F. A. Wilson 
This book is not for the expert but neither is it for the 

completely uninitiated. It is assumed the reader has some 
basic knowledge of electronics. After dealing with sub-
jects like Funciamamentals, Waves and Particles and The 
Nature of Light such things as Emitters, Detectors and 
Displays are discussed. Chapter 7 details four different 
types of Lasers before concluding with a chapter on Fibre 
Optics. 
161 pages  Order code 8P359  £4.95 

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
F. A. Wilson C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., El. Mgt. 
This book examines what digital technology has to offer 
and then considers its arithmetic and how it can be ar-
ranged for making decisions in so many processes. It then 
looks at the part digital has to play in the ever expanding 
Information Technology, especially in modern transmis-
sion systems and television. It avoids getting deeply in-
volved in mathematics. 
Various chapters cover: Digital Arithmetic, Electronic 

Logic, Conversions between Analogue and Digital Struc-
tures, Transmission Systems. Several Appendices explain 
some of the concepts more fully and a glossary of terms 
is included. 
183 pages  Srder code BP376  £4.95 

Prot@ct Battakang 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS 
R. A. Penf old 
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project 
building. It provides a complete introduction to the practi-
cal side of this fascinating hobby, including: 
Component identification, and buying the right parts; 

resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc; 
advice on buying the right tools for the job; soldering; 
making easy work of the hard wiring; construction 
methods, including stripboard, custom printed circuit 
boards, plain matrix boards, surface mount boards and 
wire-wrapping; finishing off, and adding panel labels; 
getting "problem" protects to work, including simple 
methods of fault-finding. 
In fact everything you need to know in order to get 

started in this absorbing and creative hobby. 
135 pages  Order code BP392  £4.95 

45 SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TERMINAL BLOCK 
PROJECTS 
R. Bebbington 
Contains 45 easy-to-build electronic projects that can be 
constructed, by an absolute beginner, on terminal blocks 
using only a screwdriver and other simple hand tools. No 
soldering is needed. 

Most of the projects can be simply screwed together, 
by following the layout diagrams, in a matter of minutes 
and readily unscrewed if desired to make new circuits. 
A theoretical circuit diagram is also included with each 
project to help broaden the constructor's knowledge. 
The projects included in this book cover a wide range 

of interests under the chapter headings: Connections and 
Components. Sound and Music, Entertainment, Security 
Devices, Communication, Test and Measuring. 
163 pages  Order code 8P378  £4.95 

30 SIMPLE IC TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS 
R. Bebbington 
Follow on from BP378 using ICs 
117 pages r er code 8P379 £4.99 

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBS 
R. A. Penf old 
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed cir-
cuit board designs from magazines and books and covers 
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s. 
80 pages  Temporarily out of print 

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS 
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to 
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the 
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO, 
cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Serv-
ice or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is £5 - to: 
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW 
(mail order only). 
Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order but please allow a 

maximum of 28 days for delivery - more for overseas orders. Please check price and 
availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old 
lists. 

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE. 

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749 
Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax. 

E-mail:editorial @epemag.wimhorne.co.uk 

BOOK ORDER FORM 
Full name: 

I Address:   

  Post code:  Telephone No:   

Signature:   

E l I enclose cheque/PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for   

E l Please charge my Visa/Mastercard E 

I Card Nu mber   

Please send book order codes'   

 Card expiry date   

Please continue on sffiarate sheet of eper if necessary 
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BABANI BOOKS 
We now supply all the books published by Bernard Banani (Publishing) 
Ltd. We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and you will 
find many of them described on the previous pages or the next two issues 
of Everyday Practical Electronics (all books with a BP prefix to the order 
code are Babani books). Many readers have asked us to also supply various 
other Babani books, which have a reputation for value for money. 
Code  Title  Price 

8P36  50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener 
Diodes  f 1.95 

8P37  50 Protects using Relays, SCRs and TRIACs  £2.95 
8P44  IC 555 Projects  £3.99 
BP76  Power Supply Projects  13.99 
BP125  25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials  11.95 
8P132  25 Simple SW Broadcast Band Aerials  11.95 
8P144  Further Practical Electronics Calculations 

Formulae  £4.95 
BP145  25 Simple Tropical and MW Band Aerials  £1.75 
8P182  MIDI Projects  £2.95 
BP184  An Introduction to 68000 Assembly Language  £2.95 
8P192  More Advanced Power Supply Projects  £2.95 
BP198  An Introduction to Antenna Theory  (3 99 
BP258  Learning to Program in C  £4.95 
BP259  A Concise Introduction to UNIX  E4 95 
BP261  A Concise Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 

(Revised Edition)  £3.95 
BP262  A Concise Introduction to Wordperfect 

(Revised Edition)  £3 95 
8P273  Practical Electronic Sensors  0.0 P 
8P274  A Concise Introduction to SuperCalc5 

(revised edition)  £4.95 
BP275  Simple Short Wave Receiver Construction  13 95 
BP281  An Introduction to UHFNHE for Radio Amateurs 0.0 P 
BP284  Programming in CluickBASIC (revised edition)  £5.99 
BP292  Public Address Loudspeaker Systems  0.0 P 
BP293  An Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation  13.95 
BP298  A Concise Introduction to the Mac System Fr 

Finder  £3.95 
BP301  Antennas for VHF and UHF  14 95 
BP305  Learning CAD with AutoSketch for Windows  E5.95 
BP306  A Concise introduction to Am Pro 3 (covers V3.11 £5.95 
BP309  Preamplifier and Filter Circuits  £4.99 
BP311  An introduction to Scanners and Scanning  £499 
8P312  An Introduction to Microwaves  £3.95 
8P313  A Concise Introduction to Sage  £395 
BP315  An introduction to the Electromagnetic Wave  (4.95 
8P317  Practical Electronic Timing  £4.95 
8P320  Electronic Projects for Your PC  £3.99 

Our customers tell us they appreciate our speedy service and low 
postage charge and they would like to be able to purchase all the books 
from us and thus keep the postage charge to an absolute minimum (1.50p 
for UK p&p no matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be 
able to respond; we are now able to meet all your requirements for 
Babani books - if it's in print we can supply it. 

Code  Title 
BP324  The Art of Soldering 
8P325  A Concise Users Guide to Windows 3.1 
8P326  An Introduction to Satellite Communications 
BP327  DOS One Step at a Time (covers Version 6.2) 
BP328  Sage Explained 
BP329  Electronic Music Learning Projects 
BP331  A Beginners Guide to MIDI 
BP334  Magic Electronics Projects 
8P337  A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-2-3 

for Windows 
BP341  MS-DOS Explained (covers V6.21 
BP343  A Concise Introduction to Microsoft 

Works for Windows (Revised Edition) 
BP345  Getting Started in Practical Electronics 
BP346  Programming in Visival BASIC for Windows 
BP349  Practical Opto-Electronic Projects 
BP350  Electronic Board Games 
BP351  WordPerfect 6 Explained 
BP352  Excel 5 Explained 
BP353  WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows Explained 
BP354  Word 6 for Windows Explained 
BP355  A Guide to the World's Radio Stations 

(1995/6 Edition) 
BP357  A Concise Introduction to Pressworks 
BP360  A Practical Introduction to Sage Sterling • 2 

for Windows 
BP361  Sage Sterling • 2 for Windows Explained 
8P362  Access One Step at a Time 
BP363  Practical Electronic Music Projects 
8P364  A Concise Introduction to Designworks 2 
BP367  Electronic Projects for the Garden 
BP370  The Superhet Radio Handbook 
BP372  CA-SuperCalc for Windows Explained 
BP373  An Introduction to Networks for PC and 

Mac Users 
BP375  The Novice Radio Amateurs Examination 

Handbook 
8P380  Advanced Projects For The Electric Guitar 

Price  Code  Title  Price 
E3.99  BP383  Understanding the Mathematics of Electronics  £5 99 
£4 95  BP387  Windows One Step at a Time  E4.95 

£5.95  8P388  Why Not Personalise Your PC  £4.99 
£4.99  BP389  Power Point for Windows Explained  £595 
f5.95  BP390  An Introduction to the World Wide Web 
£4.95  for PC and Mac Users  £6.99 
£4.95  BP395  PC Software Explained  £5.99 
14.95  BP398  Sage Instant Accounting Explained  (5 95 

BP399  Windows '95 One Step at a Time  £4.95 
E5 95  8P403  The Internet and World Wide Web Explained  E5.95 
£6.99  BP404  How to Create Pages for the Web Using HTML  E5 99 

8P405  MS Works for Windows 95 explained  £5 95 £5.95 
BP406  0 0.P  MS-Word 95 Explained  £699 .  

£5.95  8P407  Excel 95 Explained  £699 
£4.95  8P408  Access 95 - One Step at a Time  £5 99 
f4.95  BP409  MS Office 95 One Step at a Time  £6 99 
15.95  BP410  35 Opto.Display Terminal Block Projects  £499 
£5.95  8P412  A Practical Approach to Excel for Windows 95  £499 
£5.95  8P415  Using Netscape on the Internet  £6.99 
£5.95  8P416  Practical Alarm Projects  E4.99 

BP417  Explaining Microsoft Publisher for Windows 95  £599 
£5.95  BP418  Word 95 Assistant  £699 
£5.95  BP419  Using Microsoft Explorer on the Internet  £699 

9P420  E-Mail on the Internet  £6 99 
£4.95  BP421  Windows 95 Assistant  £6 99 
f 5.95 

BP422  Essentials of Computer Security  £5 99 f4 95 
BP424  Microsoft Exchange for Business and Home Use  £6 99 f4.95  

15.95  8P425  Microsoft Internet Explorer Assistant  E5.99 
E4.95  8P426  MS Office 97 Explained  £6 99 
£4.95  6P427  Netscape Internet Navigator Assistant  £5 99 
£5.95  BP428  MS Word 97 Explained  £699 

8P429  MS Excel 97 Explained  1699 
£5 95  BP430  MS Access 97 - One Step at a Time  15 99 

8P432  Simple Sensor Terminal Block Proiects  £4 99 
£4 95  BP434  PC Hardware Assistant  £6 99 
£4.99  BP435  Programming in C.- •  £6 99 

IF NO PRICE IS SHO WN THE BOOK IS OUT OF PRINT (0.0.P.) 

SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS 

PCB SERVICE 
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the 
PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled 
and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per 
board for airmail outside of Europe Remittances should be sent to The PCB Serv-
ice, Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimbome, 
Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot 
reply to orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: editorial@epemag.wimbome.co.uk . 
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics 
(Payment in sterling only). 

NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within 
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for 
delivery - overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail. 

Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the 
Back Issues page for details. 
Please check price and availability in the latest issue. 
Boards can only be supplied on a nyment with order basis. 

Special KNOCK DOWN SALE of PCBs. 
We have a few p.c.b.s left from past projects these are being offered at the 
knock down price of £2.00 each - no matter what size they are (some of 
these boards are worth over £15.00 each) while stocks last. This price 
includes VAT and UK post - overseas orders please add 50p postage or 
£1 per board for airmail postage). 
Bike Odometer (pair of boards). 836/7: 1W Stereo 

Amplifier. 851: Visual Doorbell. 863: CCD TV Camera - 
Combined Video. Test & Ext Plug Boards. 866a/e. EPE 
SounDAC PC Sound Board. 868: Microprocessor 
Smartswitch. 881: Print Timer, 874; Stereo HiFi 
Controller - Power Supply, 886 - Main Board, 887 
- Expansion/Display Boards, (pair) 888: Dancing 
Fountains - Filter. 891 - PC-Compatible Interface (double-sided), 892: 
Seismograph - Sensor/Filter, 896 - PC-Compatible Interface (double-sided), 
898 - Clock/Mixer, 897; Visual/Audio Guitar Tuner. 900. Audio Auxiplexer - 
Control Board, 903 - Receiver, 904: Power Controller, 905: 1000V/500V 
Insulation Tester, 906; Active Guitar Tone Control, 907; TV Off-er (pair). 
908/909: Video Modules - 1 Simple Fader, 910: Video Enhancer. 912; 
Rodent Repeller, 913: Spacewriter Wand, 921: Universal Digital Code Lock, 
922: Video Modules - 3 Dynamic Noise Limiter, 919 - System Mains Power 
Supply. 920: Magnetic Field Detector. 923: The Ultimate Screen Saver, 927: 
Foot-Operated Drill Controller, 928: Model Railway Signals. 929: 12V 35W PA 
Amplifier. 930. 

Any of the above for just £2 each inc. VAT and p&p. 
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available see the 

Back Issues page for details. 

£2.00 
EACH 
inc. VAT 
and p&p 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

Multi-Purpose Thermostat  MAR'95 931 £6.30 
Multi-Project PCB 932 £3.00 
Audio Amplifier 
Light Beam Communicator (2 boards required) 

Multi-Proj.-PCB Light-Activated Switch  APR 95 932 £3.00 
Light-Activated Switch 
Switch On Off Timer 
Continuity Tester 

Auto Battery Charger 934 £5.36 
= National Lottery Predictor 935 £5.34 

MIDI Pedal  MAY'95 938 £7.78 
Club Vote Totaliser 939 £6.05 
PIC-DATS Development System (double-sided pt h ) 940 £9.90 
EPE HiFi Valve Amplifier -  M I MI 
Phase splitter 941 £6.71 

PIC-DATS 4 -channel Light Chaser 942 £7.90 

HV Capacitor Reformer  JULY'95 943 £5.60 
Ramp Generator 
Logic Board (double-sided p.t.h.) 8, Analogue 
board (pair) 944/5 £32.00 

Automatic Curtain Winder 946 £6.75 
Windicator 947 £4.10 

Microcontrolled 3-Digit Timer  M U M 
933  £6.61 

IA Remote Control -- Transmitter 948 £5.76 
Receiver 949 £6.14 

Personal Practice Amplifier 950 £6.09 

Low-Range Ohmmeter Adaptor  M I ME 926 £5.55 
Simple Theremin 952 £6.68 
Vandata - Boot Control Unit 953 £10.52 

Display Unit 954 £6.61 

Sound Switch  IlL ffi gn 915  £6.55 
Multiple Project PCB 932 £3.00 
Audio Sinewave Generator 
Treble Booster 
Infra-Red Controller/Alarm (2 boards required) 

Capacitor Check 955 £5.76 
Ginormous VU Meter 956 £9.31 

Multiple Project PCB  NOV'95 932 £3.00 
Video Enhancer - Current Tracer - 
Distortion Effects Unit 

Digital Delay Line 958 £8.04 
50Hz Field Meter 959 £8.32 
Temperature Warning Alarm (Teach-In '96) 960 £6.15 
Stereo "Cordless" Headphones  DEC'95 
Transmitter 961 £8.04 
Receiver 962 £7.66 
= EPE Met Office - SensorRainfall,Vane 963/965 £11.33 
Spiral transparency free with above p.c.b. 
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 
Light-Operated Switch  M I MES 966 £6.37 
Modular Alarm System (Teach-In '96) 967a/b £7.12 
'EPE Met Office -  JAN'96 
Computer Interface (double-sided) 964 £7.69 

Audio Signal Generator 969 £6.58 
Mains Signalling Unit, Transmitter and Receiver 970/971 (pr) £9.09 
Automatic Camera Panning (Teach-In '96) 972 £6.63 
Printer Sharer 973 £9.93 
Analogue Frequency Meter  FEB'96 957 £6.70 
Van-Speed Dice (Teach-In '96) 974 £5.69 
Mains Signalling Unit -2 12V Capacitive PSU 975 £6.07 
*PIC-Electric Meter - Sensor/PSU- Control/Display 977/978 (pr) £9.90 
Multi-Purpose Mini Amplifier  MAR 96 976 £6.12 
• PIC-Electric - Sensor/PSU - Control/Display 977/978 (pr) £9.90 
High Current Stabilised Power Supply 979 £6.62 
Mind Machine Mk III - Sound and Lights 980 £7.39 
Infra-Zapper Transmitter/Receiver 
(Teach-In '96) 981/982 (pr) £8.01 

Mind Machine Mk III - Programmer  APR'96 983 • £7.36 
Bat Band Converter/B.F.O. 984a/b £5.80 
Hearing Tester 985 £6.87 
Event Counter (Teach-In '96) 986 £8.39 
B.F.O. and Bat Band Converter  MAY'96 984a/b £5.80 
Versatile PIR Detector Alarm 988 £6.76 
Mind machine Mk III - Tape Controller 989 £6.70 
Midi Analyser 992 £6.74 
Countdown Timer (Teach-In '96) 993 £9.44 
Sarah's Light  JUNE'96 996 £7.17 
Home Telephone Link 997 (pr) £10.72 
• PulStar 998 £6.60 
VU Display and Alarm 999 £7.02 

Ultra-Fast Frequency Generator  JULY'96 

994/995 (pr) £12.72 and Counter - Oscillator/L.C.D. Driver 
Timed NiCad Charger 100 £6.99 
Single-Station Radio 4 Tuner 101 £7.02 
Twin-Beam Infra-Red Alarm -Transmitter/Receiver 102/103 (pr) £10.50 
• Games Compendium 104 £6.09 
Mono -Cordless" Headphones  AUG'96 

990/991 (pr) £10.16 - Transmitter/Receiver 
Component Analyser (double-sided p.t.h.) 105 £12.18 
Garden Mole-Ester 106 £6.07 
Mobile Miser 107 £6.36 
Bike Speedo 108 £6.61 
• PIC-Tock Pendulum Clock  EPT'96 109 £6.31 
Power Check 110 £6.42 
Analogue Delay/Flanger 111 £7.95 
Draught Detector 112 £6.22 
Simple Exposure Timer 113 £6.63 
Video Fade-to-White  OCT'96 114 £6.98 
Direct Conversion 80m Receiver 116 £7.52 
Vehicle Alert 117 £6.55 
10MHz Function Generator- Main Board 118 £7.33 

-PSU 119 £5.39 
Tuneable Scratch Filter  NOV'96 115 £7.83 
• Central Heating Controller 120 £7.85 
D.C. to D.C. Converters - Negative Supply Generator 122 £5.96 

- Step-Down Regulator 123 £6.01 
- Step-Up Regulator 124 £6.12 

EPE Elysian Theremin  DEC 96 

121 £22.00 (double-sided p.t.h.) 
. PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer 127 £7.23 
Stereo Cassette Recorder 
Playback/PSU 128 £7.94 
Record/Erase 129 £9.04 
*Earth Resistivity Meter  JAN'97 
Current Gen. - Amp/Rect. 131/132 (pr) £12.70 
Theremin MIDI/CV Interface (double-sided p.t.h.) 130 (set) £40.00 
Mains Failure Warning 126 £6.77 
Pacific Waves  FEB'97 136 £9.00 
PsiCom Experimental Controller 137 £6.78 
Oil Check Reminder  MAR'97 125 £7.16 
Video Negative Viewer 135 £6.75  I 
Tr-Colour NiCad Checker 138 £6.45  I 
Dual-Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info.) 139 £7.20  I 
*PIC-Agoras - Wheelie Meter  APRIL'97 141 £6.90  I 
418MHz Remote Control - Transmitter 142 £5.36  i 

- Receiver 
Puppy Puddle Probe 

143 
145 

£6.04 
I 

£6.10 
MIDI Matrix - PSU 147 £5.42  I 

- Interface 148 £5.91  I 
Quasi-Belt Door Alert  MA Y'97 133 £6.59  I 
2M F.M. Receiver 144 £7.69  I 
• PIC-A-Tuner 149 £7.83  I 
Window Closer - Trigger 150 £4.91  I 

-Closer 151 £447  1 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 
Child Minder Protection Zone  ELUILE11 
-Transmitter 153 £6.58 
- Receiver 154 £6.42 
Pyrotechnic Controller 155 £6.93 
• PIC Digilogue Clock 156 £7.39 
Narrow Range Thermometer 158 £6.37 
Micropower PIR Detector - 1  JULY'97 152 £6.69 

932 £3.00 

Infra-Red Remote Control Repeater 
(Multi-project P.C.B.) 

Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40 
- Mixer Board 160 £6.75 

Computer Dual User Interface 161 £6.70 
• PEsT Scarer 162 £6.60 
Variable Bench Power Supply  AU '97 932 £3.00 
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55 
Micropower PIR Detector- 2 Controller 163 £6.72 
• PIC-OLO 164 £7.02 
Active Receiving Antenna  ' M AI M 140 £6.59 
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63 
*PIC Noughts & Crosses Game 165 £7.82 
Micropower PIR Detector - 3 
Alarm Disarm/Reset Switch 166 £5.72 
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12 
Remote Control Finder  OCT'97 168 £6.32 
Rechargeable Handlamp 169 £6.23 
• PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90 
.EPE Time Machine  IlL U ZI M 171 £8.34 
Auto-Dim Bedlight 172 £6.63 
Portable 12V PSU/Charger 173 £6.61 
Car Immobiliser  D C 97 175 £7.00 
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32 
Surface Thermometer  J N'98 174 £7.64 
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30 
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi-project PCB)  FEB'98 932 £3.00 
*Virtual Scope 
Digital Board 176 £14.49 
Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34 
• Water Wizard 180 £7.69 
Kissometer 181 £7.67 
* *EPE PIC Tutorial  MAR'98 182 £7.99 
The Handy Thing (Double-Sided) 183 £6.58 
Lighting-Up Reminder 184 £5.90 
*Audio System Remote Controller - PSU 185 £7.05 

Main Board 186 £8.29 

EPE SOFTWARE 
Software programs for EPE projects are available on 3.5 inch PC-
compatible disks or via our Internet site. Those marked with a single 
asterisk 4. are all on one disk, order code PIC-DISK1, this disk also 

contains the Simple PIC16C84 Programmer (Feb '96). The EPE P/C 
Tutorial (4, *) f ileS are On their own disk, order code PIC-TUTOR. The 
disks are obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to 
cover our admin costs (the software itself .is free). Overseas (each): 
£3.35 surface mail, £4.35 airmail. All files can be downloaded free from 
our Internet FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. 

' EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT ' 
BOARD SERVICE 

Order Code  Project  Quantity  Price 

I Name   

I Address   

I enclose payment of £  (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to: I 

le1S4 
Everyday 

Practical Electronics 
Access (MasterCard) or Visa No. 
Minimum order for credit cards £5 

Signature  Card Exp. Date   

Please supply name and address of cardholder if different from the address show', 

NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server. 
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
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SURFING THE INTERNET 

NET WORK 
ALAN WINSTANLEY   

ESR Components get Kitted Out! 

0 Nli of the perpetual headaches for electronics constructors is 
that of locating components for projects. Occasionally it is 

necessary to deal with more than one supplier in order to 
source the parts for your latest constructional project, which 
brings unwelcome extra postage charges for those operating 
on a limited budget. If you've checked the EPE web site 
(http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk) recently, you will have 
noticed a new announcement on the Home Page — we've linked to 
the pages of ESR Components (http://www.esr.co.uk/epe.html) 
a components distributor based in Cullercoats, Tyne & Wear. 
ESR have just opened a new section of their web site which 

will be of special interest to EPE project builders. Their new 
on-line service has been specially designed to make it easy to 
obtain kits of parts for our projects. "Readers, customers, in fact 
anyone can now view a complete component list for recent EPE 
projects, including all prices and a discount for a complete 'kit' of 
parts," say ESR. Furthermore, they promise to update the web 
site as soon as possible — hopefully within a day or so — after a 
new issue of EPE is launched. 
Those hard-working folks at ESR currently plan a "rolling" 

program of publishing the components listing details of the last 
four or live issues, we're told. Of course, ESR's new site includes 
a reciprocal link to the EPE web site plus our on-line Back Issue 
& PCII order forms held on our secure server. All in all, an 
excellent Internet resource for the EPE project builder which we 
heartily commend! Be sure to take a look. 

The G WERTY Generation 
One problem in having a namesake (viz. Alan Winstanley. 

the music producer) is that I sometimes receive E-mail from 
youngsters in the USA ("Can you get me tickets for the next 
Bush concert?", "Are you the Alan Winstanley working in 
Riverside Studios, London?" etc.). This usually resulted from a 
young American music lover tapping my name into an Internet 
search engine, and then E-mailing me "on spec.". It occurred to 
me that it seems to be perfectly ordinary to an American 10-year 
old to try an Internet search engine, of which there are hundreds, 
or to have an E-mail address, and they treat all this as a matter of 
routine. 
Meantime, the British government is hard at work over here, 

playing catch-up. It's open season on Information and Computer 
Technology. It has designated 1998 as UK NetYear, and with the 
help of Bill Gates it wants to wire up all 320)0 of Britain's 
school to the information superhighway by the year 2002. Most 
schools seem to have at least some IT equipment, some schools 
having an enviable array of very modern personal computers — the 
culling edge in some private schools, old legacy equipment and 
software in others. 
If they're lucky then a member of staff may already have a 

head start with a requisite interest in IT systems, and may be able 
to introduce his or her personal skills into the school (just as 
happens in the industrial sector): up springs a school web site, 
E-mail atklresses, even a school Intranet. Chat areas and on-line 
E-sines folktw and clip art and colour printers brighten up the 
school output. Excellent stuff. 
Without the technical know-how needed to run a network of 

computers. I suspect that most schools will have a problem, and 
one ()I the main areas highlighted in the Government's ambitions 
to hook up every school to the Internet is the .need to train staff 
accordingly. (Another requirement is to encourage the availability 
of good quality British software.) The new "infogrid" will inter-
connect libraries, schools, museums, hospitals, galleries, univer-
sities and more. An Internet "kiosk" will become as common as 
a payphone, they hope. 

In the new IT strategy every pupil and teacher is offered a free 
E-mail address — that's ten million addresses in all. Teachers 
should visit www.excite.co.uk for more information, or send an 
A4 SAE to ExcitePost, 23 Kingly Court, London W IR 5LE. 
It seems to me that there is, however, a bit of a paradox in all 

this. 'The UK educational establishment is slowly waking to the fact 
that giving a pocket calculator to a ten-year old rather than honing 
basic skills in mental arithmetic is maybe not such a good idea, and 
perhaps multiplication is better learned by rote after all. Judging by 
MEE (Dept. of Education & Employment) consultation papers, the 
present regime appears to be dazzled with Internet connectivity and 
computing, as though using a wordprocessor or Internet kiosk is a 
panacea for all educational ills. Once the novelty has worn off it all. 
I fear I can see a new QWERTY generation being created, afflicted 
with a short attention span and carpal tunnel syndrome, and still 
unable to do percentages on a factory floor. 
The thinking behind the government's desire to create a 

"learning society" can be found on-line, in the form of Dept. of 
Education & Employment press releases which are published on 
the UK Government web site. You can browse the Prime 
Minister's foreword, by going to the MEE web pages at 
www.open.gov.uk/dfee/dreehome.htm. 
The entire consultation paper is available for download in 

Adobe Acrobat format. Unfortunately my flaky Adobe Acrobat 
3.0 reader crashed my PC when it pondered 32 pages of 
governmental policy. I find the best way, using Explorer, is to 
point the mouse at the filename on the web site, right-click Save 
Target As, choose a filename and save it to hard disk without 
opening Acrobat. Then browse it when off-line, or print it by 
right-clicking over the tile name and selecting Print. Preferably 
dump it on a laser printer. 
For light entertainment in a spare moment, readers might like to 

check the UK Government Information Service (GIS) web site at 
www.open.gov.uk which, it must be said, is quite impressive. 
From there you can link to various Governmental departments 
plus, of course, www.royal.gov.uk, the site providing much offi-
cial and historical information on the British Monarchy. 

Links 
Time for a round-up of this month's suggested links (as usual, 

all URLs are preceded with http://). Jonathan Stott maintains the 
Constants and Equations Pages (TCAEP), and the site includes 
hundreds of scientific constants, equations, a periodic Table. 
Greek and mathematical symbols and a large section of maths on 
www.stott.demon.co.uk. Some new tutorials from Iguana Labs. 
are now on-line at www.proaxis.com/-iguanalabs/Istled.htm 
(first-led.htm) describing using transistors and I.e.d.s, and 
www.proaxis.com/—iguanalabs/maintut.htm, a very good all-
round beginner's tutorial in electronics. There are some demo. 
circuits on-line, including breadboard layouts — one for the 
Teach-In '98 student to check, for sure. 
Another excellent-looking site is "Jughead's Information Sta-

tion" at www.teleport.comPlughead with pages for electronics, 
wireless, computers, modems and more. Texas Instruments has 
divested its discrete power semiconductor products to Power 
Innovations Ltd., a management buyout team whose new web 
site is www.powinv.com. A new site called Short Circuit on 
www.zip.com.au Hroy is a great-looking resource which claims 
to include a real-time message board, circuits, manufacturers 
and more. Finally, have a look at Laser Optics-UK, based 
at members.aol.com/WSRNet/optics.htm. This is a first-rate 
resource on lasers and opto-electronics, with a link to its USA 
equivalent, and it includes a laser tutorial plus dozens of links to 
research groups in the UK. Definitely one to bookmark. 
You can E-mail me at alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. 
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SURVEIL IL A WE 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS 

No. I for Kits  
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of 
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 
years and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions. 
circuit diagrams. assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all 
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio. 

Genuine SUMA kits available only, direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations! 
UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter 
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world' Incredible 10mm x 
3V-12V operation. 500m range 

MTX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter 
Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including rnic. 
3V-12V operation 1000m range   £13.45 

STX High-performance Room Transmitter 
High performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and 
range. Measures 22mm x 22m. including mic. 6V-12V operation. 1500m range 05.45 

VT500 High-power Room Transmitter 
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. 
Size 20mm x 40mm. 9V-12V operation. 3000m range   £16.45 

VXT Voice-Activated Transmitter 
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity 
and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range. £19.45 

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter 
Connects directly to 240V A.C. supply for long-term monitoring. 
Size 30mm x 35mm. 500m range   £19.45 

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter 
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder 
connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range   £22.95 

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter 
Connects to telephone line anywhere. requires no batteries. Output scrambled so 
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. 1000m range   £23.95 

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX 
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to 
headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9V-12V operation   £22.95 

ATR2 Micro-Size Telephone Recording Interface 
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape 
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm. 
Powered from line...    £13.45 

*** Specials *** 
DLTX/DLRx Radio Control Switch 
Remote control anything around your home or garden. outside lights. 
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with 
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output. momentary 
or alternate. 8-way till. switches on both boards set your own unique 
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx 90mm. Both 9V 
operation. Range up to 200m. 
Complete System (2 kits)   £50.95 
Individual Transmitter DLTX  £19.95 
Individual Receiver DLRX  £37.95 

MBX-1 Hi-Fl Micro Broadcaster 
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the 
headphone output of your Hi-Fl, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fl quality to a 
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourite music anywhere around the house. 
garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the 
DJ's choice and boring waffle. 
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m range  £20.95 

SUMA 
DESIGNS 

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter 
20mm including mic.  Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 1 Omm x 20mm' 

  £16.45  Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. 
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range   £15.95 

TLX 700 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter 
Best-selling telephone transmitter Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble 
than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. 
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line 1000m range  03.45 

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter 
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stabil. 
and performance Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phor, 
use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 
Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range   £16.45 

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter 
Transmits a continuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for 
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. 
Size 25mm x 63mm. 9V operation   £22.95 

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator 
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly. rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you 
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source. 
Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation   £30.95 

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator 
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity 
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to 
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as 
pagers. cellular. taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation  •• • £50.95 

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter 
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and 
requires the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX1B0 kit (see catalogue). 
Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range   £40.95 

QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter 
As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations. 
20mm x 67mm. 9V operation 1000m range   £40.95 

0SX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter 
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required. 
Size 32mm x 37mm. Range 500m  £35.95 

QRX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver 
For monitoring any of the C). range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section 
supplied as pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty 
setting up. Output to headphones 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation   £60.95 

A build•up service is available on all our kits if required. 

UK customers please send cheques. POs or registered cash. Please add 
£2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque 
clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00 
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476. 

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE 
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO 

TWO IRCS FIRST CLASS ST AM 

DEPT. EE 

THE W ORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD, 

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE, 

W ARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE 

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

Tel/Fax: 
01827 714476 
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EVERYDAY 

PRACTICAL 
CLASSIFIED 

ELECTRONICS 

Everyday Practical Electronics reaches nearly twice 
as many UK readers as any other independent 
monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited 
sales figures prove it. We have been the leading 
independent monthly magazine in this market for the 
last thirteen years. 

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display 
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £8 ( + VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). 
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p ( + VAT) per word (minimum 12 words). 

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together 
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex 
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161. 

For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above. 

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY 
Up to 38 volts d c. at 6 amps continous. 10 amps pewn 
fully variable from 1 to 38 volts Twin 
Voltage and 
Current meters 
for easy read-
out 240 volt a c 
input Fully smoothed. size 14  x 4'2 inches 
20 volt 1 amp model £44. post £4 

£76 inc' VAT 
carriage £6 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIAUSTS 
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON  =  
SURREY, CRO 2HS Tel 0181-684 1665 

Lots of transformers hugh volt caps valves speakers, in stock 
Phone 01 send your wants list for quote 

BTEC ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN TRAINING 
GNVO ADVANCED ENGINEERING 
(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME 

HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME 

B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME 

Next course commences 
Monday 14th September 1998 
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM 

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE 
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD 
EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU 

TEL: 0171-373 8721 

BUGS, KITS and more . . . 
• 88-108MHz FM transmitters under £5 

• Other educational and hobby electronic 
kits covering all technical abilities, from 
beginners' circuits to MCU/MPU designs 

• Low cost PCB services and equipment 

• FREE price list available on request 

DTE MICROSYSTEMS, 112 SHOBNALL ROAD, 
BURTON -ON-TRENT, STAFFS DE14 2BB 

PHONE or FAX: 01283 542229 
http://www.btinternet.comi-dtemicrosystems 

* * BUG KITS * * 
VHF & UHF roe , a,,a phone buy kits 
UHF receiver and bug detector kits. 

All kits include components. PCB and full assembly 
instructions 

Professionally assembled and cased UHF&VHF bugs. 

Prices start under £5 

Phone, Fax or wnte tor free price list. 

MC SYSTEMS 
Tullakeel Road, Churchtown, Ardee, 

Co. Louth, Ireland. 
Tel/Fax (041) 55452 

International Telfax . 353 41 55452 

THE BRITISH AMATEUR 
ELECTRONICS CLUB 
exists to help electronics 

enthusiasts by personal contact and 
through a quarterly Newsletter. 

For membership details, write to the 
Secretary: 

Mr. J. F. Davies, 70 Ash Road, Cuddington, 
Northwich, Cheshire CW8 2PB. 

Space donated by Everyday Practical Electronics 

Miscellaneous 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS — QUICK 
SERVICE.  Prototype  and  Production. 
Artwork raised from  magazines or draft 
designs at low cost. PCBs also designed from 
schematics. Production assembly also under-
taken. For details send to P. Agar, Unit 5, East 
Belfast Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge 
Road, Belfast, BT5 4GX, or phone/fax 01232 
738897. 

ANYONE  REPAIRING  TOYOTA/other 
engine management control units, car spares 
marketing/distribution company seeks supplier. 
Malcolm Jackson. Phone/Fax 0181 467 6671. 

DISCO  EQUIPMENT,  PA  systems. 
amplifiers, mixers, speakers, smoke machines, 
radio mic's and the latest lighting effects, all at 
LOW prices. Phone for FREE price list 
(01260) 271573. 
PROTOTYPE  PRINTED  CIRCUIT 
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details 
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings 
Drive, Hove, Sussex BN3 8G12. or phone 
Brighton 883871. fax 01273 706670. 

BRAND NEW SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 
01. PARTS 

ZX MICRODRIVES £15, INTERFACE ONE £20, 
CARTRIDGES 10 FOR £15.50 FOR £50. 

QL BOARDS 5, 6 57, POPULATED WITH 
IS ROMS, £30; UNPOPULATED, £12; MICRODRIVES 

El 0 EACH. TOPS BOTTOM CASES £15, 
MEMBRANES £15. 

THE P.C., M AC and C1L's "Little Friend" 
MAC LINK £10- P.C. LINK £25- CIL LINK £12 

CAMBRIDGE 288 A4 NOTEBOOK 
COMPUTER AVAILABLE AGAIN £99, 

RECONDITIONED £60 
ONLY 1" THICK, 4xAA BATTS. 20 HOURS WORK 
LCD SCREEN, 72 Crs, 6 LINES, 32K RAM. EXTRA 

,AMS S EPROMS, Spin D SERIAL PORT, ROM HAS 
tiBC BASIC, W/PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, DATA 
BASE, IMP/EXPORT TO PC etc, 1/52 TERMINAL. 

W. N. RICHARDSON Et CO. 
PHONE/FAX 07494 871319 

6 RAVENSMEAD, CHALFONT ST PETER, 
BUCKS, SL9 ONB. 

POST ES. ACCESS, VISA, ETC. SAE 

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and 
other parts in stock. For free advice/lists 
please ring, Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel. 01788 
574774, 

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket 
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. 
SIR-KIT  Electronics.  52  Severn  Road, 
Clacton, C015 3RB. 

HUNDREDS  OF  UNUSUAL  ITEMS 
CHEAP! Send £1 coin for interesting samples 
and list. Grimsby Electronics, Lambert Road. 
Grimsby. 

PICS FOR PROJECTS. Portable EPROM 
(27C I 6) Programmer-PC  Mouse  Emulator 
(joystick), XON RS232 Tester-Printer, Tester-
triggered  Logic  Analyser  (serial  output), 
SRAM Tester-Remote Data logger, and more; 
pre-programmed PIC + disc documentation, 
£11.99 p&p inc. from: R. Grodzik (MICROS), 
53 Chelmsford Road. Bradford BD3 8QN, UK. 
HAMEG  HM604  60MHz  OSCILLO-
SCOPE, boxed, good condition, f150. David, 
01483 714175. 

LEADER LAGI25 low distortion audio sig-
nal generator, boxed, good condition, £120. 
David, 01483 714175. 

LEADER LMV 181A AC millivoltmeter, 
boxed, good condition. £75. David, 01483 
714175. 

CD-ROM,  massive  servicing  and 
troubleshooting  "Technical  Encyclopaedia 
1997". Learn to repair everything electronic 
and electrical, computers, monitors, printers to 
TVs, VCR, HI-FI, domestic appliances and 
copiers; over 200 volumes on 1 CD, r.r.p. £99, 
bargain £20. 01633 283371. 

FOR SALE: Gould 0S3000A dual trace 
scope, £150; Gould SG200 RF sig. gen., 
16kHz to 230 meg., £50; Leader 2-channel AC 
millivoltmeter, ImV to 300V. £65; insulation 
tester, 250 to 1.000V, tests to 1,000 megohms. 
£110. Tel. 01785 284388 (Staffs). 

EPE NET ADDRESSES 
EPEFTP site. tip: .ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up an FTP session using appropriate 
FTP software, then go into quoted sub-directories: 

PIC-project source code files: /pub/PICS 
PIC projects each have their own folder: navigate to the correct folder and open it, then fetch all the files contained 
within. Do not try to download the folder itself! 

EPE text files: /pub/does 
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt 
EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt 
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unit.txt 
New readers and subscribers into epe_Info.txt 
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt 
Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nIcad2.zIp 
UK Sources FAO: uksource.zip 
Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt 
Ensure you set your FTP software to ASCII transfer when fetching text files, or they may be unreadable 

EPE Website: http://www.epemag.wimbome.co.uk 
Check it for up-to-date information on FAOs, subscribing, buying PCBs and Back Issues via our new Secure Server 

E-mail addresses: 
Circuit Surgery: alan @epemag.demon.co.uk 
Reader services: edltorlal @epemag.whnbome.co.uk 
Teach-In '98, queries and feedback: 
Teach_ln98 @epemag.demon.co.uk 

Webmaster, for comments and feedback about the web and FTP sites webmaster@epemag.demon.co.uk 
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TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE 
Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for 
career success with an ICS Home Study Course. Learn in 
the comfort of your own home at the pace and times that 
suit you. CS is the world's largest. most experienced 
home study school. Over the past 100 years ICS have 
helped nearly 10 million people to improve their lob 
prospects Find out how we can help YOU Post or phone 
today for FREE INFORMATION on the course ol your 

Electrical Contracting 8 Installation 
Electrical Engineering 
C8G Basic Electronic Engineering 
C8G Basic Mechanical Engineering 
TV and Video Servicing 
Radio and Hi-Ft Servicing 
Refrigeration Heating & Air Conditioning 
Motorcycle Maintenance 

FREEPH ONE 0500 581 557 
re , • i . • . • :-.•• • : ..,  •• 

> , CI = I gkypark. Glasgow. G3 8:R Tel 0500 581 557 or Tel/Fax: Ireland 01 285 2533 
somm mos mos um sum me mess me Imo mom Immo me gm um 

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses.   

1 Mr Mrs Ms Mss II BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE  
IAddress 

Date of Birth /  / 

IOccupation 
Postcode 

Tel. NO. 

‘14,;on, tone Elms • sepormeoMer carefully screened organisations lo write to sou about  Dept. ZEEE06029.1  
products and services If you woukl prefer not to hew front sixth crgaresetnire please tick box 0 

Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits 

with Schematics 
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs 
High Quality Components 

gligiNCWA NAtow 
FM Stereo Coders 
Audio Compressor Limiters 
Antennas RF Power Amps 
Link Transmitters and Receivers 

Our Kits Are Also Available 

Fully Assembled And Tested 

OELAPER WORLD-WOE Am 
ACCEPT INAPIRCIEWT CARDS 

C ontact Us Now For A Free Brochure 
el 01214 uto434 Fax 012/4 815200 
Sinai veronicaOlegend.co.uk 15 W WI* St, Gimensbury 

www.logsnd.00.uld-veronioa/ Bradford, B013 TAR 

•1 •41 .01 lot Locenced On in he IS 

Veronica 

glID TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES ZE 
76 Church St, Larkhall, Lanarks, ML9 1HE 
Tel: 01698 883334/884585  Fax: 01698 884825 

PHONE NO W FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE 

We have the World's Largest Collection of 

SERVICE M ANUALS 
Why not join Europe's fastest growing 

"Information Library Service" 
Buy ANY Service Manual for £10.00 and return any 

manual no longer needed for a £5.00 credit 
CALL/ WRITE NO W FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Initial joining fee of £65 : Thereafter £20 Yearly 

Join Now: Get your first Manual FREE!  

NEW COMPONENTS 
ORDERS OF £10 AND OVER RECEIVE A FURTHER 25°0 

WORTH OF YOUR CHOICE FREE 
sau ma w N N W  meannarobil nen ntemarre..L I 

100 'abed ceramic platedisc cepascitors  El 
4 7805 1 A to Pos voltage regulators  Cl 
4 7812 lA 121' Pos voltage regulators ...-........-- Et 
4 2A in-fine 50V bodge rectifiers    El 
20 4.7 mkt 40V radial Men. ceps ....... .....    El 
30 10 mid 50V radial elec. caps ........ - -  tl 
30 22 rind 15V radial elec cars    tt 
25 22 mid 50V radial elec caps    El 
25 4 7 add 63V redial elec. caps   Cl 
12 330 mid 10V radii, elec. caps   El 
20 470 mid 16V radial siec. caps   El 
20 100 mfd 100V axial elec caps   
10 470 rMd 50V radial sex. caps   £1 
30 5rnm red Led.' ..................... 
30 3rnm red 1.e  „ .d.s .................. 
30 BC21213 transistors   art 

25 BC546 trarlDIPOrT   Cl 
25 8C557 transistors   El 
25 Assorted roue hod/. preset resistors   El 
2 TV to Video 1 metre bads  ......  El 
2 P1259 to Plano 1 metre leads   El 
15 100 ohms 3W ale resistors . ......  El 

11R1401 1011113A MO M  ci 
536 I pets, 'Ain. gale, 25m, body. =bon 
528 In pole, 'Ain. Kinds 25mm body. cadon 
5 100k Er pots, Van. winds 25nim Cody, carbon 
5500k lin pots, 'ain spindle, 25tivn body, cart 
VALVE ASSOCIATED M g 
32 • 32m1d can electrotylics, 350V slip -------------2 tor t7 
Valve holders, Octa B9A,  ..... .arly 5 for t2 
HES dial bulbs. 6 3V, 0.3A ..  Boxof 101:245 
,inntage one weft eadesel rsidelOrs, 

0.1 mid 1.000V Mg, nted dliedric, W411 ended ... 563' f.3 
0068 mfd 800V 144st  5113, C3 
13-5 mfd Metelpecii, 350V Mig. ern ended  500r £3 

 Li 
Li 
El 
It 

Please add ft 25 or, order, pbp 
Callers welcome at our shop - address below 

DEPT. (E) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD 
157 Dickson Rudd, Blackpool FY1 2EU 

Tel  (01253) 751858  =  

0 1 253 302979 MM•MIO 

SERVICE MANUALS 
(Nz. Technical Books 

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model.  PRICE CRASH 
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM  ON ALL OUR 

Return the coupon for your FREE catalogue on Floppy Discs.  CD-ROM's 
MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (EPE) CO 8 Cherry Tree Road, Cttinnor, Oxon, 0X9 4QY. =  

Tel:- 01844-351694. Fax:- 01844 352554. 
Email:- sales@mauritron.co.uk Web site at:- http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/mauritrohl 

Please forward your latest Disc catalogue for which I enclose 4 x 1st Class Stamps. 

or £5.00 for the complete Service Manuals Index on PC Disc plus catalogue. 

NAME   
ADDRESS   

  POSTCODE   
Photocopy Uus coupon if you do not N ish  III the nuAxxine 

BASIC Compiler 
for PICs 

Takes the hassle out of working with PlCs! 
With MEL PicBasic just write your 
code in Basic, and then instantly 
compile it to produce the hex or 

binary files needed to program your 
standard 18, 28 or 40 pin PIC chip. 
English-like instructions make 
programming a joy instead of a 
struggle - serial comms, if/then, 
pulse measurement, time delays, 
etc., etc., each takes just one 

command! 

Comprehensive user manual. 

Mail order only from 

Pineapple 
Presentations 
30 Breckhill Road 

Nottingham NG5 4GP 
Tel. 0115 903 1851 
Fax 0115 903 2172 

£79.95 
plus £3.00 p&p per order 

More info on the web at http://www.melabs.com/mel/pbc.htm 

PINHOLE SPY CAMERAS 
WITH FREE AUDIO - SEE AND HEAR! 

ONLY £49.95 
AS USED BY POLICE FORCES, DETECTIVES, SHOPS, PUBS AND PARENTS 

THIS TINY CAMERA CAN BE HIDDEN INSIDE JUST ABOUT ANYTHING 
CLOCKS, PICTURES, SMOKE DETECTORS, EVEN A MATCHBOX 
COMPLETE WITH SOFT. FLEX, PO WER SUPPLY, SCART/PHONO 

CONNECTIONS 
PLUGS INTO ANY TV/VIDEO AND CAN BE WORKING WITHIN MINUTES 

TELEPHONE VOICE CHANGER 
Changes your voice to a new or unfamiliar one through the telephone handset. 

Simply hold over handset microphone to use. 
Was £39.95 NO W ONLY £19.95 Inc. 

ORDER TODAY - DELIVERED TOMORRO W 

STORM CPS 
30 STANHOPE GROVE 

MIDDLESBROUGH TS5 7SG 

01642 281158 

Carlin RANGE OF 
CCTV. COVERT 
SYSTEMS. 

AUTO-RECORD 
SYSTEMS, HOUSINGS 
AND DU MP CAMERAS 

AVAILABLE 

100 
75 
50 
10 
5 
4 
50 
12 
25 
25 
50 
25 
20 
25 
30 
20 
30 
30 
30 
33 
25 
30 
30 
20 
100 
100 
1E0 
100 
12 

80 

N. R. BARD WELL LTD (EPE) 
Signel diodes 1144148 
Rectifier Dods* 1/44001 
Rectifier Mods. 1144007 
WO1 Bridge Rectilsis ............ 
NE555 Timer I.C.S   
741 Op M .   
Assorted Zener Diodes 400mW  
Assorted 7-segment Displays 
Smrn I e 0 s. red green or yellow 
3rnrn I e Os. red, green or yellow 
Axial I e a s. 2m  red Diode Package 
Meld High Brightness Le.ds, vir cds.....£1.00 
BC 182L Transistors  £1. 00 
BC2121. Transistors  £1.00 
BC237 Trensatom  £1.00 
8C327 Transistors  £1.00 
BC328 Transistors  C1.00 
8C547 TranaislOrs.  £1.00 
9C548 Tranoisbors  £1.00 
8C549 Transistors  £1.00 
5C557 Transistors  £1.00 
BC558 Transistors  £1.00 
9C559 Transistors   C1.00 
2143904 Transistors   C1.00 
500 wkg Aral Capacitors Int  £1.00 
50N Mug Axial Capacitors 4N7  C1.00 
50v Wag suOminiature C raps 33n1  E1.00 
Radial Fern Capacitor 22  £1.00 
tut 250v encapsulated radial plesec coed 
capacitors   £1.00 
Mold capacitors   £1.00 

010 
 £1.00  200 Aosta disc cosmic capacitors  .E1.00 

 £1.00  50  Mold Skill Presets (srn. stand. cermet) ..E1.00 
 C1.00  50  Aosta RF chokes OnduCtOrs/  . ,E1.00 
E1.00  50  Asstd grommets  £1.00 
C1.00  80  Asstd solder tags pconns terminals  -C1.00 
£1.00  10  Aosta crystals - plug in  C1.00 

 £1.00  24  Mold Loll formers   £1.00 
 .01.00  8  Mold 0 iwitcnes   £1.00 

 £1.00  20  Miniature Ode swatches spco  £1.00 
£1.00  10  Standard slide switches dpcIL   

30  Asstd if transformers  .E1.03 
100 Mold treads ,ceramic tellop ash stave) E1.00 
80  Most small stand Mts. Wrought etc  E1.00 
30  Aosta ail socaets up to 40 way  £1.03 
10  TV coax plugs piastic  £1 .00 
20  Small spring loaded terminals  £1.00 
40  metres very thin connecting wee red  £1.00 
20  lin glass reed siertches  £1.03 
20  Magnetic ear pope with lead and plug  £1.00 
100 Any one value '.W 5% ct resistors range 

IR to ION  .  £0 45 

Prices include VAT postage £1 25 31p stamp for Lists 

288 Abbeydale Road. Sheffield S7 1FL 
Phone (011412552886 Fax (0114)2500689 

Emil Berdwebdcameusemezam 
Web Ms Mo. oureald.Conpusene.comecinemesteRDWELIS 
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Quad speed Toshiba 13rd height SCSI cd-rom 
drives  £20 each. 6 for £100 
1 meg. 30-pin panty simms 03.75 each. 4 for £12 
4 meg 30-pin panty simms .....013 each. 4 for £50 
Trident 512k video cards  £12 each 
Trident 1mb VLB video cards  00 each 
Future Domain SCSI I controller cards 115 each 
Internal VGA leads  £2.50 each, 10 for £20 
Sim Isle on cd.rom  £5 
10 memory BT approved phones  £7.50 each 
BT approved phone and answer machine   £20 
3E mixed component pack  £4.95 
Jumbo component pack   £10 
250 off mixed capacitors   £4.95 
250 off vc sockets   
1000 off mixed ceramic caps   £7.50 
20 oft mixed crystals-filters   £4.95 
25 off mixed relays   £3.50 
Brand new 360k 5' ." floppy drive   £4.50 
5' ." to 3' floppy drive 
convener leads    £1.54* 
1.2MB 5.." floppy drive  £10 
12V d.c. 200 rpm. geared motor 
 £1.50 each. 10 for £12 

220V 1500 r.p.m. geared motor 
 £6 each. 10 for £50 

7V-12V d.c. motor. 4/6000 r.p m. 
700mA.1450mA  CO each. 10 for £30 

12V d c motor. 13.000 r.p.m. 
180mA  Et each. 10 for £8 

6V d.c. motor, 1.200 r.p.m. 600mA 
 El each. 10 for f8 

9V d.c. motor. 13,000 r.p.m. 460mA 
 Et each. 10 for 08 

10.5V dz. motor. 9.000 r.p.m., 
220mA  Et each 10 for £8 

S M. P.S.U.. mains input, + 5-2V 6A. - 24V 0.0A 
« 24V 5.5A outputs   £6 eaĉ 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
PLEASE RING. 

We also buy all forms of electronic 
components. p.s.u's. disk drives etc 

Lists to below address. 

ALL P  V.A. . 
PLEASE ADD L'200  EXCE 
ITEMS MARKED * WHICH ARE 50P. 
SAE FOR BULK BUYING LIST 
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO. 

Dept EE, COMPELEC, 
14 Constable Road, 
St. Ives, Huntingdon, 
Ca mbs PE17 6ECI 

COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS 
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras 
with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R., Radios. 
Clocks, Briefcases etc. Transmitting 
Cameras with Receivers (Wireless). 
Cameras as above with colour. 

Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built 
Units, Bug Detector etc. 

A.L. r."-1TRON1160:;4 
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue. 

Fax 0181 201 5359 
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless) 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS 
FREE COMPONENTS 

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE 
SPI  15 x 5mm Red Leds 
SP2  12 x 5mm Green Leds 
SP3  12 x 5mm Yellow Leds 
SPIO  100 x 1N418 diodes 
SP11  30 x 1N4001 diodes 
SP12  30 x 1N4002 diodes 
SP18  20 x 8CI82 transistors 
SP20  20 x BC184 transistors 
SP2I  20 x BC212 transistors 
SP22  20 x 8C214 transistors 
SP23  20 x BC549 transistors 
SP24  4 x Cmos 4001 
SP25  4 x 555 timers 
SP26  4 x 741 Op amps 
SP28  4 x Cmos 4011 
SP29  4 x Cmos 4013 
SP33  4 x Cmos 4081 
SP36  25 x 10 25V radial elect caps. 
SP37  15 X 100 35V radial elect. caps. 
SP39  10 x 470 16V radial elect. caps. 
SP40  15 x 8C237 transistors 
SP41  20 x Mixed transistors 
SP42  200 x Mixed 0 25W C F resistors 
SP46  20 x 400mW zener diodes 
SP47  5 x Min PB switches 
SP102  20 x 8-pin DIL sockets 
SP103  150 14-pin DIL sockets 
SP104  15 x 16-pin OIL sockets 
SP105  5 x 741.500 
SP109  15 x BC557 transistors 
SP112  4 x Cmos 4093 
SP115  3 x 10mm Red Leds 
SP116  3 x 10mm Green Leds 
SP118  2 x Cmos 4047 
SP120  3 x 74LS93 
SPI21  6 x Rectangular Red Leds 

5x2mm 
SP122  6 x Rectangular Green Leds 

5x 2rnm 

RESISTOR PACKS - C.Film 
RP3  5 each value - total 365 0.25W  £2.80 
RP7  10 each value - total 730 0-25W £4.00 
RPIO 1000 popular values 0.25W  £5.80 
RP4  5 each value-total 365 05W  £3.75 
RP8  10 each value-total 730 05W  £6.35 
RP11 1000 popular values 05W  £8 10 

SPI30  100 x Mixed 0.5W C.F. resistors 
SPI31  20 TL071 Op amps 
SPI32  2 x TL082 Op.amps 
SPI33  20 x 1N4004 diodes 
SP 134  15 x 1N4007 diodes 
SP136  3 x BFY50 transistors 
SP137  4 x W005 1.5A bridge rectifiers 
SPI38  20 x 2.2 63V radial elect. caps. 
SP140  3 x W04 1.5A bridge rectifiers 
SP142  2 x Cmos 4017 
SPI44  3 X TIP31A transistors 
SP145  6 x 7TX300 transistors 
SP146  10 x 2N3704 transistors 
SPI 47  5 x Shipboard 9 strips x 25 holes 
SP151  4 x 8mm Red Leds 
SP152  4 x 8mm Green Leds 
SPI 53  4 x Yellow Leds 
SP154  15 x BC548 transistors 
SP156  3 x Shipboard. 14 strips x 

27 holes 
SP 1 60  10 x 2N3904 transistors 
SP161  10 x 2N3906 transistors 
SP165  2 x LF351 Op amps 
SP167  6 x BC107 transistors 
SPI68  6 x BC108 transistors 
SPI75  20 x 1/63V radial elect caps. 
SPI 77  10 x IA 20mm quick blow 

fuses 
SP182  20 x 4.7 50V radial elect caps 
SPI 83  20 x BC547 transistors 
SP187  15 x 8C239 transistors 
SP191  3 x Cmos 4023 
SPI 92  3 x Cmos 4066 
SP193  20 x BC2I 3 transistors 
SPI94  10 x 0A90 diodes 
SP195  3 x lOmm Yellow Leds 
SPI97  6 x 20 pin OIL sockets 
SP198  5 x 24 pin OIL sockets 

1998 Catalogue £1 inc. P&P or 
FREE with first order. 

P&P £1.25 per order. NO VAT. 

Orders to: 
Sher wood Electronics, 

7 Willia mson St., Mansfield, 
Notts. NG19 6TD. 

Millions of quality co mponents 
at lo west ever prices! 

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery 
- frustrated orders - over production etc. 

NO VAT to add on. 
Send 45p stamped self addressed label or 

envelope for clearance lists. 
Brian J Reed 

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell 
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3EQ 

Tel: 0181-393 9055  Mail order UK only. 
Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This 

normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few 
thousand of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do 
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to 
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait! 
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PO WER A MPLIFIER M ODULES-TURNTABLES-DI M MERS-
LOUDSPEAKERS-19 INCH STEREO RACK A MPLIFIERS 

• •e  •. • • - - • • - •  • - • - I a • 

SERVICE* LARGE 1.441 S.A.E. 60- STA MPED FOR CATALOGUE 

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS 
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK 

THOUSANDS PURCHASED 
B Y P R OFESSI O N AL U S ERS 

THE RENO WNED MXF SERIES OF PO WER AMPLIFIERS 
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W • 100W) MXF400 (200W  200W) 

MXF600 (300W • 300W) MXF900 (450W • 450W) 
ALL PO WER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN 

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal translormers * Twin L.E.D. Vu meters * 
Level controls * Illuminated on/oll switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit 
proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress tree power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low 
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with DC loudspeaker and thermal protection. 

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC. 

SIZES:- MXF200 W19 vH3̀  (2U)s1311" 
MXF400 W19 :115'  (3U)vD12" 
MXF600 W19 :145 .• (3U)vD13" 
MXF900 W19 x115'  (3U)v1314.." 

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00  M XF400 £233.85 

M XF600 £329.00  M XF900 £449.1 5 
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL (12,50 EACH 

;-•TTX-101-1P1 MT*-YISTTTVIT4 MT-4--ToT-T-95-1   

Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over, housed in a 19 - x 1U case Each channel has three level controls: 
bass mid & lop The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the 
cross-over frequency Bass-Mid 2501500/1300Hz. Mid-Top 1.8/3/5KHz. all at 24013 per octave. Bass invert switches 
on each bass channel Nominal 775m5 inputioutput. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules. 

Price £117.44  £5.00 P&P 

iltiltIF-14161!,11:14;1-1.111n Hel-11 

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2. 7 band 
L& R graphic equalisers with bar graph 
LED Vu meters  MANY OUTSTANDING 
FEATURES, including Echo with repeat & 
speed control,  DJ  Mic  with  talk-over 
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders 
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8 
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the 
following inputs, 3 turntables (wag), 3 
mics, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc. 

Price £144.99 + £5.00 P&P 

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS* 

SIZE: 482  .240. 120 m m 

"a1-1.7.1-414q4-174-'71- 1-47T-15  
Join the Piezo revolution: The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved 
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a crossover is not required 
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are put in series FREE 
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER. 

TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3 round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for 

.1 bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price £4.90 • 50p P&P. 

TYPE '13' (KSN1005A) 3'/,' super horn for general purpose speakers. 

disco and P.A. systems etc. Price £5.99  50p P&P. 

TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2-x5" wide dispersion horn tor quality Hi-Fi sys-

tems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99 - 50p P&P. 

TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2 x6  wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency 

response retained extending down to mid-range (2KHz). Suitable for high 

quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99  50p P&P. 

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A)3'., horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim. 

Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99 • 50p P&P. 

LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control 

and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price £4.10  50p P&P. 

TYP*A  TYPE B 

TYPE 

TYPE 

TYPE E 

•  • 

A new range of quality loudspeakers designed to take advantage of the latest 
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality 
12 cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fined grilles wide dispersion 
Constant directivity horns extruded aluminium corner protection and steel 
ball corners, complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures 
are' bed as standard with tor, hats inr optional Iraidspwakw , stand, 

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz  20KHz 

ibl FC 12-100 WATTS (100dB) PRICE C159.00 PER PAIR 
ibl FC 12-200 WATTS (100dB) PRICE £175.00 PER PAIR 

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £12.50 PER PAIR 

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR £49.00 
Delivery f6.00 per pair 

,JV rI4 !  41/141,i  ;71,,i..] CAI  .1.1* N1114-' SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED. 

Mesa modules now enjoy • world-wide reput•tIon tor qualify, reliability and performance al a realistic prIce Four 
Tiodels are available to suit the needs ol the prol ”sional and hobby market i e Industry. Leisure. Instrumental and Hi.Fi 
etc When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply. integral heat sink glass fibre PC B and 
love circuits to power a compatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proot 

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS 

O MP/ MF  100  Mos-Fet Output power  110 watts 

R. M.S. into 4 oh ms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz 

-3dB.  Da mping  Factor  300,  Slew  Rate 45V/uS. 

T.H.D. typical 0.002 %. Input Sensitivity 500 mV. S.N.R. 

-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60 m m. 

PRICE £40.85  £3.50 P&P 

O MP/ MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts 

R. M.S. into 4 oh ms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz 

-3dB,  Da mping  Factor  300.  Slew  Rate  50V/uS. 

T.H.D. typical 0.001 %, Input Sensitivity 500 mV, S.N.R. 

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100 m m. 

PRICE £54.35  £4.00 P&P 

O MP/ MF 300  Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts 

R. M.S. into 4 oh ms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz 

, -3dB.  Da mping  Factor  300,  Slew  Rate  60V/uS, 

T.H.D. typical 0.001 %. Input Sensitivity 500 mV. S.N.R. 

-110 dB. Size 3300 175. 100 m m. 

PRICE £81.75  £5.00 P&P 

O MP/ MF 450  Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts 
R. M.S. into 4 oh ms, frequency response 1Hz- 100KHz 

-3dB.  Da mping  Factor  300.  Slew  Rate  75V/uS. 

T.H.D. typical 0.001 %. Input Sensitivity 500 mV. S.N.R. 

-115 dB. Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 

Second Anti-Thu mp Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105 m m. 

PRICE C1 32.85 • C5.00 P&P 

O MP/ MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts 

R. M.S. into 2 oh ms. 725 watts R. M.S. into 4 oh ms. 

frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Da mping 

Factor  300,  Slew  Rate  75V/uS.  T.H.D.  typical 

0.002 0 v. Input Sensitivity 500 mV. S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan 

Cooled.  D.C.  Loudspeaker  Protection.  2 Second 

Anti-Thu mp Delay. Size 4220 3000 125 m m. 

PRICE C259.00  C12.00 P&P 

- -
NOTE: MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS: 
STANDARD. INPUT SENS 500r00, BAND WIDTH tO0KI-14 
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS 
775mV, BAND WIDTH 506M.. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC. 

LARGE  SELECTI ON  OF  SPECIALIST  LOU DSPEAKERS 

AVAILABLE, INCLU DIN G CABINET FITTIN GS, SPEAKER 

GRILLES,  CR OSS-OVERS  AN D  HIGH  PO WER,  HI GH 

FREQUENCY BULLETS AN D HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E. 

(60p STA MPED) FOR CO MPLETE LIST. 

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available. 

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE 
8 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID. DISCO. 
RES. FREQ. 72Hz. FREQ. RESP TO 4KHz. SENS 97dB.  PRICE £32.71  £2.00 P&P 
10 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR. VOCAL. KEYBOARD, DISCO. EXCELLENT MID. 
RES. FRED. 71Hz, FREC). RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS97dB.  PRICE £33.74  £2.50 P&P 
10 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR. KEYEI'D. DISCO, VOCAL. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID. 
RES. FREO. 65Hz. FREO. RESP TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB.  PRICE £43.47  £2.50 P&P 
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO, STAGE MONITOR. 
RES.FREO. 49Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 100dB.  PRICE £35.64 - £3.50 P&P 
12  100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. PA.. VOCAL, STAGE 
MONITOR. RES. FREO 42Hz. FREO RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.  PRICE £36.67  £3.50 P&P 
12 200 WATT R.M.S. ME12-200 GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID 
RES. FREQ. 58Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 98dB.  PRICE £46.71  £3.50 P&P 
12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC. 
RES. FREO. 47Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 103dB.  PRICE £70.19  £3.50 P&P 
15 200 WATT R.M.S. ME15-200 GEN PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR 
RES. FREO. 46Hz. FREO. RESP TO 5KHz. SENS 99dB.  PRICE £50.72  £4.00 P&P 
15 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR 
RES. FREQ. 39Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB.  PRICE £73.34  £4.00 P&P 

FTTTTTPIT:T1 WITOWIIIPTTaITTIPTT111F41,  
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except EB8.50 & EB10-50 which are dual impedance lapped  4 It 8 ohm) 
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND 
8 50watt EBB-SO DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-Fl. IN-CAR. 
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB.  PRICE £8.90  £2.00 P&P 
10 50 WATT 6E110-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-Fl. IN-CAR 
RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREO RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS. 99dB.  PRICE £13.65  £2.50 P&P 
10 100 WATT EB10-100 BASS. HI-Fl. STUDIO. 
RES. FREO. 35Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB.  PRICE £30.39  £3.50 P&P 
12 100 WATT EB12-100 BASS. STUDIO. HI.FI, EXCELLENT DISCO. 
RES FREO 26Hz. FREO RESP. TO 3 KHz. SENS 93dB.  PRICE C42.12  £3.50 P&P 
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND 
5' a 60 WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RES. FREQ. 63Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 92dB  PRICE £9.99  £1.50 P&P 
6'o 60 WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI Fl. MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RES. FRED. 38Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB.  PRICE £10.99  1.50 P&P 
8 60 WATT EBB-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC. 
RES. FRED. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB.  PRICE £12.99  £1.50 PAP 
10 80 WATT EB10-80TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS 98dB.  PRICE £16.49  £2.00 PAP 

ITY41=LITT-TT•IFIaliTATT:1 I ;; • 

PRICES, 150 W £49.99  250 W £99.99 
400 W £109.95 P&P £2.00 EACH 

THREE SUPERB HIGH PO WER 
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS 
150 WATTS (75  75) Stereo. 150W 
Bridged Mono 
250 WATTS (125  125) Stereo. 250W 
Bridged Mono 
400 WATTS 1200  200) Stereo. 400W 
Bridged Mono 
ALL PO WERS INTO 4 OHMS 
Features: 
* Stereo bridgable mono * Choice of 
high & low level inputs * L & R level 
controls * Remote on-off * Speaker & 
turaggiagion. 

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS 

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS 

3W  TRANSMITTER  80.1013MHz  VARICAP  CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL 
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO] MILES SIZE 382123mm SUPPLY 125  0.5AMP. 

PRICE C14.85  C1.00 P&P 

FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100.108MHz. VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH 
VERY SENS FF7 MIC. RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56, 46mm. SUPPLY 98 BATTERY, 

PRICE £8.80  £1.00 P&P PHOTO: 3W FM 'TRANSMITTER 

B. K. ELECTR O NICS 
.‘" 

TAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINI MU M. OFFICIAL 
L,RDEPS FRO M SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC. 
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA AND 

ACCESS ACCEPTED BY PGST, PHONE OR FAX. 

UNITS 1 & 5 CO MET W AY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 
ESSEX, SS2 GTR. 

Tel.: 0 1 7 0 2-5 2 7 5 7 2 Fax.: 01 702-420243 



New Project Kits from Maplin 
AUDIO LEAD CHECKER KIT 
- No home or professional 
studio should be without one! 
FEATURES: 

Rapidly and &arty identifies 
connections on most audio cables 

Will test very long cables 

Clear led readout 

Robust design )0-

IDEAL FOR: 

PA/Sound engineers 

o- Gigging bands 

). Fault diagnosis 
Kit includes all components, PCB, fixing hardware, 
case, front panel label and full instructions. 

AUDIO LEAD CHECKER KIT LU26D £19.99 
Construction details: Audio Lead Checker Leaflet XZ2OW 80p 
Issue 114 / June 1997 Electronics & Beyond XD14Q £2.25 

MELODY GENERATOR KIT 

FEATURES 

). Ideal beginners project 

>- Safe, low voltage operation 

>- Low current giving long 
battery life 

). Directly drives speakers 
(included) or piezo sounders 

> Large range of melodies 
supported (15 available) 

APPLICATIONS 

>- Children's toys 

). Teaching nursery rhymes 

>  Turn ordinary cards and 
gifts into novel presents 

Kit includes all components, PCB, 
speaker, connecting wire and full 
instructions. One or two 1.5V batteries 
are required (not supplied). 

MELODY GENERATOR KIT: 

LU64U Happy Birthday LU66W London Bridge 

LU68 Greensleeves  LU69 Love Me Tender 
LU75 Merry Christmas L1J76 12 Days of Christmas 
LU80 I Just Called  LU81 Twinkle Twinkle 

LU90 White Christmas L1J91 Warning Tone 

All at £4.99 

LU67 Old McDonald 
LU70 Jingle Bells 
LU77 You Are My Sunshine 
LU84 I'd Like To Teach 

LU92 Wedding March 

Construction details: Melody Generator Leaflet XZ47B 50p 
Issue 120 / December 1997 Electronics & beyond XD2OW f.2.65 

These kits are: 
>- Supplied with high-quality fibre-glass PCBs - pre-tinned, with printed 

legend and solder resist 

)1. Supplied with comprehensive instructions and a constructors' guide 

>- Covered by the Maplin Get-You-Working Service and 12-month warranty 
Kits do not include tools or test equipment. Kits may require additional components or 
products, depending on application, please refer to construction details or contact the 
Maplin Technical Suppert Helpline (Tel: 01702 556001) if in doubt. 

PROJECT Ac h 
RATING  

Si mple 

NATIONAL LOTTERY 
PREDICTOR KIT 

FEATURES 

Ideal beginners project 

)11.- Simple to use - one switch operation 

Automatic switch off saves batteries 

>. Full source code available 

APPLICATIONS 

Use to choose your lottery numbers! 

>- Excellent introduction to 
microcontrollers 

>- Use in other games 

Kit includes all components, PCB, fixin 
hardware and full instructions. Two 
batteries are required (not suppli 

NATIONAL LOTTERY PREDICTOR KIT W61R £9.99 
Construction details: National Lottery Predictor Leaflet XZ46A 50p 
Issue 120 / December 1997 Electronics & beyond XD2OW £2.65 

PAL COLOUR ENCODER KIT 
FEATURES 

PAL and NTSC compatible 

>- TTL compatible inputs 

).- 64 colour palette 

)1. Composite video and UHF 
outputs 

>. Analogue or digital RGB 
inputs 

>- Optional S-video output 

APPLICATIONS 

>- Colour bar generation 

)1- RGB to compos)te and 
UHF conversion 

). Computer displays 

Kit includes all components, PCB, Modulator, hardware to connect the Maplin 
Colour Bar Generator LT5OE and full instructions. A +12V DC @ 300mA, regulated 
supply is required (not supplied). 

PAL COLOUR ENCODER KIT W74R £24.99 
Construction details: PAL Colour Encoder Leaflet XZ41U 80p 

Issue 115 / July 1997 Electronics & beyond XD15R 

ORDER NOW! 
Tel: 01702 554000, Fax: 01702 554001, E-mail: Sales@maplin.co.uk 

Or write to Maplin Electronics, PO, Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LU 
Or Tel: 01702 554002 for details of your nearest Maplin or Mondo store. 

Please quote Priority Reference Code MA043 When ordering. 

A M E RI C A N 
E X P RE S S 

For orders over £30.00 inc VAT goods are 
dispatched free of handling charges. A small 

order charge of f2.95 inc VAT is applied to 

orders less than 00.00 inc VAT. All items 

subject to availability. All prices are inclusive 

of VAT and are subject to change. E&OE. 

\ m ) 

S WIT C H 

CONNECT 

Internet Web Site: 
Ifttin/Awrw.mapilkeo.uk 


